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Preface to Volume 10 
 

 

 I am pleased to present the 10th volume in the continuing series of Occasional 
Papers in the study of Sudanese Languages.  This volume contains a welcome breadth of 
contributions from translators, academics, and consultants.  The volume includes 
papers on three languages from what is now South Sudan: Kakwa, Mündü, and Tennet.  
And the linguistic diversity of the Nuba Mountains region is particularly well 
represented by four languages from different language families: Ama, Laru, Lumun, and 
Tima. 
 
 The papers explore various topics in language description.  Phonological studies 
continue to support the development of orthographies, and the determination of 
accurate language names, in particular Laru [lro] and Kakuwâ [keo].  A finding 
presented across two papers is the type of vowel system found in two different 
Sudanese languages Laru and Fur, which both disallow advanced tongue root in mid-
height vowels: */e/,*/o/.  Studies in grammar include papers on pronominal marking 
in Tennet and negation in Tima, while other papers describe unusual affixes: a rare 
dual verbal suffix in Ama and the “persona” prefix of Lumun.  Finally, two discourse 
studies provide us with accounts of participant reference for Lumun and Mündü, 
complete with texts. 
 
 I thank the authors for their work to document and describe Sudanese 
languages.  My thanks goes also to the reviewers and the typesetter Janet Sweet for 
helping to bring about the present volume.  As orthographies are developed for 
Sudanese languages, it is to be hoped that facts such as those analysed and documented 
here will also be made available in a suitable form to readers from the language 
communities. 
 
 
       Russell Norton 
       Editor 
 
       January 2012 
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Phonology of Kakuwâ (Kakwa) 
by Yuga Juma Onziga and Leoma Gilley 

 
 
0. Introduction 
 
Kakuwâ is a Nilo-Saharan (Eastern Nilotic sub-group) language.1 It is spoken by about 
200,000 – 300,000 people living in Yei County (Southern Sudan), Ko’buko District 
(northwest of Uganda), and in Kakuwâ County (northeast Democratic Republic of the 
Congo). Kakuwâ is thus spoken in a region bordering Sudan, Uganda, Congo. The name 
of the language was corrupted into Kakwa by the colonial authorities (British, Belgians, 
and Turks) who arrived in the region during the 19th century. The origin of Kakuwâ2 is 
the agentive prefix ka- and the verb kúwâ ‘to be bitten’ or ‘biting’. Kakuwâ refers both 
to the speakers of the language and the language itself.3 
 
The following data provide evidence for the phonemes that need to be included in the 
orthography. The topics cover the consonants, vowels, syllable structure, tone and 
potential graphemes. 
 
I. Consonants 
 
The following 31 consonants are found in Kakuwâ. 
  
 labial alveolar retroflex palatal velar labiovelar 
voiceless  
plosives  

 p  t     ʈ  k kp 

voiced 
plosives  

 b d    ɖ   (j4) g gb 

implosives  ɓ  ɗ   ʄ  
prenasalized 
plosives 

mb ⁿd  ⁿɖ (nj) ŋg  ŋmgb 

nasals m n ɲ ŋ ŋm   
voiceless 
fricatives  

 s     

voiced 
fricatives  

 (z)      

prenasalized 
fricatives 

 (ⁿz)     

liquids  l, r y5 w 
 
The following data show where each of the consonants can occur in Kakuwâ. All 
consonants can occur in word initial or medial position. There are no coda consonants 
in Kakuwâ. 
                                                 
1 Kakwa [keo] (Ed.), http://www.ethnologue.com/show_family.asp?subid=1144-16 
2 The word Kakuwâ means ‘thorn’. 
3 http://www.kakwa.org/index.htm 
4 {j} is the palatal plosive and alternates freely with the voiced alveolar fricative. Some dialects prefer 
one over the other. 
5 {y} is the palatal approximant. 
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 Beginning  Middle  
p pirî ‘place, location’ pípísa  ‘scabies’ 
b bʊɖâ  ‘to blow’ kɔb́ʊ  ‘to ignite’ 
ɓ ɓʊ́ɖa  ‘to milk’ taɓágʊ  ‘to fold’ 
mb mbɪẃʊ  ‘sling’ dʊ́mba  ‘to deceive’ 
m mɔgâ  ‘to catch’ sʊ́mâ  ‘poisoning’ 

‘to be poisoned’ 
t tɔʄ́a ‘to warm’ kɪt́ɛ ́ ‘cow’ 
ʈ ʈɛǵʊ  ‘to inject/pierce’ ɲúʈi  ‘hip/socket’ 
d dúmba  ‘to deceive’ pʊɖâ  ‘to praise/honour’ 
ɖ ɖɔ́ŋgʊ  ‘to chase’ mɔɖ́ʊ  ‘to insult/try’ 
ɗ ɗíyâ  ‘to be blocked’ sɔɗ́ɔ ̂ ‘to squat’ 
nd ndúlú  ‘whole, complete’ kɔnda  ‘to do, doing’ 
nɖ nɖɔĺɔ́nɖɔĺɔ ́ ‘small eel-like fish’ pɔ́nɖâ  ‘to come, arrive’ 
n nɔgâ   ‘to burn’ kɛnâ  ‘counting, reading’ 

‘to be counted/read’ 
s sáɖʊ̂  ‘announcement’ kɔsɔ ̂ ‘tobacco pipe’ 
z6~ j zɔ́nɖa (jɔ́nɖa)  ‘to bring/fetch’ kɔźa (kɔj́a)  ‘to bite’ 
nz ~ ɲj nzʊrʊ́ga 

(ɲjʊrʊ́ga)  
‘to jeer at’ anzɛ ́(a ɲjɛ)́  ‘first’ 

l lúbo  ‘to enter’ gálâ   ‘searching’ 
‘to be searched’ 

r rɛ ́mba  ‘to thatch’ mɛŕá  ‘drunkenness’ 
ʄ ʄaʄʊ  ‘to spoil, stain’ ɓɔʄ́ʊ  ‘to touch, feel’ 
ɲ ɲáɖʊ  ‘to love’ mɔɲá  ‘stranger’ 
y yɔʄ́ʊ  ‘to think, ponder’ kpɔyɔkpɔyɔ  ‘loose’ 
k kʊ́wâ  ‘biting’ 

‘be bitten’ 
mɔḱɔ  ‘leg, lower limb’ 

g guruté  ‘lizard’ lógó   ‘hard’ (ms, sg)7 
ŋ ŋɛŕâ  ‘cutting’ 

‘be cut’ 
ɲɔnáŋá  ‘close, near’ 

ŋg ŋgɪĺɪ ́ŋgɪĺɪ ́ ‘ear-ring’ jaŋgʊ̂ (zaŋgʊ̂) ‘to tremble/shiver, panic’ 
kp kpɔḱpɔ ́ ‘flour’ nákpɛ ́ ‘white’ (fm, sg) 
gb gbɔgbɔ  ‘straight’ lɔǵbɔḱɛ ́ ‘mole cricket’ 
ŋmgb ŋmgbɛ ́ ‘tight, secure, solid’ aŋmgbáwʊ́  ‘personal name of a male-

born Kakuwâ child’ 
ŋm ŋmɔẃá  ‘stench,  odour’ ɪŋmánɪ ́ ‘four’ 
w wɪʄ́ɔ  ‘to swallow’ tʊ́wá  ‘to die’ 

‘death’ 
 
Table 1: Consonant contrasts in initial and medial positions of words. 
 
In this section we examine the data by identifying minimal pairs of sounds. In this way, 
it can be demonstrated which sounds are phonemes in Kakuwâ and thus need to be 

                                                 
6 The [z] and [j] are in free variation, [j]  is commonly heard among the Kakuwâ of Uganda and the 
Sudan while [z] is more commonly heard among the Congo Kakuwâ. 
7 The abbreviations used in this paper are: 3p ‘3rd person’, aux = Auxilliary, Def = Definite, Dem = 
Demonstrative, fm ‘feminine’, Gen = Genitive, ms ‘masculine’, Obj = Objective Case, pl ‘plural’, Rel = 
Relative Pronoun, sg ‘singular’ 
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represented in the orthography. Low tones are unmarked in these data. Table 2 
demonstrates the minimal or near minimal pairs of contrasting consonants. 
 
p-b  B8 pajʊ̂   ‘to refuse’ bajʊ̂  ‘to slash’ 
 V lípô  ‘mud’ líbo  ‘to enter’ 
      
b-ʄ B bágʊ   ‘to convey’ ʄáʄʊ   ‘to add, increase, multiply’ 
 V kɛbâ   ‘to scrape, cut’ gɛʄ́a   ‘to sort out’ 
      
ɓ-ɗ B ɓanɖʊ̂  ‘to search’ ɗágʊ  ‘to expose’ 
 V lɔɓ́ʊ́   ‘good’ (ms, sg)  lɔɗɔ ́  ‘thump’ 
      
p-t B púre  ‘to awaken, 

awakening’ 
tʊ́rɛ ́  ‘stick, cane’ 

 V lɛpɛ ́  ‘3p sg Obj’  sɛtɛ ̂  ‘winnower’ 
      
m-n B makʊ   ‘potatoes’ náŋgʊ   ‘to slap’ 
 V kɔmɔ ́  ‘visitors, guests’ mónô   ‘adultery’ 
      
b-m B bɔŋɛ!̂   ‘See!’ 

‘Look!’ 
mɔnɛ!̂   ‘2p sg Wait!’ 

 V lɔbɔ ́ ‘follower’ lomô   ‘be condemned, 
condemning’ 

      
ʈ-t B ʈɛɖ́a  ‘to rip, tear’ tɛǵa   ‘to diagnose’ 
 V púʈú   ‘dust’ ŋʊ́tʊ́   ‘person, human being, 

Homo sapiens’ 
      
ɖ-d B ɖiɖô  ‘to strangle’ díŋó   ‘wilderness’ 
 V mɔɖ́ʊ   ‘to insult, try’ yodû  <of skin> ‘to grow (or  

re-grow) abundant hair’ 
      
ʈ-ɖ B ʈɔŕá  <of a plant> ‘to yield 

fruits’ 
ɖɔb́a   ‘bewitching’ 

 V puʈô   ‘to appear, show up’ kúɖo   ‘to excavate, dig’ 
      
t-d B tɔḿɛ ́  ‘elephant’ dɔmɛ!́  ‘[You] (sg) hunt down!’ 

‘[You] (sg) stalk!’ 
 V wátɛ ́  ‘women, wives’ kadɛ ́  ‘trees, plants, herbal 

medicines’ 
      
d-ɗ B dɔ ́ ‘2p sg’ ɗɔ   ‘again, repeated’ 
 V lɔd́ɔ ́  ‘wet/moist’ (ms, sg)  sɔɗ́ɔ ̂  ‘to squat, squatting’ 

 
ɗ-ʄ B ɗáɖʊ  ‘to belittle, demean, 

criticize’ 
ʄáʄu   ‘to increase, add,  

multiply’ 
 V liɗo   ‘hiccup’ ʄíʄo   ‘to dilute’ 

‘to make less potent’ 

                                                 
8 B = Beginning of the word, V = between vowels 
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t-r B tɔŕɔ ́  ‘hailstones’ rɔŕɔ ́  ‘throat, voice, message’ 
 V máta   ‘chief’ sárâ   ‘announcement, 

pronouncement’ 
      
d-r B dúga   ‘to push, shove aside’ rubá   ‘abandoned home, 

homestead or village’ 
 V mʊdá   ‘How many?’ 

‘How much?’ 
bɛŕɪ ́  ‘line, alignment’ 

      
ʈ-r B ʈɔ́ŋga  ‘to scratch’ róba   ‘to reimburse, pay back’ 
 V ɳúʈi   ‘hip socket’ múrî   ‘dikdik’ 
      
ɖ-r B ɖɔǵʊ   ‘to coil round an 

object’ 
roɖû  ‘to surpass, surpassing’ 

 V gɔɖ́a  ‘to snore' 
‘snoring’ 

mɔrâ   ‘to unite, reconcile’ 
‘unity, reconciliation’ 

      
g-ŋg B gɔŋ́ɛ ̂  ‘side’ ŋgɔlɛ ́  ‘slasher’ 
 V jágʊ 

(zágʊ)  
‘to smash’ maŋgʊ̂   ‘to insist’ 

      
ŋ-ŋg B ŋʊ́tʊ́    ‘person/human’ ŋgúluŋgúlú ‘round-shaped’ 
 V lɔŋá   ‘day, frequency’ lɔŋgâ   ‘to move round the 

perimeter’ 
      
j-ʄ B jíjo   ‘to grind’  ʄíʄo   ‘to dilute’ 
 V lɔj́a (lɔźa)  <of a substance> ‘to 

become red’ ‘to 
redden’ 

mɔʄ́a   ‘to hurt, wound’ 

      
j-y B jɛgâ 

(zɛgâ)  
‘to snatch’ yɛgâ    ‘to carry, convey’  

 V sɛj́a (sɛza)  ‘to clean' 
‘to wipe’ 

kɛýa    ‘soldiers, army’ 

      
kp-gb B kpɔḱpɔ ́  ‘flour’ gbɔgbɔ   ‘straight’ 
 V kpɛḱpɛ ́ ‘epilepsy’ gbɛǵbɛ ́  ‘communal sleeping place’ 
      
k-g B kútú  ‘mouth, language’ gúgú   ‘granary’ 
 V múkó  ‘waist, root’ mugô   ‘to close, shut, cover up’ 
      
k-kp B kúrú   ‘worms, germs’ kpurú   ‘unannounced, abruptly’ 
 V mɔḱɛ ́ ‘mother-in-law’ lokpé   ‘Monitor Lizard’ 
      
g-gb B girí   ‘all’ gbɪrɪ   ‘around the perimeter’ 
 V lɔǵɔ ́  ‘hard, difficult’ (ms, sg) ɲɔǵbɔ ̂ ‘father-in-law’ 
      
b-gb B bóŋô   ‘to forget’ gbɔŋgâ  ‘to swim’ 
 V lʊ́bâ   ‘handle’ lʊ́gbákɪ ́  ‘flea’ 
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l-r B líŋa?   ‘Whose?’ (ms, sg) rɪb́a   ‘to sew/mend’ 
 V mɛĺɛśɪ ̂   ‘field, garden’ mɛŕɛśɪ   ‘beer’ 

 
ɗ-r B ɗɔʄ́a    ‘to start, commence’

   
rɔb́a    ‘to avenge, pay back, 

reimburse’    
 V mbʊɗɛ ̂ ‘to chat’ tʊ́rɛ ́   ‘walking stick’ 
      
n-nd B níŋa?  ‘Whose?’ (fm, sg) ndindi  ‘pleasant odour’ 
 V kínɛ ́  ‘goat’ indê  ‘later today’ 
      
nd-nɖ B ndoô  ‘bucket’ nɖɔĺɔ́nɖɔĺɔ ́ ‘eel-like small black  

fish species’ 
 V kɛndâ  ‘to read, study, count’ kɛ́nɖa  ‘to tear up, rip’

                     
n-nɖ B níɖo  ‘to manufacture using 

metals’ 
nɖílo  ‘a kind of boys’ game  

of target shooting’ 
 V monê    ‘to wait or waiting 

towards’  
lónɖe  ‘Colobus monkey’ 

      
d-j B dúga   ‘to push, eject’ jugâ   ‘to sniff, breath in’  
 V lɔd́ɔ ́  ‘wet, moist’ (ms, sg)  

   
lɔj́ɔ ́ ‘long, tall, high’ (ms, sg)

d-l B dɔ ́  ‘you’ (sg) lɔ ́   ‘of’ (ms, sg) 
 V kadî    ‘house, dwelling, 

nest’  
malî    ‘to be crazy; mental 

problem’             
      
t-l B tɔŕɔ ̂   ‘sin, mistake’  lɔrɔ ̂   ‘ditch, channel’ 
 V nátʊ́   ‘blunt’ (fm, sg) malʊ́   ‘distant future’ 
      
t-ʈ B tɔt́ɔ ̂   ‘to sleep, sleeping’  ʈɔʈ́ɔ  ‘equal’ 
 V kɔt́ɛ ̂  ‘tail, end’ lɔʈ́ɛ ́ ‘the inside part of the roof’ 
      
ɖ-nɖ B ɖórú   ‘grass, vegetation’ nɖɔlɔnɖɔlɔ  ‘slimy, slippery’ 
 V móɖu     ‘to insult, try’ sɔ́nɖʊ   ‘to send, convey’ 
      
n-nz/nj B nɛ ́ŋga    ‘inclined, slope, tilted’ nzɛ ́nzɛt̂a  ‘to be hyperactive’ 
 V kána   ‘free of charge’ ránzá  ‘squirrel’ 

 
nz/nj-ng B njúru 

(nzúru)  
‘jeering’ ŋgʊ́lʊ́pɪ ́ ‘whole, intact’ 

 V munjá 
(munzá)  

‘dried out flakes of 
grain (sorghum or 
millet), cassava, 
potatoes, yams etc’ 
 

ruŋgâ  ‘to fold’ 
‘folding’ 

s-z B sɔḱʊ  ‘along with’ 
‘together with’ 

zorú (jorú) ‘living, alive’ 

 V ɲósu   ‘food’ sɔźʊ (sɔj́ʊ) ‘to wear, dress up,  
put on’ 
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y-ʄ  B yágʊ   ‘to spit, spitting’ ʄáʄʊ   ‘to increase/multiply’ 
 V píyá   ‘thunder, lightning’ míʄa    ‘to visit’   
      
ɖ - j B ɖóba   ‘to bewitch’ jɔɳâ (zɔɳâ) ‘laughter’ 
 V kɔɖ́a  ‘papyrus mat’ kɔj́a (kɔźa) ‘to bite, biting’ 
      
ɖ – l B ɖɛrɪ ̂ ‘to become crazy’ lɛŕí  ‘drum’ 
 V kʊɖâ   ‘to blow, pump’ kʊ́lá  ‘urine’ 
      
n - ɲ  B nógu   ‘to suckle’ ‘suckling’ ɳogû  ‘to repeat’ ‘redo’ 
 V mʊ́nʊ́   ‘snake’ mʊɳʊ́  ‘some kind of skin  

disease’ 
      
ɲ - ŋ B ɳɔḱa  ‘endless suffering’ ŋɔtâ   ‘to agonize, suffer’ 
 V moɳá  ‘stranger’ lɔŋá  ‘number of times’ 
      
ɲ - y B ɳogá  ‘close by, near’ yoŋgâ  ‘to deflect’ 
 V mʊɳʊ́  ‘all’ kʊyʊ̂   ‘bones’ 
      
gb - ŋm B gbáɖu   ‘to feast, ‘wringing’ ŋmágʊ  ‘to hold tightly, clasp’ 

V gbágbaɖu  ‘does feast’ ŋmáŋmagʊ  ‘does hold tightly, clasp’ 
      
gb -
ŋmgb 

B gbiri  ‘all round’ ŋmgbɪŕɪĺa  ‘ankle bells’ 
V kɪgbʊ́  ‘anthill’ jíjíŋmgbá  

(zízíŋmgbá) 
‘name of a creeping 
medicinal plant species’ 

      
ŋm - 
ŋmgb 

B ŋmʊwa   ‘Proper name of a 
male-born Kakuwâ 
child’ 

ŋmgbʊwá  ‘proper name of a male-
born Kakuwâ child’ 

 V ŋmɔŋmɔja  ‘does hate/dislike’ sɔnmgbɔ ̂ ‘earthen pot’ 
 

b-w B buɖô  ‘eight’ wúɖo  ‘to write, scribble’ 
 V rʊbɛ ́ ‘bad omen’ 

‘unnatural act’ 
‘taboo’  

sʊ́wɛ   ‘soup’ 
‘juice’ 
‘sap’ 

      
gb-w B gbɔǵbɔ  ‘ulcer’ 

 
wɔrɔ ̂  ‘movement, walking, 

locomotion’ 
 V lʊgbâ   ‘name of a tree 

species the fruits of 
which are edible’ 

nʊ́wá  ‘shrinkage in volume or 
quantity’ 

Table 2: Minimal Pairs for Consonants 
 
Sounds from loan words 
The sounds [ʃ, f, v, kw, ks, h] are not used at all in the Kakuwâ language. However, 
loan words from English and Arabic do have these sounds, and are generally learned by 
those educated in those languages. Those unfamiliar with pronouncing these foreign 
sounds tend to use alternative sounds as shown in the following table: 
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Foreign 
Consonant 

Loan Words Kakuwâ  Substitutes 

ʃ ʃai (Kiswahili, Arabic) 
ʃandiru (Lugbara)  

sáyi  ‘tea’ 
sandɪŕʊ ‘proper name of a female child’ 
 

f furahi (Kiswahili, 
Arabic)  
fulu (Lugbara)  
 

fʊráyɪ ‘pleasure, happiness’ 
 
púlu ‘groundnuts/peanuts’ 

kw queen (English)  
headquarter (English) 

kúwini ‘queen’ 
ɛdɪkɔt́a ‘headquarter’ 
 

v video (English)  
driver (English)  

bídiyo ‘video’ 
dɛrɛb́a ‘driver’ 
 

ks box (English)  bɔḱɪsɪ ‘box’ 
 

Table 3: Pronunciation of foreign sounds by Kakuwâ speakers. 
 
There is also an ‘h’ that occurs in exclamations in Kakuwa such as exclamations hayi! 
‘No’, ‘What!’ or ahâ! ‘well, surely, absolutely!’. However, it does not occur as a regular 
part of the Kakuwa sound system. 
 
II. Vowels 
 
The following vowels are found in Kakuwâ.  
 
ɪ  ʊ  i u 
ɛ  ɔ  e o 
     a 
[-ATR]  [+ATR] 
 
Kakuwâ seems to have a high vowel harmony system. There are seven (7) distinct 
vowels: [ɪ, i, ɛ, a, ɔ, ʊ,] and [u]. There are two harmonic variants, [e], and [o]. When 
mid vowels occur with the [+ATR] vowel [i] or [u], then they become [+ATR] [e] or 
[o] as well. However, by themselves or with the [a], they remain as [-ATR] [ɛ] or [ɔ]. 
 
The following data show where each of the vowels can occur in Kakuwâ. 
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 Beginning  Middle  End  

a ádí   ‘history’ 
 

manáɲɛ  ‘uncle’ (strictly 
mother’s 
brother) 

mɔgâ  ‘to catch’ 
 
 

ɪ ɪḿalʊ́  ‘tomorrow’ ɓɪj́a  ‘to evaporate, 
suck’ 

kɛlɪ ̂  ‘stick, 
cane’ 

i indê ‘later 
today’ 

gírí ‘all’ gírí ‘all’ 

ɛ ɛt́ɪ ̂  ‘sauce, 
dish’ 

wɛlɛ ̂  ‘oil, fat’ mɛŕɛ ́  ‘hill, 
mountain’ 

e _____  lepíle ‘baboon’  púre ‘to 
awaken, 
awakening’

ɔ ______  lɔbɔ ́ ‘follower’ dɔ ́ ‘2 p sg’ 
 

o ópú   ‘corpse’ bóndu  ‘to touch’ ɖiɖô ‘to 
strangle’ 

ʊ ʊɖʊ̂  ‘to feed, 
plant, 
nurture’ 

ɗʊ́mba  ‘to pick’—by 
hand 

mɔndʊ̂  ‘to wait’ 
 

u _______  puʈô ‘to appear, 
show up’ 

bóndu ‘to touch’ 

 
Table 4: Vowel sounds in the initial, medial and final position in words. 
 
In order to see how the vowels function, Table 5 shows each vowel in the first syllable 
contrasted with each of the other vowels in the second position of the word. Most 
words are two-syllables.  
 
Almost all possibilities are found with a few exceptions. There are so far no examples 
of the first vowel being [a] and the second vowel [u] or the first vowel [e] and the 
final vowel [u]. There are not a large number of vowels ending in [u], and this may 
account for why these gaps remain. 
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There is some evidence that vowel length is contrastive as in the following words. 
 
1a kátá ‘available/present’  kaáta ‘a calf’   

 

1b ápa ‘platform’  aátɛ ́‘personal female name’  
 

1c wátɛ ́‘women’   mɛɛ ̂‘cone-shaped hole dug into the 
ground  to trap passing game’ 
kpɛɛ́ ́‘in vain, futile attempt’  
 

1d kɪt́ɛ ́‘cow’  sɪɪŕɪ ‘grasshopper’   
 

1e kɪtʊ́ ‘python’   gbuu adverb of character describing 
a surface as being covered in white 
stuff e.g. flour, snow. 
 

1f  muu ‘abruptly’   
 

It seems most likely that these long vowels were created by a loss of consonant. Of particular 
interest is the word with the long vowel in 1c. Note that in the word mɛɛ ̂ the first vowel has a 
Low tone, but the second of the ‘lengthened’ vowel has a Falling tone.  
 
In order to examine this question more thoroughly, we examine other instances where vowels 
come together in words. 
 
 Rare forms More common forms Gloss in English 
2a yoâ yoʄâ ‘to sooth, to warm’ 
2b yóu yóʄu ‘to think, ponder’ 
2c móa  móʄa  ‘to hurt, wound’ 
2d kía   kíʄa  ‘to split, cut or chop’ e.g. wood 
2e mía  míʄa ‘to visit, meet’ 
2f néa  néʄa ‘to flash, reflect’ 
2g weâ  weʄâ  ‘to smear’ 
2h wía  wíʄa  ‘to bless’ 
2i wóa  wóʄa  ‘to dig up’ 
2j kéyí kéí ‘name of a mountain found in 

Ko’buko District of Uganda’, 
2k kea keya ‘soldiers/army’ loaned from 

Kiswahili (and originally coined 
from Kings African Rifles or ‘KAR’) 

2l keé keyé ‘army ants’ 
2m ayígó aígó ‘the sunny mid-morning period— 

usually around 10 am’ 
 
According to these data, we find that the palatal implosive is the most common consonant to 
be deleted in intervocalic position. However, it is not the only consonant that can be omitted. 
In Examples 2j – 2m, we see that the palatal semivowel can also, in some cases be deleted. 
However, this is a much more rare occurrence, and it would seem that the deletion of the 
implosive is more likely to be lost. 
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Given this assumption, we can conclude that the ‘long vowels’ seen above are most likely 
instances in which there was a palatal implosive that has been deleted. However, in the case 
of these few words, the two vowels were either the same or the vowels have assimilated. 
 
This analysis would also agree with a tonal analysis that tone is assigned to a single vowel. 
Any single vowel can have either the High or Low tone or the Falling tone.  
 
III. Tone 
 
Tone is extremely important in Kakuwâ. There are two level tone melodies (High and 
Low) as well as a Falling melody. Examples of these melodies in two-syllable words are 
shown below in Table 6. 
 
 H L F 
H kútú  

‘mouth’  
rɔŕɔ  
‘voice/message’ 

kíma  
‘sorghum’ 
píyo  
‘water’  

wírî  
‘song’ 
 

L bɪró  
‘game/play’  
waní  
‘proper name of a 
male child’ 

ɳɔrɪ  
‘chain’  
kɔkɔ  
‘chicken coop’  
sɔrɔ  
‘deep into’ 

kɛndâ  
‘to study/count’ 
tikî!  
‘give!’  
kɛlɪ ̂ 
‘cane’  
rilô  
‘to wilt’  

 
Table 6: Tone melodies in two-syllable words 
 
All of the tone melodies are represented in three-syllable words as well as shown in Table 7. 
 
 HH HL HF LL LH LF FL 

H kúlúkú 
‘gourd’  
lɔḿɪńɪ ́
‘skinny’ 
‘thin (ms, 
sg)’  

múrúto 
‘necks’  
mʊ́kɔt́ɔ  
‘in/at the 
roots’ 
ʈɪŋ́gɪĺɛ  
‘rhino’ 

kɔḱɔʄ́â     
‘theft’ 

 

 No 
examples 

ɓʊ́lanɪ ́
‘bachelor’  
ɪńdanɪ ́
‘unknown’ 
‘no idea of’ 

náʈɔrʊ̂ 
‘red ones 
(fm, pl)’ 

nzɛ ́nzɛt̂a   
 ‘to be  
hyper- 
 active’ 

L kasɪŕɪ ́ 
‘stars’  
kɔʈɪýá 
‘in the 
evening’  
kɔjʊ́lʊ́ ‘day 
before 
yesterday’  

kɔrɔd́ɔ  
‘garbage/ 
rubbish’  
mɔrɪt́a 
‘fingernail’  
kɔkɔʄ́a ‘to 
steal/rob’  
 

No 
examples 

sʊmbʊrɪ  
 ‘small 
earthen 
pot’   
kɔlɔkɔlɔ 
‘loose’  
lɔgʊpɛ 
‘yardstick’ 

tɔtɔɓɪ ́
‘sweet’ 
‘delicious’  
lɔkɪrɪ ́
‘proper 
name of a 
male child’  
 

kɔmɔnɪ ̂
‘visitor’ 
mamalî 
‘gets 
crazy’ 
 
 

No 
examples
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lepíle 
‘baboon’  

 

 wʊrɔ-rɔ!́ 
‘2p sg 
write! -
away from 
the speaker’

 
Table 7: Tone melodies in three-syllable words. 
 
In one-syllable words, both level and complex tones are possible. 
 
3a lɛ ́ ‘milk’   
3b lɔ ́ ‘of’ (ms, sg) 
3c lɔ ‘the’ (ms, sg) 
3d na ‘1p sg’   
3e kâ    ‘down’     
3f ndoô  ‘bucket’  
 
Tone is important at the lexical level, as well as at the grammatical level as seen by the 
examples shown below. 
 
4a. lɔ ́ ‘of’ (ms, sg) 
4b. lɔ  ‘the’ (ms, sg) 
 
5a. kɪnɛ!̂  ‘Close (it)!’ 
5b. kɪńɛ ́ ‘goat’ 
 
6a. lɔŕɔ ̂ ‘bad’ (ms, sg)  
6b. lɔrɔ ̂ ‘ditch’  
 
7a. lɔḱɛ ́ ‘clean’ (ms, sg)   
7b. lɔḱɛ ̂ ‘clean’ (pl)  
7c. lɔkɛ!́  ‘Help!’  
 
8a. kɔkɔ  ‘chicken coop’ 
8b. kɔkɔ ́ ‘to abandon’  
 
9a. líya?  (ms, sg)  ‘Where is it?’  
9b. líyâ  ‘to be squeezed, squeezing’  
 
The importance of grammatical tone is shown in these examples. In addition, there is 
evidence of downstep9 such that a Low tone that does not surface affects the height of 
the tones following it so that they are lower than they would normally be. 
 
In (10), the difference in the tone on lɔ́ and lɔ is the relative pronoun versus the verb 
‘to be’ respectively. In (12), tone signals a difference in definite and indefinite for the 
noun kine ‘water’. Normally kɪńɛ ́is HH, as it is in the (12a) example, but in the (12b) 
example it is LL. The examples in (13a) show a tone change marking the difference 
                                                 
9 Downstep is marked by an exclamation point (!) where the Low tone is assumed to be. All tones after 
that will be lower than they would normally be. 
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between being ‘in’ our house versus going ‘into’ our house. Finally, in (14), tone signals 
a difference in a genitive construction and a definite article (feminine).  
 
10a. Ná  lɔ ́   wʊɖɔ ́ kʊrʊ́pʊtɪ  na. 

1.SG REL.who.MS.SG  write letter  DEF.the.FM.SG 
‘I am the one writing the letter’ or ‘I am the person writing the letter’ 

 
10b. Ná  (ɪ)lɔ    wʊɖɔ ́  kʊrʊ́pʊtɪ   na. 

1.SG AUX.be.MS.SG  write  letter  DEF.the.FM.SG 
‘I am writing the letter.’ 

 
11a. Yɪ ́ lɔ ́  kʊlɪýa. 

1.PL REL.who.MS talking 
‘It is we who are talking’ 

 
11b. Yɪ ́ lɔ   kʊlɪýa … 

1.PL REL.who.MS talking 
‘Those of us talking…’ or ‘Those of us who talk…’ 

 
12a. Píyo ! kɪńɛ ́  líli  

water DEF.the.FM.PL cold 
‘The water is cold.’ 
 

12b. Píyo kɪ!nɛ 
water DEM.here.FM.PL 
‘Here is some water’ 
 

13a. Káya  ɓa 
our home 
‘In our home’ 

 
13b. Kayá  ɓâ 
 our home 
 ‘Into our home’ 
 
14a. Ŋɪŕɔ  ná … 

child.SG GEN:of.FM.SG 
 ‘Child [girl] of …’ 
 
14b. Ŋɪŕɔ na 

Child.SG  DEF.the.FM.SG   
 ‘The child [girl]’ 
 
A full analysis of the tones in Kakuwâ is outside the scope of this paper. 
 
IV. Syllable and Word Structures 
 
The following syllable types are present in Kakuwâ. Note that only the V and CV 
syllables are found in unambiguous situations. 
 
V  í   ‘in, at, up’   ʊ.gɔ  ‘large bat’     
CV  ɓa ‘home’   mɔ.gâ  ‘to catch’ 
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Given the lack of other syllable types, the prenasalized consonants mb, nd, etc. must be 
viewed as single consonants, not a sequence of two consonants. 
 
CV.CV  mbʊ́.rʊ́  ‘non-stop’ 
V.CV  a.nɖʊ́   ‘joke’  
 
There is no evidence of syllabic nasals. 

 
Words can have multiple syllables as shown in the various examples listed. 
 
CV    lɛ ́   ‘milk’ 
V.CV    ʊ.gɔ    ‘large bat’     
CV.CV    mɔ.gâ    ‘to catch’   
CV.CV.CV   sʊ́.kʊ́.rɪ   ‘chicken’ 
CV.CV.CV.CV  lɔ.kɔ.́kɔ.rɪ ̂  ‘boundary’ 
CV.CV.CV.CV.CV  lu.gu.lé.lé.gu  ‘millipede’   
CV.CV.CV.CV.CV.CV ku.ju.ŋu.tó.ŋó.to  ‘humming bird’   
CV.CV    ka.ɳɛ ́   ‘dregs’  
V.V.CV   a.í.gó   ‘the sunny mid-morning period about  

                                                    10 am’ 
V.CV.CV   o.zi.tá   ‘baboon’ 
 
Words such as kaáta ‘a calf’ should be syllabified as CV.V.CV.  Likewise, kpɛɛ́ ́‘in vain, 
futile attempt’ would be interpreted as CV.V. Note that the tone on the first syllable of 
a word generally has a single level tone while the final syllables may carry complex 
tones. 
 
V. Orthography 
 
As a result of our study, we have shown that these consonants and vowels need to be 
included in our orthography. In this section, we will suggest the symbols that the 
community can consider. The sounds/letters are written in alphabetical order. 
 
Phonetic 
symbol 

Proposed 
Grapheme 

Example word English meaning 

a a a'bugúti  ‘dove’ 
b b bé'ya ‘to praise, honour’ 
ɓ 'b 'bandrû   ‘to search’ 
d  d dúmba     ‘to deceive’ 
ɖ dr dró'yu ‘to bend, coil’ 
ɗ 'd 'dúmba    ‘to pick’ 
ɛ e éja  (éza) ‘to pick’ e.g. fruits, flowers 
f (f) For loan words furáyi ‘pleasure, happiness’ 
ɡ g guruté ‘lizard’ 
gb gb gbogbo ‘straight’ 
i i íni  ‘here’ 
ɟ ~z j or z jóndra (zóndra) ‘to bring/fetch’ 
k k kúwâ ‘biting’ ‘be bitten’ 
kp kp kpógu ‘to knock, tap’ 
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l l lípô    ‘mud’ 
m m mogâ ‘to catch’ 
mb mb mbíwu ‘sling’ 
n n nénga    ‘inclined, slope, tilted’  
nd nd ndúlú    ‘whole, complete’ 
nɖ ndr ndrólóndróló ‘small eel-like fish’ 
ŋg ng ŋgúlúpí ‘whole, intact’ 
ŋmgb ngb ngbé ‘tight, secure, solid’ 
ɲj ~nz nj or nz njúru (nzúru) ‘jeering’ 
ɲ ny nyádru  ‘to love’ 
ŋ ŋ ŋérâ ‘cutting, be cut’ 
ŋm ŋm ŋmojâ ~ ŋmozâ ‘to smell/ hate’ 
ɔ o ódra  ‘to spoil, soil, stain’ 
p p pirî ‘place, location’ 
r r rógu   ‘to harden’    
s s sádru    ‘to announce’ 
t t tá ‘you (pl)’ 
ʈ tr trótro ‘equal’ 
u u udrû    ‘to feed, plant, nurture’ 
w w wí'yo    ‘to swallow’ 
y y yó'yu    ‘to think, ponder’ 
ʄ 'y 'ya'yu   ‘to add, mix, increase, multiply’ 
 
Proper tone marking will be important to ensure correct interpretation of the written 
symbols.   
 
Tone marking will use an acute over the vowel for High tone é á, and a circumflex over 
the vowel for falling tone ê ô. The Low tone will be unmarked. 
 
When two vowels occur together will be indicated by doubling the vowel letter as in 
aa. 
 
These suggestions will need to be examined by the community in order to determine if 
they are acceptable.
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Laru Vowel Harmony 
Nabil Abdalla Kuku 

 
1.  Introduction 

 The Laru language is spoken in the Nuba Mountains of Southern Kordofan 
Province in Sudan.  Because of insecurity in the home area, there are large displaced 
communities in Khartoum, Port Sudan, Sennar, and Atbara.  According to the Sudan 
census of 1984, which excludes speakers living outside the home area, the number of the 
native speakers is 7600.  According to a recent estimate (2003), which may include other 
tribes that are grouped under the Laru by the area administration, the population is 25-
50,000.  

 Laru is one of the languages in the Nuba Mountains that was not studied for the 
purpose of Scripture translation during the missionary time period.  Therefore there is 
not much written about this language.  Laru is a Niger-Kordofanian language, in the 
Heiban group, which includes the languages Moro, Otoro, Kwalib, Tira, Hadra, and 
Shoai.  The Laru are known by other Sudanese as Liira or Alliira, which are names given 
to the Laru by outsiders.  Laru is spoken in three main dialects, the Yilaru, Yidundili and 
Yogoromany.  The last two are closely related to the neighbouring Kwalib language.  
There are no major differences between the dialects.  The degree of intelligibility 
between them is quite high.  This description is on Yilaru, the central dialect, spoken in 
the area that all Laru native speakers consider the homeland of their ancestors.   

 The language was initially surveyed by Schadeberg (1981) but more recently 
studied by Hall (1995) for the purpose of forming an orthography.  This study of the 
language is based on more than 500 words provided by native speakers including the 
main writer of this paper.   

 Laru is still under study. There is more to be discovered before reaching a 
comprehensive conclusion. I will present briefly something on the vowel harmony and 
how it affects the noun and verb roots.  

 

2.  Consonant Phonemes 

 There are 23 consonant phonemes found in noun roots, presented in Figure 1.  
The labialised consonants are not phonemes of root nouns or verbs and are therefore 
written between parentheses in the consonant chart.  These labialized velar consonants 
only occur post-lexically in certain prefixes that have been joined to vowel-initial roots 
such as in gʷ-ìⁿdí  'he (adult) came' and ŋʷ-àlːʊ́  'he went up'. 
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 Bilabials Dentals Alveolars Palatals Velars Labialised 
velars 

voiceless 
plosives 

p t1 ʈ2 c k (kʷ) 

voiced 
plosives 

b d3 ɗ4 ɟ g (gʷ) 

nasals m  n ɲ ŋ (ŋʷ) 

prenasalized 
plosives 

�mb ⁿd  ᶮɟ ŋg (ŋgʷ) 

approximants w   y5   

lateral   l    

flap   ɽ    

trill   r    

Figure 1. Consonant Phonemes 

Some consonants can be lengthened, although there has not been enough data or 
analysis to date to determine if length is contrastive and if so, which consonants can 
become geminate. 

 

3.  Vowel Phonemes 

3.1 Vowel Phoneme Description 
 The eight-vowel system divides into two [ATR] sets:  /ɪ, ʊ, ɛ, ɔ, a/ and /i, u, ə/.  
All eight vowels occur in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final positions.  Vowel 
length occurs but is not contrastive in the language.6   

 

[-ATR] [+ATR] 

ɪ  ʊ i  u 

ɛ  ɔ    

 a   ə  

Figure 3. Vowel Phonemes 

Laru has 8 vowels in noun roots, evidenced by the following minimal and 
contrastive pairs.  One pair of nouns is listed for each vowel pair, followed by one pair 
of verbs.  In nouns, the class marker prefix is separated from the root by a hyphen. 

                                            
1 The symbol /t/ is used instead of the  IPA symbol /t/̪ because the dental is more common than the 
alveolar plosive, and thus uses the unmarked symbol. 
2 The retroflex symbol /ʈ/ is used instead of the alveolar symbol /t/ to give contrast to the dental plosive. 
3 The symbol /d/ is used instead of the IPA symbol /d̪/ because the dental is more common than the 
alveolar plosive, and thus uses the unmarked symbol. 
4 There is no voiced alveolar plosive [d] in Laru, but instead there is an alveolar implosive [ɗ]. 
5 The symbol /y/ is used instead of the IPA symbol /j/. 
6 However, this needs to be studied further for a more definitive statement. 
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 (1) vowels Laru  English  Laru  English 

 ɪ – ɛ  g-ɪl̀  ‘horn’   d-ɛl̀  ‘well’   

   ɪl̀ɪ ́  ‘to filter’  ɛl̀ɛ ́  ‘to go’ 

ɛ – a  j-ɛǹ  ‘mountains’  j-àn  ‘milk’  

  mɛ ̀  ‘to make rope’ má  ‘to pile’  

a – ɔ  y-àn  ‘milk’   y-ɔń  ‘grain’ 

  àdá  ‘to lean to’  ɔd̀á  ‘to build’ 

ɔ – ʊ  g-ɔb̀ɔ ̀  ‘temple’  gʊ̀bʊ̀  ‘compound’ 

  ɾɔ ̀  ‘to grind’  ɾʊ́  ‘to be’ 

ɪ  – i  gɪ-nɪńɪ ̀ ‘cheek’  gɪ-nínì  ‘chin’ 

  mɪɽɪ ̀  ‘to drop’  mɪɽì  ‘to strike’  

a – ə  d-àmà  ‘locust’  d-əm̀ə ̀ ‘wound’ 

  àrɪ ̀  ‘to act’   ər̀ì  ‘to do’ 

ʊ – u  gɪ-lʊ̀  ‘clay’   dɪ-lù  ‘smoke’ 

  ʊ̀ⁿdɪ ̀  ‘to dry’  ùⁿdì  ‘to press’ 

 

3.2  Vowel Phoneme Distribution 
Only the vowels with the same [ATR] value can occur together in the same root 

word.  There is a second restriction on the vowels of the [-ATR] set.  The vowels /ɪ, ʊ/ 
cannot occur with /ɛ, ɔ/, however, /a/ occurs with all four vowels of its set.  Examples 
of each vowel combination in noun roots are given following the charts. 

 

[-ATR] vowels together 

 ɪ ʊ a ɛ ɔ 

ɪ x x x  

ʊ x x x  

a x x x  

ɛ  x x x 

ɔ  x x x 

 

[+ATR] vowels together 

 i ə u 

i x x x 

ə x x x 

u x x x 
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(2)  vowels Laru  English   

  [-ATR]     ɪ – ɪ  dɪ-lɪŋ̀ɪd̀ ‘k.o. insect’  

  i – a  d-ɪɾ̀à  ‘lion’ 

  ɪ – ʊ  g-ɪɽ̀ʊ́  ‘goat’ 

 

  ɛ – ɛ  gɪ-bɛl̀bɛl̀ ‘k.o. bird’ 

  ɛ – a  g-ɛɾ̀à  ‘girl’ 

  ɛ – ɔ  dɪ-ɽɛb̀ɔɲ̀ ‘under arm’ 

   

  a – ɪ  d-àɽɪ ̀  ‘tree’ 

  a – a  l-àcàl  ‘whip’ 

  a – ʊ  làɾʊ̀  ‘Laru homeland’ 

 

  ɔ – ɛ  d-ɔɾ̀ɛ ́  ‘basket’ 

  ɔ – a  g-ɔɾ́á  ‘foot’ 

  ɔ – ɔ  d-ɔǹɔ ́  ‘k.o. tree’ 

   

  ʊ – ɪ  g-ʊ́ɽɪ ̀  ‘axe’ 

  ʊ – a  d-ʊ́dà  ‘sycamore tree’ 

  ʊ – ʊ  g-ʊ̀lʊ̀  ‘fence’ 

 

  vowels Laru  English  

[+ATR] i – i  g-ìnì  ‘hare’ 

  i – ə  d-ìnəd̀  ‘slave’ 

  i – u  g-ìlù  ‘storage’ 

 

  ə – i  d-əɾ̀ì  ‘oil container’ 

  ə – ə  l-əɾ́ə ́  ‘shield’ 

  ə – u  l-əɽ́ù  ‘hair’ 

 

  u – i  g-ùɽì  ‘wood’ 

  u – ə  d-ùwə ́ ‘moon’ 

  u – u  d-ùrú  ‘dung of animal’ 
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4.  Tone 

 There are two level tones (High and Low) and two contour tones (High-Low and 
Low-High).   

(3) H dúŋə ́  'snake'   HL lây  'liver' 

L dùŋə ̀  'soot'   LH ləy̌  'eye' 

At most, two tones may be assigned to any one vowel of one and two syllable words.  
Only one tone may be assigned per vowel in words of three syllables or longer, such as 
dɔŋ̀ɔr̀ɔ ́ 'lizard' and lə̀blə́n dí  'rifle'.   Grammatical tone is present, but more study is 
needed to provide an authoritative statement. 

 

5.  Syllable Structure 

5.1  Syllable Patterns 
 In noun roots, the syllable is made up of a single consonant onset, a vowel 
nucleus, and a single consonant coda, where both the onset and coda are optional.   

(4) Syllable structure of noun roots  

        (C)V(C)  
As a result of this structure, the five syllable patterns of (5) occur.    Both the 

root and word syllable forms are given in (5), with the hyphen separating the prefix in 
the root form.  The raised insertion vowel [ɪ] is explained in the next section. The 
syllable type CCV occurs in roots but is not allowed in words, and is therefore not 
considered a true syllable type. 

(5) monosyllabic patterns 

   root    word 

 V  a  V  a  'and' 

 VC  d-ám  CVC  dám   'CM-python' 

 CV  g-ɗɔ ̀  CV.CV  gɪɗɔ ̀  'CM-back of the head’ 

 CVC  g-bɛĺ  CV.CVC gɪbɛĺ   'CM-hunger' 

*CCV  d-lgɛ ́  CVC.CV dɪlgɛ ́  ‘CM-seal’ 

 

5.2  Vowel Insertion Rule 
 Noun roots may be vowel or consonant initial.  The language does not allow 
complex consonant onsets to the syllable.  Therefore, when a consonant-only prefix 
joins a consonant-initial root, since the resulting CCV or CCVC syllable types are 
forbidden in words, a short /ɪ/ vowel is inserted between the adjacent consonants as 
stated in (6).   

(6) Vowel insertion rule (VIR) 

     ø            [ɪ]     /   C  + ___  C    V 
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In (7) the epenthetic short vowel /ɪ/ is inserted in (a)-(h) between the consonant 
prefixes and the consonant-initial roots, whereas no vowel is inserted in (i)-(k) between 
the consonant prefix and the vowel-initial root.   

(7) Vowel CM + Root  Result of VIR 

     (a) /ɪ/ g-rɪǹá   gɪŕná  'CM-rope' 

     (b) /ɛ/ g-ɲɛǹ   gɪɲɛǹ  'CM-dog' 

     (c) /a/ g-ɽáɲ   gɪɽáɲ  'CM-chapter' 

     (d) /ɔ/ d-mɔɽ̀à  dɪmɔɽ̀à  ‘CM-snail’ 

     (e) /ʊ/ d-dʊ̀ɽɪ ́  dɪdʊ̀ɽɪ ̀  ‘CM-stool’ 

     (f) /i/ g-jì   gɪjì  ‘CM-child’ 

     (g) /ə/ g-bəɽ̀ú   gɪbəɽ̀ú  ‘CM-cloud’ 

     (h) /u/ d-múd   dɪmúd  ‘CM-lynx’ 

     (i)  g-ɛǹ   g-ɛǹ  'CM-mountain' 

     (j)  d-ɔt̀ɔ ̀   dɔt̀ɔ ̀  'CM-lizard' 

     (k)  l-əɽ́ù   ləɽ́ù  'CM-hair' 

 

5.3  Vowel Elision 
 Since the language does not allow vowel sequences, when two vowels are joined 
through affixation, the first of the two vowels is elided to prevent a sequence from 
occurring, as stated in the rule of (8).  

(8) Vowel elision rule (VER) 

     V            ø    /     ___    +    V 

 In the examples in (9), the locative suffix –ala ‘on’ is attached to nouns ending 
in each of the eight vowels.  In each resulting inflection, the final vowel of the noun is 
elided with the initial vowel of the suffix.  In the inflections of each of the nouns with a 
[+ATR] feature value, there is an * to indicate that a vowel harmony rule has not yet 
been applied.  The vowel harmony rule will be explained in the next section. 

(9)  vowel noun + suffix VER  English    

[-ATR] /ɪ/ daɽɪ - ala  daeɽala ‘on the tree’ 

  /ɛ/ dɪdɛ - ala  dɪdala  ‘on the deer’ 

/a/ dama - ala  damala ‘on the locust’ 

/ɔ/ dɔnɔ - ala  dɔnala  ‘on the k.o.tree’ 

/ʊ/ gʊlʊ - ala  gʊlala  ‘on the fence’ 

[+ATR] /i/ gini - ala  ginala * ‘on the hare’ 

  /ə/ dəmə - ala  dəmala * ‘on the wound’ 

  /u/ gɪmu - ala  gɪmala * ‘on the hedgehog’ 
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6.  Morphologic Vowel Harmony 

 The [+ATR] feature value is dominant in Laru.  Rather than the root or any 
affix controlling the vowel harmony, the [+ATR] feature value controls the harmony. 
There are examples of vowel harmony in both noun and verb morphology.  In nouns, 
[+ATR] spreads from the root to locative suffixes. There is also evidence for [+ATR] 
spreading from roots to class marker prefixes with vowels. In verbs, there are some 
cases where [+ATR] quality spreads from root to suffix and others where the suffix 
affects the root. 

First, rightward spreading onto locative suffixes of nouns is presented, then 
leftward spreading onto noun class prefixes and verb prefixes, followed by leftward 
spreading onto verb roots, and finally rightward spreading onto verb suffixes. Vowel 
harmony rules are presented for each type of spreading in order to specify which 
morphemes are involved with each process; however, each rule is considered to be a 
subcase of a general vowel harmony rule which spreads [+ATR] vowel quality in 
either direction.  

 

6.1  Rightward Spreading onto Locative Suffixes of Nouns 
The dominant vowel quality of [+ATR] noun root spreads rightward onto the 

locative suffixes -ala ‘on’, -alʊ ‘on the level ground’, and -anʊ ‘in’, as specified by the 
rule of (10).  The suffixes remain [-ATR] when suffixed to nouns with the feature value 
[-ATR] .  The VER deletes the first of the two vowels when two vowels are joined by 
adding these suffixes. 

(10) Vowel Harmony Rule for LOC (VHR) 

V   ->    [+ATR] /   [   C    V ]N Root  +  [ ___  C  ___  ]LOC 

                                               [+ATR]           

 

(11)  vowel noun  English  -ala  -alʊ  -anʊ  

[-ATR] /ɪ/ dɪlɪŋɪd  ‘insect’  dɪlɪŋɪdala dɪlɪŋɪdalʊ dɪlɪŋɪdanʊ 

  /ɛ/ dɪɽɛbɛn  ‘f. stone’  dɪɽɛbɛnala dɪɽɛbɛnalʊ dɪɽɛbɛnanʊ 

/a/ daⁿdaŋ ‘cave lizard’ daⁿdaŋala daⁿdaɳalʊ daⁿdaŋanu 

/ɔ/ dɔgɔr  ‘k.o.tree’  dɔgɔɾala dɔgɔɾalʊ dɔgɔɾanʊ 

/ʊ/ dʊrtʊn  ‘tablet’  dʊrtʊnala dʊrtʊnalʊ dʊrtʊnanʊ 

[+ATR] /i/ gidin  ‘chicken’s house’ gidinələ gidinəlu gidinənu 

  /ə/ dəⁿdəŋ ‘knife’  dəⁿdəŋələ dəⁿdəŋəlu dəⁿdəŋənu 

  /u/ gugun  ‘hare’s house’ gugunələ gugunəlu gugunənu 

 

6.2  Leftward Spreading onto Noun Class Prefixes 
[+ATR] spreads leftward onto the plural noun class and subject marker prefixes 

ŋʊ-, gʊ- as seen from the examples of (13a) and (13b) respectively. However the 
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[+ATR] quality of the prefix is less complete than when a [+ATR] feature is spread to 
a suffix or root. 

(12)  Vowel Harmony Rule of noun class prefix (VHR) 

     V -> [+ATR] /  [  C _____ ]CM  +    [ V C ]N Root 

                                                            [+ATR] 

  

(13a)  vowel n. Root English  ŋʊ- 

[-ATR] /ɪ/ -ɽɪl̀ːɪ ̀  ‘hoofs’   ŋʊ́ɽɪl̀ːɪ ̀

  /ɛ/ -ɽɛɽ́ɛɲ́  ‘lazy persons’  ŋʊ̀ɽɛɽ́ɛɲ́ 

  /a/ -má  ‘healers’  ŋʊ̀má 

  /ɔ/ -jɔ ́  ‘lame persons’ ŋʊ̀jɔ ́

  /ʊ/ -mɪɽʊ̀n  ‘orphan’  ŋʊ̀mɪɽʊ̀n 

[+ATR] /i/ -dí  ‘meats’  ŋùdí 

  /ə/ -rəŋ̀  ‘seals’   ŋùrəŋ̀ 

/u/ -ɟùr  ‘priests’  ŋùɟùr     

 

(13b)  vowel v. root  English  gʊ-  

[-ATR] /ɪ/ dɾɪt̀ɪ ́  ‘to tear’  gʊdɾɪt́ʊ̀ ‘he tore’ 

  /ɛ/ ɾɛb́ɛǹɛ ́ ‘to get weak’  gʊrɛb́ɛńà  ‘he is weak’ 

  /a/ dámɪ ̀  ‘to defeat’  gʊdámù ‘he defeated’ 

  /ɔ/ gɔɲ̀ɛ ́  ‘to spit’  gʊgɔɲ́à ‘he spat’ 

  /ʊ/ dʊ̀dí  ‘lost’   gʊdʊ́dʊ̀ ‘he lost’ 

[+ATR] /i/ ɗìɽí  ‘to raise’  guɗíɽù  ‘he raised’ 

  /ə/ rl̀əl̀í  ‘to get drunk’  guŕləĺù ‘he got drunk’ 

/u/ gùɾí  ‘farm’   gugúɾù  ‘he farmed’ 

 

6.3 Leftward Spreading onto Verb Prefixes 
The [+ATR] feature value of the infinitive passive/reflexive suffix -ni, 

imperative -di, dative -ji, and imperative passive/reflexive -nə spreads leftward onto 
the verb root as specified by the rule of (14).  Because the [+ATR] vowels /e/ and /o/ 
do not exist as phonemes in the language, root vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ become /i/ and /u/ 
respectively. 

(14) Vowel Harmony Rule of PASS/REFL, IMP, and BEN (VHR) 

V   ->    [+ATR] /   [   ___  C   ___  ]Verb Root  +  [ V C  ]PASS/REFL, IMP, BEN 

                                                            [+ATR]           
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(15)  vowel verb English -ni -di -ji -nə 

[-ATR] /ɪ/ dagɽɪ ‘to chew’ dəgɽini dəgɽidi dəgɽiji7 dəgɽinə 

/ɛ/ dɛdɛ  ‘to cut’ didini didi8 didiji didinə 

/a/ ŋaŋa ‘to rub’ ŋəŋəni ŋəŋədi ŋəŋəji ŋəŋənə  
/ɔ/ rɔ ‘to grind’ rudini rudi rudiji rudinə 

/ʊ/ rʊ ‘to change/be’ rudini rudi rudiji rudinə 

[+ATR] /i/ pi ‘to beat’ pini pidi pidiji pinə 

  /ə/ pə ‘to nail’ pəni pədi pədiji pənə 

  /u/ dɾu ‘to sip’  dɾudini dɾudi dɾudiji dɾudinə 

 

6.4  Rightward Spreading onto Verb Suffixes 
 The [+ATR] feature value of verb roots spreads rightward onto the causative 
suffix –yɪ, parallel action suffix –acɪ, simultaneous action suffix –atɪ, and benefactive 
suffix –cɪ. as specified by the rule of (16).  The suffixes remain [-ATR] when suffixed to 
verbs with [-ATR] value. 

(16) Vowel Harmony Rule for CAUSE, PAR, SIM, DAT (VHR) 

V   ->    [+ATR] /   [   C    V ]Verb Root  +  [ ___  C  ___  ]CAUSE, PAR, SIM, DAT 

                                               [+ATR]           

  

(17)  vowel verb English -yɪ -acɪ  -atɪ  -cɪ 

[-ATR] /ɪ/ dɪrɪtɪ ‘to tear’ dɪrɪtɪyɪ dɪrɪtacɪ dɪrɪtatɪ   

  /ɛ/ ɛlɛ ‘to go’ ɛlɛyɪ ɛlacɪ  ɛlatɪ  ɛlacɪ 

   mɛ ‘to braid’ mɛyɪ macɪ  matɪ  mɛcɪ9 

  /a/ manɪ  ‘to cook’ manɪyɪ manacɪ manatɪ manɪcɪ 

  /ɔ/ ɔɽɛ ‘to return’ ɔɽɛyɪ ɔɽacɪ  ɔɽatɪ  ɔɽacɪ 

  /ʊ/ rʊ10 ‘to change/be’ rʊdɪyɪ11 racɪ  ratɪ  ɾʊcɪ 

                                            
7 Some verbs (such as dagɽɪ) can derive benefactive forms from either the infinitive or imperative form 
(dəgɽiji or dəgɽidiji), and some verbs (such as rɔ ‘to grind’) can only derive the benefactive from the 
imperative (rudiji). 
8 The final dɛ of dɛdɛ ‘to cut’ gets “swallowed up” by the -di in the imperative forms. 
9 Dative forms are similar to benefactives, but differ in meaning and vowel harmony of the suffix.  With the 
dative, the subject assumes responsibility on behalf of the other; whereas with the benefactive, the action is 
done for the sake of the other person.  The dative is [-ATR], whereas the benefactive is [+ATR].  The dative 
form is not as common and does not occur with all verb forms.  The verb mɛ ‘braid’ can take the dative suffix 
alone (mɛcɪ ‘braid to someone’) or the dative and benefactive together (miciji ‘braid for someone’). 
10 The final /ʊ/ of ɾʊ ‘to be’ and /u/ of dɾu ‘ to sip’ get swallowed up by the -acɪ, -atɪ in the verb forms of 
parallel and simultaneous action. 
11 Some verbs (such as rɔ ‘grind’) derive the causative (ru-di-yi) from the imperative with heavy suffix –di, 
whereas some verbs (such as rʊ ‘change’) derive the causative (rʊ-dɪ-yɪ) from the reciprocal with light 
suffix –dɪ.  It may be that the causative suffix has no [ATR] assignment, but takes the [-ATR] vowel 
quality from the root by default when the root is [-ATR]. 
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[+ATR] /i/ iri ‘to bleed’ iriyi irəci  irəti  iɾəci 

  /ə/ dutə ‘to oil wound’  dutədiyi dutəci dutəti  dutəci 

  /u/ dɾu  ‘to sip’  dɾudiyi dɾəci dɾəti  dɾuci 

 

7.  Language Name Change 

Stevenson (1956,1984) and Lewis (2009) document the name of this language as 
“Laro”.  According to the vowel analysis in this paper, it cannot be /laro/ because the 
[+ATR] vowel /o/ does not occur at all in this language. Also, not a single example 
exists to show that the vowel /a/ occurs in a word followed by the vowel /ɔ/ though 
they can occur in reverse order. For example:  

(18) g-ɔɾ̀à   ‘foot’ 

d-ɔɾ̀à   ‘shepherd’  

g-ɔl̀à   ‘livestock’  

However, there are many examples that show the vowel /a/ occurs with the vowel /ʊ/ 
in a word. For example: 

(19) g-àɽʊ́   ‘gum’ 

l-àbɾʊ́   ‘sugar cane’ 

d-àɲʊ́   ‘witch’   

d-àgɾʊ́   ‘hen’  

d-àlʊ̀   ‘fly’ 

Hence the name “Laro” which has been in used in many documents that exist in the 
language is not correct according to the above evidence. Instead the correct name is 
“Laru” /laɾʊ/.  This word is [-ATR] and when various affixes are added, they obey the 
vowel harmony pattern of the language: 

(20) laɾʊ    ‘Laru homeland’ 

dɪ-laɾʊ    ‘person of Laru’ 

ŋʷʊ-laɾʊ   ‘people of Laru’ 

yɪ-laɾʊ    ‘language of Laru’ 

ŋa ɔⁿdaɟa yɪ-laɾʊ-ŋ-alʊ  ‘You speak the language spread on ground level 
(randomly).’ 

 

This change of language name is already put in place in on-going production of 
literacy and translation materials, and the native speakers of the language are already 
aware of this change. 

 

8.  Conclusion 

This paper has presented the vowel harmony occurring in the Laru language.  
The [+ATR] feature value is dominant in the vowel harmony in this language. 
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Abbreviations 

CM  Class marker 

IMP  Imperative 

PASS  Passive 

REFL  Reflexive 

BEN  Benefactive 

k.o.  kind of  

LOC  Locative 

N  Noun 
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APPENDIX:  DATA LISTS 

Noun Roots 

Laru has 8 vowels in noun roots, evidenced by the following minimal and contrastive 
pairs.  The class marker prefix is separated from the root by a hyphen. 

vowels Laru  English  Laru  English 

ɪ – ɛ   d-ɪl̀   ‘horn’    d-ɛl̀  ‘well’ 

  dɪ-ɽɪ ́  ‘k.o. stick’   gɪ-ɽɛ ́  ‘k.o. tree’ 

  d-ɪɾ̀à  ‘lion’   g-ɛɾ̀á  ‘girl’  

  g-ɪl̀ɪɲ́  ‘k.o. mushroom’ d-ɛl̀ɛɲ́  ‘chief’ 

  dɪ-lːɪ ́  ‘shoulder’  lɪ-lːɛ ́  ‘grinding stone’ 

ɛ – a  j-ɛǹ  ‘mountains’  j-àn  ‘milk’ 

gɪ-ɽɛ ́  ‘tree’   gɪ-ɽà  ‘head’ 

g-ɛɾ̀á  ‘girl’   g-ɛɾ̀ɛ ́  ‘sky’ 

d-ɔɾ̀ɛ ́  ‘basket’  d-ɔɾ̀á  ‘anus’ 

g-ɔɽ̀ɛ ̀  ‘shelter’  g-ɔɽa  ‘k.o. wood’ 

a – ɔ  j-àn  ‘milk’   j-ɔn  ‘grain’ 

ɔ – ʊ  d-ɔɽ̀á  ‘thresher’  d-ʊ̀ɽà  ‘winder’ 

d-ɔɾ̀á  ‘anus’   d-ʊ̀ɾà  ‘magic stick’ 

g-ɔb̀ɔ ̀  ‘temple’  g-ʊ̀bʊ̀  ‘compound’ 

g-ɔʈ̀à  ‘k.o. fruit’  g-ʊ̀dá  ‘k.o.  fruit’ 

g-ɔɲ̀  ‘thing’   g-ʊ́ɲ  ‘veranda’ 

ɪ  – i  d-ɪɾ̀ɪɲ̀  ‘waist’   d-ìɾìɲ  ‘boar’ 

a – ə  d-àmà  ‘locust’  d-əm̀ə ̀ ‘wound’ 

  d-ádáŋ ‘knife’   d-əd́əŋ́  ‘cave lizard’ 

  g-áɲá  ‘grass’   d-əɲ̀ə ̀  ‘vegetables’ 

  dɪ-ɾáŋ  ‘k.o. grass’  dɪ-ɾəŋ́  ‘seal of bee’ 

  gɪ-ɽà  ‘head’   gɪ-ɽə ́  ‘bird’ 

ʊ – u  gɪ-lʊ̀  ‘clay’   dɪ-lù  ‘smoke’ 

  gɪ-ɟʊ̀r  ‘stream’  dɪ-ɟúr  ‘rock’ 

  gɪ-bʊ̀ŋ  ‘hole in tree’   gɪ-bùŋ  ‘pool’ 

  d-ʊ̀wà  ‘buffalo’  d-úwə ́ ‘moon’ 

  g-ʊ́wá  ‘root’   g-úwə ́ ‘he-goat’  

 

The following are examples of one, two, and three syllable noun roots.  The two 
syllable noun roots are the most common. 
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One syllable noun roots 

vowel  Laru  English  

[-ATR] ɪ  g-ɪl̀  ‘horn’    

ɛ  d-ɛl̀  ‘well’ 

a  j-àn  ‘milk’ 

ɔ  j-ɔń  ‘grain' 

ʊ  d-ʊ́m  ‘fish’ 

[+ATR] i  d-ín  ‘k.o. tree’ 

  ə  l-əŋ́  ‘beast’ 

  u  dù  ‘intestine’ 

 

Two syllable noun roots 

vowel  Laru  English  

[-ATR] ɪ  dɪ-lɪŋ̀ɪd̀ ‘k.o. insect’    

ɛ  dɪ-ɽɛb̀ɛǹ ‘f.stone’ 

a  d-àmà  ‘locust’ 

ɔ  d-ɔŋ́ɔŕ  ‘male’ 

ʊ  d-ʊ́lːʊ́  ‘throat’ 

[+ATR] i  g-íní  ‘hare’ 

  ə  d-əm̀ə ̀ ‘wound’ 

  u  d-ùrú  ‘dung of cows’ 

 

Three syllable noun roots 

vowel  Laru  English  

[-ATR] ɪ  - 

ɛ  dɪ-bɛɽ́ɛd̀ɛ ́ ‘k.o. music instrument’ 

a  bàɽàɽá  ‘k.o. bird’ 

ɔ  l-ɔŋ̀ɔr̀ɔ ́ ‘k.o. lizard’ 

ʊ  d-ʊ̀ŋʊ̀rʊ́ ‘shore crab’ 

[+ATR] i  dɪ-m̀inìtí ‘olive like tree’ 

  ə  d-ə̀m bəɾ̀ə ́ ‘fool’ 

  u  dɪ-lùkùɾú ‘wild dove’ 
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Verb Roots 

Laru has 8 vowels in verb roots, evidenced by the following minimal and contrastive 
pairs: 

vowels Laru English  Laru  English 

        ɪ – ɛ ɪl̀ɪ ́ ‘to filter’  ɛl̀ɛ ́  ‘to go’ 

  nɪ ́ ‘to sprout’  nɛ ́  ‘to rain’ 

 ɛ – a mɛ ́ ‘to make rope’  má  ‘to pile’ 

a – ɔ àdá ‘to lean to’  ɔda  ‘to build’ 

ɔ –ʊ rɔ ́ ‘to grind’  ɾʊ́  ‘to be’ 

 ɔɽ̀ɛ ́ ‘to return’  ʊɽɪ  ‘to thresh’ 

ɪ  – i mɪɽɪ ́ ‘to drop’  miɽí  ‘to strike’ 

 ɪɽ̀ɪ ́ ‘to suck’  ìɾí  ‘to bleed 

 nɪ ́ ‘to sprout’  ní  ‘to heavy’ 

 cɪ ́ ‘to say’  cí  ‘to water’ 

 ɽɪl̀ːɪ ́ ‘to glance’  ɽìlːí  ‘to murmur’ 

a – ə arɪ ‘to act’  əri  ‘to do’ 

 àɾɪ ́ ‘to cry’  əɾ̀í  ‘to blow’ 

 ànːɪ ́ ‘to refuse’  əǹːí  ‘to take in’ 

 anɪ ‘to name  əǹí  ‘to enter’ 

 àbɾɪ ́ ‘to run’  əb̀ɾí  ‘to select’ 

ʊ – u ʊ̀lːɪ ́ ‘to write’  ùlːí  ‘to descend’ 

 ʊ̀rɪ ́ ‘to pray’  ùrí  ‘to collect’ 

 ʊ̀ⁿdɪ ́ ‘to dry’  ùⁿdí  ‘to press’ 

 kʊ̀dɪ ́ ‘to wrestle’  kùdːí  ‘to farm’ 

 ʊ̀ɽɪ ́ ‘to thresh’  ùɽí  ‘to collect wood’ 

 

The following are examples of one, two, and three syllable verbs.  The two syllable 
verbs are the most common. 

 

One syllable verbs 

vowel  Laru  English  

[-ATR] ɪ  ɟɪ ́  ‘to be’     

ɛ  kɛ ́  ‘to break’ 

a  má  ‘to pile’ 

ɔ  ɾɔ ́  ‘to grind’ 
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ʊ  ɾʊ́  ‘to change’ 

[+ATR] i  pí  ‘to beat’ 

  ə  pə ́  ‘to nail’ 

  u  ʈú  ‘to exist’ 

 

Two syllable verbs 

vowel  Laru  English  

[-ATR] ɪ  mɪɽ̀ɪ ́  ‘to drop’ 

ɛ  ɛl̀ɛ ́  ‘to go’ 

a  ŋàlá  ‘to open up’ 

ɔ  ɾɔg̀ɔɲ́  ‘to mix’ 

ʊ  ʊ̀lɪ ́  ‘to get sour’ 

[+ATR] i  ìɾí  ‘to bleed’ 

  ə  ət̀ə ́  ‘to give’ 

  u  ùtə ́  ‘to wet the flour’ 

 

Three syllable verbs 

vowel  Laru  English  

[-ATR] ɪ  ɪɽ̀ɪm̀ɪ ́  ‘to cut grass’ 

ɛ  ɛl̀ɛŋ̀ɛ ́  ‘to sing’ 

a   

ɔ  ɔj̀ɛm̀ɛ ́  ‘to strengthen’ 

ʊ      

[+ATR] i  ìgìtí  ‘to open’ 

  ə  gəb̀ìcí  ‘to allow’ 

  u    

   

Static Vowel Harmony 

Two syllable noun roots 

The following are examples of vowel combinations in two syllable noun roots: 

vowels Laru  English   

  [-ATR]     ɪ – ɪ  dɪ-lɪŋ̀ɪd̀ ‘k.o. insect’  

  ɪ – a  d-ɪɾ̀à  ‘lion’ 

  ɪ - ʊ  g-ɪɽ̀ʊ́  ‘goat’ 
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  ɛ – ɛ  gɪ-bɛĺbɛĺ ‘k.o. bird’ 

  ɛ – a  g-ɛɾ́à  ‘girl’ 

  ɛ – ɔ  dɪ-ɽɛb̀ɔɲ́ ‘armpit’ 

 

  a – ɪ  d-àɽɪ ̀  ‘tree’ 

  a – a  l-àcál   ‘whip’ 

  a – ʊ  l-àɾʊ̀  ‘home’ 

 

  ɔ – ɛ  d-ɔɾ̀ɛ ́  ‘basket’ 

  ɔ – a  g-ɔɾ̀à  ‘foot’ 

  ɔ – ɔ  d-ɔńɔ ̀  ‘k.o. tree’ 

 

  ʊ – ɪ  g-ʊ̀ɽɪ ́  ‘axe’ 

  ʊ – a  d-ʊ̀dá  ‘sycamore tree’ 

  ʊ – ʊ  g-ʊ̀lʊ̀  ‘fence’ 

 

  vowels Laru  English  

[+ATR] i – i  g-ìní  ‘hare’ 

  i – ə  d-ìnəd́  ‘slave’ 

  i – u  g-ìlú  ‘storage’ 

 

  ə – i  d-əɾ̀í  ‘oil container’ 

  ə – ə  l-əɾ́ə ́  ‘shield’ 

  ə – u  l-əɽ̀ú  ‘hair’ 

 

  u – i  g-ùɽí  ‘wood’ 

  u – ə  d-úwə ́ ‘moon’ 

  u – u  d-ùɾú  ‘dung of animal’ 

 

Three syllable noun roots 

The following are examples of vowel combinations in three syllable noun roots: 

vowels Laru  English   

  [-ATR]     ɪ – ɪ  ɾɪb̀ɪb̀ɪ ́  ‘dancing k.o. of bird’   

  ɪ – a  g-ɪɗ̀ɪ ́gɪɗ̀á ‘k.o. insect’ 

  ɪ – ʊ  -  - 
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  ɛ – ɛ  dɪ-bɛɽ̀ɛd̀ɛ ́ ‘musical instrument’ 

  ɛ – a  -  -  

  ɛ – ɔ  -  - 

 

  a – ɪ  d-àrbɪl̀ːɪ ́ ‘watermelon’ 

  a – a  bàɽàɽá  ‘k.o. bird’ 

  a – ʊ  d-àbɽʊ̀kʊ́r ‘dried skin’ 

 

  ɔ – ɛ  gɔj̀ɛɗɔ ́ ‘k.o. bird’ 

  ɔ – a  -  - 

  ɔ – ɔ  l-ɔŋ̀ɔr̀ɔ ́ ‘k.o. lizard’ 

 

  ʊ – ɪ  dɪ-bʊ̀bʊ̀ɾɪd́ ‘k.o. tree’ 

  ʊ – a  dɪ-bʊ̀bʊ̀ɽá ‘k.o. tree’ 

  ʊ – ʊ  gɪ-ɽʊ̀gʊ̀ʈʊ́ ‘k.o. bird’        

 

  vowels Laru  English  

[+ATR] i – i  dɪ-mìnìtí ‘olive-like tree’ 

  i – ə  g-ìləĺə ̀ ‘mate’ 

  i – u  d-ìdìbú ‘k.o. tree’ 

 

  ə – i  d-ə̀n dəb̀í ‘k.o. bird’ 

  ə – ə  g-əb̀əb̀ə ́ ‘bear’ 

  ə – u d- ək̀əɽ̀ú ‘k.o. bird’ 

 

  u – i  g-ùⁿɟí gùⁿɟí ‘k.o. insect’ 

  u – ə  g-ùwəd̀ə ́ ‘log of wood’ 

  u – u  g-ùɽùkú ‘k.o. bird’ 

 

Two syllable verbs 

vowels Laru  English   

  [-ATR]     ɪ – ɪ  ɪɽ̀ɪ ́  ‘to suck’   

  ɪ – a  dɪǹá  ‘to hunt’ 

  ɪ – ʊ  -  - 
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  ɛ – ɛ  dɛd̀ɛ ́  ‘to cut’ 

  ɛ – a  ɛl̀áŋ  ‘to buy/sell’ 

  ɛ – ɔ  -  - 

   

  a – ɪ  àjɪ ́  ‘to die’ 

  a – e  -  - 

a – a  ŋàlá  ‘to open up’ 

a – ɔ  -  - 

  a – ʊ gàtʊ́  ‘to throw’ 

 

  ɔ – ɛ  ɔɽ̀ɛ ́  ‘to return’ 

  ɔ – a  ɔr̀tá  ‘to praise’ 

ɔ – ɔ  ɾɔg̀ɔɲ́  ‘to mix’ 

 

  ʊ – ɪ  ʊ̀lɪ ́  ‘to pray’  

  ʊ – a  -  - 

  ʊ – ʊ  -  - 

 

  vowels Laru  English  

[+ATR] i – i  ìɾí  ‘to bleed’ 

  i – ə  ínə ́  ‘to pity’ 

  i – u  -  -     

 

  ə – i  ər̀í  ‘to act’ 

  ə – ə  ət́ə ́  ‘to give’ 

  ə – u  -  - 

 

  u – i  ùlːí    ‘to descend’ 

  u – ə  útə ́  ‘to make sourer’ 

  u – u  ùɾú  ‘to have diarrhoea’ 
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Lexical and Postlexical Vowel Harmony in Fur 
Constance Kutsch Lojenga 

 
1  Introduction 
 
1.1  The language 
 
FUR is a Nilo-Saharan language spoken in the Dar Fur province in Western Sudan, 
bordering on Chad. The speakers call their language [pɔɔr], and they call themselves 
[pɔɔra], Fur people. 
 
Fur is listed by Greenberg (1966:130) as an isolate, one of the six main branches of 
Nilo-Saharan. Among the more recent attempts at classifying the Nilo-Saharan 
language phylum, Bender (1996, 2000) and Ehret (2001) place the language deeper in 
the Nilo-Saharan tree, though they differ in where they place the language. 
 
Bender (1983) estimates the population at 500,000. The speakers themselves give an 
estimate of 900,000. Over 20 years later, this estimate seems plausible. 
 
1.2  This paper 
 
The vowel inventory of Fur contains more contrastive vowels than has been assumed 
by most authors so far. There is also a functioning ATR vowel-harmony system, not 
mentioned by any of the previous authors. Compared to other languages with ATR 
vowel harmony, Fur has a special cooccurrence restriction and a special way to deal 
with mid vowels in [+ATR] environment across morpheme boundaries. 
 
In this paper, I investigate two aspects of vowel harmony in Fur: postlexical vowel 
harmony and lexical vowel harmony. Postlexical vowel harmony is realised as gradient 
ATR assimilation, shown in the the citation forms of nouns in their singular and plural 
forms.  Lexical vowel harmony is categorical ATR assimilation and employs a different 
strategy. It is exemplified first of all in a set of nominalised adjectives, and then in a 
number of inflected verb forms. 
 
2  The Vowel System 
 
Various authors have quoted different vowel inventories for Fur. 
 
Meinhof (1917/18:119) presents nine vowels for Kondjara (an alternative name for 
Fur), though he expresses his doubts as to whether contrast can be proved. 
 
Jakobi (1990:43) analyses the language as having a five-vowel system. 
 
Beaton (1968:1) transcribes the language with eight vowels. Tucker (1966:219) quotes 
Beaton's eight vowels i, e, ɛ, a, ɔ, o, u and a central vowel ə. 
 
Our analysis has confirmed a system of eight contrastive vowels (Kutsch Lojenga and 
Waag 2004). This system is symmetrical and has ATR harmony. In contrast to Beaton's 
transcription, I posit [+ATR] and [-ATR] variants of the [+high] vowels, mutually 
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exclusive in root morphemes, which interact with the other vowels in a system of ATR 
vowel harmony. In addition, there is a [+ATR] central vowel, like Beaton's /ə/, which 
has been attested unambiguously in a limited number of words so far. There is also 
contrast between short and long vowels, though this is beyond the scope of this paper. 
It is noteworthy that the two [-high][+ATR] vowels [e] and [o] do not exist 
contrastively. 
 

  front central back 
[+high] [+ATR] i  u 
 [-ATR] ɪ  ʊ 
[-high] [+ATR]    
[-low] [-ATR] ɛ  ɔ 
[+low] [+ATR]  ə  
 [-ATR]  a  

 
Table: the Fur vowel system 

 
The inventory of contrastive vowels can be divided into two sets:  five [-ATR] vowels:  
/ɪ/, /ɛ/, /a/, /ɔ/, and /ʊ/, and three [+ATR] vowels: /i/, /u/, and /ə/. Fur, therefore, 
is an 8-vowel language with ATR contrast in the high and low vowels, but not in the 
mid vowels. 
 
Lexical morphemes normally contain vowels belonging to one of these ATR sets only. 
Across morpheme boundaries, ATR vowel-harmony rules apply, in which [+ATR] is 
dominant. The following sections treat firstb postlexical vowel harmony and then 
lexical vowel harmony. 
 
3  Postlexical Vowel Harmony 
 
Postlexical vowel harmony in Fur must be seen as a surface assimilatory process which 
is gradient and which also depends to a certain extent on the speed of speech. The 
following two sections treat postlexical vowel harmony with the low vowel /a/ and the 
mid vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ respectively. 
 
In other languages with upper-height vowel harmony, [+ATR] assimilation is most 
strongly realised when the [-ATR] vowel precedes the dominant [+ATR] vowel, and 
less so when it follows it, i.e. the influence is stronger from right to left than from left 
to right. It will be seen here, that anticipatory right-to-left cases are absent morpheme-
internally in Fur. 
 
3.1  The Vowel /a/ in [+ATR] Environment 
 
Within a morpheme, only the underlyingly contrastive [+ATR] counterpart of /a/, 
namely /ə/, is attested preceding a [+ATR] vowel in V2 position. 
 
(1) ərí    forehead  bəru  country 

təə́ŕí    funeral place  məəɲu buffalo 
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When the vowel /a/ follows a [+ATR] vowel /i/ or /u/, the ATR assimilation is only 
gradient and partial. I therefore transcribe this [+ATR] realisation of /a/ in the 
examples below as /a/̘ with the IPA subscript symbol for tongue-root advancement. 
When in turn followed by the plural suffix –ŋa, the preceding /a/ no longer shows any 
sign of gradient ATR assimilation. Only a limited number of examples have been found. 
 
(2) siwa  [siwa]̘   pl.  siwa-ŋa  woman's hairstyle 

áŋgûrɲa [əŋ́gûrɲa]̘  pl.  əŋ́gûrɲa-ŋa tree, sp. 
kúlíkulíisa [kúlíkulíisa]̘  pl.  kúlíkulíisa-ŋa eagle, sp. 

 
3.2  The Vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ in [+ATR] Environment 
 
There is a particular cooccurrence restriction in Fur in that, within a polysyllabic 
morpheme, the vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ never occur preceding the high [+ATR] vowels /i/ 
or /u/. 
 
In other languages which have an underlying ATR contrast in the high vowels only, 
[-ATR] /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ preceding [+ATR] /i/ or /u/ would be realised as [e] and [o], as 
follows: 
 
(3) / ɛ - i /-> [ e – i ] 
 / ɛ - u /-> [ e – u ] 
 / ɔ – i /-> [ o – i ] 

/ ɔ – u /-> [ o – u ] 
 
In Fur, these sequences are lacking entirely within roots, so these realisations do not 
occur. 
 
The reverse, however, is easily attested:  both /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ can follow the [+ATR] 
vowels /i/ and /u/. All four combinations, /i - ɛ/,  /u - ɛ/,  /i – ɔ/,  /u – ɔ/ are found. 
The vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ in this position undergo gradient ATR-assimilation to the 
[+ATR] /i/ or /u/ especially in fast speech, but this left-to-right assimilation is not 
very strong. When, in turn, the underlyingly [-ATR] vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ are followed by 
the [-ATR] vowel /a/, in their plural forms, there is no assimilation noticeable between 
the [+ATR] vowel and the [-ATR] vowel /ɛ/ or /ɔ/. 
 
(4) /i - ɛ/ 
 
ɲírɛ [ɲírɛ]̘  pl.  ɲírɛ-ŋa  cotton 
zílmɛ [zílmɛ]̘ pl.  zílmɛ-ŋa  fish, sp. 
 
(5) /u - ɛ/ 
 
umɛ ́ [umɛ́]̘  pl.  umɛ-́ŋá  fog, mist 
gurbɛt̂ [gurbɛ ̂t̘] pl.  gurbɛt́-a  wild cat, sp.  
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(6) /i – ɔ/ 
 
d-ílɔ ́ [dílɔ́]̘  pl.  k-ílɔ ́    [kílɔ́]̘ ear 
d-ítɔ ́ [dítɔ́]̘  pl.  k-ítɔ-́ŋá  stone  
 
(7) /u – ɔ/ 
 
kúrɔ ́ [kúrɔ́]̘  pl.  kúrɔ-́ŋá  crow 
púgɔ ́ [púgɔ́]̘ pl.  púgɔ-́ŋá  mountain 
duɔ ́ [duɔ́]̘  —    person 
 
There is just a handful of words where the [+ATR] vowel /ə/ appears in the first 
syllable of a word, followed by /ɛ/ or /ɔ/.  In each of these cases, the first syllable ends 
in a semivowel /y/ or /w/, which could be seen as a [+ATR] vocalic element [i] or 
[u] at a phonetic level, functioning as syllable margin. The vowel /ɛ/ or /ɔ/ of the 
second syllable assimilates partly in fast speech to the [+ATR] quality of the first 
syllable. 
 
(8) /ə - ɛ/ 
 
bəwtɛn̂ [bəwtɛ ̂n̘] hoe 
dəwrɛ  [dəwrɛ]̘ woman's hairstyle 
wəyyɛ  [wəyyɛ]̘ ten 
dəy̌yɛ  [dəy̌yɛ]̘ Zo Al-Hajja, 12th month; proper name masc. 
 
(9) /ə - ɔ/ 
 
kəwlɔ  [kəwlɔ]̘ wind 
kəwlɔ ́  [kəwlɔ́]̘ dry cow dung 
 
4  Lexical Vowel Harmony 
 
The language also contains examples of lexical vowel harmony, which is categorical.  
Nouns can be derived from adjectives by a [+ATR] suffix –iŋ, which is dominant. Any 
preceding [-ATR] vowel changes into [+ATR]. The most interesting is what happens to 
the [-ATR] vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/, which do not have a [+ATR] counterpart in the 
underlying system of contrastive sounds, and which do not choose the allophonic 
realisations [e] and [o] or [ɛ]̘ and [ɔ]̘ as exemplified above in the postlexical gradient 
description of vowel harmony.  Following the nominalised adjectives, I treat a number 
of inflected verb forms, first of all those with a suffix –l plus floating feature [+ATR], 
and finally, some instances of inflected verb forms with a [+ATR] suffix –i. 
 
4.1  Nominalisation of Adjectives 
 
Fur has a considerable number of adjectives, which show agreement with the nouns in 
that they take a plural suffix –a (following a consonant) or –ŋa (following a vowel) 
when the noun is in the plural. The word order in the following examples is Noun – 
Adjective. 
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(10) d-ɔrá  bayyâ  a narrow road 
k-ɔra-ŋa bayyá-ŋa narrow roads 

 
tɔŋ  tɔy  an old house 
tɔŋ-a  tɔy-a  old houses 

 
ʊtʊ́  tɔkkɛ ̂  a  hot fire 
ʊtʊ́-ŋá  tɔkkɛ-́ŋa hot fires 

 
bɔɔt  ɲɔkkɛ ̂  a weak rope 
bɔɔt-a  ɲɔkkɛ-́ŋa weak ropes 

 
There is a productive process of abstract nominal derivation from these adjectives by 
adding a suffix –iŋ [+ATR] to the adjective root after deletion of the final vowel. The 
feature [+ATR] spreads to the left, and all vowels to the left become [+ATR]. The 
first set of examples contains those vowels which do have [+ATR] counterparts which 
are contrastive vowels in the language:  ɪ/i,  ʊ/u, and  a/ə. 
 
(11) ɪ  >  i 
 
 sɪkk-â  sharp  sikk-iŋ sharpness 
 bɪŕɲ-â  smooth bírɲ-iŋ smoothness 
 
 ʊ  >  u 
 
 kʊrr-â  tall  kurr-iŋ tallness 
 tʊll-ɛ ̂  good  tull-iŋ  goodness 
 
 a  >  ə 
 
 app-â  big  əpp-iŋ  bigness 
 bayy-â  narrow bəyy-iŋ narrowness 
 
It was shown in the previous section that the mid vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ never precede a 
[+ATR] vowel in a root morpheme. This is also true in these cases of derivation and 
inflection (4.2). There is, therefore, a special strategy to solve the cases in which /ɛ/ 
and /ɔ/ are followed by a [+ATR] vowel across a morpheme boundary which, to my 
knowledge, has not yet been attested in any other language. It is categorical in that 
every vowel to the left of the nominalising [+ATR] suffix –iŋ  is changed into a 
[+ATR] vowel which exists in the underlying system of the language. This means that, 
since [e] and [o] are not eligible, the vowels /i/ and /u/ are chosen as the [+ATR] 
counterparts of /ɛ/ and /ɔ/. 
 
(12) ɛ  >  i 
 
 tɛyy-â  clean   tiyy-iŋ  cleanness 
 lɛpp-ɛ ̂ thin, flat  lipp-iŋ  thinness, flatness 
 mɛrs-ɔ  limping (adj.) mirs-iŋ limp (n.) 
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 ɔ  >  u 
 
 tɔy  old   tuy-iŋ  oldness 
 bɔɔr-ɔ ̂ fat   buur-iŋ fatness 
 ɲɔkk-ɛ ̂ weak   ɲukk-iŋ weakness 
 
 
4.2  Verb Inflection 
 
The same process of lexical vowel harmony is exemplified by inflected verb forms. 
Most examples given are third person plural past tense. The suffix for third person 
plural in the past tense consists of a consonant –l.  Because of vowel-harmony changes 
on the preceding [-ATR] vowel, we must assume that the consonantal suffix –l is 
accompanied by a floating feature [+ATR], whereby all the vowels in the inflected 
verb form become [+ATR].  Usually, there is an alternative form with [-ATR] vowels, 
i.e. without the floating feature [+ATR]. 
 
The vowel-harmony changes are the same as exemplified in the section on 
nominalisation of adjectives. 
 
(13) ɪ, ɛ >  i 
 a >  ə 
 ʊ, ɔ >  u 
 
The following are examples of verbs with [-ATR] root vowels, given first in their 
Imperative forms.  Following that, I present the forms of the first, second, and third 
person plural [+human], and, if different, [-human], preceded by the pronouns kí, bí, 
and yɛɛŋ respectively. 
 
(14) j-álɔ     wash! 

kí k-álɔ ́    we washed 
bí b-álɔ ́    you washed 
yɛɛŋ k-əĺu-l  ~ k-álɔ-l  they washed 

 
(15) j-aldɔ ́     beat! 

kí k-aldɔ    we beat 
bí b-aldɔ    you beat 
yɛɛŋ k-əldu-l   they beat [+human] 
yɛɛŋ l-əddu-l   they beat [-human] 

 
(16) j-áálɔ     dance! 

kí k-áálɔ ́   we danced 
bí b-áálɔ ́   you danced 
yɛɛŋ k-əə́ĺu-l  ~ k-áálɔ-l  they danced [+human] 
yɛɛŋ p-əəlu-l  ~ p-aalɔ-l  they danced [-human] 

 
(17) j-ɔŋ̂     sit! 

kí k-ɔɔ́ŋ́ɔ ́   we sat 
bí b-ɔɔ́ŋ́ɔ ́   you sat 
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yɛɛŋ k-úúŋu-l  ~ k-ɔɔ́ŋ́ɔ-l they sat [+human] 
yɛɛŋ uuŋu-l  ~ ɔɔŋɔ-l  they sat [-human] 

 
(18) j-ɛllɔ ́     pull! 

kí k-ɛllɔ    we pulled 
bí b-ɛllɔ    you pulled 
yɛɛŋ k-illu-l ~ k-ɛllɔ-l  they pulled [+human][-human] 

  
(19) j-ápʊ́ŋɔ    jump! 

kí k-ápʊ́ŋɔ ́   we jumped 
bí b-ápʊ́ŋɔ ́   you jumped 
yɛɛŋ k-əṕúŋu-l ~ k-ápʊ́ŋɔ-l they jumped [+human] 
yɛɛŋ b-əəŋu-l ~ b-aaŋɔ-l  they jumped [-human] 

 
In addition, a third-person plural [+ATR] suffix -i occasionally turns up in inflected 
verb forms. All vowels to its left change from [-ATR] to [+ATR], according to the 
scheme presented above. 
 
(20) kí   kɪrrɔ-́ŋa  nɪŋ́   k-ɛɛŋ we will be green 

we green-pl  FUT 1pl-be 
 

bí     kɪrrɔ-́ŋa  nɪŋ́   b-ɛɛŋ you (pl) will be green 
yɛɛŋ kɪrrɔ-́ŋa  nɪŋ́   k-iŋ-i they [+human] will be green   
yɛɛŋ kɪrrɔ-́ŋa  nɪŋ́   iŋ-i they [-human] will be green 
 

(21) j-aba    drink! 
kí k-ába   we drank 
bí b-ába   you drank 
yɛɛŋ k-əb́-í   they drank [+human] 
yɛɛŋ b-ə-́í   they drank [-human] 

 
(22) j-aldɔ ́    beat! 

ká ása aldɔ  I beat the dog    
I dog beat 
jí ása j-aldɔ  you beat the dog 
yɛ ́ása l-addɔ  he beat the dog 

Future: 
ká ása nɪ ́ əld-i  I will beat the dog 
I dog Fut beat 
jí ása nɪ ́ j-əld-i  you will beat the dog 
yɛ ́ása nɪ ́ l-əd́d-í  he will beat the dog 
 
 

5  Conclusion and Reflections 
 
5.1  Fur 
 
Fur has eight contrastive vowels with ATR distinctions in the high vowels ɪ/i and ʊ/u 
and the low vowel a/ə. There is no ATR distinction in the mid vowels. 
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Mid vowels are never followed by [+ATR] high vowels; therefore, there are no 
allophonic realisations [e] and [o] attested. 
 
Mid vowels can follow [+ATR] high or low vowels. In that case, there is gradient and 
partial ATR assimilation, to some extent also depending on the speed of speech.  
 
When a suffix containing a [+ATR] high vowel follows the mid vowels /ɛ/ or /ɔ/, the 
latter change into the closest [+ATR] vowels which exist underlyingly, namely /i/ and 
/u/. 
 
The gradient ATR assimilation is from left to right; the categorical ATR-assimilation is 
anticipatory, namely from right to left. 
 
5.2  Fur and Other Languages with ATR Vowel Harmony 
 
ATR vowel harmony is a frequent phenomenon in Niger-Kordofanian and in Nilo-
Saharan languages. The inventory of underlyingly contrastive vowels participating in 
ATR vowel harmony and the way in which ATR vowel harmony manifests itself varies 
between languages.  
 
Typologically, Fur most closely resembles the languages which have an ATR distinction 
in the high vowels only.  Most of these languages have 7 vowels underlyingly.  
Languages that have this upper-height vowel-harmony system are found in various 
subfamilies, both within Niger-Kordofanian and in Nilo-Saharan1.   
 
However, Fur also differs slightly from those languages in that it does not only have 
underlying ATR distinctions in high vowels, but also in the low vowel.  Laru 
(Kordofanian) is another language which has ATR distinctions in the high and low 
vowels.2 
 
In most if not all other languages with an upper-height ATR vowel-harmony system 
with 7 underlying vowels, the mid vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ have clear allophonic 
realisations [e] and [o] preceding a [+ATR] vowel. Fur and Laru3 don't. 
  
In Fur, there is a co-occurrence restriction in that mid vowels cannot precede a 
[+ATR] high vowel, neither morpheme-internally nor across morpheme boundaries. In 
this, it is the same as Laru.4 
 
Typologically, this means that languages with upper-height ATR vowel harmony can be 
subdivided into the following subgroups: 
 

                                          
1 Within Niger-Kordofanian, upper-height ATR vowel-harmony systems are attested in three subgroups: 
Kordofanian: Laru, Lumun, Tira; Bantu: Malila, LuGungu, LuBwisi/Talinga, Nande, Rangi; Ubangi: 
Mayogo.  Within Nilo-Saharan, they occur in the following subgroups: Central-Sudanic: Lese, Mvuba, 
Mangbutu, Ndo-Okebu; Saharan: Teda, Daza. 
2  See Abdallah (this volume) (Ed.) 
3  See Abdallah (this volume) (Ed.) 
4  See Abdallah (this volume) (Ed.) 
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1. 7/9-vowel systems:  7 underlying vowels / i, ɪ, ɛ, a, ɔ, ʊ, u / and 9 on the 
surface, the two extra being [e] and [o] (some Bantu, Central-Sudanic, and 
Saharan languages). 

 
2. 8-vowel systems: 8 underlying vowels / i, ɪ, ɛ, a, ə, ɔ, ʊ, u / and no allophonic 

[e] and [o] realisations (Fur, Laru). These languages both have a constraint 
against mid vowels preceding [+ATR] high vowels. In these languages, /ɛ/ and 
/ɔ/ change to /i/ and /u/ when followed by a [+ATR] suffix. 
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Tennet Verb Paradigms 
Christine Waag and Eileen Kilpatrick 

1. Standard Form 
The Tennet verb is marked for aspect (progressive and completive) and subject 
reference. The subject reference distinguishes seven forms, 1, 2 and 3 singular, 1 plural 
exclusive and inclusive, 2 plural and 3 plural. The object may also be marked on the 
verb, though the object reference is not used often. This paper only shows the subject 
reference. In addition to the reference markers, overt subject and object pronouns are 
commonly used, though they are not obligatory. They comprise six forms each, 1, 2 
and 3 singular and 1, 2 and 3 plural.  

This paper deals with the progressive and completive paradigms of verbs. There are 
other verb forms which are not discussed here but left to further investigation. Only 
some of the derivational suffixes are briefly introduced in section 2. 

Prefixes and suffixes are used to differentiate aspect and person. The following table 
gives an overview of the affixes. Furthermore, the subject pronouns are listed. 

 
 

Proɡressive Completive  Pronouns

 first root vowel
V = e/ɛ or o/ɔ 

 meaninɡ in 
paradiɡm 

 

 k-à-   -ì  k-V-   -ì  k-V-   -à ‘I’ ànːà 
 à-   -ì  V-   -ì  V-   -ú ‘you(sg)’ ìnːə ̀
 á-   -Ø  V-   -Ø  V-   -Ø ‘(s)he’ ɛǹːɛ ̀
 k-à-   -C1-à  k-V-   -C1-à  k-V-   -C2-à (~ɪ-̀à) ‘we (excl)’ nàɡà

 k-á-   -Ø  k-V-   -Ø  k-V-   -ɛt̀~ɪt̀ ‘we (incl)’ nàɡà

 à-   -C1-ù  V-   -C1-ù  V-   -C2-ù (~ə-́ù) ‘you(pl)’ nɪɡ̀à 
 á-   -Ø  V-   -Ø  V-   -ɛt̀~ɪt̀ ‘they’ nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀
Table 1: Regular affixes in progressive and completive verb forms 
 

1a. Prefixes 
The prefix in the progressive and completive verb paradigms consists of a vowel that is 
preceded by k- for first person forms. The prefix vowel in the completive copies the 
first root vowel. In the progressive forms the prefix vowel is a- except for the verbs 
with a mid root vowel. If the first root vowel is e/ɛ or o/ɔ, the prefix vowel copies this 
first root vowel. The following tables show example paradigms of verbs with the 
different vowels, the high vowels i/ɪ and u/ʊ (víɾ, tʃɪń, ɾúk and nːʊ́), the mid vowels ɛ 
and ɔ (gɛl and tɔd́), and the low vowels ə/a (gːəḿ and ɲak).  

 
The tone on the prefix vowel a– in the progressive often is as indicated in Table 1, 
which is high in 3 singular or plural and in 1 plural inclusive and low in the other 
forms. The same tone patterns can be found with other first root vowels in the 
progressive. With other verbs the prefix vowels carry either all low tone or all high 
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tone in one paradigm. In the completive, more tone patterns are possible for the first 
root vowel. 
 
 

víɾ – ‘runǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kəv́íɾì  ànːà I am running kívíɾə ̀ ànːà I ran

əv́íɾì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are running ìvíɾú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) ran

əv́íɾ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is running ívíɾ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he ran

kəv́íɾjːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are running kívíɾtːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) ran

kəv́íɾ  nàɡà we(incl) are running kívírèt  nàɡà we(incl) ran

əv́íɾjːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are running ívíɾtːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) ran

əv́íɾ  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are running ívíɾèt  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they ran 

 

 
tʃɪń – ‘seeǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kət́ʃínì  ànːà I am seeing kɪt́ʃɪńà  ànːà I saw

ət́ʃínì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are seeing ìtʃínú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) saw

átʃɪń  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is seeing ɪt́ʃɪń  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he saw

kátʃɪńːà  nàɡà we(excl) are seeing kɪt́ʃɪńtà  nàɡà we(excl) saw

kátʃɪń  nàɡà we(incl) are seeing kɪt́ʃɪńɛt̀  nàɡà we(incl) saw

ət́ʃínːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are seeing ítʃíntù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) saw

átʃɪń  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are seeing ɪt́ʃɪńɛt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they saw 

 

 
ɾúk – ‘beatǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kəɾ́úì  ànːà I am beating  kúɾúwə ̀ ànːà I beat 

əɾ́úì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are beating ùɾúwú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) beat

əɾ́úk  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is beating úɾúk  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he beat

kəɾ́úkːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are beating kúɾúktə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) beat 
kəɾ́úk  nàɡà we(incl) are beating kúɾúwèt  nàɡà we(incl) beat

əɾ́úkːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are beating úɾúktù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) beat

əɾ́úk  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are beating úɾúwèt  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they beat 
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nːʊ́ – ‘followǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kànːʊ́  ànːà I am following kʊ́nːʊ́wà  ànːà I followed 
ànːʊ́  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are following ùnːúwú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) followed 
ánːʊ́  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is following ʊ́nːʊ́  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he followed 
kánːʊ́jːà  nàɡà we(excl) are following kʊ́nːʊ́jːà  nàɡà we(excl) followed 
kánːʊ́  nàɡà we(incl) are following kʊ́nːʊ́wɛt̀  nàɡà we(incl) followed 
əǹːújːú  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are following únːújːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) followed 
ánːʊ́  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are following ʊ́nːʊ́wɛt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they followed 

 

 
ɡɛl̀ – ‘separateǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive 
kèɡélì  ànːà I am separating  kɛɡ̀ɛĺà / kɛt̀ɛɡ́ɛĺà  ànːà I separated 
èɡélì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are separating èɡélú / ètèɡélú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) separated

ɛɡ́ɛl̂  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is separating ɛt̀ɛɡ́ɛl̂  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he separated

kɛɡ̀ɛĺːà  nàɡà we(excl) are separating kɛt̀ɛɡ̀ɛĺtà  nàɡà we(excl) separated

kɛɡ́êl  nàɡà we(incl) are separating kètéɡêlìt  nàɡà we(incl) separated

èɡélːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are separating ètèɡéltːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) separated

ɛɡ́ɛl̂  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are separating ètéɡêlìt  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they separated 

 

 
tɔɗ́ – ‘climbǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kótóɗì  ànːà I am climbing kɔt́ɔɗ́à  ànːà I climbed

ótóɗì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are climbing ɔt̀ɔɗ́ʊ́  ìnːə̀ you(sg) climbed 
ɔt́ɔɗ́  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is climbing ɔtɔɗ́  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he climbed 
kótódːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are climbing kótódːìə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) climbed 
kɔt́ɔɗ́  nàɡà we(incl) are climbing kótóɗìt  nàɡà we(incl) climbed 
ótódːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are climbing ótódːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) climbed 
ɔt́ɔɗ́  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are climbing ótóɗìt  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they climbed 
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ɡːəḿ – ‘catchǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kəɡ̀ːəḿì ànːà I am catching kəɡ́ːəḿə ̀ànːà I caught

əɡ̀ːəḿì ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are catching əɡ̀ːəḿú ìnːə̀ you(sg) caught 
əɡ́ːəḿ ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is catching əɡ́ːəḿ ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he caught 
kàɡːəḿɲə ̀nàɡà we(excl) are catching kəɡ̀ːəḿtːə ̀nàɡà we(excl) caught 
kəɡ́ːəḿ nàɡà we(incl) are catching kəɡ̀ːəḿít nàɡà we(incl) caught 
əɡ̀ːəḿɲù nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are catching əɡ̀ːəḿtːú nɪɡ̀à you(pl) caught 
əɡ́ːəḿ nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are catching àɡːəḿít nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they caught 

 

 
ɲák – ‘haveǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kəɲ́əì́  ànːà I am having káɲáɣà  ànːà I had

əɲ́əì́  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are having əɲ̀əù̀  ìnːə̀ you(sg) had

áɲák  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is having áɲák  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he had

káɲákːà  nàɡà we(excl) are having káɲáktà  nàɡà we(excl) had

káɲák  nàɡà we(incl) are having kàɲàɪt̀  nàɡà we(incl) had

əɲ́əḱːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are having əɲ́əḱtù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) had

áɲák  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are having àɲàɪt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they had 

 

1b. Suffixes 
Table 1, that showed the regular affixes in verb paradigms, is repeated here for 
convenience. 

 
Proɡressive Completive  Pronouns

 first root vowel 
V = e/ɛ or o/ɔ 

 meaninɡ in 
paradiɡm 

 

 k-à-   -ì  k-V-   -ì  k-V-   -à ‘I’ ànːà 
 à-   -ì  V-   -ì  V-   -ú ‘you(sg)’ ìnːə ̀
 á-   -Ø  V-   -Ø  V-   -Ø ‘(s)he’ ɛǹːɛ ̀
 k-à-   -C1-à  k-V-   -C1-à  k-V-   -C2-à (~ɪ-̀à) ‘we (excl)’ nàɡà 
 k-á-   -Ø  k-V-   -Ø  k-V-   -ɛt̀~ɪt̀ ‘we (incl)’ nàɡà 
 à-   -C1-ù  V-   -C1-ù  V-   -C2-ù (~ə-́ù) ‘you(pl)’ nɪɡ̀à 
 á-   -Ø  V-   -Ø  V-   -ɛt̀~ɪt̀ ‘they’ nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀
Table 1: Regular affixes in progressive and completive verb forms 
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The suffix vowels /–i/ for first and second person singular in the progressive and /–u/ 
for second person in the progressive plural and the completive forms are [+ATR]. 
They cause the relevant verb forms to become [+ATR]. For all other verb forms the 
[+/-ATR] vowel quality depends on the verb stem – the suffix vowels become [+ATR] 
with a [+ATR] stem. 
 
The choice of the suffix vowel in first person plural incl and third person plural of the 
completive paradigm follows a dissimilation rule. The suffix is /–ɛt/, if the last root 
vowel is a close vowel, and  /–ɪt/, if the root vowel is mid or open. 
 
In the first plural exclusive and second plural forms a consonant is added after the 
stem. The quality of this consonant depends on the last root consonant and may differ 
between the progressive and completive forms. Some verbs have more than one 
possibility for this consonant (see, for example, the different verbs with /l/ as the last 
root consonant). Also in the other forms the last consonant before the suffix may 
change from progressive to completive (especially verbs with /k/ as the last root 
consonant – as example, for the verbs with /k/ the representation of the last root 
consonant in the first singular forms is given in brackets in the following table). The 
following table shows the variation of suffixes with differing last root consonants, 
followed by the full paradigms of the same verbs (only the paradigms of the verbs 
marked with + can be found in 1a above). Additionally, three verbs are given that have 
a root ending in a vowel. For these verbs the additional consonant in the first plural 
exclusive and second plural forms is /jː/ . 
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Changes when first plural exclusive suffix –Ca – ‘we (excl)’ is added to 
progressive and completive verbs with various root-final consonants. – The last 
two verbs are examples with roots ending with a vowel. 

 Proɡressive Completive  
root-final 
consonant 

C1 example C2 example meaninɡ 

ɲ 
ŋ 
m 
n 
l 
l 
l 
ɾ 

j 
ɲ  
ɲ 
n 
n 
l 
j 
j 

k-ɛ-̀ɡɛɲ́-jà 
k-ɔ-̀ɾɔŋ́-ɲà 
k-ɛ-́lɛḿ-ɲà 
k-á-tʃɪń-nà 
k-á-lál-nà 
k-ɛ-̀ɡɛĺ-là 
k-ə-̀tìvìl-jə ̀
k-ə-̀víɾ-jə ̀

tʃ 
t 
t  
t  
t 
t 
t  
t 

k-ɛ-̀ɡɛɲ́-tʃà 
k-ɔ-̀ɾɔŋ́-tà 
k-ɛ-́lɛḿ-tà 
k-ɪ-́tʃɪń-tà 
k-á-lál-tà 
k-ɛ-̀tɛɡ̀ɛĺ-tà1 
k-ì-tìvìl-tə ̀
k-í-víɾ-tə ̀

‘be clever’ 
‘want’ 
‘accept’ 
‘see’   + 
‘be cold’ 
‘separate’  + 
‘clean up, ɡather, 
sweep’ 
‘run’   + 

ð 
tʃ 
t 
ɗ 
ɗ 
ɓ 
ɡ 

ð 
tʃ 
t 
d 
d 
j 

dʒ 

k-ɔ-́ðɔð̂-ðà 
k-ɔ-́vːɔt́ʃ-tʃà 
k-ə-̀ɗút-tə ̀
k-ɛ-̀tːɛd́-dà 
k-à-tʃʊ́d-dà 
k-ə-́líɓ-jə ̀
k-à-ɲʊ́ɡ-dʒà 

t 
ɪ/ə2 
i/ə 
ɪ/ə 
d 
t 
t

k-ɔ-́ðɔð̂-tà 
k-ɔ-́vːɔt́ʃ-ɪà̀ 
k-ù-ɗút-ìə ̀
k-ɛ-̀tːɛɗ́-ɪá̀ 
k-ʊ̀-tʃʊ́d-dà 
k-í-líɓ-tə ̀
k-à-ɲʊ́ɡ-tà 

‘talk, answer’ 
‘kick’ 
‘pour’ 
‘cut, cross’ 
‘finish’ 
‘break’ 
‘shut’ 

k (Ø/w)3 
k (Ø/ɣ) 
k (Ø/j) 
k (k/k) 

k 
k 
k 
k 

k-ɔ-̀jɔk̀-kà 
k-á-ɲák-kà 
k-à-tìk-kà 
k-ə-̀dʒúk-kə ́

t 
t 
t 
t

k-ɔ-̀jɔk̀-tà 
k-á-ɲák-tà 
k-ì-tík-tà 
k-ù-dʒúk-tə́

‘fiɡht’ 
‘have’   + 
‘marry’ 
‘throw’ 

ɛ 
ʊ 
ə 

jː 
jː 
jː 

k-ɛ-̀ɾɛ-́jːà 
k-á-nːʊ́-jːà 
k-ə-́ɡːə-́jːə ̀

jːɔw 
jː 
jː

k-ɛ-̀ɾɛ-̀jːɔẃá 
k-ʊ́-nːʊ́-jːà 
k-ə-́ɡːə-́jːə̀

‘wait’ 
‘follow’   +  
‘know’ 

Table 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Here the completive form adds a prefix /tV-/ to the root to form a verb stem before the inflectional 
affixes are added. The vowel copies the first root vowel. 
2 The inserted vowel is the close vowel /ɪ/ before the open suffix vowel /-a/ (first plural exclusive) and 
the open vowel /ə/ before the close suffix vowel /-u/ (second plural). 
3 The consonants in brackets with the root-final consonant /k/ occur in the first singular forms of these 
verbs (see paradigms below). 
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ɡɛɲ̂ – ‘be cleverǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kèɡéɲì  ànːà I am clever kɛɡ̀ɛɲ́à  ànːà I was clever 
èɡéɲì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are clever èɡéɲù  ìnːə̀ you(sg) were clever 
ɛɡ́ɛɲ̂  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is clever ɛɡ́ɛɲ̂  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he was clever 
kɛɡ̀ɛɲ́jà  nàɡà we(excl) are clever kɛɡ̀ɛɲ́tʃà  nàɡà we(excl) were clever 
kɛɡ́ɛɲ̂  nàɡà we(incl) are clever kɛɡ́ɛɲ̂ɪt̀  nàɡà we(incl) were clever 
èɡéɲjù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are clever èɡéɲtʃù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) were clever 
ɛɡ́ɛɲ̂  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are clever ɛɡ́ɛɲ̂ɪt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they were clever 

 
 
 
ɾɔŋ̂ – ‘wantǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kòɾóŋì  ànːà I am wanting  kɔɾ̀ɔŋ́à  ànːà I wanted 

òɾóŋì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are wanting òɾóŋù  ìnːə̀ you(sg) wanted 
ɔɾ̀ɔŋ̂  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is wanting ɔɾ̀ɔŋ̂  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he wanted 
kɔɾ̀ɔŋ́jà  nàɡà we(excl) are wanting kɔɾ̀ɔŋ́tà  nàɡà we(excl) wanted 
kɔɾ̀ɔŋ̂  nàɡà we(incl) are wanting kɔɾ̀ɔŋ̂ɪt̀  nàɡà we(incl) wanted 
òɾóŋjù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are wanting òɾóŋtù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) wanted 
ɔɾ̀ɔŋ̂  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are wanting ɔɾ̀ɔŋ̂ɪt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they wanted 
 
 
 
lɛḿ – ‘acceptǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kélémì  ànːà I am accepting  kɛĺɛḿà  ànːà I accepted  
élémì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are accepting èlèmú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) accepted 
ɛĺɛḿ(à)  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is accepting ɛĺɛḿ(à)  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he accepted 
kɛĺɛḿɲà  nàɡà we(excl) are accepting ɛĺɛḿtà  nàɡà we(excl) accepted 
kɛĺɛḿ(ɪ)̀  nàɡà we(incl) are accepting kɛĺɛḿɪt̀  nàɡà we(incl) accepted 
élémɲù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are accepting élémtù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) accepted 
ɛĺɛḿ(ɪ)̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are accepting ɛĺɛḿɪt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they accepted 
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tʃɪń – ‘seeǃ’ – repeated from 1a 
Proɡressive Completive

kət́ʃínì  ànːà I am seeing kɪt́ʃɪńà  ànːà I saw

ət́ʃínì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are seeing ìtʃínú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) saw

átʃɪń  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is seeing ɪt́ʃɪń  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he saw

kátʃɪńːà  nàɡà we(excl) are seeing kɪt́ʃɪńtà  nàɡà we(excl) saw

kátʃɪń  nàɡà we(incl) are seeing kɪt́ʃɪńɛt̀  nàɡà we(incl) saw

ət́ʃínːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are seeing ítʃíntù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) saw

átʃɪń  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are seeing ɪt́ʃɪńɛt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they saw 

 

 
lál – ‘be coldǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kəĺəĺì  ànːà I am cold  kálálà  ànːà I was cold 

əĺəĺì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are cold əĺəĺù  ìnːə̀ you(sg) were cold

álál  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is cold álál  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he was cold

kálálnà  nàɡà we(excl) are cold káláltà  nàɡà we(excl) were cold 
kálál(ɪ)̀  nàɡà we(incl) are cold kálálɪt̀  nàɡà we(incl) were cold 
əĺəĺnù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are cold  əĺəĺtù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) were cold

álál(ɪ)̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are cold álálɪt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they were cold 
 
 
 
ɡɛl̀ – ‘separateǃ’ – repeated from 1a 

Proɡressive Completive

kèɡélì  ànːà I am separating  kɛɡ̀ɛĺà / kɛt̀ɛɡ́ɛĺà  ànːà I separated 
èɡélì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are separating èɡélú / ètèɡélú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) separated

ɛɡ́ɛl̂  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is separating ɛt̀ɛɡ́ɛl̂  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he separated 
kɛɡ̀ɛĺːà  nàɡà we(excl) are separating kɛt̀ɛɡ̀ɛĺtà  nàɡà we(excl) separated

kɛɡ́êl  nàɡà we(incl) are separating kètéɡêlìt  nàɡà we(incl) separated

èɡélːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are separating ètèɡéltːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) separated

ɛɡ́ɛl̂  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are separating ètéɡêlìt  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they separated 
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tìvìl – ‘clean upǃ’, ‘ɡatherǃ’, ‘sweepǃ’

Proɡressive Completive

kəv̀ìlì  ànːà I am cleaning up kìtìvìlə ̀ ànːà I cleaned up 
əv̀ìlì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are cleaning up ìtìvìlù  ìnːə̀ you(sg) cleaned up 
əv̀ìl  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is cleaning up ìtìvíl  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he cleaned up 
kəv̀ìljə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are cleaning up kìtìvìltə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) cleaned up 
kəv̀ìl  nàɡà we(incl) are cleaning up kìtìvìlèt  nàɡà we(incl) cleaned up 
əv̀ìljù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are cleaning up ìtìvìltù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) cleaned up 
əv̀ìl  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are cleaning up ìtìvìlèt  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they cleaned up 

 
 
 
víɾ – ‘runǃ’ – repeated from 1a 

Proɡressive Completive

kəv́íɾì  ànːà I am running kívíɾə ̀ ànːà I ran

əv́íɾì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are running ìvíɾú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) ran

əv́íɾ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is running ívíɾ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he ran

kəv́íɾjːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are running kívíɾtːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) ran 
kəv́íɾ  nàɡà we(incl) are running kívírèt  nàɡà we(incl) ran 
əv́íɾjːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are running ívíɾtːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) ran

əv́íɾ  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are running ívíɾèt  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they ran 
 
 
 
ðɔð́ – ‘talkǃ’, ‘answerǃ’

Proɡressive Completive

kòðòðì  ànːà I am talking kɔð̀ɔð́à  ànːà I talked

òðóðì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are talking òðóðù  ìnːə̀ you(sg) talked 
ɔð̀ɔð̂  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is talking ɔð̀ɔð̂  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he talked

kɔð̀ɔð̂ːà  nàɡà we(excl) are talking kɔð̀ɔð̂tà  nàɡà we(excl) talked 
kɔð̀ɔð̂  nàɡà we(incl) are talking kɔð̀ɔð̂ɪt̀  nàɡà we(incl) talked 
òðòðːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are talking òðóðtù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) talked 
ɔð̀ɔð̂  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are talking ɔð̀ɔð̂ɪt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they talked 
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vːɔt́ʃ – ‘kickǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kóvːótʃì  ànːà I am kicking kɔv́ːɔt́ʃà  ànːà I kicked 

óvːótʃì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are kicking óvːótʃù  ìnːə̀ you(sg) kicked 
ɔv́ːɔt́ʃ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is kicking ɔv́ːɔt́ʃ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he kicked

kɔv́ːɔt́ʃːà  nàɡà we(excl) are kicking kɔv́ːɔt́ʃɪà̀  nàɡà we(excl) kicked 
kɔv́ːɔt́ʃ  nàɡà we(incl) are kicking kɔv́ːɔt́ʃɪt̀  nàɡà we(incl) kicked 
óvːótʃːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are kicking óvːótʃəù́  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) kicked 
ɔv́ːɔt́ʃ  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are kicking ɔv́ːɔt́ʃɪt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they kicked 
 
 
 
ɗùt – ‘pourǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kəɗ̀ùtì ànːà I am pouring kùɗútə ̀ànːà I poured

əɗ̀útì ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are pouring ùɗútú ìnːə̀ you(sg) poured 
əɗ̀út ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is pouring ùɗút ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he poured

kəɗ̀útːə ̀nàɡà we(excl) are pouring kùɗútìə ̀nàɡà we(excl) poured 
kəɗ̀út nàɡà we(incl) are pouring kùɗútèt nàɡà we(incl) poured 
əɗ̀útːù nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are pouring ùɗútəù̀ nɪɡ̀à you(pl) poured 
əɗ̀út nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are pouring ùɗútèt nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they poured 

 
 
 
tːɛɗ́ – ‘cutǃ’, ‘crossǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kètːéɗì  ànːà I am cutting  kɛt̀ːɛɗ́à  ànːà I cut

ètːéɗì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are cutting ètːéɗú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) cut

ɛt̀ːɛɗ́  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is cutting ɛt̀ːɛɗ́  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he cut

kɛt̀ːɛd́ːà  nàtːà we(excl) are cutting kɛt̀ːɛɗ́ɪá̀  nàtːà we(excl) cut

kɛt̀ːɛɗ́  nàtːà we(incl) are cutting kɛt̀ːɛɗ́ɪt̀  nàtːà we(incl) cut

ètːédːù  nɪt̀ːà you(pl) are cutting ètːéɗəù́  nɪt̀ːà you(pl) cut

ɛt̀ːɛɗ́  nɛt̀ːɛ ̀ they are cutting ɛt̀ːɛɗ́ɪt̀  nɛt̀ːɛ ̀ they cut 
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tʃʊ̂ɗ – ‘finishǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kət̀ʃúɗì  ànːà I am finishing kʊ̀tʃʊ́ɗà  ànːà I finished 
ət̀ʃúɗì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are finishing ùtʃúɗú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) finished 
átʃʊ̂ɗ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is finishing ʊ́tʃʊ̂ɗ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he finished 
kàtʃʊ́dːà  nàɡà we(excl) are finishing kùtʃúdːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) finished 
kátʃʊ̂ɗ  nàɡà we(incl) are finishing kʊ́tʃʊ̂ɗɛt̀  nàɡà we(incl) finished 
ət̀ʃúdːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are finishing ùtʃúdːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) finished 
átʃʊ̂ɗ  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are finishing ʊ́tʃʊ̂ɗɛt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they finished 

 

 
líp – ‘breakǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kəĺíɓì  ànːà I am breaking kílíɓə ̀ ànːà I broke

əĺíɓì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are breaking ìlíɓú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) broke 
əĺíɓ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is breaking ílíɓ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he broke

kəĺíɓjːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are breaking kílíɓtːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) broke 
kəĺíɓ  nàɡà we(incl) are breaking kílíɓèt  nàɡà we(incl) broke 
əĺíɓjːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are breaking ílíɓtːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) broke 
əĺíɓ  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are breaking ílíɓèt  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they broke 

 

 
ɲʊ́ɡ – ‘shutǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kəɲ̀úɡì  ànːà I am shutting kʊ̀ɲʊ́ɡà  ànːà I shut

əɲ̀úɡì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are shutting ùɲúɡú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) shut 
àɲʊ́ɡ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is shutting ʊ̀ɲʊ́ɡ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he shut 
kàɲʊ́ɡdʒà  nàɡà we(excl) are shutting kʊ̀ɲʊ́ɡtà  nàɡà we(excl) shut 
kàɲʊ́ɡ  nàɡà we(incl) are shutting kʊ̀ɲʊ́ɡɛt̀  nàɡà we(incl) shut 
əɲ̀úɡdʒù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are shutting ùɲúɡtù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) shut 
àɲʊ́ɡ  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are shutting ʊ̀ɲʊ́ɡɛt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they shut 
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jɔk̀ – ‘fightǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kòjòì  ànːà I am fighting kɔj̀ɔẁà  ànːà I fought 

òjòì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are fighting òjòwù  ìnːə̀ you(sg) fought

ɔj̀ɔk̀  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is fighting ɔj̀ɔk̀  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he fought

kɔj̀ɔk̀ːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are fighting kɔj̀ɔk̀tə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) fought 
kɔj̀ɔk̀  nàɡà we(incl) are fighting kɔj̀ɔɪ̀t̀  nàɡà we(incl) fought 
òjòkːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are fighting  òjòktù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) fought

ɔj̀ɔk̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are fighting ɔj̀ɔɪ̀t̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they fought 

 

 
ɲák – ‘haveǃ’ – repeated from 1a 

Proɡressive Completive

kəɲ́əì́  ànːà I am having káɲáɣà  ànːà I had

əɲ́əì́  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are having əɲ̀əù̀  ìnːə̀ you(sg) had

áɲák  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is having áɲák  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he had

káɲákːà  nàɡà we(excl) are having káɲáktà  nàɡà we(excl) had

káɲák  nàɡà we(incl) are having kàɲàɪt̀  nàɡà we(incl) had

əɲ́əḱːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are having əɲ́əḱtù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) had

áɲák  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are having àɲàɪt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they had 

 

 
tík – ‘marryǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kət̀íì  ànːà I am marrying  kìtíjə ̀ ànːà I married

ət̀íì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are marrying ìtíù  ìnːə̀ you(sg) married 
ət́ík  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is marrying ítík  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he married

kət̀íkːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are marrying kìtíktə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) married 
kət́ík  nàɡà we(incl) are marrying kìtíjét  nàɡà we(incl) married 
ət̀íkːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are marrying ìtíktù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) married 
ət́ík  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are marrying ìtíjét  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they married 
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dʒúk – ‘throwǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kəd̀ʒúkí  ànːà I am throwing kùdʒúkə ́ ànːà I threw 
əd̀ʒúkí  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are throwing ùdʒúkú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) threw 
əd́ʒúk  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is throwing údʒúk  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he threw 
kəd̀ʒúkːə ́ nàɡà we(excl) are throwing kùdʒúktə ́ nàɡà we(excl) threw 
kəd́ʒúk  nàɡà we(incl) are throwing kùdʒúkːét  nàɡà we(incl) threw 
əd̀ʒúkːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are throwing ùdʒúktú  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) threw 
əd́ʒúk  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are throwing údʒúkːèt  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they threw 

 

 
ɾɛ ́– ‘waitǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kɛɾ̀ɛ ́ ànːà I am waiting kɛɾ̀ɛẃà  ànːà I waited

ɛɾ̀ɛ ́ ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are waiting èɾéú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) waited 
ɛɾ̀ɛ ̂ ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is waiting ɛɾ̀ɛŵɔ ̀ ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he waited 
kɛɾ̀ɛj́ːà  nàɡà we(excl) are waiting kɛɾ̀ɛj̀ːɔẃá  nàɡà we(excl) waited 
kɛɾ̀ɛ ̂ nàɡà we(incl) are waiting kɛɾ̀ɛt̂ʃ  nàɡà we(incl) waited 
èɾéjːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are waiting èɾéjːówù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) waited 
ɛɾ̀ɛ ̂ nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are waiting ɛɾ̀ɛt̂ʃ  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they waited 

 

 
nːʊ́ – ‘followǃ’ – repeated from 1a

Proɡressive Completive

kànːʊ́  ànːà I am following kʊ́nːʊ́wà  ànːà I followed 
ànːʊ́  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are following ùnːúwú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) followed 
ánːʊ́  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is following ʊ́nːʊ́  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he followed 
kánːʊ́jːà  nàɡà we(excl) are following kʊ́nːʊ́jːà  nàɡà we(excl) followed 
kánːʊ́  nàɡà we(incl) are following kʊ́nːʊ́wɛt̀  nàɡà we(incl) followed 
əǹːújːú  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are following únːújːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) followed 
ánːʊ́  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are following ʊ́nːʊ́wɛt̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they followed 
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ɡːə ́– ‘knowǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kəɡ̀ːə ́ ànːà I am knowing kəɡ̀ːəẁə ̀ ànːà I knew

əɡ̀ːə ́ ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are knowing əɡ̀ːəù̀  ìnːə̀ you(sg) knew 
əɡ́ːə ́ ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is knowing əɡ́ːə ́ ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he knew

kəɡ́ːəj́ːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are knowing kəɡ́ːəj́ːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) knew 
kəɡ́ːə ́ nàɡà we(incl) are knowing kəɡ̀ːa̘t̂ʃ  nàɡà we(incl) knew 
əɡ̀ːəj́ːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are knowing əɡ́ːəj́ːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) knew 
əɡ́ːə ́ nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are knowing àɡːa̘t̂ʃ  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they knew 

 

2. Derivations 
The paradigms are different with derivational affixes. As example, a verb with 
applicative and a verb with reciprocal suffix are given. The segmental differences for 
distinguishing person and number are often neutralized in the derived forms. Thus, for 
differentiating these forms tone becomes more important than in the basic forms. 
 
Applicative: There are different applicative suffixes. One of them marks 
accompaniment. This suffix /–ɛ/ changes the verb víɾ – ‘run’ into víɾè – ‘run with’. The 
paradigm of víɾ is repeated for convenience. 
 
 

víɾ – ‘runǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kəv́íɾì  ànːà I am running kívíɾə ̀ ànːà I ran

əv́íɾì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are running ìvíɾú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) ran

əv́íɾ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is running ívíɾ  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he ran

kəv́íɾjːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are running kívíɾtːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) ran

kəv́íɾ  nàɡà we(incl) are running kívírèt  nàɡà we(incl) ran

əv́íɾjːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are running ívíɾtːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) ran

əv́íɾ  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are running ívíɾèt  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they ran 
 

 

 

víɾè – ‘run with …ǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

əv̀íɾê  ànːà I am running with … ívíɾê  ànːà I ran with … 
əv̀íɾê  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are running with … ìvíɾú  ìnːə̀ you(sg) ran with … 
əv̀íɾé  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is running with … ìvíɾé  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he ran with … 
əv̀ìɾə ́ nàɡà we(excl) are running with … ìvíɾtə ́ nàɡà we(excl) ran with … 
əv̀íɾé  nàɡà we(incl) are running with … ìvíɾté  nàɡà we(incl) ran with … 
əv̀ìɾú  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are running with … ìvíɾtú  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) ran with … 
əv̀íɾé  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are running with … ìvíɾté  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they ran with … 
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The reciprocal suffix is used if the action is done to each other – then only plural forms 
are used. Reciprocal forms can also be used with an accompanying participant 
introduced by the preposition kɪ ́‘with’. With singular forms an accompanying 
participant has to be mentioned. The verbs jɔk̀ ‘fight’ and ɡːə́ ‘know’ are used as 
examples. The paradigm of the underived forms are, again, repeated for convenience. 

 
jɔk̀ – ‘fightǃ’ 

Proɡressive Completive

kòjòì  ànːà I am fighting kɔj̀ɔẁà  ànːà I fought 

òjòì  ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are fighting òjòwù  ìnːə̀ you(sg) fought 
ɔj̀ɔk̀  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is fighting ɔj̀ɔk̀  ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he fought

kɔj̀ɔk̀ːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are fighting kɔj̀ɔk̀tə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) fought 
kɔj̀ɔk̀  nàɡà we(incl) are fighting kɔj̀ɔɪ̀t̀  nàɡà we(incl) fought 
òjòkːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are fighting òjòktù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) fought 
ɔj̀ɔk̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are fighting ɔj̀ɔɪ̀t̀  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they fought 

 

 
 ‘fight each other’ 

Proɡressive Completive 
kɔj̀ɔɣ̀ɔńà  ànːà kɪ ́
dʒɔǹ 

I am fighting with 
John 

kɔj̀ɔk̀tɔẃá  ànːà kɪ ́
dʒɔǹ

I fought with John

òjòɣónú  ìnːə ̀kɪ ́
dʒɔǹ 

you(sg) are fighting 
with John

òjòktóú  ìnːə ̀kɪ ́
dʒɔǹ

you(sg) fought  
with John

ɔj̀ɔɣ́ɔ ̂ ɛǹːɛ ̀kɪ ́dʒɔǹ s/he is fighting  
with John

ɔj̀ɔḱtɔ ̂ ɛǹːɛ ̀kɪ ́dʒɔǹ s/he fought  
with John

kɔj̀ɔɣ̀ɔńà  nàɡà we(excl) are fighting  
each other

kɔj̀ɔk̀tɔẃá  nàɡà we(excl) fought 
each other

kɔj̀ɔɣ́ɔ ̂ nàɡà we(incl) are fighting  
each other

kɔj̀ɔḱtɔ ̂ nàɡà we(incl) fought  
each other

òjòɣónú  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are fighting  
each other

òjòktóù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) fought  
each other

ɔj̀ɔɣ́ɔ ̂ nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are fighting  
each other

ɔj̀ɔḱtɔ ̂ nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they fought  
each other
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ɡːə ́– ‘knowǃ’ 
Proɡressive Completive

kəɡ̀ːə ́ ànːà I am knowing kəɡ̀ːəẁə ̀ ànːà I knew

əɡ̀ːə ́ ìnːə ̀ you(sg) are knowing əɡ̀ːəù̀  ìnːə̀ you(sg) knew 
əɡ́ːə ́ ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he is knowing əɡ́ːə ́ ɛǹːɛ ̀ s/he knew

kəɡ́ːəj́ːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are knowing kəɡ́ːəj́ːə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) knew 
kəɡ́ːə ́ nàɡà we(incl) are knowing kəɡ̀ːa̘t̂ʃ  nàɡà we(incl) knew 
əɡ̀ːəj́ːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are knowing əɡ́ːəj́ːù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) knew 
əɡ́ːə ́ nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are knowing àɡːa̘t̂ʃ  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they knew 
 
 
 
‘have relationship to …’

Proɡressive Completive 
kəɡ̀ːəẃónà  ànːà kɪ ́
… 

I am having rel. to 
… 

kəɡ̀ːəj̀ːóə ̀ ànːà kɪ ́
…

I had relationship to 
…

əɡ̀ːəẃónù  ìnːə ̀kɪ ́… you(sg) are … əɡ̀ːəj̀ːóù  ìnːə ̀kɪ ́… you(sg) had rel. …

əɡ̀ːəẃô  ɛǹːɛ ̀kɪ ́… s/he is … əɡ̀ːəj́ːô  ɛǹːɛ ̀kɪ ́… s/he had rel. … 
kəɡ̀ːəj̀ːóə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) are … kəɡ̀ːəẁónə ̀ nàɡà we(excl) had rel. …

kəɡ̀ːəj́ːô  nàɡà we(incl) are … kəɡ̀ːəj́ːô  nàɡà we(incl) had rel. …

əɡ̀ːəj̀ːóù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) are … əɡ̀ːəẁónù  nɪɡ̀à you(pl) had rel. …

əɡ̀ːəj́ːô  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they are … əɡ̀ːəj́ːô  nɛɡ̀ɛ ̀ they had rel. … 

 

3. Conclusion 
Prefixes and suffixes contribute to the Tennet verb paradigms. The prefix vowel 
depends on the first root vowel and on the aspect. In the progressive and completive 
aspect forms, the prefix consonant /k–/ marks first person. 
   
Whether the verb root begins with a consonant or vowel affects whether the vowel in 
the prefix elides. The prefix vowel elides for disyllabic vowel-initial verb roots. For 
most monosyllabic vowel-initial verb roots, the prefix vowel does not elide. 
 
In the first and second person plural forms, the suffix consonant depends on the final 
sound of the root or derived stem. It is /–jː–/ for vowel-final roots/stems. In all forms 
of vowel-final roots/stems, usually the last root/stem vowel remains. The suffix /–i/ for 
first and second person singular in the progressive, for example, is dropped after vowel-
final roots/stems, not even leaving the feature [+ATR] as a trace. 
 
The number of syllables in the verb root/stem does not greatly affect the paradigms. 
The behaviour of tone in the verbs needs further investigation as how the tone patterns 
are influenced by the number of syllables. Long consonants in the verb root/stem do 
not affect the paradigms. These long consonants remain long throughout the paradigm. 
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Negation Strategies in Tima1 
Suzan Alamin Mubarak, University of Khartoum 

 
0. Introduction 
This paper describes and analyses the different strategies in the expression of negation 
in Tima. Firstly, Tima uses two negative particles kV- and -Vŋ in a single clause 
especially in negating imperative and declarative clauses in addition to the negation of 
constituents. This is the most common strategy of negation marking in Tima (see 
section 1). Secondly, Tima uses the negative word kɛýɛ ̀for negated indirect command 
(see section 2). Thirdly, it uses an inherently negative expression àmáŋ(âŋ), 'it is 
nothing / it does not exist'). This is used mainly in the negation of locational or 
existential clauses, as an answer to yes-or-no questions and question-word questions 
(see section 3). Fourthly, Tima uses the word kaáràk as another strategy for negating 
relative clauses only (see section 4). Fifthly, the negative form ɔʔ̀ɔɔŋ́ is used mainly as 
an answer to 'yes/no questions' (see section 5).  
 
A number of morphophonological processes take place with regard to the forms of the 
two negative particles (kV- and -Vŋ). They will be described and discussed where 
necessary. The following paragraphs discuss the different strategies of negation in 
detail. According to Bashir (2010), the phonemic transcriptions of Tima use 12 vowels 
which are divided into two groups: six [+ATR] and six [-ATR] vowels as follows:2 
  
[+ATR] vowel set    [-ATR] vowel set 

i ɨ u    ɪ ɘ ʊ 

e  o    ɛ  ɔ  

         ʌ      a  

 
1. The kV- and -Vŋ particles 
This strategy marks negation for the whole clause, which is described as 
clausal/sentential negation. In addition, it also negates some of the constituents of the 
clause such as nouns, adjectives, adverbs, quantifiers and prepositions. This type is 
described as constituent negation.  
 
This strategy includes negation of the imperative (see 1.1), negation of declarative 
clauses in Tima (see 1.2) and negation of stative clauses (see 1.3). This clause negation 
type is also referred to as a standard negation by Payne (1985). He points out that 
standard negation applies to minimal and basic clauses apart from the complex 
sentence constructions that include clauses with adverbs, quantifiers and preposition 
phrases.  
 
 

                                                 
1 Tima is a language spoken in the Nuba Mountains in central Sudan. It is classified by Greenberg (1966) 
as Kordofanian language belonging to the Katla group, which is one of the four subgroups of 
Kordofanian branch (Williamson and Blench 2000). Tima is a tonal language. It has two tone levels, 
High (H) and Low (L). For more details about the Tima tonal system see Bashir (2010). 
2  In Tima transcription, the symbol 'Ø' is not used as a vowel but refers to the zero morpheme. 
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1.1 Negative imperative and subjunctive  
In most cases, imperative3 clauses in Tima are negated by using the two negative 
particles kV- and -Vŋ4. On one hand, the proclitic negative marker kV- marks negation 
in clause-initial position. On the other hand, the enclitic negative particle -Vŋ marks 
negation in clause-final position. The former negative strategy is less common in Africa, 
whereas the latter is widely attested in African languages (Heine and Zelealem, 2008). 
Accordingly, Tima has double negation marking in a clause. 
 
The examples in 1a and 1b show how imperative negation is being applied to 2sg, 2pl, 
and the subjunctive weak form in the case of 1pl inclusive. The negative particles are 
underlined in the examples below. Concerning the negative particle kV-, here they are 
variable with regard to person and number and they change according to vowel 
harmony with the verb root (Bashir, 2010). 
 
 (1) 
Positive IMP NEG IMP 2sg NEG IMP 2pl NEG SUBJ 1pl incl 
a) hʊ̀ndɔńɔ ́'sit down' ká-à-hɨd̀áná-àŋ kɨ-́nà-hɨd̀áná-àŋ kɨ-́ì-hɨd̀áná-àŋ 
b) mɔɔ́k̀       'drink' ká-à-mɔɔk̀-ɔŋ̂ kɘ-́nà-mɔɔk̀-ɔŋ̂ kɪ-́ɪ-̀mɔɔk̀-ɔŋ̂ 
    
Notice that the negative form has a longer vowel length. The lengthened /kV(V)-/ is 
the result of the combination of the negative proclitic vowel and the person marker in 
the case of 2nd sg and 1pl incl, which are  usually represented by the vowels a- and i- 
respectively (see Alamin, 2009). 
  
If the imperative verb stem takes a direct object (i.e. if it is a transitive verb), the 
second enclitic negative marker is encliticized to the end of the clause; so that it 
negates the whole clause as in (2). 
 
(2) a) ká-à-y-ʌĺúk ká-bʊ́h-ɔŋ̂ 
  NEG-2sg.IMP-Epen-eat NC.sg-meat-NEG 
  'Do not eat meat.' (2sg IMP, hortative) 
 
 b) kí-nà-y-ʌĺúk ká-bʊ́h-ɔŋ̂ 
  NEG-2plIMP-Epen-eat NC.sg-meat-NEG 
  'Do not eat meat.' (2pl.) 
 
 c) kɨ-́ì-y-ʌĺúk ká-bʊ́h-ɔŋ̂ 
  NEG-1plSUBJ-Epen-eat NC.sg-eat-NEG 
  'Let us not eat.' (1pl incl, subjunctive) 

                                                 
3 The imperative form in Tima is considered to be the simplest verb form. It is unmarked 
morphologically in 2nd person singular, whereas it is marked by the prefix na- in 2nd person plural. The 
Tima verbal system is very complicated as is the case in many other African languages (e.g. Bantu 
languages (Givon, 1971)). The Tima verb word consists of 12 slots including all the inflectional 
morphemes such as person, TAM and plurality and derivational morphemes (e.g. transitivity, 
antipassive, passive, applicative, causative, etc.). For the linear order of verb word structure, see Alamin, 
2009). 
4 In his article "Tima", Dimmendaal (2009) stated that the negative enclitic marker -Vŋ is absent in the 
imperative clause. Recent study shows that this negative enclitic marker -Vŋ occurs in all recent data and 
the negative imperative forms cannot stand without it. 
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The structure of the negative imperative and subjunctive forms is as follows: 
 
NEG + IMP/SUBJ (DO) + NEG 
 
1.2 Negative declarative  
The negation of declarative clauses involves a denial of intransitive, transitive and 
ditransitive clauses or predications. All of these declarative types (whether they refer to 
future or non-future tense5) are negated by the two negative particles in the clause: the 
negative particle kV-, which is procliticised to a verb and the negative particle -Vŋ 
which is encliticised to a verb or verb phrase in order to negate the whole clause. The 
proclitic negative marker kV- always fuses with the pronominal markers which 
immediately follow it (for more details about the structure of the Tima verb 
word/phrase, see Alamin 2009). The following examples illustrate negation with a 
negative verb, contrasting positive verb forms with negative ones.  
 
(5) Intransitive clause 
 a) án-dɪỳáná-dʌ ̀ 
  ASP.1sg-laugh-1sg 
  'I laughed.' 
 
 b) kɨ-́n-dɪỳáná-dʌ-́ʌŋ̀  
  NEG.1sg-PM-laugh-1sg-NEG    
  'I did not laugh.' 
 
(6) Transitive clause 
 a) ʌŋ́-kámáh-dʌ ̀ ìtú̪k         
  ASP.1sg-eat-1sg porridge 
  'I ate porridge.' 
 
 b) kɘ-́ŋ-kámáh-dʌ ̀ ìtù̪k-ʌŋ̂ 
  NEG-PM-eat-1sg porridge-NEG 
  'I did not eat porridge.' 
 
 c) cɘ-́dé-n-kàmàh-dʌ ̀ ìtú̪k       
  ASP-FUT-PM-eat-1sg porridge  
  'I will eat porridge.' 
 
 d) kɨ-́dé-n-tá̪máh-dʌ ̀ ìtù̪k-ʌŋ̂ 
  NEG-FUT-PM-eat-dʌ porridge-NEG 
  'I won't eat porridge.' 
 
(7) Ditransitive clause 
 a) Hâmíd dùdù-ií-dʌ ̀ tà̪maá d-ùmùrík 
  Hamid show-APPL-1sg speech NC-Tima 
  'Hamid teaches me Tima.' 
     

                                                 
5 Tima has a binary tense system. The tense is divided into future and/or non-future. The future is 
marked by the morpheme dV-, whereas the non-future (including the past and present) is unmarked 
morphologically (Alamin, 2009). 
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 b) Hâmíd kú-dùdù-ií-dʌ ̀ tà̪maá d-ùmùrìk-ʌŋ̂ 
  Hamid NEG-show-APPL-1sg speech NC-Tima-NEG 
  'Hamid does not teach me Tima.' 
 
In the above examples, it is not possible to omit either of the two negative particles in a 
clause; otherwise the clause would be ungrammatical. Compare example (8a and b) 
with the example in (7b) above. 
 
(8) *a) Hâmíd kú-dùdù-ií-dʌ ̀ tàmaá d-ùmùrík  
  Hamid NEG-show-APPL-1sg speech NC-Tima 
  'Hamid does not teach me Tima.' 
 
 *b) Hâmíd dùdù-ií-dʌ ̀ tàmaá d-ùmùrìk-ʌŋ̂ 
  Hamid show-APPL-1sg speech NC-Tima-NEG 
  'Hamid does not teach me Tima.' 
 
The examples in (7) show that the basic word order in Tima is SVO (Dimmendaal, 
2009). Although, there is a change in the order of sentence constituents when they are 
negated. Likewise, many other African languages (especially Niger-Congo languages, 
e.g. in Kru) there are a number of word order changes that take place because of 
negation patterns (Creissels, et al 2008). 
 
The formula of negated intransitive, transitive and ditransitive clauses is as follows: 
 
NEG + VP includes V+ (DO+ IO) + NEG 
  
Tima also has VSO as well as OVS word-order (Dimmendaal, 2009) due to focus 
marking and discourse structure. These different word orders are negated by different 
negative particles. In the case of VO both negative markers are used so that the 
negation applies to the whole clause as in (9). On the other hand, the negation of OV 
order is applied only to the part of the verb phrase as in (10)6. 
 
(9) kí-hìyaá-dʌ ́ tàmaá dù-mùrìk-ʌŋ̂ (VO)  
 NEG-know-1sg speech NC-Tima-NEG 
 'I do not know Tima.' 
 
(10) tàmaá dù-mùrìk-lí kɪ-́hɪỳaá-nʌ-́ʌŋ̂7 (OV) 
 Speech NC-Tima-FOC NEG-know-1sg.ERG-NEG 
 'I do not know Tima.' 
 
It is noticeable in all the examples above that the proclitic negative particle kV- usually 
harmonizes with the verb root with regard to the feature of ±ATR and to the quality of 
the vowel in terms of frontness, height, or backness (Bashir, 2010). 
  

                                                 
6 The (S)ubject in examples (9) and (10) is expressed by a dependent pronoun indexing on the verb. 
7 Tima has a system of split ergativity. It has a distinct set of pronominal markers in the ergative case. 
This takes place when the object (O) of a transitive clause is focused, then the agent (A) of the clause is 
preceded by a nasal element N. In such case the nasal element fuses with the enclitic pronominal subject 
markers, e.g. the 1st person singular -dʌ becomes -nʌ in the ergative case (Dimmendaal, 2009).    
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With regard to aspect, Tima differentiates between perfective and imperfective aspect. 
The perfective aspect is marked by the stative aspect marker a- for singular subject 
reference, and i-/ɪ- for plural subject reference which precedes the verb, and by the 
aspect marker -ataŋ which indicates both perfectivity and completion of an action. The 
imperfective aspect includes progressive and habitual aspects. Both are marked 
morphologically by the proclitic cʌ-.  
 
Concerning the negation of perfective and imperfective aspect clauses, Tima uses the 
two negative strategies mentioned above i.e. the use of the two negative particles and 
the negative expression à-máŋ. In the case of the perfective, the most common negative 
strategy (kV- and -Vŋ particles) is used as in (11). Alternatively, in the case of 
imperfective situations the negative expression à-máŋ is used as in (12). In many cases, 
the enclitic negative particle -Vŋ is added to the negative expression àmáŋ to make a 
double negation marking on the clause. The resultant form is àmáŋ-(ʌŋ̂) (see section 3 
below). 
 
(11) pɨńʌ ̀ kú-mɔɔ́k̀ ɪh̀ɪ-̀y-ʌŋ̂ 
 3sg NEG-drink milk-Epen-NEG 
 'He did not drink milk.' 
 
(12) pɨńʌ ̀ à-máŋ ù-mɔɔ́k̀-átáŋ ɪh̀ɪ-̀y-ʌŋ̂                  
 3sg SAM-nothing 3sg-drink-COMP milk-Epen-NEG 
 'He has not finished drinking milk yet.' 
 
Examples (11) and (12) show a glide insertion between the nominal root and the 
enclitic negative particle -Vŋ. This process takes place when the root which precedes 
the negative particle ends in a vowel. Thus, this insertion process occurs when the two 
vowels are of different quality. The palatal glide 'y' is inserted above because the root 
ends in a front vowel, e.g. 'i/ɪ'. Alternatively, the labiovelar glide 'w' is inserted when 
the root ends with back vowel, e.g. 'u/ʊ' as in (13). This process takes place in order to 
avoid unacceptable sequences of vowels i.e. the occurrence of VVV sequence is 
unacceptable in Tima. 
 
(13) ká-à-ɳáhák à-lɔḱɔɔ́-̀w-ɔŋ̂  
 NEG-2sg-watch SOUR-behind-Epen-NEG 
 'Don't look/watch behind.' (lit: don't watch from behind) 
 
1.3 Negative stative clauses 
According to Comrie (1976), stative situations involve no change (states) and/or a 
dynamic situation. They can be described by a noun or an adjective8 in a predicative 
function with or without a copula functioning as a dummy head of the predicate phrase 
(Dahl, 1985). 
 
In Tima, the nouns in predicate function are not marked by the overt stative aspect 
marker a- (Alamin, 2009). Therefore, when these stative clauses are negated, the two 
common negative particles kV- and -Vŋ are applied to the whole clause. Compare the 
positive clauses with their negative counterparts below. 

                                                 
8 For negated adjective see section 1.4.2 on constituent negation below. 
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(14) a) kɨd́ʌ-̀wʌ ́ ká-bándì 
   1sg-FOC  NC.sg-teacher 
   'I am a teacher.'  
 
  b) kí-kɨd́ʌ-̀wʌ ́  ká-bándì-y-ʌŋ̂ 
   NEG-1sg-FOC  NC.sg-teacher-Epen-NEG 
   'I am not a teacher.' 
 
(15)  a) pínʌ-̀wʌ ́  kú-múrìk 
   3sg.FOC  NC.sg-Tima 
   'He is a Tima person.' 
 
  b) kɨ-́pínʌ-̀wʌ ́  kú-múrík-ʌŋ̂      
   NEG-3sg-FOC  NC.sg-Tima-NEG 
   'He is not a Tima person.' 
 
When the verbal nouns function as predicates, the predicate part is only negated by the 
common negative particles including the stative aspect marker a- which precede them. 
An example is shown in 16. 
 
(16)  a) kɨd́ʌ ̀  à-tə̪l̀àwʊ̀ 
   1sg  SAM.sg-hunger 
   'I am hungry.' 
  
  b) kɨd́ʌ ̀  ká-à-tə̪l̀àwʊ́-ʊ̀ŋ 
   1pl.incl  NEG-SAM-hunger-NEG 
   'I am not hungry.' 
 
1.4 Constituent negation 
Negation, as it occurs in combination with certain constituents of a clause such as 
nouns, adjectives, adverbs, quantifiers (especially in answering questions) and 
prepositions, is referred to as constituent negation. This is also referred to as non-
sentential negation (Payne, 1985). This type of negation does not affect the remaining 
clause constituents. 
 
1.4.1 Negated nouns  
The negation of a noun as a clause constituent takes place when two nouns of the same 
clause are compared by way of a gapping strategy (Dimmendaal, 2009) as in (17) or a 
non-verbal predication, as in the case of answering a question as in (18). In this case, 
one of the nouns is negated by the same particles that negate the whole clause i.e. the 
particles kV- and -Vŋ. Thus, the formula of negated nouns is: 
 
NEG + NC + NR + (FOC) + NEG 
 
(17) cé-ŋ-k-ʌĺúk-dʌ ́ y-ábùh kí-ì-mòŋ-ɛ-ɛŋ 
 Asp-1sg-Epen-eat-1sg NC.pl-meat NEG-NC.pl-fish-FOC.pl-NEG 
 'I eat meat not fish.' 
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(18) a) k-úù-lí-ì cíyʌ?̂ 
  NC.sg-dog-FOC-QP DEM? 
  'Is that a dog?' 
 
 b) kú-k-úù-lí-ìŋ 
  NEG-NC.sg-dog-FOC-NEG 
  'It is not a dog.' 
 
Examples (17) and (18) show a process of vowel lengthening between the last vowel of 
the plural focus marker -ɛ/-e in example (17) and the singular focus marker -lɪ/-li in 
example (18) and the vowel of the negative enclitic marker -Vŋ. Both vowels are 
assimilated and they yield the form ɛ-ɛŋ and lɪ-ɪŋ respectively. 
 
The negation of nouns can also be applied to the nouns that are inflected with 
instrumental, source or locative case markers (See Alamin, 2009). Therefore, the 
negative particle kV- occurs initially as a proclitic before the instrumental prefix 
marker (V)ŋ-, the source marker a- or the locative marker i-/ɪ-, while the negative 
enclitic particle -Vŋ occurs at the end of the noun. This can be seen in example (19), 
(20) and (21) below. The formula for such examples is:  
 
NEG + (INST/SOUR/LOC) + N + (DEM) + NEG 
 
(19) ŋ̀-k-ʌh̀únɘǹ-ná  kɘ-́ŋ-wártímádɘh̀-ʌŋ 
 INST-NC.sg-woman-DEM  NEG-INST-man(Supp)-NEG 
 'by this woman not by that man' 
 
(20) á-k-ʌh̀únɘń-nʌ ́  ká-á-wártímádàh-ʌŋ̂ 
 SOUR-NC.sg-woman-DEM  NEG-SOUR-man(Supp)-NEG  
 'from this woman not from the man' 
 
(21) í-k-ìrʌŋ́-ʌ ́ kú-l-ɔɔ́-̀ŋ 
 LOC-NC.sg-field-FOC NEG-LOC-home-NEG 
 'in the field not at home' 
 
There is a morphophonological process takes place in example (21) with regard to the 
negative enclitic particle -Vŋ; that is, a deletion of the vowel of negative marker -Vŋ. 
This occurs when the root or the element that precedes it ends in a long vowel.  
 
1.4.2 Negated adjectives9 
The negation of adjectives is formed by adding the proclitic negative particle kV- and 
the enclitic negative particle -Vŋ to the basic adjectives. The adjectives are mainly 
negated when they function as predicates. The examples are in (22). 

                                                 
9 Tima, like Katla, a closely related language (Birgit Hellwig forthcoming), has a distinct class of 
adjectives which are not derived from any other word class. The adjectival roots are considered as bound 
roots. The adjective in the attributive function takes one of the agreement markers of the noun precedes 
it in the noun phrase (NP), and in the predicate function it takes the aspect marker a- before the 
adjective root and pronominal markers after the root. Moreover, the verbal nouns can be derived from 
the adjectival root too. Tima adjectives are analyzed as being both noun-like and verb-like (For more 
details see Alamin (forthcoming), "Adjectives in Tima" a paper presented at the Nuba Mountains 
Langugaes Conference, at Leiden, 2-4 September 2011.   
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(22) a) ká-à-màl-ʌŋ̂ 
  NEG-SAM.sg-good-NEG    
  'It is not good.' 
 
 b) tàmaá d-ùmùrík ká-à-hèl-ʌŋ̂ 
  speech NC-Tima NEG-SAM.sg-easy-NEG 
  'The Tima language is difficult/not easy.' 
 
 c) ìhàám kí-ì-hlèhlèm-ʌŋ̂ 
  honey NEG-SAM.pl-sweet-NEG 
  'Honey is sour/not sweet.' 
 
 d) Ø-ídʌ ̀  kí-ì-màl-y-èèŋ-ʌŋ̂ 
  NC:pl-body  NEG-SAM.pl-good-LOC-1pl.incl-NEG 
  'We are not well.' ('lit. our bodies are not good') 
 
It is clear from the examples in (22) that the negative proclitic marker is either ka- or 
ki-/kɪ-. That is, its form is variable due to the fact that the vowel of the negative 
proclitic particle kV- is influenced by or associated with the vowel of the stative aspect 
marker or predicator which follows it. Therefore, the negative particle is ka- appears 
when the adjective predicate function is a singular with the predicator a-. The particle 
is ki- when its function is plural with the predicator i-/ɪ- (Alamin, 2009). Moreover, 
there is a long vowel which results from the combination of these two vowels (the 
negative particle vowel and the stative aspect marker vowel). The negated adjectives 
formula is: 
 
NEG + SAM (a-/i-/ɪ-) + AdjR + NEG 
 
1.4.3 Negated adverbs10 and quantifiers 
Adverbs and quantifiers in Tima can also be negated as non-sentential elements i.e., as 
constituents of a sentence. Adverbs can be negated as a sentence constituent in a reply 
to a question. They are negated by the two common negative particles in the language 
as in (23) and (24). 
 
(23) Q: cá-dén-díyʌŋ̀ kàhàdánà? 
  Asp-FUT-come Adv.today? 
  'Will you come today?' 
 
 A: kɨ-́kàhàdáná-w-ʌŋ̂  áŋáháŋá-wá 
  NEG-Adv.today-Epen-NEG Adv.tomorrow-FOC 
  'Not today, tomorrow.' 
 
(24) Q: pɨńʌ ̀ yày-èŋ-táŋ   tɔt̀tɔk̀? 
  3sg come:PLUR-VENT-2sg  Adv.always? 
  'Does he always visit (come to) you?' 
 
 

                                                 
10 Tima has a closed set of non-derived adverbs. The majority of the adverbs are derived from nouns that 
are used adverbially in the clause. 
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 A: kʊ́-tɔt̀tɔk̀-ɔŋ̂ 
  NEG-Adv.always-NEG 
  'Not always.' 
 
It is found that the quantifiers in Tima can also be negated, thereby rendering negative 
quantifiers when they are used as a reply to a question. This structure again is 
expressed by adding the negative particles kV- and -Vŋ to the quantifiers, as in example 
(25). 
 
(25) Q: íkwèèr àwì-tàà(ŋ)? 
  Sugar have-2sg.POSS? 
  'Do you have sugar?' 
 
 A: kɪ-́háwùk-ʌŋ̂ 
  NEG-Quan.much-NEG 
  'Not much.' 
 
The formula of negated adverbs and quantifier is: 
 
NEG+ Adv/Quan +NEG 
 
It is found that when the adverbs and quantifiers occur in a basic clause with subject 
and object, the negation affects the whole clause as in (26) and (27). 
 
(26) pɨńʌ ̀        kɪ-́yáy-ɪŋ́-táŋ                          tɔt̀tɔk̀-ɔŋ̂ 
 3sg           NEG-come:PLUR-VENT-3sg     Adv.always-NEG 
 'He does not usually come to him.' 
 
(27) kú-ŋ-kɔỳɔ-́dʌ ̀                kùŋkwáŋ-ʊ̂ŋ 
 NEG-PM-make-1sg       Quan.(a)thing-NEG 
 'I did not do anything.' 
 
Likewise, the prepositions in Tima are negated as a constituent of a sentence by the 
two common negative particles, see the examples below.  
The formula of negated prepositions is: 
 
NEG + PREP + NEG 
 
(28) tàmaá-lɛɛńí-ná ká-lúh-ʌŋ̂ 
 speech-1sg.POSS-DEM NEG-inside-NEG 
 'My words are not from inside.' 
 
(29) iídí-ná ká-à-tʊ̪̀ʔùŋ-ʌŋ̂ 
 water-DEM NEG-SOUR-above-NEG 
 'This water is not from above (it is not rain water).' 
 
(30) lú-múrík ká-mɛt̀ɛǹ-ʌŋ̂ 
 NC-Tima NEG-near-NEG 
 'Tima is not near.' 
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2. The negative pronoun kɛýɛ ̀
Tima has a distinct strategy for negating indirect commands/orders, unlike the 
negation strategy which is used for negating the direct commands mentioned in (1.1). 
The form used is the negative pronoun11 kɛýɛ,̀ which means 'you shouldn’t do'. It is 
usually used in giving an indirect order or command to someone else i.e., the command 
does not come from the speaker to the hearer directly but the speaker just conveys it 
from another person to the hearer. This negative pronoun combines with the Tima 
negative enclitic particle -Vŋ. Therefore, such cases are marked by double negative 
markers. Compare the negative direct command in (31a) with its indirect negative 
counterpart as in (31b) below. 
 
(31) a) ká-nà-dìyʌŋ̀-ʌŋ̂ 
  NEG-2pl.IMP-come-NEG 
  'Do not come!'  
 
 b) cɘ-́dàh-í Hámíd kɛýɛ ̀ nà-dìyʌŋ̂ áŋáhɘŋ́-ʌŋ̂ 
  ASP-say-Tr Hamid 2pl.NEG 2pl.IMP-come Adv.tomorrow-NEG 
  'Hamid said not to come tomorrow.' 
 
3. The negative expression àmáŋ(âŋ) 
The negative expression àmáŋ(âŋ) is used as another strategy mainly for negating 
locational and existential clauses in Tima. In addition, it is used as a reply for questions 
relating to existential and locational clauses. The expression àmáŋ(âŋ) means 'it does 
not exist / it is absent'.  
 
This expression has a more verbal nature. It can be divided into a- which is the stative 
aspect marker in the language, -máŋ as a negative root, and the common negative 
particle -Vŋ. The latter two constituents can be separated by other sentence 
constituents. It is clear that this negative form does not involve the proclitic negative 
particle kV-. The use of the enclitic negative particle -Vŋ in clause-final position is 
optional. Therefore, the negative expression àmáŋ by itself still has a negative meaning. 
Consider the examples below. 
 
It is widespread in African languages to have inherently negative existential/locational 
verbs whose lexical meaning includes negation apart from any other morphosyntactic 
negative markers (Payne, 1985).  
 
(32) a) wáyèn-lɛɛńɪ ́ ìŋkíyà ì-nt-ɔɔ ́
  Father-1sg.Poss exist Loc-Loc-home 
  'My father is at home.' 
  
 b) wáyèn-lɛɛńɪ ́ à-máŋ ì-nt-ɔɔ́-̀ŋ 
  father-1sg.Poss SAM-nothing Loc-Loc-home-NEG 
  'My father is absent'  (lit: my father is not at home) 
 
 
 

                                                 
11  According to Creissels et al (2008), the use of the negative pronoun is one of the negation types that is 
found throughout Africa. Sometimes, it combines with a negative particle. 
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(33) Q: iídì àwì-tʌŋ́ ò-ʈóòr? 
  Water have-3sg Loc-waterpot? 
  'Is there water in the waterpot?' 
 
 A: à-máŋ-tʌŋ̀-ʌŋ̂ 
  SAM-nothing-3sg-NEG  
  'There is nothing/there isn’t any (water).' 
 
The alternative answer to the above question is: 
 
 A: à-máŋ-âŋ 
  SAM-nothing-NEG 
  'There is nothing.' 
 
The negative expression àmáŋâŋ can be inflected for person see the paradigm in 
example (34). 
  
(34)    
1sg àmáŋ-teèn-ʌŋ̂ 'I do not have' 
2sg àmáŋ-taàŋ-ʌŋ̂ 'you do not have' 
3sg àmáŋ-tʌŋ̀-ʌŋ̂ 'he/she does not have' 
1pl incl àmáŋ-teèy-ʌŋ̂ 'we do not have' 
1pl excl àmáŋ-tiìn-ʌŋ̂ 'we do not have' 
2pl àmáŋ-taàn-ʌŋ̂ 'you do not have' 
3pl àmáŋ-tʌŋ̀-ʌŋ̂ 'they do not have' 
 
The negative expression àmáŋâŋ has another form ʌl̀mʌŋ́ʌŋ̂, 'does not exist' with the 
same meaning. The examples of this form have been taken from Adlaan Misiria, a 
mythical story. The examples are: 
 
(35) ʈàmaá ì-diìk-aá twàrtwàr ʌ-̀lmʌŋ́-ʌŋ̂ 
 Speech 1pl.incl-go-INST different SAM-nothing-NEG 
 'We did not leave the matter differently.' 
 
(36) í-dàhì ɲ-ìhìnʌ ́ tàmaá-ná cʊ̀kwɛýɛ ̀ ʌ-̀lmʌŋ́-ʌŋ̂ 
 3pl-say INST-3pl speech-DEM nonsense SAM-nothing-NEG 
 They said this story is senseless.'      
 
4. The negative word kaáràk  
Tima has another strategy for negating relative clauses. The negative word kaáràk, 'not 
exist/be absent' is used in relative clauses and never occurs in main clauses. It has 
essentially the same meaning as the negative expression àmáŋ(âŋ). In such cases, there 
is only single negation marking. Consider the following examples. 
 
(37) cíyaà kaáràk kùnkwán-í pɨńʌ ̀ yày-ìŋ-tʌŋ́ 
 DEM:that nothing (a)thing-FOC 3sg come:PLUR-VENT-3sg 
 'That one who does not have any thing comes repeatedly.' 
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(38) c-ìbí-yǎ kaáràk iídí cém-bílíyá-tʌŋ́ 
 NC.sg-tree-DEM nothing water ASP-die-3sg 
 'The tree which does not have water dies.' 
 
The examples in (39) and (40) show how both words àmáŋ(âŋ) and kaáràk are used in 
a main clause and relative clause respectively. 
 
(39) Ø-wártmádáh-yǎ k-ɘh̀únʌǹ à-máŋ-tʌŋ̀-ʌŋ̂ 
 NC.sg-man-DEM NC.sg-woman SAM-nothing-3sg-NEG  
 'That man does not have a wife.' 
 
(40) Ø-wártmádáh-yǎ kaáràk k-ɘh̀únʌń-í àn-díyʌŋ́ 
 NC.sg-man-DEM nothing NC.sg-woman-FOC ASP-come 
 'That man who does not have a wife came.'  
 
5. The negative form ɔʔ̀ɔɔŋ́ 
Another negation strategy which is found in Tima is the use of the short negative form 
ɔʔ̀ɔɔŋ́. It is used in answering yes/no questions negatively. It is commonly used by 
women. The example is shown in (41).  
 
(41) Q: nà-kúmùn-ʌk̀-nàn Ø-ídʌ ̀ nà-hámìd kùlʌ?̀ 
  2pl-meet-REC-2pl NC.pl-body ASS-Hamid Adv.yesterday? 
  'Did you meet with Hamid yesterday? 
 
 A: ɔʔ̀ɔɔŋ́ 
  'No.' 
 
This negative form ɔʔ̀ɔɔŋ́ is also found in negating imperative clauses. It is associated 
with the other two negative particles kV- and -Vŋ. This means that there are three 
negative markers in the imperative clause. The form ɔʔ̀ɔɔŋ́ occurs in the initial position 
of a clause in order to focus on negating an exact situation. Consider the example in 
(42). 
 
(42) ɔʔ̀ɔɔŋ́ ká-à-daàk-ɘ-́dʌ-́ʌŋ̀ 
 No  NEG-2sg.IMP-Epen-1sg-NEG 
 'No, do not touch me!'     
 
6. Conclusion 
This paper described and discussed in detail the different strategies for negation in 
Tima. There are five strategies: (i) the negative particles kV- and -Vŋ are the most 
common strategy of negation in the language; (ii) the negative pronoun kɛýɛ;̀ (iii) the 
negative expression àmáŋ(âŋ); (iv) the negative word kaáràk in relative clauses; and (v) 
the short negative form ɔʔ̀ɔɔŋ́ for answering questions and to negate an imperative 
clause. These five strategies are distributed in Tima according to the different types of 
negation: clausal and constituent negation, and locational and existential clauses. 
Moreover, the discussion described the different morphophonological processes, such 
as vowel length, vowel deletion, glide insertion, etc. that occur when the two negative 
particles kV- and -Vŋ co-occur with other vowels in a clause.  
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Abbreviations 
A   Answer 
AdjR   Adjective Root 
Adv.   Adverb 
APPL   Applicative 
ASP   Aspect 
ASS   Associative 
COMP   Completive 
DEM   Demonstrative     
DO   Direct Object 
Epen   Epenthetic 
ERG   Ergative 
excl   Exclusive 
FOC   Focus 
FUT   Future 
IO   Indirect Object 
IMP   Imperative 
incl   Inclusive   
INST   Instrumental 
LOC   Locative 
NR   Nominal Root 
NC   Noun Class 
NEG   Negative 
PLUR   Pluractional 
PM   Person Marker 
POSS   Possessive 
PREP   Preposition 
Q   Question 
QP   Question Particle 
Quan   Quantifier 
REC   Reciprocal 
SAM   Stative Aspect Marker 
SOUR   Source 
SUBJ   Subjunctive 
Supp   Suppletive form 
Tr   Transitive 
VENT   Ventive 
VP   Verb Phrase 
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Number in Ama Verbs 
Russell Norton 

 
Ama (also known as Nyimang) is an Nilo-Saharan, Eastern Sudanic language 

with around 70,000 speakers, spoken primarily in an area northwest of Dilling in the 
Nuba Mountains region of Sudan.  Ama expresses number in typologically unusual 
ways.  Ama nouns are entirely lacking in singular/plural morphology (unlike many 
other Nilo-Saharan languages – Dimmendaal 2000), whereas Ama verbs have been 
repeatedly documented as having dual and plural forms (Stevenson 1938, 1956-57, 
Stevenson, Rottland & Jakobi 1992, Kingston 1996, Stirtz, Waag & Baagi 2005).  The 
present paper gives a revised description of the expression of number in Ama verbs, 
adopting a typological approach based on the study of number in grammar by Corbett 
(2000).1 

The “plural” of Ama verbs is re-analysed as a distributive, because in transitive 
clauses it is shown to denote not an event that occurs more than once, but an event 
that is divided into sub-events.  This distributive may be expressed by suppletion or by 
a suffix /-ɪd̪́/ that has several variants depending on morphophonological processes.  
There is no verbal plural in Ama. 

The Ama verbal dual is almost unique in documented linguistics.  Verbal duals 
are reported in some languages of North America, but only for some verbs of each 
language (Corbett 2000:250).  In Ama, however, all verbs can take the dual suffix /-ɛn̄/ 
or /-n/.  The dual occurs in clauses with dual arguments and in dual reciprocal 
constructions. 

Differences in behaviour between the distributive and the dual mean that, 
contrary to the implicit assumption of the previous accounts mentioned above, Ama 
does not employ a linear number scale singular-dual-plural, at least for transitive verbs. 
 
 

We begin by briefly reviewing the limited options for expressing number in 
noun phrases in section 1 before turning to verbs.  In section 2, the function and form 
of distributive marking is described and compared with other verbal marking that 
expresses plurality.  In section 3, the function and form of the dual suffix is described.  
A conclusion follows in section 4. 
 
1 Plurality in Noun Phrases 
There is no plural morphology on Ama nouns.  Plural is marked either by a lexical 
distinction, or by a specifier particle.  The lexical distinction between singular and 
plural exists only for personal pronouns and two general nouns denoting persons:2 
 
(1) àɪ ̀ ‘I’  əŋ̀í ‘we’                        

ī ‘you (sg)’ ɲí ‘you (pl)’ 
ɪǹ ‘he/she’ əŋ̀í ‘they’ 

 

                                                 
1 Thanks to Ama speakers Mahmud Said, Kamal Eldo, Omar Arif, Abdu Baagi Faireen, Jafar Elias for 
examples cited from the language, thanks also to the Episcopal Church of Sudan translation department 
for hosting this work. 
2 The Ama phoneme inventory consists of plosives /btd̪̪tdcɉkɡ/, fricatives /fsh/, nasals /mnɲŋ/, liquids 
/lrɽ/, approximants /wj/, [-ATR] “brassy” vowels /ɪɛaɔʊ/, [+ATR] “breathy” vowels /ieəou/, and high 
(ˊ), mid (ˉ), and low (ˋ) tone. 
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(2) wʊ̀d̪āŋ ‘person’ wàá ‘people’ 
 wùd̪ēŋ ‘child’ dɔr̄ɛŋ̄ ‘children’ 
 
Plural specifier particles ŋɪ ̄or ɡɪ ̄can occur in noun phrases.3  Ama speakers consulted 
feel that plural specifiers are marginal to the language and not used much.  They can 
only be used with nouns that refer to persons, including kinship terms, names, and 
folk-tale animal characters: 
 
(3) ābā ŋɪ ̄ ‘fathers’ (Kingston 1996:9) 
 ābā dɪà̀ ŋɪ ̄ ‘grandfathers’ (dɪà̀ =‘big’) (Kingston 1996:9) 
 əm̄ōr ɡɪ ̄ ‘friends’ (Kingston 1996:9) 
 sālāh ŋɪ ̄ ‘those of Salah, Salah and his group’ (Kingston 1996:9) 
 sʊ̄d̪ān ŋɪ ̄ ‘those of Sudan, the Sudanese’ 
 fʊ̄rāŋ ɡɪ ̄ ‘the Rabbits’ 

mòɡūr ŋɪ ̄ ‘the Monkeys’ 
 
Apart from lexical distinctions and the specifier particles, plurality may be implied in 
the noun phrase by numerals or quantifiers (Kingston 1996:10).  For entities that are 
not persons, these are the only ways to express plurality in the noun phrase: 
 
(4)   dàmɪ ̀  ‘egg’    bɪd̪́ɪ ́  ‘well’ 
 dàmɪ ̀ārbā ‘two eggs’   bɪd̪́ɪ ́ārbā ‘two wells’ 
 dà-dàmɪ ̀ ‘all the eggs’  bɪ-́bɪd̪́ɪ ́ ‘all the wells’ 
 
2 Plurality in Verbs 
Verbs provide other ways of expressing plurality.  In this section we describe the 
function and form of distributive marking, and compare it with three other ways of 
expressing plurality in verbs.  We begin by examining the distributive in transitive 
verbs. 
 
2.1 Distributive in Transitive Verbs 
Ama has unmarked verb-final word order SOV.  In the following transitive clauses, the 
object number is not marked, but is inferred from the use of different verb roots: 
 
(5) 
i. àɪ ̀ bā nʊ́rdʊ́ ɲɔń  ‘I carried the book’ 
 1SG VER4 book carry 
ii. àɪ ̀  bā   nʊ́rdʊ́  tɪɛ́ ̄   ‘I carried the books’ 
iii. əŋ̀í bā wècī  ɲɔń   ‘We carried the gazelle’ 
iv. əŋ̀í bā wècī  tɪɛ́ ̄   ‘We carried the gazelles’ 
 
 

                                                 
3 /-ī/ provides the stable marker of plurality across the two particles.  Kingston (1996:9) claims that the 
plosive /ɡ-/ is used after a liquid consonant, but that does not fit the data in (2).  Nominal specifier 
particles in Ama can inflect for case /ŋ-ā/ (nominative), /ŋ-ɔ/̀ (accusative), etc. (Kingston 1996:24) and 
plurality may be combined with case inflection in a specifier as in /fʊ̄rāŋ ɡ-ɪ-̄ɪ/̀ (SPEC-PL-DAT) ‘with the 
Rabbits’. 
4 The particle bā typically occurs after the subject in elicited clauses, asserting the reality of the event 
reported. 
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(6) 
i. àɪ ̀ bā  wècī tɪ ́   ‘I caught the gazelle’ 
ii. àɪ ̀ bā  wècī bùò   ‘I caught the gazelles’ 
iii. əŋ̀í bā wècī tɪ ́   ‘We caught the gazelle’ 
iv. əŋ̀í bā wècī bùò   ‘We caught the gazelles’ 
 
In (5), the verb forms ɲɔń and tɪɛ́ ̄both mean “carry”, but ɲɔń implies a singular object 
(5i,iii) and tíē implies a plural object (5ii,iv).  The subject number is immaterial: both 
verb roots can be used with either singular or plural subjects.  Likewise in (6), the verb 
roots tɪ ́and bùò both mean “catch”, but tɪ ́implies a singular object and bùò implies a 
plural object. 
 For most verbs, there is no suppletive root to express plurality of the object; 
instead a suffix appears on the verb.  This suffix /-ɪd̪́/ appears inside the final stem 
vowel:5 
 
(7) 
i. àɪ ̀ bā  wɛɛ́l̀    ásɪd̄āɪ ̄  ‘I painted something’ 
ii. àɪ ̀ bā  wɛɛ́l̀    ásɪd́ā-ɪd̪́-ɪ ̄  ‘I painted some things’ 
iii. əŋ̀í bā wùd̪ēŋ  dɛɛ̄ɪ́ ́   ‘We hit the child’   
iv. əŋ̀í bā dɔr̄ɛŋ̄   dɛ-̄ɪd̪́-ɪ ́  ‘We hit the children’ 
 
The suffix is used when the object is lexically plural, as with dɔr̄ɛŋ̄ ‘children’ in (7iv).  
However, when the object noun phrase contains a numeral, the unmarked verb is used: 
 
(8) 
i.  əŋ̀í bā dɔr̄ɛŋ̄ mʊ̄l dɛɛ̄ɪ́ ́  ‘We hit five children’ 
 1PL VER children 5 hit 
ii.  àɪ ̀ bā fʊ̄rā mʊ̄l tà̪l   ‘I ate five rabbits’ 
 1SG VER rabbit 5 eat 
iii. àɪ ̀ bā wècī ārbā tɪ ́   ‘I caught two gazelles’ 
 1SG VER gazelle 2 catch 
iv. àɪ ̀ bā fʊ̀ʊ̄rɔ ̀ tā̪r mʊ̄l ɉɔɡ̄ɔ ̄  ‘I ground 100 basket(ful)s’ 
 1SG VER basket 20x 5 grind 
v. àɪ ̀ bā dɔl̄ār tā̪r mʊ̄l tɪ ́  ‘I took 100 dollars’ 
 1SG VER dollar 20x 5 take 
 
If the suffix (or suppletive verb root) is used in clauses where the object has a numeral, 
it adds the meaning that the event happens over a series of instances until it is 
accomplished, as shown on the equivalent sentences in (9): 
 
(9) 
i. əŋ̀í bā dɔr̄ɛŋ̄ mʊ̄l dɛ-̄ɪd̪́-ɪ ́ ‘We hit until we had hit five children’ 
 1PL VER children 5 hit-DISTR-TH 
ii. àɪ ̀ bā fʊ̄rā mʊ̄l tà̪l-ɪd̪́-ɛ ̀ ‘I ate until I had eaten five rabbits’ 
 1SG VER rabbit 5 eat-DISTR-TH 
iii. àɪ ̀ bā wècī ārbā bùò ‘I caught until I had caught two gazelles’ 
 1SG VER gazelle 2 catch:DISTR 

                                                 
5 The position of the distributive suffix is further analysed in 2.3. 
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iv. àɪ ̀ bā fʊ̀ʊ̄rɔ ̀ tā̪r mʊ̄l ɉɔɡ̄-ʊ́d̪-ɔ ̄ ‘I ground until I had ground 100 basket(ful)s’ 
 1SG VER basket 20x 5 grind-DISTR-TH 
v. àɪ ̀ bā dɔl̄ār tā̪r mʊ̄l bùò ‘I took until I had taken 100 dollars’ 
 1SG VER dollar 20x 5 take:DISTR 
 
The semantics of the examples in (9) is not plural in the normal sense, and this now 
leads us to abandon the term “plural” used in previous documentation of Ama verbs 
(Stevenson 1938, 1956-57, Stevenson, Rottland & Jakobi 1992, Kingston 1996, Stirtz, 
Waag & Baagi 2005).  A verbal plural would encode an event that occurs in more than 
one instance with the same subject and object (event number, Corbett 2000:246), or 
with different referents for subject or object (participant number, Corbett 2000:247).  
The clauses in (9) do not express such repetitions, so for example in (9i) five children 
are not hit and hit again, nor are further sets of five children hit.  Rather, the event 
described by the clause occurs once, but is distributed in time over a series of sub-
events.  Hence the Ama category is not a true plural, but a distributive (Corbett 
2000:111).  The series of sub-events do not necessarily correspond one-to-one to the 
object referents, so for example (9v) does not mean that 100 dollars was taken one 
dollar at a time, it just means that money was taken in instalments until the total 100 
dollars was paid. 

While distribution over time is revealed by examples in (9) in which the object 
contains a numeral, previous examples (5,6,7) show that the other effect of the 
distributive is to imply the plurality of a bare object noun.  This can be understood as 
distributing the event over different object referents, rather than over sub-events in 
time.  The two options of distribution over object referents or distribution over time 
may combine in the same clause, or produce alternate readings of the same clause: 
 
(10) 
i. àɪ ̀ bā tāɽɪ ̄ bùò 

1SG VER gift take:DISTR 
‘I took each gift (on one occasion, over a series of occasions)’ 

 
ii. àɪ ̀ bā kɪd̪̄ɔ ̀ mʊ̄d-ʊ́d̪-ā-r  

1SG VER thing tie-DISTR-TH-DISTR6 
‘I tied until I tied something up’; ‘I tied each thing up’; ‘I tied until I had tied  

 each thing up’ 
 

iii.  àɪ ̀ bā nʊ́rd̪ʊ́ ɲā mʊ́l mʊ̄d-ʊ́d̪-ā-r 
1SG VER book time 5 tie-DISTR-TH-DISTR 

 ‘I tied the books until I had tied them 5 times’ 
 
2.2 Distributive in Intransitive Verbs 
In intransitive verbs, the event may be distributed over three or more subject referents: 
 
(11) 
i. àɪ ̀bā tūɽè   ‘I cried’ 
ii. əŋ̀í bā tūɽ-ēn   ‘We (dual) cried’ 
iii. əŋ̀í bā tūɽ-íd-è  ‘We (three or more) each cried’ 

                                                 
6 See 2.3 for analysis of the second distributive suffix /-r/. 
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The following intransitive motion verbs use suppletion for this purpose: 
 
(12) 
 Gloss Singular 

Subject 
Dual Subject Plural Subject (≥3 

referents) 
 ‘went’ àɪ ̀bā tá̪ɪ ́ əŋ̀í bā tá̪ɪ-́ɛn̄ əŋ̀í bā tɪ̪ĺàɪ ̀
 ‘is going’ imperfective àɪ ̀bā kʊ̄ā əŋ̀í bā kʊ̄-ɛn̄ əŋ̀í bā kwɛɛ̀l̄ 
 ‘came’ àɪ ̀bā tw̪ɔr̄ əŋ̀í bā tw̪ɔr̄-ɛn̄ əŋ̀í bā sɔɔ̀r̄ 
 ‘is coming’ imperfective àɪ ̀bā kʊ̄d̪ɔ ̄ əŋ̀í bā kʊ̄d̪-ɛn̄ əŋ̀í bā kɔɔ̀l̄ 
 ‘walked’ àɪ ̀bā lád̪ɔ ̄ əŋ̀í bā lád̪-ɛn̄ əŋ̀í bā lájɔ ̄
 ‘is walking’ imperfective àɪ ̀bā làd̪ɪ ̀ əŋ̀í bā làd̪-ɛn̄ əŋ̀í bā làɪ ̀
 
With subjects of two referents, only the unmarked verb stem is used (taking the dual 
suffix /-ɛn̄/), and with subjects of three or more referents, only the distributive is used: 
 
(13) 
i. àɪ ̀bā lád̪ɔ ̄    ‘I walked’ 
ii. əŋ̀í bā lád̪-ɛn̄, *əŋ̀í bā láj-ɛn̄ ‘We (dual) walked’ 
iii. əŋ̀í bā lájɔ,̄ *əŋ̀í bā lád̪ɔ ̄  ‘We (three or more) each walked’ 
 
The non-use of the distributive with two referents in (13ii) is often characteristic of 
grammatical distributives (Corbett 2000:115-116), as distribution may be 
conceptualised in a language as a relation of some complexity such that “distribution” 
over just two is insufficient to satisfy it.  However, the distributive is obligatory in 
(13iii) with subjects of three or more, therefore it marks a plural subject of intransitive 
verbs, where plural is understood in succession to dual.  In this way, intransitive verb 
pardigms conform to the linear number scale of singular-dual-plural assumed in 
previous documentation (Stevenson 1938, 1956-57, Stevenson, Rottland & Jakobi 
1992, Kingston 1996, Stirtz, Waag & Baagi 2005).  Transitive verbs do not fit this scale, 
because distribution is not obligatory with three or more object referents (see 8), and 
because when a transitive event is distributed over time, the distributive may appear 
with just one or two object referents (see 9iii,10ii).  We shall see further ways in which 
the distributive fails to pattern as a successor to the dual in transitive verbs when we 
come to describe the dual suffix in section 3. 

The behaviour of the distributive across transitive and intransitive verbs can be 
understood in terms of the ergative/absolutive dimension.  There is distribution over 
the subject referents of an intransitive verb and over the object referents of a transitive 
verb.  The subject of an intransitive verb or the object of a transitive verb is the 
absolutive argument of the verb, the argument most directly affected by the verb 
(Corbett 2000:253), so in Ama we can say there is distribution over absolutive 
referents.7  Nevertheless, there is a difference between transitive verbs, for which there 
may be distribution either over object referents or over time, and intransitive verbs, for 
which we do not find distribution over time and distribution over subject referents is 
obligatory. 

                                                 
7 That the absolutive should be highlighted in Ama grammar is novel, because in terms of both case 
marking and word order, Ama is an accusative language (Stevenson 1938, König 2008) and does not 
distinguish the absolutive.  But the distributive, as a category, does distinguish the absolutive. 
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Also, the absolutive pattern is exceeded by some speakers8 for whom the use of 
distributive to mark plural subject participants of intransitive verbs can be extended to 
plural subject participants of at least some transitive verbs: 
 
(14) 
i. əŋ̀í bā wècī ɲɔń    ‘We carried the gazelle’ 
ii. ?əŋ̀í bā wècī ɲɔń-d̪-ʊ́   ‘We each carried the gazelle’ 
iii. əŋ̀í bā wècī tɪɛ́ ̄    ‘We carried the gazelles’ 
iv. *əŋ̀í bā wècī tɪ-́d̪-ɛ ̄

 
In (14i) the non-distributive verb root ɲɔń implies a singular object.  Adding the 
distributive suffix in (14ii) distributes the event over multiple subject referents.  However, 
it is not acceptable to do this with the suppletive distributive transitive verb root (14iv). 
 
2.3 Distributive Morphophonology 
Distributive suffixation is productive except on verb stems that are already lexically 
distributive, like (14iv).  The distributive suffix appears inside a theme vowel which is 
required by perfective stems: 
 
(15)  Distributive  Gloss 

cɪ-̀ɛ ̄ cì-íd̪-ɛ ̄  ‘do’ 
bālɟɪŋ̄-ɛ ̄ bālɟīŋ-ɪd̪́-ɛ ̄  ‘love’ 
tɪśɪb́-ɛ ̄ tɪśɪb́-ɪd̪́-ɛ ̄  ‘fill in’ 
ɟɛɡ́-ɛ ̄ ɟɛɡ́-ɪd̪́-ɛ ̄  ‘leave’ 
ɟɛɡ̀-ɛ ̀ ɟɛɡ̀-ɪd̪́-ɛ ̀  ‘dress up’ 

 
The theme vowel can have a different tone from the rest of the stem, and retains its 
own tone in distributive forms.9  When the final theme vowel is round, the penultimate 
suffix vowel also becomes round: 
 
(16) sāŋ-ɔ ̄ sāŋ-ʊ́d̪-ɔ ̄ (~sāŋ-ɪd̪́-ɔ)̄ ‘search’ 

bālɟɪŋ̄-ɔ ̄ bālɟɪŋ̄-ʊ́d̪-ɔ ̄ (~bālɟɪŋ̄-ɪd̪́-ɔ)̄ ‘love’ 
fɪɟ̄āɪd̪̄-ɔ ̄ fɪɟ̄āɪd̪̄-ʊ́d̪-ɔ ̄ (~fɪɟ̄āɪd̪̄-ɪd̪́-ɔ)̄ ‘ask God’ 
fɔɡ̀-ɔ ̀ fɔɡ̀-ʊ́d̪-ɔ ̀    ‘return’ 
fʊ̄ɽʊ̄d̪-ɔ ̄ fʊ̄ɽʊ̄d̪-ʊ́d̪-ɔ ̄    ‘vomit’ 

 
The suffix vowel may also become round following a rounded vowel or labial 
consonant in the stem: 
 
(17) làf-à làf-ʊ́d̪-à-r    ‘swear’ 

tām tām-ʊ́d̪-ɪ ̄ (~tām-ɪd̪́-ɪ)̄ ‘eat (imperfective)’ 
 tū-ī tū-úd̪-ī    ‘plant’   

mūd-ə ̄ mūd-úd̪-ə-̄r    ‘tie up’ 

                                                 
8 These speakers are from Tundia in the western part of the Ama language area.  Not all Ama speakers 
accept (14ii). 
9 Perfective stems take one of the theme vowels /ɪʊ́́ɛɛ̄ɔ̀ɔ̄ā̀à/ (or their +ATR variants with an +ATR verb 
root).  There is some variation, e.g. cɪ-̀ɛ ̄~ cɪ-̀ɛ ̀‘do’, bālɟɪŋ̄-ɛ ̄~ bālɟɪŋ̄-ɔ ̄‘love’.  In imperfective aspect, the 
theme vowels reduce to zero or /ɪ/ in my data, but Stevenson, Rottland & Jakobi (1992) document 
various partial vowel reductions on different verbs. 
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If the verb root is [+ATR], suffix vowels also become [+ATR].  Moreover if the verb 
root is [+ATR], the high tone of the suffix lowers to mid: 
 
(18) nìf-èɡ nìf-īd̪-èɡ (~nìf-íd̪-èɡ) ‘fall’ 

tū̪c-ē tū̪c-īd̪-ē (~tū̪c-íd̪-ē) ‘light (a fire)’ 
tūɽ-è tūɽ-īd̪-ē (~tūɽ-íd̪-ē) ‘cry’ 
tī̪-ə ̀ tī̪-d̪-ə-̀r (~tī̪-íd̪-ə-̀r) ‘sleep’ 
tī̪lm-ò tī̪lm-ūd̪-ò    ‘milk’ 

 
The high tone of the distributive suffix may be realised on the root if the suffix vowel is 
deleted.  Vowels are deleted between a coronal sonorant and a coronal plosive (19).  
The high suffix tone attaches to the previous vowel to create a mid-high or low-high 
contour (20): 
 
(19) wʊ́l-ɛ ̄ wʊ́r-d̪-ɛ ̀ (~wʊ́r-ɪd̪́-ɛ)̀ ‘get out’ 

kɪr̄-ɛ ̄ kɪɪ̄ŕ-d̪-ɛ ̄    ‘cut’ 
tɪ̪ɟ̀ɔr̀-ɔ ̀ tɪ̪ɟ̀ɔɔ̀ŕ-d̪-ɔ ̀    ‘care for’ 
tà̪l tà̪ál-d̪-ɛ ̀ (~tàl-íd̪-ɛ)̀ ‘eat’ 
ɟēɡīn ɟēɡīn-d̪-ī    ‘leave something (imperfective)’ 

 
(20)  L    H   M  L   H    M 

 |     |     |   | /       | 
ta̪l - id̪ - ɛ  → ta̪l - d̪ - ɛ     [tà̪áld̪ɛ]̄ 

 
The suffix /-ɪd̪́/ is one of two distributive suffixes.  The productive suffix /-ɪd̪́/ occurs 
before theme vowels, but if the theme vowel is /a/ a second distributive suffix /-r/ 
appears after it: 
 
(21)  Distributive  Gloss 
 wāɡ-ā wāɡ-ɪd̪́-ā-r  ‘keep’ 
 tāɽ-ā tāɽ-ɪd̪́-ā-r  ‘sell’ 
 làf-à làf-ʊ́d̪-à-r  ‘take an oath’ 
 mūd-ə ̄ mūd-úd̪-ə-̄r  ‘tie up’ 
 tī-ə ̀ tī-íd̪-ə-̀r  ‘sleep’        (compare  tī-è , tī-íd̪-è ‘pass’) 
 
The placement of the distributive suffix /-ɪd̪́/ before the theme vowel is an instance of 
the fact that /d̪/ does not usually occur word-finally in Ama – only sonorants or /ɡ/.  
Some Ama verbs even have latent theme vowels that are not pronounced in the 
unmarked stem but still appear in the distributive form of the verb after the /-ɪd̪́/ 
suffix: 
 
(22)   Distributive  Gloss 
 ámɛɛ̄ɡ́ ámɛɡ̄-ɪd̪́-ɪ ́  ‘recognise’ 
 kɪĺ kɪĺ-d̪-ɪ ́  ‘hear’ 
 tà̪l tà̪ál-d̪-ɛ ̀  ‘eat’ 
 ɲɔń ɲɔń-d̪-ʊ́  ‘carry (non-distributive)’ 
 dèém dèm-úd̪-ú  ‘break’ 
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Likewise, in imperfective aspect a reduced theme vowel appears after the distributive 
suffix: 
 
 (23) Imperfective Distributive Gloss 
 bālɟɪŋ̄ bālɟɪŋ̄-ɪd̪́-ɪ ̄ ‘love (imperfective)’ 
 ɟɔɡ̄ ɟɔɡ̄-ɪd̪́-ɪ ̄ ‘grind (imperfective)’ 

tām tām-ʊ́d̪-ɪ ̄ ‘eat (imperfective)’ 
ɟēɡīn ɟēɡīn-d̪-ī ‘leave something (imperfective)’ 

 fɪɟ̄āɪd̪̄-ɪ ̄ fɪɟ̄āɪd̪̄-ɪd̪́-ɪ ̄ ‘ask God (imperfective)’  
 
In summary, the productive distributive suffix /-ɪd̪́/ occurs between the root and a 
theme vowel, and in this position it has several possible realisations due to regular 
morphophonological processes. 
 
2.4 Other Verb Markers that Express Plurality 
There is a verbal prefix /à-/ for plural subject in Ama, but it is only used on imperative 
verbs, when addressing a plural subject.  This prefix may co-occur with the distributive 
suffix: 
 
(24) 
i. à-kʊ̄dɔŋ̄-ɪd̪́-ɛ-̄ɪ ̀ ‘you (pl.) each come back!’ 
 PL-come.back-DISTR-TH-DIR 
ii. ə-̀m-úd̪-ē-ì  ‘you (pl.) each get up!’ 
iii. à-ɟɛɡ̀-ɪd̪́-ɛ-̄ɪ ̀  ‘you (pl.) get (those people)!’ 
iv. à-tɪɡ́ɛl̄-d̪-ɛ-̄ɪ ̀  ‘you (pl.) wash (those things)!’ 
 
The distributive suffix may occur without a plural subject prefix when a singular 
subject is commanded to do something distributed over multiple object referents (25i).  
The plural subject prefix may occur without the distributive suffix if the command 
addresses a dual subject (25ii), or if the command is not distributed over subject 
referents but is given to a group as a whole (25iii), or if the command is not distributed 
over object referents implying a singular object (25iv).  If there is a series of 
imperatives, the plural subject prefix only occurs on the first one (25v). 
 
(25) 
i. tɪɡ́ɛl̄-d̪-ɛ-̄ɪ ̀    ‘you (sing.) wash (those things)!’ 
ii. ə-̀mò-ēn-ì    ‘you (dual) get up!’ 
iii. à-kʊ̄d̪-ā-ɪ ̀       ‘you (pl.) go!’ 
iv. à-ɟɛɡ̀-ɛ-̄ɪ ̀    ‘you (pl.) get (someone)’ 
v. à-kʊ̄d̪-ā-ɪ ̀ ɛ ́ tá̪ ɟɛɡ̀-ɛ-̄ɪ ̀ ‘you (pl.) go and get (someone)!’ 

PL-go-TH-DIR and next recruit-TH-DIR 
 
Another expression of plurality is found on verbs whose subject is in an experiencer 
role.  Middle voice suffixes appear when the subject has three or more referents: /-ɛɪ́/́ 
in the perfective or /-àɡ/ in the imperfective.  In the verbs ‘live’ and ‘die’ (26i), the 
middle suffixes are obligatory and attach to a suppletive stem, but middle marking of 
plural subjects may also occur on other verbs (26ii): 
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(26) 
i.  ɪǹ bā dwèéɲ ‘he lived’   əŋ̀í bā twè-éí  ‘they lived together’ 
 ɪǹ bā dwɛɲ̄ ‘he is living’   əŋ̀í bā tʊ̄-àɡ ‘they are living together’ 
 ɪǹ bā lū-ə ̄ ‘he died’   əŋ̀í bā ɡɔc̀-ɛɪ́ ́ ‘they died together’ 
 əŋ̀í bā lū-ēn ‘they (dual) wrestled’ əŋ̀í bā ɡɔc̀ɪ-̀ɛɪ́ ́ ‘they wrestled together’ 
 ɪǹ bā lū-ī ‘he is dying’   əŋ̀í bā ɡɔc̀-àɡ ‘they are dying together’ 
ii. ɪǹ bā tʊ̄ɽʊ̄ ‘he is crying’  əŋ̀í bā tʊ̄ɽ-àɡ ‘they are crying together’ 
 ɪǹ bā túŋ ‘he is sleeping’  əŋ̀í bā túŋ-əɡ̀ ‘they are sleeping together’ 
 ɪǹ bā kīn ‘he is hearing’  əŋ̀í bā kīn-əɡ̀ ‘they are hearing together’ 
 
The addition of middle voice marking when the experiencer subject is plural with three 
referents or more highlights a group experience of the process described by the verb – a 
collective marker. 

Finally, a post-verbal particle /ɡàɪ/̀ may occur in clauses with plural 
participants: 
 
(27) 
i. əŋ̀í bā  kwɛɛ̀ĺ ɡàɪ ̀    ‘they are going’ 
ii. əŋ̀í bā  sɔɔ̄r̀   ɡàɪ ̀    ‘they are coming’ 
 
The particle may have two referents as well as more, so it expresses plurality in the 
sense of ‘more than one’, not plural in series with singular and dual: 
 
(28) fʊ̄rā d̪ū mòɡūr-ūŋ bɛ ̀ n-ɛn̄ ɡàɪ ̀
 rabbit TOP monkey-GEN enemy be-DU plural 
 ‘Rabbit and Monkey were each other’s enemies’ 
 
In transitive clauses, the particle may refer to plural subjects (29i) or plural objects 
(29ii), but by default it refers to plural subjects (29iii).  Thus, unlike the distributive 
suffix it does not refer to the absolutive: 
 
(29) 
i. dɔr̄ɛŋ̄   bā   wùd̪ēŋ    tɛ̪l̀-ɛ ̄      ɡàɪ ̀ ‘the children saw the child’ 
ii. wùd̪ēŋ  bā   dɔr̄ɛŋ̄     tɛ̪l̀-ɪd̪́-ɛ ̄  ɡàɪ ̀ ‘the child saw each of the children’ 
iii. dɔr̄ɛŋ̄   bā   dɔr̄ɛŋ̄     tɛ̪l̀-ɪd̪́-ɛ ̄ ɡàɪ ̀ ‘the children saw each of the children’ 
 
The particle is not obligatory.  Hence it patterns as a quantifier.  Plural participants are 
not marked regularly in the language but speakers may use the quantifier to highlight 
plural participants. 

Thus, there are several expressions of plurality on or with verbs in Ama.  In 
addition to the distributive suffix, an /à-/ prefix is used for a plural subject addressed 
in an imperative, middle suffixes are used to express a collective experiencer subject, 
and there is a plural participant quantifier /ɡàɪ/̀.  None of these expressions of plurality 
is a true verbal plural, which would mark events that occur more than once or with 
more than one subject referent or object referent.  However, although Ama lacks a 
verbal plural, it does have a verbal dual, as we shall now see. 
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3 The Dual 
Ama offers a rare opportunity to study dual verbal number.10  We shall see that the 
Ama dual suffix is not just a dual subject marker, nor a dual object marker, but has a 
breadth of uses in the clause that make it a category of verbal number.  Within verbal 
number, Corbett (2000:246,247) distinguishes event number and participant number.  
The Ama dual does not denote events repeated twice (event number), but it does mark 
various clauses with two paired participants (participant number). 
 
3.1 Dual Subjects and Objects 
The Ama dual suffix may mark either subjects or objects of the verb as dual.  In a 
folktale text about two characters “Elephant and Rabbit”, Lion addresses Elephant and 
Rabbit together using the dual suffix to specify that the pronouns have exactly two 
referents: 
 
(30) 
i. ɛ ̄ ŋā  ɲʊ̀ʊ́ŋ sàrɪá kʊ̄ nɛ,̄ àɪ ̀ ɲí  á-cɪ-̀ɛn̄ 

and SPEC 2PL.POS court CFOC was 1SG 2PL CAUS-happen-DU 
 “Only what was (decided by) your court, I am making happen to you two.” (dual  
 object) 
ii. ɛ ̄ ɲí  d̪ū  tā̪  kèérn-èì kʊ́   tw̪ɔr̄-ɛn̄ 
 and 2PL TOP now peace-ABL CFOC:DEO come-DU 

“You two from now on must only come in peace.” (dual subject) 
 
Other examples show the dual suffix with subjects or objects consisting of two nouns as 
in (31).  The second noun appears with dative case marker /-ɪ/̀, which here has a 
comitative function marking an accompanying participant to create a complex subject 
or object.  Dative case is also used for indirect objects, as seen in other sentences 
below. 
 
(31) 
i. ɪr̄ān bā ɪr̄āk-ɪ ̀ bɛ ̀ n-ɛn̄ 
 Iran VER Iraq-DAT enemy be-DU 

‘Iran and Iraq were enemies’ 
ii. fʊ̄rāŋ-ʊ̄ mʊ̀r bā ìr ɡīl-ɪ ̀ n-ɛn̄ 
 rabbit-GEN friend VER elephant dog-DAT be-DU 

‘the friends of Rabbit were Elephant and Dog’ 
 
The dual suffix also agrees with subject or object noun phrases containing the numeral 
‘two’: 
 
(32) 
i. nʊ́rd̪ʊ́ ārbā bā wʊ̀ʊ́ŋ n-ɛn̄   ‘the two books are mine’ 
 book two VER 1SG.POS be-DU 
 
 

                                                 
10  Verbal dual marking is reported in Athabaskan and Muskogean languages of North America, but only 
for some verbs of each language (Corbett 2000:250).  Other rare reports of verbal dual marking are for 
the comitative prefix in Amazonian language Jayawara (Dixon 2004), and in Papuan language Amele (J. 
Roberts, personal communication). 
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ii. àɪ ̀ bā wècī ārbā tɪ ́
àɪ ̀ bā wècī ārbā tɪɪ́-̄n   ‘I caught two gazelles’ 

 1SG VER gazelle two catch(-DU) 
 
Agreement is obligatory with the subject (32i) but optional with the object (32ii).  As 
well as agreeing with noun phrases containing the numeral ‘two’, the dual suffix can 
also function as a pronominal substitute for such a noun phrase as in (33i).  The clause 
in (33ii) has a plural subject pronoun, in which case dual reference shifts from the 
object to the subject. 
 
(33) 
i. àɪ ̀ bā kūcīn-ēn     ‘I am lighting two (fires)’ 

1SG VER light:IMPF-DU 
ii. əŋ̀í bā kūcīn-ēn     ‘we two are lighting (a fire)’ 

1PL VER light:IMPF-DU 
 
Implying duality of the subject rather than the object in (33ii) contrasts with the 
distributive, which implies plurality of the object and not the subject (see 5,6).  More 
generally, the distributive implies plurality of the absolutive, but the dual does not 
pattern along the ergative/absolutive dimension since it can refer to either subject or 
object of a transitive verb and preferentially the subject in (32,33). 

The use of the dual suffix for agreement with, or pronominal substitution for, a 
noun phrase containing the numeral ‘two’ is not restricted as to the animacy of the 
referents in (32,33).  But when the dual suffix is given a different usage, to specify bare 
pronouns or nouns as having two referents, this is restricted to rational participants 
(humans and folktale animal characters).  Thus in (34), it is not acceptable to use the 
dual suffix to specify two referents for ‘chicken’ or ‘spoon’.  With no available rational 
referent for the dual suffix in (34i), the sentence is unacceptable.  Or, with a plural 
subject pronoun in (34ii), the dual suffix specifies the pronoun as having two referents 
and not the noun ‘chicken’.  Similarly for ‘spoon’ in (34iii,iv).11 
 
(34) 
i. *àɪ ̀ bā kɔɔ̀r̄-ɔ ̀ tà̪l-ɛn̄ 

1SG VER chicken-ACC eat-DU 
ii.  əŋ̀í bā kɔɔ̀r̄-ɔ ̀ tà̪l-ɛn̄  ‘we two ate a chicken’ 

1PL VER chicken-ACC eat-DU 
iii.  *àɪ ̀ bā kɔɔ̀r̄-ɔ ̀ ɡʊ̄rʊ̄ tà̪l-ɪǹ-ɛn̄ 
 1SG VER chicken-ACC spoon eat-APP-DU 
iv.  əŋ̀í bā kɔɔ̀r̄-ɔ ̀ ɡʊ̄rʊ̄ tà̪l-ɪǹ-ɛn̄ ‘we two ate a chicken with spoons’ 

1PL VER chicken-ACC spoon eat-APP-DU 
 
This restriction on dual marking of bare nouns again contrasts with the distributive, 
which freely implies the plurality of bare object nouns that are inanimate or non-
rational animals (see 5,6). 

The restriction to rational participants when specifying that a noun has two 
referents determines the reference of the dual suffix in the ambivalent clauses in (35).  

                                                 
11 The failure to imply duality of non-rational nouns that are applied objects in (34iii) contrasts with the 
duality of human applied objects in (35ii). 
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The dual suffix does not specify the inanimate direct object noun as dual, but the 
human indirect object: 
 
(35) 
i. àɪ ̀ bā əm̄ōr-ì āmɪɛ̄r̄ tɛ̪ɡ̄-ɛn̄ɪ ̀  ‘I gave a pen to two friends’ 
 1SG VER friend-DAT pen give-DU 
ii. àɪ ̀ bā dɔr̄ɛŋ̄-ɪ ̀ wád̪à átɪ̪ńāsɔ-̄n-ɛn̄ ‘I told a story to two children’ 
 1SG VER children-DAT story tell-APP-DU 
 
But reference in ambivalent clauses is swayed by the agreement function of the dual 
suffix.  When the numeral ‘two’ is added to the direct object noun, the dual suffix is 
now interpreted as agreeing with the direct object, and the indirect object is no longer 
interpreted as having two referents: 
 
(36) 
i. àɪ ̀   bā   əm̄ōr-ì āmɪɛ̄r̄ ārbā tɛ̪ɡ̄-ɛn̄ɪ ̀ ‘I gave two pens to a friend’ 
 1SG  VER friend-DAT pen two give-DU 
ii. àɪ    bā   wùd̪ēŋ-ì wád̪à ārbā átɪ̪ńāsɔ-̄n-ɛn̄ ‘I told two stories to a child’ 
 1SG  VER child-DAT story two tell-APP-DU 
 
The agreement of the dual suffix with object noun phrases containing ‘two’ further 
distinguishes the dual from the distributive, because the distributive does not agree 
with object noun phrases containing numerals, but rather distributes such an event 
over time (see 8,9). 

In general, the data indicates that the Ama dual is a variety of participant 
number.  It can mark dual participants in either subject, direct object, or indirect object 
position.  The Ama dual may be used to specify that an argument of the verb with a 
rational noun has exactly two referents (see 30,31,34,35), or it may be used to agree 
with or stand pronominally for a noun phrase containing the numeral ‘two’ (see 
32,33,36).  We have also confirmed that there is divergence in behaviour from the 
distributive.  The distributive does not succeed the dual on a linear number scale 
because it does not match the properties of the dual – it does not agree with noun 
phrases containing numerals as the dual does, it implies plurality of bare nouns 
irrespective of animacy whereas the dual only does this for a rational referent, and it 
implies the plurality of absolutive referents whereas the dual favours subject reference 
over object reference. 
 
3.2 Dual Reciprocal Clauses 
Still other cases of dual marking are found in reciprocal clauses.  The reciprocal 
construction for transitive verbs in Ama has participants in subject and object positions.  
When there is one subject participant and one object participant, the verb is marked as 
dual (37ii).  When there are more than two participants in the reciprocal event, there is 
no number marking (37iii). 
 
(37) 
i. kɛŕ bā kwāɪ-̄ɔ ̀ kā bālɟɪŋ̄  ‘the woman really loves the man’ 
 woman VER man-ACC VFOC love 
ii. kɛŕ bā kwāɪ-̄ɔ ̀ kā bālɟɪŋ̄-ɛn̄-àɡ ‘the woman and the man really love each other’ 
 woman VER man-ACC VFOC love-DU-RECP 
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iii. əŋ̀í bā bɛc̀ɪ-̀ɔ ̀ kā bālɟɪŋ̀-àɡ  ‘our people really love each other’ 
 1PL VER people-ACC VFOC love-RECP 
iv. əŋ̀í bā bɛc̀ɪ-̀ɔ ̀ kā bālɟɪŋ̀-ɪd̪́-àɡ ‘our people each really love one another’ 
 1PL VER people-ACC VFOC love-DISTR-RECP 
 
The distributive suffix may be added (37iv), in order to distribute the reciprocal event 
into many sub-events among the participants, but this is not obligatory.  Thus in 
reciprocal clauses too, the distributive and dual do not fall on a linear scale but have 
their own particular functions. 

Dual reciprocality is also expressed in stative clauses.  This happens in the 
folktale text “Elephant and Rabbit” (38i,ii) including the opening sentence.  Although 
the reciprocal suffix /-àɡ/ is absent, these clauses are understood by Ama speakers as 
being reciprocal, so that not only is the subject the friend or enemy of Rabbit, but also 
Rabbit is a friend or enemy of the subject. 
 
(38) 
i. tā̪  cɪɛ̄ ̄ ɛ ̄ ìr d̪ū fʊ̄rāŋ-ʊ̄ mʊ̀r n-ɛn̄ 

now  say and elephant TOP rabbit-GEN friend be-DU 
 “They say Elephant and Rabbit were friends of each other” 
ii. ɛ ̄ fʊ̄rāŋ-ʊ̄ bɛ ̀ n-ɛn̄ 
 and rabbit-GEN enemy be-DU 
 “and (he) and Rabbit were enemies of each other” 
 
The dual marking on the verb is notable because the syntactic subject is singular: 
Rabbit is included in the count even though it modifies the complement.  The dual 
suffix marks not only the number of participants in the stative clause, but also the 
reciprocality between them.  This is demonstrated in (39).  Clause (39i) with no dual 
suffix expresses a unidirectional relationship as expected from the syntax of the clause.  
In the syntactically identical clause in (39ii), the addition of the dual suffix 
reciprocalises the relationship between the two clause participants: 
 
(39) 
i. ɟɔn̄ bā sābāj-ʊ̄ŋ mʊ̀r nɛ ̄ ‘John was friend of Sabai’ 

John VER Sabai-GEN friend be 
ii. ɟɔn̄ bā sābāj-ʊ̄ŋ mʊ̀r n-ɛn̄ ‘John and Sabai were friends of each other’ 

John VER Sabai-GEN friend be-DU 
 
The reciprocalising function of the dual suffix in stative clauses is confirmed by the fact 
that the dual suffix cannot be added in clauses where reciprocalisation is not possible.  
In the syntactically analogous clauses in (40i,ii), the dual suffix cannot be added 
because it is semantically impossible for two people to be each others’ fathers.12  The 
inverted clause in (40iii) is identificational in function, which also does not lend itself 
to reciprocalisation (40iv): 
 

                                                 
12 The denominative suffix /-ʊ̄ŋ/ is used on intimate nouns in Ama in the accusative, dative, genitive, or 
ablative cases.  In (40ii), sābāj-ʊ̄ŋ is interpreted as a modifier in genitive case.  But if it is re-interpreted 
as an accompanying subject in dative case (like example (31)), then it is now grammatical with a dual 
subject: ‘John and Sabai are fathers’. 
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(40) 
i. ɟɔn̄ bā sābāj-ʊ̄ŋ nʊ̄fā nɛ ̄ ‘John was father of Sabai’ 

John VER Sabai-GEN father be 
ii. * ɟɔn̄   bā   sābāj-ʊ̄ŋ nʊ̄fā n-ɛn̄ 
iii. sābāj-ʊ̄ŋ mʊ̀r bā ɟɔn̄ nɛ ̄  ‘the friend of Sabai was John’ 

Sabai-GEN friend VER John be 
iv. *sābāj-ʊ̄ŋ     mʊ̀r    bā    ɟɔn̄   n-ɛn̄ 
 
Thus, the dual suffix not only appears in transitive reciprocal clauses involving two 
participants, but also can reciprocalise a stative clause involving two participants. 

In general, the Ama dual marks two participants which are paired in the clause 
either because they stand in the same argument relation to the verb (dual argument), 
or because they stand in a reciprocal relationship across the clause (dual reciprocal). 
 
3.3 Dual Morphophonology 
When verbal dual marking is reported in some languages of North America, it is only 
for some verbs of each language (Corbett 2000:250).  In Ama, however, the dual suffix 
is productive without exception on over 100 verbs tested. The only stems found not to 
take the Ama dual suffix are suppletive distributive stems used for ‘go’, ‘come’, ‘walk’ 
(12,13), and suppletive collective stems for ‘live’, ‘die’, ‘wrestle’ (26), but even for these 
verbs the suffix simply adds instead to the unmarked stem.  Hence, the Ama dual suffix 
may be used with any verb. 

Ama verbs fall into two classes for the allomorphs /-ɛn̄/ and /-n/ of the dual 
suffix.13  The first class of verbs take the full suffix /-ɛn̄/ (or its ATR-harmonised variant 
/-ēn/) in the perfective, and the theme vowel is left out: 
 
 (41) 
Perfective Perfective Dual Imperfective Imperfective Dual Gloss 
tà̪l tà̪l-ɛn̄ tām tām-ɛn̄ ‘eat’ 
tw̪īl tw̪īl-ēn lī lī-ɛn̄ ‘drink’ 
tʊ̪̀ɡ-ɛ ̀ tʊ̪̀ɡ-ɛn̄ kʊ̄ɡ kʊ̄ɡ-ɛn̄ ‘build’ 
tɪ̪w̄-ɔ ̀ tɪ̪w̄-ɛn̄ kɪẃ kɪẃ-ɛn̄ ‘dig’ 
tī̪lm-ò tī̪lm-ēn ɪĺɪḿ ɪĺm-ɛn̄ ‘milk’ 
tì̪fìl-è tì̪fìl-ēn fɪl̄ fɪl̄-ɛn̄ ‘dance’ 
tʊ̪̀mʊ̀s-ɔ ̀ tʊ̪̀mʊ̀s-ɛn̄ mʊ̄sɛɡ̀ mʊ̄sɛɡ̀-ɛn̄ ‘run’ 
tɪŋ̀àn-ɔ ̀ tɪŋ̀àn-ɛn̄ kàn kàn-ɛn̄ ‘sing’ 
 
These are verbs which have other differences between perfective and imperfective 
stems apart from the perfective theme vowel, so when the theme vowel is left out in 
the perfective dual, the distinction between perfective dual and imperfective dual is 
still expressed in the stem. 
 The second class of verbs retain the theme vowel in the perfective dual, 
exhibiting a reduced allomorph /-n/ after the theme vowel.  In appearing after the 
theme vowel, the dual suffix contrasts with the distributive suffix, which appeared 
before the theme vowel: 
                                                 
13 Ama verbs may become [+ATR] when the dual or other mid-/low-tone suffixes are added: wāɡā 
‘keep’→ wəɡ̄ə-̄n, tɪ ́‘catch’→ tíī-n, ɪl̄ɪm̄ ‘milk IMPF 1/2’→ īlm-ēn.  But since this process is not consistent 
among speakers, I have not transcribed dual verbs as [+ATR] in this paper (except when the verb stems 
themselves are also [+ATR]). 
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(42) 
Perfective Perfective 

Dual 
Imperfective Imperfective 

Dual 
Gloss 

tāɽ-ā tāɽ-ā-n tāɽ-ɪ ̄ tāɽ-ɛn̄ ‘sell’ 
lū-ə ̄ lū-ə-̄n lū-ī lū-ēn ‘die’ 
wāɡ-ā wāɡ-ā-n wʊ̄ɔ ̄ wāɡ-ɛn̄ ‘keep’ 
tī̪-ə ̀ tī̪-ə-̀n túŋ túŋ-ēn ‘sleep’ 
wʊ̄l-ā wʊ̄l-ā-n wʊ́nd̪ʊ́l wʊ́nd̪ʊ́lʊ́w-ɛn̄ ‘get out’ 
kɪĺ (Distributive kɪĺ-d̪-ɪ)́ kɪĺ-ɪɪ́-̄n kín kín-ēn ‘hear’ 
dwèéɲ dwèɲ-íī-n dwɛɲ̄ dwɛɲ̄-ɛn̄ ‘live’ 
dèém (Distributive dèm-úd̪-ú) dèém-íī-n dɛm̄ dɛm̄-ɛn̄ ‘break’ 
ɲɔɔ̄ń (Distributive ɲɔń-d̪-ʊ́) ɲɔn̄-ɪɪ́-̄n  ɲwɛn̄  ɲwɛn̄-ɛn̄  ‘carry’ 
ámɛɛ̄ɡ́ (Distributive ámɛɡ̄-ɪd̪́-ɪ)́ ámɛɡ̄-ɪɪ́-̄n ámɛɡ̄ ámɛɡ̄-ɛn̄ ‘recognise’ 
 
In some verbs in (42), perfective and imperfective is distinguished solely by the theme 
vowel, so that the retention of the theme vowel in the perfective dual distinguishes it 
from the imperfective dual.  In other cases, the theme vowel does not distinguish 
perfective from imperfective, but distinguishes the verb from other verbs: wʊ̄l-ā ‘get 
out’ contrasts with wʊ̄l-ɛ ̄‘get in’, and tī̪-ə̀ ‘sleep’ contrasts with tī̪-è ‘pass’, with distinct 
perfective dual forms wʊ̄lān:wʊ̄lɛn̄, tī̪əǹ:tī̪èn. 
 The remaining verbs in (42) have a high tone on their theme vowel.  In these 
verbs, the perfective dual form is determined by phonological processes.  The theme 
vowel is latent (see 17): it appears in the distributive form (shown in brackets), but in 
the bare stem form the theme vowel is not pronounced and the high theme tone 
appears on the root vowel.  In the dual forms, the dual suffix vowel is dropped when it 
is in hiatus with a theme vowel with high tone.  But the mid tone of the dual suffix 
survives, forming a contour with the high tone of the theme vowel: 
 
(43) H M H M H M H M 
  |  |   |  |  |  |   | / 
 amɛɡ-ɪ-ɛn → amɛɡ-ɪ- n [ámɛɡ̄ɪɪ́n̄] 
 
Thus in general, the retention of the theme vowel at the expense of the dual suffix 
vowel is partly morphologically conditioned and partly phonologically conditioned.  
The theme vowel will be retained at the expense of the suffix vowel if the tone of the 
theme vowel is high.  The theme vowel will also be retained at the expense of the suffix 
vowel if the theme vowel is the only difference between that verb and another verb, or 
if the presence of the theme vowel is the only difference between the perfective stem 
and the imperfective stem. 

Along with these two verb classes, based on retention vs. deletion of the theme 
vowel in the perfective dual, there is a third class of verbs in (44) that are ambivalent 
between the two.  If the theme vowel is /ɛ/̄, the suffix vowel is also /ɛ/̄, so it cannot be 
determined which one of them has been dropped.  The same is true if the theme vowel 
is /ɔ/̄, because regressive rounding harmony (see 19) would cause /ɔ/̄ to become 
unrounded, creating the same ambivalence. 14 
                                                 
14 We might use principles from the first two verb classes to interpret ambivalent verbs in (44).  So, if 
other differences exist between perfective and imperfective stems, we drop the theme vowel; or if there 
is no other difference between perfective and imperfective stems, we retain the theme vowel at the 
expense of the dual suffix vowel.  But such interpretations would be purely a formal exercise, not 
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(44) 
Perfective Perfective Dual Imperfective Imperfective Dual Gloss 
n-ɛ ̄ n-ɛn̄ --- --- ‘be’ 
cɪ-̀ɛ ̄ cɪ-̀ɛn̄ ácɪ ̄ ácɪ-̄ɛn̄ ‘do’ 
ɟɛɡ́-ɛ ̄ ɟɛɡ́-ɛn̄ ɟēɡīn ɟēɡīn-ēn ‘leave s.th’ 
kɪr̄-ɛ ̄ kɪr̄-ɛn̄ kɪr̄ kɪr̄-ɛn̄ ‘cut’ 
bālɟɪŋ̄-ɛ ̄ bālɟɪŋ̄-ɛn̄ bālɟɪŋ̄ bālɟɪŋ̄-ɛn̄ ‘love’ 
sāŋ-ɔ ̄ sāŋ-ɛn̄ sāŋ sāŋ-ɛn̄ ‘search’ 
ɟɔɡ̄-ɔ ̄ ɟɔɡ̄-ɛn̄ ɟɔɡ̄ ɟɔɡ̄-ɛn̄ ‘grind’ 
 
This ambivalence creates ambiguity.  If the perfective stem and imperfective stem of a 
verb are identical apart from a theme vowel /ɛ/̄ or /ɔ/̄, there is no way left to 
distinguish the perfective dual from the imperfective dual.  A way to disambiguate 
aspect in duals is by using the imperfective mirative suffix /-ar/.  Mirative expresses an 
event that is unexpected, but since it is inflection that is only used on imperfective 
verbs, it also expresses imperfective aspect when the distinction between perfective and 
imperfective is eliminated in stems: 
 
(45) 
Perfective Perfective Dual Imperfective Imperfective Mirative Dual Gloss 
kɪr̄-ɛ ̄ kɪr̄-ɛn̄ kɪr̄ kɪr̄-ār-ɛn̄ ‘cut’ 
bālɟɪŋ̄-ɛ ̄ bālɟɪŋ̄-ɛn̄ bālɟɪŋ̄ bālɟɪŋ̄-ār-ɛn̄ ‘love’ 
sāŋ-ɔ ̄ sāŋ-ɛn̄ sāŋ sāŋ-ār-ɛn̄ ‘search’ 
ɟɔɡ̄-ɔ ̄ ɟɔɡ̄-ɛn̄ ɟɔɡ̄ ɟɔɡ̄-ār-ɛn̄ ‘grind’ 
 
In summary, the dual suffix is fully productive on Ama verbs.  On different verbs, the 
choice of allomorph /-ɛn̄/ or /-n/ may be phonologically conditioned, morphologically 
conditioned, or ambivalent.  This morphophonology is shaped by the placement of the 
dual suffix after the perfective theme vowel.  This is different from the distributive 
suffix /-ɪd̪́/, whose morphophonology is shaped by its placement before the perfective 
theme vowel. 
 
3.4 Combined Distributive-Dual Marking 
Having demonstrated the productivity of the dual suffix on Ama verbs by describing 
the verb classes that take different allomorphs of the suffix, we may consider the 
productivity of the dual suffix further by examining how it combines with distributive 
marking. 

It is technically possible to combine dual with distributive, in that the 
distributive and dual are in different slots in the order of affixes.  As noted above, the 
distributive is placed before the theme vowel, whereas the dual suffix is placed after it.  
There are several other verb suffixes that pattern with the theme vowel in this respect: 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                             
representing any audible communicative distinction.  I have chosen instead to simply transcribe all the 
perfective duals in (44) with /-ɛn̄/ to highlight the very real communicative ambiguity between 
perfective dual and imperfective dual. 
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(46) 
 Distributive /-ɪd̪́/ Dual /-ɛn̄/  
Perfective Theme Vowel kɪĺ-d̪-ɪ ́ kɪĺ-ɪɪ́-̄n ‘heard’ 
Imperfective Mirative /-ar/ sāŋ-ɪd̪́-ār sāŋ-ār-ɛn̄ ‘is unexpectedly searching’
Imperfective Past /-áw/ sāŋ-ɪd̪́-áʊ́ sāŋ-áw-ɛn̄ ‘was searching’ 
Perfective Passive /-áj/ ásɪd̪̄āɪ-̄ɪd̪́-áɪ ́ ásɪd̪̄āɪ-̄áj-ɛn̄ ‘was painted’ 
Perfective Middle /-ɛj́/ tɪɡ́ɛĺ-d̪-ɛɪ́ ́ tɪɡ́ɛĺ-ɛj́-ɛn̄ ‘washed (oneself)’ 
Directional /-ɛɡ̀/ nìf-íd̪-èɡ nìf-èɡ-ēn ‘fell down’ 
Applicative /-n/ tàl-ɪd̪́-ɪǹ tàl-ìn-ɛn̄ ‘ate with’ 
Perfective Ventive /-ɪ ́̄ / dɪɟ̀-ɪd̪́-ɪɪ́-̄ɡ dìɟ-í-n-ɪɡ̄ ‘threw to’ 
 
Thus, the distributive suffix occupies an early slot in the verb before these other 
suffixes, and the dual suffix occupies a more peripheral slot after these other suffixes. 

Nevertheless, examples containing both suffixes are not easily forthcoming.  We 
do find the dual suffix on suppletive distributive stems, to mark a dual subject when 
the event is distributed over object referents (47i), although it cannot mark a dual 
object in this construction (46ii – compare 32ii): 
 
(47) 
i. əŋ̀í  bā  wècī          bù-ēn  ‘We (dual) caught gazelles’ 
ii. àɪ ̀ bā wècī  ārbā  bùò  (*bù-ēn) ‘I caught until I caught two gazelles’ 
 
However, with other verbs that use the distributive suffix instead of a suppletive stem, 
we do not see the dual suffix combined with the distributive suffix to express the 
combination of a dual subject and distribution over the object.  I have no explanation 
for this, especially when we know from (47i) that these two functions are indeed 
expressible in one construction. 

Instead, verbs with both suffixes are only possible for those speakers who allow 
the distributive suffix to have the plural subject participant function on transitive verbs 
(see 14):15 
 
(48) 
i. à-dɛj̄-ɪ-́n-ɪ ̀  ‘You (two) hit (him/her)!’ 
 PL-hit-TH-DU-DIR 
ii. à-tɪɡ́ɛl̄-ɛn̄-ɪ ̀  ‘You (two) wash (it)!’ 
 PL-wash-DU-DIR 
iii. ?à-dɛ-̄ɪd̪́-ɪ-́n-ɪ ̀  ‘You (three or more) hit (those two)! 
 PL-hit-DISTR-TH-DU-DIR 
iv. ?à- tɪɡ́ɛl̄-d̪-ɛn̄-ɪ ̀ ‘You (three or more) wash (those two things)! 
 PL-wash-DISTR-DU-DIR 
 
In imperatives with a plural subject prefix, a dual suffix further specifies the plural 
subject as having exactly two referents (48i,ii).  But when distributive and dual suffixes 
are both present (48iii,iv), the distributive further specifies the plural subject as having 
three or more subject referents, while dual reference switches to the object. 
 

                                                 
15 These speakers are from Tundia in the western part of the Ama language area.  Likewise, Stevenson, 
Rottland and Jakobi (1992) report that only some speakers find verbs with both suffixes acceptable. 
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4 Conclusion 
Ama verb morphology includes the categories of distributive and dual, the latter being 
particularly rare in the world’s languages.  Furthermore, Ama has these two categories 
in the verb when they are lacking in nouns, which have only a limited singular/plural 
distinction (section 1). 

In place of earlier accounts of Ama verbs that present dual and “plural” verbs in 
a scale of increasing number, this paper identified numerous ways in which dual 
participant marking and distributive marking diverge away from a common linear 
scale, at least for transitive verbs: 
 

Dual Distributive 
does not structure events in time distributes events over time 

agrees with arguments containing ‘two’ doesn’t agree with arguments containing numerals
subject or object reference (preference for subject) distributes over absolutive referents
implies duality of bare rational nouns or pronouns implies plurality of any bare object noun
reciprocalises a stative clause of two participants does not reciprocalise 

marked by suffix only marked by suppletion or by up to 2 suffixes
suffix not used on intransitive distributive verb roots suffix not used on any distributive verb roots

suffix after the theme vowel & other suffixes suffix before the theme vowel & other suffixes
allomorphs phonologically & morphologically conditioned allomorphs phonologically conditioned
 
The term “plural” used by previous accounts (for what we have called distributive) has 
some partial justification, however: on intransitive verbs, the distributive is obligatory 
for subjects of three or more referents, and so for this class of verbs it patterns as a 
successor to the dual. 

Joseph Greenberg’s universal 34 states that “no language has a dual unless it has 
a plural”, and this appears to be true for nouns in the world’s languages (Corbett 
2000:38).  In contrast, the Ama verb system has a productive dual without a regular 
plural counterpart.  There are various ways of expressing plurality on verbs, but none is 
a verbal plural.  With a verbal dual but no verbal plural, Ama is a counter-example to 
the generalisation that no language has a dual unless it also has a plural. 
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Abbreviations 
ACC Accusative DIR Directive GEN Genitive SG Singular 
APP Applicative DISTR  Distributive IMPF Imperfective SPEC Specifier
CAUS Causative DU Dual PL Plural TH Theme 
DAT Dative CFOC Contrastive Focus POS Possessive TOP Topic 
DEO Deontic VFOC Verb Focus RECP Reciprocal VER Veridical
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The prefix /ɔ-́/ in Lumun kinship terms and personal names1 
Heleen Smits 

 
1 Introduction 
Lumun is a Kordofanian language spoken in the Nuba Mountains of Sudan. Within 
Kordofanian it belongs to the subgroup of Talodi languages (Schadeberg 1981). 
Lumun has a noun class system not unlike the system of the Bantu languages. Many 
nouns have a singular and a plural form which differ only as to the noun class prefix. 
Singular nouns denoting persons relatively often occur in the p-class, with a plural in 
the Ø class, but nouns denoting persons are found in several other noun classes as well 
(see the overview in section 4). 
 
There is also a group of nouns denoting people, predominantly kinship terms and 
personal names, which have an initial prefix /ɔ-́/ which is not a noun class prefix (see 
sections 3 and 5). The full subject pronouns have this ɔ-́prefix as well. On the 3rd person 
plural subject clitic and in certain verbs with a 3rd person singular subject clitic, a tonal 
trace of the prefix can be observed (see section 7). 
 
In this paper, I present the nouns denoting persons as far as they occur in my database: 
those which lack the ɔ-́prefix (the "common nouns") and those which have the ɔ-́prefix 
(the "ɔ-́prefix nouns"). Notably, in vocative forms of the ɔ-́prefix nouns, the prefix is 
absent (section 6). 
 
Whereas common nouns can refer in both a specific and a non-specific way, ɔ-́prefix 
nouns, including the pronouns, always refer to specific persons. Phonological aspects of 
attachment of the prefix and plural formation of ɔ-́prefix nouns are addressed in 
sections 5.1 and 5.2. Section 5.4 deals with the use of the prefix as a productive tool to 
create (nick)names. A short summary is given in section 8. 
 
The ɔ-́prefix is glossed as "PERS" (< Latin persona 'mask, especially as worn by actors'), 
reflecting that the prefix crucially denotes specific persons. I have glossed it earlier as 
"REF" (referentiality marker) (Smits, 2007), whereas Norton (2000) glossed the 
comparable morpheme in Asheron as "FAM" (familiarity). 
 
Persona-marking (PERS) needs to be distinguished from the long-established 
grammatical category person, which distinguishes the discourse roles of speaker, 
addressee and third party (Siewierska, 2004). In the Lumun subject pronouns (see 
section 7) persona marking co-occurs with all three discourse roles. 
 
Person is glossed in the Lumun pronouns and pronoun clitics with 1, 2 and 3. The 
plural pronouns are glossed with an additional "A" standing for Latin et alii 'and others'. 

                                                 
1 I wish to thank my consultants John Shakir, Lukka Kamsur, Lotti Tager, Markos Lalu, Nimeri Alamin, 
Nafisa Abdullai and Risala Abdullai. I thank the members of the Episcopal Church of Sudan Translation 
Department for making many Lumun materials available to me, including translated Bible portions and 
other texts. Thanks also to the Department of Linguistics of the University of Khartoum for help in many 
ways, and to Maarten Kossmann, Victoria Nyst and Thilo Schadeberg for suggestions and comments. 
Thanks also to Russell Norton for his valuable remarks. The fieldwork was carried as part of my PhD 
project A Grammar of Lumun (work in progress) at the Leiden University Centre for Linguistics (LUCL) 
and sponsored by the Leiden University Fund (LUF). All errors are entirely mine. 
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This gives: 1 'I', 2 'you (singular)', 12 'I and you (singular)' 3 'he, she', 1A 'we 
(exclusive)', i.e. I and other(s), 12A 'we (inclusive)', i.e. I, you and other(s), 2A 'you 
(plural), i.e. you and other(s)' and 3A 'they', i.e. he or she and other(s). For pronoun 
clitics in object position the gloss "O" (object) is added. The possessor pronouns are 
glossed as 1POSS 'my', 2POSS 'your (singular)', etc. Other glosses I have used are: C 
(concord), NEG (negation), PL (plural) and REL (relativizer). TAM-inflection of verbs has 
not been glossed. 
 
For a better understanding of the examples, the phonemes of Lumun and the basic 
principles of agreement of nouns with modifiers and verbs are presented first (sections 
2 and 3). 
 
2 Phonology 
Lumun is a tone language and is analyzed as having two underlying tones H (high) and 
L (low). At the surface there are also two contour tonesː HL (falling) and LH (rising). 
Absence of a tone mark indicates a L-tone. A H-tone mark which follows a word (e.g. 
tʊ̪k ́ 'dog') indicates a non-attached H-tone (cf. Kutsch Lojenga 2004, unpublished 
notes). 
 
As far as we know now, Lumun has eight vowel phonemes: i, u, ɪ, ʊ, ɛ, ɔ, a and ə. The 
consonant phonemes p, t,̪ t, c, k and kw have several allophones: voiceless stops, 
unreleased voiceless stops, voiced stops and voiced fricatives / approximants (including 
[r] for the alveolar place of articulation). In isolated words these phonemes are realized 
as voiceless stops in word initial position e.g. kua ~ [kua] 'hair', as unreleased voiceless 
stops in final position, e.g. kʊmmʊk ~ [kʊmmʊk˺] 'pot', as voiced stops after nasals, e.g. 
campâl ~ [cambâl] 'walking stick' and as voiced fricatives or approximants between 
vowels, e.g. ɔpá ~ [ɔßá] 'piece of meat'. Between vowels there is neutralization of the 
phonemes t and r to [r], e.g. ɪ + tʊɛ ́'in + river' > [ɪrʊɛ]́ 'in the river'. Voiceless stops 
between vowels are analyzed as geminations underlyingly. Such geminations prevent 
lenition to a voiced fricative or approximant between vowels, but are not pronounced 
long, e.g. akka ~ [aka] 'because'. 
 
3 Agreement with common nouns and ɔ-́prefix nouns 
Common nouns consist of a noun class prefix and a stem. In common nouns which 
have an initial consonant, the initial consonant is the noun class prefix. Nouns can also 
have a Ø class prefix, in which case the noun is vowel-initial. In Lumun there is 
agreement between nouns and their modifiers and there can be agreement between 
subject nouns and verbs. Agreement is expressed through concord and controlled by 
the class of the noun. The concords of common nouns have the same shape as the noun 
class prefixes, except for nouns with a Ø class prefix: in such cases the concord is w-. 
Noun classes can actually be defined on the basis of the shape of their concord, though 
we will speak of the Ø class, not of the w-class. Animacy and singular or plural 
reference of the noun do not play a role in the choice of concord. 
 
 man m-ɔ ́ kapɪk 
 house C-of rain 
 the church 
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 matt̪a̪k m-ɛɽá 
 bowls C-two 
 two bowls 
 
 ɔcaŋ w-aát 
 lizards C-come 
 the lizards have come 
 
 pʊl p-aát 
 person C-come 
 the man has come 
 
 ɲʊkʊl ɛɲɲɪ ɲ-ɔpɔrɔt̂ 
 children these:C C-fine 
 these children are fine 
 
ɔ-́prefix nouns induce concord on the same categories as common nouns, but their 
concord patterns are different. Singular ɔ-́prefix nouns typically, but not always, take p-
concord. In the second example below, c-concord, which corresponds with the noun 
without ɔ-́prefix, is possible as well, though somewhat unusual. The third example 
below, ɔ-kəllán k-aát  'the old woman / my wife has come', does not get p-concord 
because the prefix is attached to a common noun which itself already denotes a human 
being. In the other cases, only p-concord is possible on the verb. 
 
 ɔ-ɪáɪa p-aát my mother has come 
 ɔ-cɛccɛ ́p-aát / c-aát Cecce has come 
 ɔ-kəllán k-aát the old woman / my wife has come 
 ɔ-kəɽɔĺ p-aát Tortoise has come 
 
In possessor constructions on the other hand, the concord that matches the class of the 
noun without ɔ-́prefix must be used: 
 
 ɔ-cɛccɛ ́c-ɪn (*ɔcɛccɛ ́pɪn) my Cecce 
 ɔ-kərɔĺ k-ɪn (*ɔkərɔĺ pɪn) my Tortoise 
 ɔ-kəllán k-ɪn (*ɔkəllán pɪn) my old woman, my wife 
 ɔ-lɔt́tɪ l-ɔ-́mata̪rɪ (*ɔlɔt́tɪ pɔḿata̪rɪ) Lotti of Mathari 
 
Certain kinship terms form an exception to this rule: they can only get p-concord, 
though there is no p following the ɔ-́prefix. Since noun class prefixes in Lumun can be 
defined on the basis of the shape of their corresponding concord, these nouns arguably 
lack a noun class prefix. Some examples are given below (there are more cases): 
 
 ɔ-ɪáɪa p-ɪn 
 PERS-my_mother C-1POSS 
 my mother 
 
 ɔ-nnán p-ɔ-mɛtt̪ɪ̪mɛt́t̪ɪ̪ 
 PERS-mother C-of:PERS-Meththimeththi 
 the mother of Meththimeththi  
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 ɔ-ŋŋappá p-ɔnɔn̂ 
 PERS-my_father C-12APOSS 
 our father 
 
 ɔ-ɽín p-ɪn 
 PERS-sibling_in_law C-1POSS 
 my brother-in-law 
 
ɔ-́prefix nouns which contain the associative plural sʊffɪx /ŋɔn̂/ (see 5.2) always have t-̪
concord.2 
 
 ɔ-kʊkkʊ́-ɔń t-̪ɔpɔrɔt̂ 
 PERS-Kukku-PL C-good 
 Kukku and his group are fine 
 
Interestingly, the full subject pronouns also have the ɔ-́prefix, while a suffixing process, 
involving a final -n, can be recognized in their plural forms. Like the ɔ-́prefix nouns, the 
singular pronouns induce p-concord on verbs and the plural pronouns induce t-̪concord 
(see section 7). 
 
4 Common nouns which denote persons 
Nouns typically, but not necessarily, occur in two classes: in one class the noun has 
singular reference, in the other plural. In Lumun, like in other Kordofanian languages 
(see e.g. Stevenson 1956-1957, Norton 2000, Gibbard e.a. 2009, Schadeberg 2009), 
clusters of meaning can be found in (most of) the noun classes. Several singular nouns 
denoting persons are found in the p-class, with plurals most often in the Ø class, but 
nouns denoting persons are found in several other classes as well. Singular – plural 
combinations of nouns which denote persons and which consist of just a noun class 
prefix and a stem are listed below. The list is based on a database of ca. 850 nouns. 
 
 p- / Ø  pʊl / ʊl person 
 parrʊ̂ / arrʊ̂  Lumun person 
 pappɔ ́/ appɔ ́ Tocho person 
 paɽɛmɛ ̂/ aɽɛmɛ ̂ Asheron person 
 pamɪt́ / amɪt́ traditional healer 
 parɪ ́/ arɪ ́ wife 
 pəɽɛ / əɽɛ husband 
 paɽəta̪n / aɽəta̪n rich person 
 pənân / ənân adult woman without children 
 pɪak / ɪak adoptee, orphan, slave 
 pɪɲɪt̂ / ɪɲɪt̂ composer, singer 
 pɪt́ / ? ɪt́3 servant, master (esp. master – dog relationship,
  but also between people) 
 pʊcʊŋ  ́/ ʊcʊŋ  ́ barren woman 
 pʊɽɪt̂ / ʊɽɪt̂ young man 

                                                 
2 The full subject pronouns also have the ɔ-́prefix, and a suffixing process, involving a final -n, can be 
recognized in their plural forms. Like the ɔ-́prefix nouns, the singular pronouns induce p-concord and the 
plural pronouns induce t-̪concord. See section 7. 
3 The plural form ɪt́ 'servants, masters' was considered doubtful. 
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 p- / t-̪ pɪkɪ ́/ tɪ̪kɪ ́ ancestor, descendant 
 p- / m- pəɽá / məɽá Tira person 
 p- / ɲ- pakkí / ɲakkí Masakin and other Nuba peoples living west 
 and south-west of the Lumun area 
 p- / l- pəmpərən / ləmpərən Moro person 
 t-̪ / l-  tɔ̪mɔccɔ / lɔmɔccɔ  old man 
 tɔ̪mɔɽɛ ́ / lɔmɔɽɛ ́ transsexual, transvestite 
 c- / m-  cʊrʊmâ / mʊrʊmâ bachelor (male or female), widow(er) 
 cʊtt̪ʊ̪̂ / mʊtt̪ʊ̪̂  Arab person 
 cɛŋkɛ ́/ mɛŋkɛ ́ Dinka person 
 k- / Ø  kəllân / əllân  old woman 
 kɪmɪcɔ ̂/ ɪmɪcɔ ̂ person with one bad leg 
 kɪcɔk̂ / ɪcɔk̂ person with one eye 
 kʊrɛ ̂/ ʊrɛ ̂ left-handed person 
 ŋ- / ɲ- ŋarəkkʊk / ɲarəkkʊk baby 
 Ø / n-  ɪɽɪlla / nɪɽɪlla crippled person (with two bad legs, or with one 
 or two bad arms) 
 ʊrɪl / nʊrɪl  deaf person 
 Ø / ɲ-  ʊkʊl / ɲʊkʊl child 
 ɪɽɛ ́/ ɲɪrɛ ́~ ɲɪɽɛ ́ young girl 
 Ø / l- utt̪u̪ɽu / lutt̪u̪ɽu Otoro person 
 
A handful of plural nouns which occur in the t-̪class and which lack a common singular 
counterpart have been left out here. They are instead mentioned in the second table in 
section 5.3, because they have an ɔ-́prefix noun as their singular counterpart. 
 
The number of common nouns denoting persons appears to be fairly limited, but terms 
which denote persons can also be compounds of pʊl 'person' or ʊkʊl 'child' and a 
connexive construction (C-ɔ 'of'), or a construction with the relative morpheme ɪ-́. Agent 
nouns can productively be formed with the relative ɪ-́ and a verb, as in the last four 
examples below. 
 
 pʊl p-ɔ-kəmɛl / ʊl w-ɔ-kəmɛl hunter (person of the hunt) 
 pʊl p-ɔ-tʊ̪ɽan / ʊl w-ɔ-tʊ̪ɽan thief (person of theft) 
 pʊl ɪ-p-ɔćʊra / ʊl ɪ-ɔḿʊra4  man (person who is male) 
 pʊl ɪ-p-ɔṕarɪ ́/ ʊl ɪ-ârɪ ́  woman (person who is female) 
 pʊl ɪ-p-ɔmʊ́ɲɛ / ʊl ɪ-ɔmʊ́ɲɛ  thief (person who steels) 
 pʊl ɪ-p-arɛḱɔ / ʊl ɪ-arɛḱɔ   worker (person who works) 
 pʊl ɪ-p-âŋkɛnɛ / ʊl ɪ-âŋkɛnɛ  teacher (person who shows) 
 ʊkʊl ɪ-úɽɛ / ɲʊkʊl ɪ-ɲ-úɽɛ  herds boy (child who watches) 
 
Common Lumun nouns can have specific (individuated) reference but also non-specific 
(generic) reference (Payne, 1997, p. 263-265. Payne uses the term objective 
referentiality instead of specificity). In the sentence below, pʊl ɪ-p-âŋkɛnɛ 'teacher' can 
refer to a specific teacher (translated in English as 'the teacher'), but it can have non-
specific reference, i.e. to any person who is a teacher (translated in English with 'a 
teacher'). 

                                                 
4 The concord w- of nouns with a Ø class prefix (such nouns are vowel-initial) is deleted between vowels. 
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 ɔ-kakká p-ɪɽɛt́ ɪttɪ k-w-ɪṕɔ pʊl ɪ-p-âŋkɛnɛ 
 PERS-Kakka c-say that 3-C-marry person REL-C-teach 
 Kakka said that she will marry the / a teacher 
 
The same goes for plural common nouns, e.g., 
 
 ɲʊkʊl ɲ-aɪk ɲ-ɔɔ́ cânnán 
 children C-be C-cry very 
 the children cry a lot (specific) / children cry a lot (non-specific) 
 
 ʊl w-ɔ-tʊ̪ɽan w-ákkamakɔ 
 people C-of-theft C-be_punished 
 the thieves must be punished (specific) / thieves must be punished (non-specific) 
 
5 The prefix /ɔ-́/ 
5.1 Attachment of the prefix 
The ɔ-́prefix, in principle, attaches before the noun class prefix. Recall however, that 
for some kinship terms, a noun class prefix cannot be established (see section 3). In 
such cases, we can merely say that the prefix attaches to the vocative form, which is 
the noun without the ɔ-́prefix. An example is the term for 'my mother' in the table 
below. 
 
When the prefix attaches to an entirely low (L) noun, the high (H) tone of the prefix 
shifts one mora to the right. If the noun to which the prefix attaches is a monosyllabic 
L-word, the H-shift from the prefix results in a falling tone. When the noun to which 
the prefix attaches has a high tone itself, whether attached or non-attached or as part 
of a falling tone, the H-tone of the prefix will, in most cases (not all), be deleted. Shift 
and deletion of the H-tone of the prefix are illustrated in the table below. The 
corresponding noun without the prefix is given in the third column. 
 

ɔ-kɪɲ́cɛ the Nose (nick name) kɪɲcɛ nose 
ɔ-cɔn̂ John cɔn John! (only as vocative) 
ɔ-cɔɽɔŋ  ́ the Mountain (nick name) cɔɽɔŋ  ́ mountain 
ɔ-pɪkí the grandfather, 

grandmother, grandson, 
granddaughter 

pɪkí ancestor, descendant 

ɔ-ɪáɪa my mother ɪáɪa (my) mother! (only as 
vocative) 

ɔ-kʊkkʊ̂ Kukku kʊkkʊ̂ Kukku! (only as vocative) 
 
In line with general phonological processes in the language, attachment of the prefix 
before a voiceless plosive causes lenition of the plosive to a voiced fricative or 
approximant, or in the case of t a change to r. Occasionally however, the voiceless 
plosive remains a voiceless plosive upon attachment of the prefix. Such items are 
written with double pp, tt̪,̪ etc. E.g.,: 
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 ɔ ́+ kɔllɛ  > ɔkkɔĺlɛ Kolle (name of a story figure) 
 ɔ ́+ tɔ̪ma  > ɔtt̪ɔ̪ḿa friend (word used in stories rather than in real life) 
  
The ɔ-́prefix is not always present as a segment on the surface since there is coalescence 
in some vowel sequences: ɔ + ɛ > ɛ, ɔ  + ɔ > ɔ, and ɔ + a > a. E.g., 
 
 ɔ-́ + ɛlɪmɛĺɪk > ɛlɪmɛĺɪk Elimelech 
 ɔ-́ + amra > ámra Amra (cow's nameː Red < Sudanese Arabic حمرة ) 
 
In some items, the (historical) morpho-phonological process is somewhat different and 
may not be entirely transparent. This is in particular the case when the prefix form and 
the vocative form are the same, as in the second example below.5 
 
 ɔllɛ ̂ the husband (reference to a specific person)     < ɔ ́+ pəɽɛ 
 ɔɽîn the brother-in-law, the sister-in-law (reference to a specific person) < ɔ ́+ ? 
 
5.2 Plural formation of nouns with the ɔ-́prefix: the associative plural morpheme /-ŋɔn̂/ 
ɔ-́prefix nouns form plurals through attachment of the associative plural morpheme /-
ŋɔn̂/ to the singular noun. The morpheme can take the segmental shapes -ŋɔn̂, -ɔn̂ or -n̂, 
depending on the final vowel or consonant of the preceding noun. The morpheme has 
the meaning 'X and his, her group'. The groups can be of different kinds: family 
members, friends, colleagues, etc. Which group is referred to is established in the 
context of the speech act. 
 
 ɔkəllân / ɔkəlláŋ-ŋɔn̂ the Old Woman / the Old Woman and her group 
 ɔkʊkkʊ̂ / ɔkʊkkʊ́-ɔn̂ Kukku / Kukku and his group 
 ɔkakkâ / ɔkakkâ-n Kakka / Kakka and her group 
 
If a possessor pronoun is involved, this possessor comes before the associative plural 
morpheme, and takes the concord matching with the singular noun. The morpheme -
ŋɔn̂ comes only at the end. The noun phrase as a whole now induces the plural concord 
t:̪ 
 
 ɔ-kakká k-ɪŋ-ŋɔń t-̪áɪḱ karəta̪ 
 PERS-Kakka C-1POSS-PL C-be where 
 Where are my Kakka and her friends? 
 
Depending on the context, -ŋɔn̂ can also be translated as a "normal" plural (X's). A man 
whose wife and daughter are both called kakkâ could use the sentence above in the 
sense of 'where are my Kakka's?'. 
 
The example below involves the plural of 'my sibling', ɔpaŋkɪŋŋɔn̂. ɔpaŋkɪŋŋɔn̂ is 
translated here as the normal plural 'my brothers', but in other contexts the same form 
can also refer to 'my brother and his family', or 'my brother and his friends', etc. The 
(singular) p-concord on the possessor pronoun has changed into k- due to assimilation 
to the preceding velar nasal. The noun phrase as a whole has t-̪concord. 
 
                                                 
5 Lumun words cannot be rhotic-initial. A possibility is that the underlying noun is itself ɔ-initial (ɔ + ɔ 
> ɔ), but this is not necessarily the case. 
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 ɔ-paŋ-k-ɪŋ-ŋɔń t-̪ɛɽá 
 PERS-sibling-C-1POSS-PL C-two 
 I have two brothers (lit: my brothers are two) 
 
-ŋɔn̂ attaches to ɔ-́prefix nouns or to a pronominal possessor following an ɔ-́prefix noun. 
-ŋɔn̂ also attaches to vocative forms of ɔ-́prefix nouns, which do not have the prefix. 
The second example below normally means 'mother and father!'. Alternatively, the 
plural of father can be used. 
 
 pɪkɪ p-ɪŋ-ŋɔn̂ 
 grandchild C-1POSS-PL 
 my grandchildren! 
 
 ɪáɪâ-n 
 mother-PL 
 mother and father! 
 
5.3 Kinship and relational terms 
Kinship and relational terms, i.e. the terms that refer to specific, identifiable people, 
not to the (kinship) relation as such, have the ɔ-́prefix, unless used as vocatives. 
 
The names which are given to each Lumun child after the number of its birth — and 
which can therefore be considered kinship terms — are presented in the first table 
below. Some names are especially for girls, others especially for boys and some can be 
used for both. After the 5th child, name giving starts again from the beginning. 
Established variants of these names exist, but are mainly used in the inner family circle 
and are not listed here. The vocative forms are given first, since they constitute the 
basic forms (see also section 6). These forms without the ɔ-́prefix are only attested as 
vocatives. The numbers in the table denote first born, second born, etc. 
 

boys   girls  
vocative ɔ-́prefix noun vocative ɔ-́prefix noun 
1. kʊkkʊ̂ ɔkʊkkʊ̂ 1. kakkâ ɔkakkâ 
2. lɔttɪ ́ ɔlɔt́tɪ ́6 2. nɛnî ɔnɛnî 
3. lalʊ̂ ɔlalʊ̂ 3. cɛccɛ ̂ ɔcɛccɛ ̂
4. tʊ̪tt̪ʊ̪̂ ɔtʊ̪tt̪ʊ̪̂ 4. tʊ̪tt̪ʊ̪̂ ɔtʊ̪tt̪ʊ̪̂ 
4. lɛtt̪ʊ̪̂ ɔlɛtt̪ʊ̪̂ 4. ŋɔɽɪn̂ ɔɽɪn̂ (ɔ + ŋɔ > ɔɔ > ɔ) 
5. kʊmâŋ ɔkʊmâŋ 5. kʊmâŋ ɔkʊmâŋ 
5. lɔccɔ ́ ɔlɔćcɔ́7   

 
The other kinship terms and relational terms with ɔ ́in my database are listed below. 
Kinship terms and relational terms with ɔ ́refer to specific people and function very 
much like personal names. They typically co-occur with a possessor, so that the listener 
can easily identify the referent. The possessor can sometimes be left out, especially in 
the third person, but it should then be clear from the context who the possessor is. In 
the terms for 'father', 'mother' and 'maternal uncle', a possessor is already inherently 
                                                 
6 The H-tone of the prefix is not deleted here, but realized one mora to the right. 
7 As footnote 6. 
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present. Several terms refer to either side of a (kin) relation irrespective of the 
generation, e.g., to both the grandparent and the grandchild. 
 
Some of the items, not all, have counterparts, other than vocatives, which lack the ɔ-́
prefix. Such common nouns, which are found in the p- , Ø and t-̪class, and which are 
listed in the fourth column of the table below, tend to refer to the "species", or to the 
type of (kinship) relation, instead of to a specific person. The common nouns parɪ ́/ arɪ ́
'wife / wives' however, can refer both to a wife as a kind of person and as a specific 
individual. The nouns in the t-̪class may have abstract reference, e.g., tɪ̪kɪ ́can denote 
'ancestors' but also 'ancestry' and tʊ̪rʊkɔ ̂refers to 'friendship'. The common noun páŋ 
'thing(s) of the same kind' can only refer to things (singular or plural), not to persons. 
 
In the table below, the vocatives are given with a possessor construction C-ɪn 'my', or C-
ɔ X 'of X'. A possessor cannot normally be left out, unless the possessor is inherently 
part of the word. An exception is tɔ̪ma 'friend!', which easily occurs without possessive. 
The vocatives between parentheses exist, but are not normally used. Note that some 
vocative forms have an initial vowel ɔ. In these forms, the ɔ precedes a rhotic sound, 
which cannot occur word-initially. The underlying form without prefix cannot easily be 
established (see also footnote 6). 
 

 vocative (with 
possessor C-ɪn 'my', 
or C-ɔ X 'of X') 

ɔ-́prefix 
noun 
 

common noun 
based on the same 
stem 

my father, paternal uncle ŋappâ ɔŋŋappâ  
my father, paternal uncle 
(informal) 

páppa ɔpáppa  

your father, paternal 
uncle 

 ɔtt̪ɛ̪ ́  

(his, her) father, paternal 
uncle 

ta̪n pɔ X 
'father of X' 

ɔtt̪â̪n  

my mother, aunt ŋáɪa ɔŋŋáɪa  
my mother, aunt 
(informal) 

ɪáɪa ɔɪáɪa  

your mother, aunt  ɔnnɛ ́  
(his her) mother, aunt nan pɔ X 

'mother of X' 
ɔnnân  

son, daughter pɛɪ pɪn̂ ɔpɛɪ ́  
sibling, brother, sister, 
cousin 

paŋ pɪn̂, paŋkɪn̂ ɔpáŋ páŋ 

ancestor, descendant pɪkɪ pɪn̂ ɔpɪkɪ ́ pɪkɪ ́/ tɪ̪kɪ ́
my maternal uncle, 
nephew, niece of a 
maternal uncle 

ɔrɛɪ́n 
 

ɔrɛɪ́n 
 

 

your maternal uncle, 
nephew, niece of a 
maternal uncle 

 
 

ɔrɛáŋ  

(his, her) maternal uncle, 
nephew, niece of a 
maternal uncle 

ɔrɛń pɔ X, ɔrɛʊ́ŋ pɔ 
X, ɔrɔŋ́ pɔ X 
'uncle of X' 

ɔrɛn̂, 
ɔrɛʊ́ŋ, 
ɔrɔŋ̂ 

tɔ̪rɛn 
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husband (pəɽɛ pɪn) ɔllɛ ̂ pəɽɛ / əɽɛ 
wife (parɪ pɪn̂) ɔparɪ ́ parɪ ́/ arɪ ́
co-wife (pʊɽʊkʊ́n pɪn) ɔpʊɽʊkʊ̂n pʊɽʊkʊ̂n / ʊɽʊkʊ̂n 
in-law (different 
generation) 

pɪtɛ̪ pɪn̂ ɔpɪtɛ̪ ́ tɪ̪tɛ̪ ́

in-law (same generation) ɔɽín pɪn ɔɽîn tɔ̪ɽin 
master, servant pɪt pɪn̂ ɔpɪt́ pɪt́ / ? ɪt́ / tɔ̪pɪt́ 
friend pʊrʊkɔ ́pɪn ɔpʊrʊkɔ ̂ pʊrʊkɔ ̂/ ʊrʊkɔ ̂/ 

tʊ̪rʊkɔ ̂
my friend karrəkɪn̂ ɔkarrəkɪn̂  
friend (especially in 
stories) 

tɔ̪ma ɔtt̪ɔ̪ḿa  

friend cáap cɪn ɔcáap (< 
Sudanese 
Arabic 

 .(  حبصا

 

 
Some sentences are given below in order to illustrate the difference between same-stem 
ɔ-́prefix nouns and common nouns which lack the prefix. The ɔ-́prefix nouns denote 
specific persons and need a possessor: this possessor is usually explicitly mentioned and 
must otherwise be understood from the context. The common nouns on the other hand 
usually lack a possessor and refer to the kind of person rather than to individuals. Note 
that the use of the ɔ-́prefix noun versus the common noun does not match with 
definiteness versus indefiniteness in the English translation. In most examples below, 
the relevant noun is based on the stem ʊrʊkɔ.̂ 
 
 ɔ-ʊn ɔ-pʊrʊkɔ ́ p-aŋ 
 PERS-1 PERS-friend C-2POSS 
 I am your friend 
 
 m-p-ɔnʊ́ ɔ-pʊrʊkɔ ́ p-ɪn /  ɔ-pʊrʊkɔ ̂
 1-C-have PERS-friend C-1POSS /PERS-friend (lit: I have my friend) 
 I have a friend 
 
 ʊl w-əɽɛk w-ɔnʊ́ ɔ-pʊrʊkɔ-́n t-̪ɔppɔt́ 
 people C-other C-have PERS-friend-PL C-many 
 some people have many friends 
 
The following example can go with the ɔ-́prefix noun as well as with the common noun. 
Note that the combination common noun + possessor pronoun is also possible: 
 
 m-p-ɔŋɔtɛ̪ ́ ɪttɪ m-p-ana pʊrʊkɔ ̂/ pʊrʊkɔ ́ p-ɪn / ɔ-pʊrʊkɔ ̂ / ɔ-pʊrʊkɔ ́ p-ɪn 
 1-C-want that 1-C-bring friend / friend C-1POSS / PERS-friend / PERS-friend C-1POSS 
 I want to have a friend 
 
In the first example below, the person is denoted as a friend like a member of a species, 
not as somebody's friend. The common noun does not imply a relationship with 
somebody specific. In the second example on the other hand, the use of the ɔ-́prefix 
implies that it is clear from the context to whose group of friends the referent belongs. 
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 pʊrʊkɔ ́ p-əɽɛk p-aát 
 friend C-other C-come 
 some friend has come 
 
 ɔ-pʊrʊkɔ ́  p-əɽɛk p-aát 
 PERS-friend  C-other C-come 
 one of the friends has come (i.e. one of the friends of somebody specific) 
 
In the first example below which features the plural of the ɔ-́prefix noun, it has to be 
clear from the context whose friends are being referred to. The elicited generic 
expression presented as the second sentence below on the other hand, was given with 
the plural common noun ɪt́ 'servants', even though the consultant was not sure if ɪt́ 
actually exists. 
 
 ɔ-pʊrʊkɔ-́n t-̪ɔńʊ́ ɲɔrɛ 
 PERS-friend-PL C-have laziness 
 the friends are lazy (i.e. the friends of somebody specific) 
 
 ? ɪt w-ɔnʊ́ ɲɔrɛ 
 servants C-have laziness 
 servants are lazy 
 
The statements below, which feature the plural common noun ʊrʊkɔ ̂'friends' do not 
refer to the friends of somebody specific but to friends as a kind of person: 
 
 l-ɔṕɔrɔt́ ɪttɪ ŋ-kw-ana ʊrʊkɔ ́ w-ɔppɔt́ 
 C-good that 2-C-bring friends C-many 
 it is good to have many friends 
 
 ʊrʊkɔ ́ ɪ-́ɔp̂ɔrɔt w-ɔpɔrɔt̂ 
 friends REL-good C-good 
 good friends are important 
 
The noun referring to the relationship as such has the t-̪class prefix. 
 
 tʊ̪rʊkɔ ́ t-̪ɔṕəŕɔt̂ 
 friendship C-good 
 friendship is good 
 
The t-̪nouns do not always denote abstract notions. In the second example below, the t-̪
noun must be used because a specific possessor cannot be established (the relation is 
reciprocal). 
 
 ɔɽín  p-ɪŋ-ŋɔń ɔ-kakká ana ɔ-nɛnî 
 PERS:sibling_in_law  C-1POSS-PL PERS-Kakka and  PERS-Neni 
 my sisters-in-law are Kakka and Neni 
  
 ɔ-kɪń tɔ̪ɽin 
 PERS-3 in_laws 
 they are sisters-in-law (to each other) 
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Two sentences from the Bible are given for further illustration of the use of ɔ-́prefix and 
common nouns based on the same stem. The lines below are from Ruth 1: 8-9. They 
contrast the plural ɔ-́prefix noun ɔllɛ ́paŋŋɔn̂  'y our husbands' with the plural common 
noun əɽɛ 'husbands': 
 
 ɔn-t-̪ɔkkɪńt-̪ɪń lɔń ɪ-́l-ɔṕɔrɔt ana ɔ-llɛ ́ p-aŋ-ŋɔń ɪ-́t-̪ɪĺlɛt́ cakʊrʊ́k 
 2A-C-do_for-1O things REL-C-good and PERS-husband C-2POSS-PL REL-C-die also 
 you have done good things for me and for your husbands, who died, as well 
 
 á-kápɪḱ ɛt́ɛ̪ń-nɔn əɽ́ɛ w-əɽɛk ɪ-ɔṕɔrɔt 
 so_that-rain give-2AO  husbands C-other REL-(C.)good 
 may God give you other good husbands 
 
The next sentence is from Galatians 3ː168 and contrast the ɔ-́prefix ɔ-pɪkɪ ́'descendant' 
with tɪ̪kɪ ́'descendants, off-spring' and pɪkɪ ́'descendant': 

 
 kapɪk k-ɔllɛkkɛńtɛ̪t́ áprɛɪḿ lɔn cɪk ana ɔ-pɪkɪ p-ʊ́ŋ 
 rain C-promise_to PERS:Abraham words place and PERS-descendant C-3POSS 
 God made a promise to Abraham and his descendant 

 
 ana ata̪m w-ɔ-́kápɪḱ w-ǎnn-ɪɽɛ ɪttɪ 
 and book C-of-rain C-NEG-say that 
 and the Scripture does not say 

 
tɪ̪kɪ ́ ɪ-l-ɔńʊ ɪttɪ ɲʊ́kʊl ɲ-ɔppɔt́ ana-rrʊ́k w-ɪɽ́ɛt́ ɪttɪ 
descendants which-C-have that children C-many and-but C-say that 
descendants, which means many children, but it says 
 
pɪkɪ ́ ɪ-l-ɔńʊ ɪttɪ ʊ́kʊl w-ulukkû ana ɔ-ɔḱ ɔ-mɪccɪɛ́ 
descendant which-C-have that child C-one and PERS-3 PERS-Messiah 
descendant, which means one child, and that is the Messiah 

 
5.3.1 Words for child 
For 'child' there is a kinship term ɔpɛɪ,́ which has the ɔ-́prefix, and there are common 
noun class nouns: ʊkʊl / ɲʊkʊl. In this case, the terms are not based on the same stem. 
ʊkʊl and ɲʊkʊl are much more commonly used than ɔpɛɪ.́ They can be used as general 
terms referring to young people, including baby's, but also as kinship terms: 
 
 ɲʊkʊl ɲ-aɪk ɲ-aɽəkɔ ̂
 children C-be C-eat 
 the children are eating 
  
 ɲʊkʊl ɲ-ɪn ɲ-aɪk ɲaɽəkɔ ̂
 children C-1POSS C-be C-eat 
 my children are eating 
 

                                                 
8 The English translations of Bible verses are back-translations of the Lumun text and will be slightly 
different from existing English Bible translations. 
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The word ɔpɛɪ ́has a much more limited use. It can identify a child as the child of 
somebody, e.g. in the story of ɔlɔt́tɪ lɔḿata̪rɪ ana ɔtt̪â̪n 'Lotti of Mathari and his father', 
the story teller repeatedly refers to Lotti with ɔpɛɪ ́'the child (of his father)'. 
The vocative pɛɪ pɪn̂ 'my child', can be used by relatives of a child, but not the parents. 
 
A rare case of attachment of the ɔ-́prefix to a plural noun is ɔɲʊ́kʊ́lɔn̂ 'the children', 
which also has the associative plural morpheme. The word can only be used if the 
speaker knows the children, which is reflected in the translation by the definite article. 
A vocative ɲʊkʊlɔn̂ 'children!' is also attested. 
 
 aɽəpʊ ɛnnɪ w-ɔ-́ɲʊ́kʊ́l-ɔn̂ 
 things these:C C-of:PERS-children-PL 
 these things belong to the children 
 
5.3.2  The word páŋ 'thing of the same kind' 
Interestingly, the word for sibling (brother, sister, cousin), ɔpáŋ, is found without the 
prefix not only as a vocative, but also as a common noun denoting a thing of the same 
kind. Without the prefix, and not used as a vocative, it cannot refer to a person: 
 
 m-p-ɔkɛrɔt́ paŋ ɛḿpərɪḱ 
 1-C-trade thing_of_same_kind that:C 
 I have bought that same thing 
 
5.4 The ɔ-́prefix as a productive derivational tool 
Personal names other than those indicating the number of birth of the child, and nick 
names are productively formed through addition of the ɔ-́prefix to a foreign name or to 
a common noun. Nick names are often based on body parts or animal terms, 
particularly bird names. 
 
 ɔcɔn̂ John < cɔn (John) 
 ɔlʊ́kka  Luke < lʊ́kka (Luke) 
 ɔrɪsála Risala < rɪsála (Risala) 
 ɔcɔɽɔŋ  ́ the Mountain  < cɔɽɔŋ  ́
 ɔkɪɲ́cɛ the Nose < kɪɲcɛ 
 ɔkəɽɪn̂ the Bold Patch < kəɽɪn̂ 
 ɔcɪt̂tɪń9 the Cittin-Bird < cɪttɪń (bird sp. which makes a lot of noise) 
 ɔrəllɛn̂ the Big Bird of Prey (sp.) < ? 
 ɔtɔ̪n tɔ̪rutt̪ə̪ruk  ́the Mouth of Pig < tɔ̪n tɔ̪rutt̪ə̪ruk  ́
 
Domestic animals such as bulls, cows and dogs can have personal names. Such names 
have the ɔ-́prefix as well (unless in vocative use). Animal names are often based on 
Arabic words. Bulls are sometimes named after towns. Names of towns do not have the 
ɔ-́prefix, but when used as personal (animal) names, the prefix is addedː 
 
 ɔ-katʊ̪́kəlɪ Kadugli (bull's name)  < katʊ̪́kəlɪ (name of a town in the region) 
 ɔ-kʊ́pərɪ Bridge (dog's name) < Sudanese Arabic كبرى (kubrī) 
 

                                                 
9 In this case, the H-tone of the prefix is not deleted, but has shifted to the right, creating a falling tone. 
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The prefix is occasionally found on an animal term denoting an animal character in a 
story. Such cases however, seem to be quite rare, though it must be noted that it can 
often not be decided from the surface if the prefix would be underlyingly present or 
not. The frequently used conjunction particle á 'and' will merge with the ɔ-́prefix to á 
(if the latter is there in the first place), while concord on the verb, which could reveal 
the presence of the prefix, is absent in such constructions. 
 
Common nouns denoting persons are not normally sources for nicknames, like body 
parts and animal terms are. Still, they can occasionally take the ɔ-́prefix and have a 
name-like reference. In such cases, the prefix expresses a sense of familiarity with 
regard to the referent. 
 
 kəllân old woman ɔ-kəllân the Old Woman 
 tɔ̪mɔccɔ old man ɔ-tɔ̪ḿɔccɔ the Old Man 
 cʊrʊmâ bachelor ɔ-cʊrʊmâ the Bachelor 
 
For a husband and wife, it is in fact perfectly acceptable to talk about each other, or to 
address each other, with kəllân and tɔ̪mɔccɔ. When talking about each other, they may, 
but certainly need not add the ɔ-́prefix: 
 
 kəllán k-ɪn k-aɪḱ karəta̪ 
 old_woman C-1POSS C-be where 
 where is my wife? 
 
 ɔ-kəllán k-ɪn k-aɪḱ10 karəta̪ 
 PERS-old_woman C-1POSS C-be  where 
 where is my wife? 
 
The earlier mentioned term ɔɲʊ́kʊ́lɔn̂ 'the children' (see 5.3.1), though irregular since 
the prefix attaches to a plural noun, falls into this category as well: the form expresses 
that the children are not just any children, but children who are known to the speaker. 
 
5.5 Two nouns which are sometimes translatable as indefinite pronouns 
The ɔ-́prefix nouns, ɔpatt̪ɪ̪ ́and ɔpɪllɪn ,́ both often translatable with 'somebody' or 
'someone', are interesting cases. They lack common noun counterparts without the ɔ-́
prefix. They form plurals with the suffix ŋɔn̂, and ɔpatt̪ɪ̪,́ but not ɔpɪllɪn ,́ can be used 
without the prefix as a vocative. They can function as a replacement name if a person 
cannot be precisely identified. The expressions below are appropriate if you see 
somebody coming from far, but cannot make out who the person is: 
 
 ɔ-patt̪ɪ̪ p-aɪk p-ântá̪n 
 PERS-somebody C-be C-come 
 somebody is coming 
 
 ɔ-pɪllɪn p-aɪk p-ântá̪n 
 PERS-somebody C-be C-come 
 somebody is coming 
 

                                                 
10 See footnote 2 for the concord on the verb here. 
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ɔpatt̪ɪ̪ ́is also used in order to avoid a proper name. The use in the example below is 
perfectly appropriate, also if everybody knows the name of the person. 
 
 ɪkkɪ cɪḱ ɪccɪk k-ɔ-patt̪ɪ̪ ɛḿpɪ ́
 sit place near C-of:PERS-somebody this:C 
 sit next to this personǃ 
 
ɔpɪllɪn  ́is sometimes translatable as 'companion', which is again a relational term. Two 
examples with its plural form are given below: 
 
 ɔ-lalʊ́ ana ɔ-pɪllɪŋ-ŋɔn̂ 
 PERS-Lalu and PERS-somebody-PL 
 Lalu and his companions 
 
 ɔ-lalʊ́ ana ɔ-pɪllɪŋ-ŋɔń t-̪ərɛk 
 PERS-Lalu and PERS-somebody-PL C-other 
 Lalu and some of his companions / Lalu and some other people 
 
In the following sentence, ɔpɪllɪn  ́expresses 'one of you': 
 
 lɔttɪ ́ ala ɔ-lʊ́kka á-pɪllɪn ântá̪n 
 Lotti or PERS-Lukka so_that:PERS-somebody come 
 Lotti or Lukka, let one of you come! 
 
The terms cannot be used generically. Neither ɔpɪllɪn  ́nor ɔpatt̪ɪ̪ ́is translatable as 
'anybody' or 'anyone'. They share with the other ɔ-́prefix nouns that they refer to 
specific people, even though their referents may not be precisely identifiable. 
 
6 Vocatives and the ɔ-́prefix 
The prefix is absent when an ɔ-́prefix noun functions as a vocative: both the vowel and 
the H-tone of the vowel are not there. This can be seen from a few kinship terms, e.g. 
ɔlɔt́tɪ ́versus lɔttɪ ́(vocatives of the kinship terms are given in the tables in 5.3). It can 
also be seen from personal names based on all-L common nouns, e.g. ɔkɪɲ́cɛ 'the Nose' 
versus the vocative form kɪɲcɛ 'Nose!', which is the same form as the common noun 
kɪɲcɛ 'nose' (see the table in 5.4). 
 
The assumption can safely be made that the vocative forms of the kinship terms are the 
primary forms. The ɔ-́prefix is added to the vocative in order to mark that a specific 
person is spoken about, not spoken to. Also if nick names (e.g. ɔkɪɲ́cɛ 'the Nose') and 
nouns expressing familiarity with a person (e.g. ɔkəllân 'the Old Woman') are used as 
vocatives, the prefix is absent: it is just the common noun that is used. 
Some sentences illustrating the use of vocatives are given below. In the following lines, 
a mother sings about her son who has killed a bird. The ɔ-́prefix is first present, then 
absent, expressing that she first thinks about her son and then addresses him in her 
mind. 
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 ɔ-kʊmáŋ kʊmáŋ k-ɪn áɽətt̪a̪k cəḱɛn ámʊmɔ cəḱɛn 
 PERS-Kumang Kumang C-1POSS a'rəththak ceken amumo ceken 
 Kumang, my Kumang, a'rəththak ceken amumo ceken,11 
  
 p-ɔkkwɔtɛ̪ ́ pʊɽʊpɛ,̂ pʊɽʊpɛ ́ p-ɔ kapɪk 
 C-kill bird bird C-of rain 
 he killed the bird, the bird from the sky 
 
The prefix is absent from all addressees if no conjunction word is used (first example 
below). However, when there is more than one addressee in a construction involving 
the conjunction words ana  ́'and' or ala ́ 'or', it is only the first addressee that lacks the 
prefix (second example below). 
  
 lɔttɪ,́ lʊ́kka, n-ântá̪n 
 Lotti Lukka 2A-come 
 Lotti, Lukka, come! 
 
 kʊkkʊ́ ana ɔ-lɔt́tɪ,́ m-p-ɔŋŋɔtɛ̪ ́ ɪttɪ n-t-̪ɛŕɛnt-̪ɪn ɪ-mʊpáɪl m-ɪn 
 Kukku and PERS-Lotti 1-C-want that 2A-C-talk_to-1O in-mobile_phone C-1POSS 
 Kukku and Lotti, I want you to talk to me through my mobile phone 
 
When an effort is made to attract a person's attention over a distance, the prefix can 
sometimes be present, though not in the initial effort to reach the person. The change 
from the vocative to the non-vocative form reflects the feeling that the person has not 
(yet) been reached. 
 
 cɛccɛ,̂ cɛccɛ,̂ ɔ-cɛccɛ ̂
 cecce cecce REF-cecce 
 Cecceǃ Cecce! Cecce! 
 
Plurals can be used as vocatives as well. An earlier given example is repeated here: 
 
 ɪáɪâ-n 
 mother-PL 
 mother and father! 
 
The noun ɔpɪllɪn  ́'somebody, someone', is not used as a vocative, but ɔpatt̪ɪ̪ ́'somebody, 
someone' and its (irregular) plural ɔ-patt̪ɔ̪n̂ 'some people' do have a vocative form: 
 
 ɔ-patt̪ɔ̪n̂ people (way of announcing yourself upon entering a compound) 
 patt̪ɔ̪n̂ peopleǃ (way of greeting a group of people) 
 
7 Pronouns 
The full subject pronouns all have the ɔ-́prefix. Segmentally and tonally, all forms are 
consistent with an analysis of the initial vowel as the prefix. In the first and second 
person pronouns, as well as in the 12 form ('I and you'), the pronominal part to which 
the prefix attaches has itself a H-tone (an unattached H-tone in the case of 12). In 

                                                 
11 The phrase áɽətt̪a̪k cəḱɛn ámʊmɔ cəḱɛn is a formula for which a translation could not be provided. In 
the gloss, the Lumun spelling is used. 
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accordance with general tone rules of the language, the H-tone of the prefix is deleted 
in these cases: ɔ ́+ ʊ́n > ɔʊ́n, ɔ+́ nín > ɔnɪń, ɔ+́ rɪt  ́> ɔrɪt  ́, etc.). In the third person 
pronouns, the falling contour is most easily explained through shift of the H-tone of the 
prefix onto the part expressing person and number, which itself has a L-tone (ɔ ́+ ɔk > 
ɔɔk̂ and ɔ ́+ kɪn > ɔkɪn̂). This analysis is also consistent with the tones on the object 
pronouns (see below), which lack the prefix. 
 
The morpheme -ŋɔn̂ cannot easily be recognized, still it is notable that the associative 
plurals in the second column all have an added final -n compared to their counterparts 
in the first column. 
 
 1 ɔʊ́n I ɔnín we (exclusive: I and other(s)) 
 12 ɔrɪt  ́ I and you (singular) ɔrɔń ~ ɔrʊ́n we (inclusive: I, you and other(s)) 
 2 ɔʊ́ŋ you (singular) ɔnɔń you (plural: you and other(s)) 
 3 ɔɔk̂ he, she ɔkɪn̂ they (he, she and other(s)) 
 
The cliticized subject pronouns are shortened forms of the full pronouns. The prefix is 
segmentally absent in the clitics, but a tonal trace is found on the 3rd person plural 
subject clitic n̂ (realized as ń), and in certain verbs with a 3rd person singular subject 
clitic. This is shown in the paradigms below, which contrast the full subject pronouns 
with forms which have a subject clitic. In the full 3rd person pronouns, the H-tone shifts 
from the prefix onto the part of the full pronoun which expresses person and number (ɔ ́
+ ɔk > ɔɔk̂ 'he, she' and ɔ ́+ kɪn > ɔkɪn̂ 'they'), resulting in a falling tone on the 
pronoun in isolation and a H-tone on the pronoun in non-final position. The H-tone on 
the initial a of the verb is due to H-tone filling between the H-tone of the pronoun and 
the H-tone of the verb. The forms with a 3rd person pronoun clitic in the second column 
also have a H-tone on the initial a of the verb, due to the tonal presence of the prefix. 
In the other pronouns, the parts which express person and number themselves have a 
H-tone, either attached or unattached (e.g. ɔ ́+ ʊ́n > ɔʊ́n). In line with general tone 
rules of the language, this H-tone is deleted before a H-tone of a following verb. It can 
therefore not be seen from the surface if, in the underlying structure, a H-tone of the 
prefix would be present or not. 
 
Note further that the concord is p for the singular pronouns and pronoun clitics, and t ̪
for the plurals, which is consistent with agreement patterns of the ɔ-́prefix nouns. The 
verb is ɔkət́a̪ 'to look'. 
 
 ɔʊn p-akət́a̪ m-p-akət́a̪ I will look 

ɔʊŋ p-akət́a̪ ŋ-kw-akət́a̪ you (singular) will look 
ɔɔḱ p-ákət́a̪ k-w-ákət́a̪ s/he will look 
ɔrɪt t-̪akət́a̪ ɪt-̪t-̪akət́a̪ you and I will look 
onin t-̪akət́a̪ in-t-̪akət́a̪ we (exclusive) will look 
ɔrʊn t-̪akət́a̪ ʊn-t-̪akət́a̪ we (inclusive) will look 
ɔnɔn t-̪akət́a̪ n-t-̪akət́a̪ you (plural) will look 
ɔkɪń t-̪ákət́a̪ ń-t-̪ákət́a̪ they will look 

 
The prefix is however absent from the object pronouns, which occur as post-verbal 
clitics: segmentally it is not present, nor is there a tonal trace. The distribution of the 
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prefix on pronouns is thus different from its distribution on nouns. With nouns it occurs 
on subjects and objects alike. 
 
The singular Imperative ɔpakkɪɛ 'help bathe' in the paradigm below does not generate a 
H-tone on a following constituent, as can be seen from the first example with the all-L 
object ʊkʊl 'child'. The examples with the 3rd singular and the 3rd plural pronoun show 
that there are no tonal traces of the ɔ-́prefix in the object pronouns. The H-tone in the 
second example and the one on nɪń 'we (exclusive)' belong to the pronoun itself. 
 
 ɔpakkɪɛ ʊkʊl help the child to bathe! 
 ɔpakkɪɛ-́n help me to bathe! 
 ɔpakkɪɛ-k help him / her to bathe! 
 ɔpakkɪɛ-nín help us to bathe! 
 ɔpakkɪɛ-kɪn help them to bathe! 
 ɔpakkɪɛ ɔ-cɛccɛ ̂ help Cecce to bathe! 
 
Pronouns, subjects as well as objects, refer to persons. They cannot refer to non-
animate things, which is consistent with the use of the prefix on nouns. Moreover, like 
ɔ-́prefix nouns, pronouns always have specific reference. E.g. English "they" can be used 
generically, but not Lumun ɔkɪn̂ or n̂ 'they'. Such expressions are construed in Lumun 
with a passive verb, leaving out the agent, or with ʊl 'people'. In the sentence below ʊl 
could be drunken people or outsiders or anybody: its reference is non-specific. If ɔkɪn̂ or 
n̂ 'they' had been used, reference would have been to a specific group of people. 
 
 m-p-ɔŋŋɔtɛ̪ ́ ɪttɪ ʊ́l w-ǎnn-ɔkɪt́tɪnɛ-nin kɛćcʊ́k k-ín 
 1-C-want that people C-NEG-destroy_for-1AO market C-1APOSS 
 I don't want people to destroy our market for us 
 
8 Summary 
Common nouns (i.e. noun class nouns) can refer to humans and non-humans in both a 
specific and a non-specific way. ɔ-́prefix nouns on the other hand, always denote 
specific persons (and sometimes animals) and cannot refer generically. The same goes 
for the pronouns. The full subject pronouns have the prefix as well, whereas in (verb 
forms with) the 3rd person subject clitics a tonal trace of the prefix can be recognized. ɔ-́
prefix nouns and pronouns induce agreement and form plurals differently than 
common nouns. 
 
The core ɔ-́prefix nouns are kinship terms, including a set of terms which function as 
personal names. Kinship terms and relational terms which have the prefix are closely 
associated with a possessor which allows for identification of the referent. 
Vocatives of ɔ-́prefix nouns lack the prefix and are in fact the basic forms, which is 
unsurprising since ɔ-́prefix nouns typically refer to people in somebody's environment: 
family members and people known by their personal name. Addition of the ɔ-́prefix 
marks that the kinship term, relational term or personal name is not used in order to 
address a person, but in order to speak about him or her. The prefix thus 
grammaticalizes the contrast vocative – non-vocative for a group of nouns for which 
this contrast is particularly relevant. 
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The prefix is productively used for the creation of nick names from common nouns, 
particularly nouns denoting body parts and animals. When combined with a common 
noun which itself already denotes a human being, the prefix expresses familiarity with 
the individual rather than constituting a nick name. 
 
Two ɔ-́prefix nouns are somewhat unusual: they can often be translated as 'somebody' 
or 'someone' and can be used for specific, yet not identifiable people. One of these 
words can also be used as a replacement term in order to avoid somebody's personal 
name. 
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Abbreviations 
 
ADJT  adjunct 
C  concord, noun class marker 
EMB  embedded 
F  foreground clitic 
PC  person concord 
PoD  points of departure 
SVO  subject verb object word order 
T-H  tail-head linkage 
VIP  very important participant 
3S  third person singular 
3P  third person plural 

 
 

0 Introduction 
 
Lumun is a Niger-Congo, Kordofanian language in the Talodi group, located immediately 
adjacent to two other Talodi languages, Acheron and Tocho.  There are about 30,000 speakers, 
most of which live in the Lumun hills, east of Kadugli in the Nuba Mountains of Sudan.   
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Lumun has a noun class system and makes use of this system for participant reference.  The 
language can reference activated participants with a verb concord, as well as with a pronoun, 
noun phrase, or no overt reference.  Lumun discourse gives status to participants using 
adjectives, pronouns, and concords.  Pronouns and concords distinguish human participants 
from non-human participants, or distinguish two human participants, or distinguish one 
participant as the very important participant (VIP).  The definite modifier can also be used to 
distinguish one participant as the VIP.  
 
Lumun discourse also commonly references its participants by certain rules and occasionally 
does not follow its rules for certain discourse-pragmatic reasons.  Precise rules for default 
encoding of participant reference can be defined for subjects and non-subjects in any clause.  
Because object pronouns are only used for animate referents, the rules for object participants 
differ from those for object props.   More encoding than required by the default rules, such as a 
noun phrase instead of a pronoun or concord, is used to introduce new narrative units, give 
prominence to certain events involving major participants, or to promote one participant as the 
VIP.  Less encoding than expected is used to contrast major participants with the VIP, highlight 
prominent episodes, or to highlight significant speeches.   
 
After presenting a few aspects of syntax, this paper begins by describing how participants are 
activated.  We then examine the different options for making further reference to activated 
participants and discuss how participants are distinguished and given status.  Then, we discuss 
default encoding rules of participant reference.  Lastly, we discuss marked encodings, where 
the usual system of reference is intentionally not used, and the reasons why.1 2 
 
All data is written in the orthography since the texts used were transcribed in the orthography 
by members of the project to develop the language.  Consonant and vowel phonemes are 
presented in tables 1 and 2.  IPA symbols are shown in brackets where they differ from the 
orthography.  For further discussion of phonology and orthography, see Spronk (2004). 
 
Table 1:  Consonant phonemes 
 labial dental alveolar palatal velar labial-velar 
plosives p th [t]̪ t [t] c k kw [kʷ] 
nasals m  n ny [ɲ] ng [ŋ]  
trill   r    
flap   ꞌr [ɽ]    
approximants   l  w  
 
Table 2:  Vowel phonemes 

[+ATR] [-ATR] 
ï [i] ü [u] i [ɪ] u [ʊ] 
  e [ɛ] o [ɔ] 
   a 
 
 

                                                 
1 I am very grateful to Heleen Smits for making available her MA dissertation on Lumun noun phrases (2007) 
which provides a solid analysis of noun classes and phrase level grammar.   
2 Although speakers living in Khartoum have been developing literacy materials in the language for more than a 
decade and some elements of the grammar have been documented, little grammar has been published.   This paper 
is a result of work with speakers of the language who are in the process of translating the Bible into their 
language, and is an attempt to contribute to the naturalness of that work.  Special thanks to language developers 
and resource persons John Shakir, Luka Kamsur, Lotti Tager, and Thomas Kuku, names used by permission.    
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This analysis is based on the grammar of four texts:  ‘Boy and Goat’ (B), a true, third-person 
narrative; ‘Arrantheli’ (A), a historical narrative; ‘Hedgehog and Rabbit’ (H) and ‘Dog and Pig’ 
(D), two animal folk tales.  Text references using the associated letters follow examples 
throughout the paper, and the full text of the first narrative is listed in Appendix A.  No major 
difference in participant reference is noted between fiction and non-fiction, except that in folk 
tales, animals can be personified with the use of pronoun reference.  Discourse terminology 
used in the paper follows that of Levinsohn (2009). 
 
A majority of examples are taken from the ‘Boy and Goat’ text, which is about a boy named 
Loti who experiences a fright while taking care of his family's animals.  One evening, after 
going home and receiving food from his mother, Loti returns to herd the animals in the forest.  
After dark, he sees something that looked like a leopard and shouts at it in order to scare it 
away.  The only one that reacts is an old man nearby.  When the creature doesn't move, Loti 
becomes afraid and runs to a nearby village.  A young man in the village accompanies Loti 
back to the grazing grounds where he had been frightened.  There they find some goats and 
realize that Loti had mistaken one of them for a leopard!   
 
1 Relevant elements of syntax 
 
Lumun is an SVO language, taking up to two objects, with adverbs and adjuncts following the 
objects.  In this noun class language, most modifiers as well as verbs take a concord (C) to 
agree with nouns.   
 
(1) a-Lotti   erekanthet   pu'rit          p-en     lon      i-l-okat           cik.   

F-Lotti  told             young.man C-that  story   which-C-was    there          
 Lotti told the young man everything that had happened. (B26-27) 
  
The foreground clitic (F) a- ‘and, then’ (1, 2i, 2iii) nearly always introduces nuclear clauses 
that describe foreground events.  Often, more than one verb is present in a nuclear clause, and 
each verb may take the foreground clitic, a subject pronoun, or concord.  Prepositional phrases, 
verb phrases, and relative clauses may function as modifiers (2ii).  Therefore, embedded 
clauses (EMB) are common in nuclear clauses.  Post-nuclear clauses are commonly adjuncts 
introduced by conjunctions (2iii).   
 
(2i) ana [ciki       i-tho'rikit tho kathar]PoD,  a-kw-imakat pape'rek          

and exactly   in-middle  of   road        F-3S3-saw     something  
 In the exact middle of the road, he saw something  
 
  (ii) i-kathar  [p-otheret] EMB    ana   [p-ungkot      papokira]EMB.    [anakka kw-imat]T-H,       

in-road   C-spotted          and   C-looks.like  thing.of.trees     when    3S-saw          
 coloured that looked like a leopard.  When he saw (it),  
 
  (iii) a-kw-oco'rat  a-kw-ekat         po're cittan    [othakka     itti        a-p-ollo]ADJT      

F-3S-stood    F-3S-shouted   voice  loud    in.order.to  so.that    F-C-run 
 he stopped and shouted with a loud voice so that it would run away.  (B14-15)  
 
 
 
                                                 
3 3S indicates third singular 
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2 Activation of participants 
 
“Notionally, major participants are those which are active for a large part of the narrative and 
play leading roles; minor participants are activated briefly and lapse into deactivation” (Dooley 
& Levinsohn 2001:119).  By these definitions, we can say that Loti/boy is a major participant 
because he is active for the entire story, young man is a major participant because he plays the 
leading role in the second part of the story, and the creature/goat is a minor participant because 
it is only briefly activated. 
 
In Lumun, activation of participants is straightforward and not unusual.  Both major and minor 
participants can be marked by certain discourse grammatical features and are not treated 
differently by the grammar.  Thus, this section is organized according to various ways of 
introducing participants rather than according to the types of participants.  Participants can be 
introduced in clauses with presentational focus, as objects in topic-comment articulations, or as 
topics.   
  
Presentational focus occurs when the verb phrase -okat cik ‘was there’ is used.  The clauses in 
both (3) and (4) have presentational focus and establish new mental representations involving 
participants.   
 
(3) Ukkul w-'rek        w-okat cik      w-occot    k'ran  itti   Olotti  

boy    C-certain    C-was  there   C-given    name that  Lotti     
A certain boy was given the name Loti (B3a) 

 
(4) Ca'ri      c-'rek        c-okat  cik        catherepe    ana      cïmïnterï 

Time     C-certain   C-was  there     rabbit          and      hedgehog 
At a certain time there was a rabbit and a hedgehog (H1a) 

 
The word -'rek ‘certain’ is used in (3) to indicate that ukkul ‘boy’ is thematically salient and 
will be the topic in following clauses.  It is used in (4) to indicate that ca'ri ‘the time of the 
story’ is salient. 
 
Major and minor participants can both be introduced to existing mental representations as 
objects in the comment portion of topic-comment articulated sentences.  Such participants are 
new information added to a schema already in the mind of the audience.   
 
(5) Topic   Comment 

okin     th-aththonat      ukul            w-e'rek       i-opari         w-oporththere 
they     C-were.having  young.lady   C-certain    who-female  C-beautiful 
They were courting a certain beautiful young lady. (H1b) 

 
Points of departure can be used immediately before the introduction of participants to highlight 
them as being significant for the development of the narrative.   The participants in (6-7) are 
introduced as objects of perception verbs.  The point of departure in the exact middle of the 
road precedes the introduction of the minor participant in (6) and is used to highlight it as 
being significant in the climax of the narrative when it scares Loti.  The tail-head linkage when 
Loti arrived back in the village precedes the introduction of the major participant in (9) in order 
to highlight him as significant to the outcome of the narrative, since the young man helps Loti 
discover the true identity of the supposed ‘leopard’.   
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(6) a-kw-imakat pape'rek    i-kathar  p-otheret     ana   p-ungkot      papokira       
F-3S-saw     something in-road  C-spotted     and  C-looks.like  thing.of.trees      
(In the exact middle of the road,4) he saw something spotted that looked like a leopard 
(B14b-15a) 

 
(7) a-kw-othiat pu'rit           p-'rek       p-okat cik    a-p-okuccekot cik  itti  p-aeo teththuk 

F-3S-found young.man C-certain C-was there F-C-preparing there  that C-go animal.place 
 (When Loti arrived back in the village,) he found a certain young man preparing to go to 

the animal grazing grounds (B24-25) 
 
Major and minor participants can also both be introduced as topics.  At times, participants are 
assumed to be old information and therefore are not activated in the normal way.  For example, 
in the 'Boy and the Goat' text, Loti is assumed to have a family who are the real owners of the 
animals.  The only mention of his family is in the sentence of (8), where they are referred to by 
an independent pronoun okin ‘they’ as the topic of a topic-comment articulated clause.  In this 
way, they are assumed to be already activated before this reference as any other old 
information articulated by a topic.   
 
(8) ana  okin  th-onat  kuthuk          k-en      no ka'ran i-koccot         k'ran  itti  Thoicang 
  and  they  C-had   animal-pens  C-theirs  at place  which-given    name that Toijang       
 and they had animals at the place named Toijang (B3) 
    
In the folk story ‘Dog and Pig’, as well as in the historical narrative ‘Arrantheli’, well-know 
characters, individuals, and ethnic groups assumed to be known to the audience are also 
activated as topics of topic-comment articulation, even though they are major participants.  Pig 
in (9) and Arrantheli in (10) are major participants in the respective narratives.  Pig is a famous 
character of many folk tales, and Arrantheli is a historical hero.   
 
(9) A-r-üththürük oingkat itti    tathokkwo ngi'ri    

F-C-Pig          went    that   to.fetch     water 
Pig went to collect water (D4) 

 
(10) Ana  ca'ri  cen  Arrantheli     p-okat cik      n-thik     tha'ra  i-co'rong  Thliran,  
       and  time  C-that Arrantheli   C-was  there  with-gun gun    fire           Thliran 

At that time, Arandele had a gun—Thliran  (A6) 
 
In (11i), four ethnic groups are mentioned in the opening words of the historical narrative in 
tail-head linkage, almost as if the story continues from another narrative that the audience has 
already heard.  Since the function of tail-head linkage is to renew following communication to 
a previous context by first restating what is already known, the four people groups are 
obviously assumed to be known to the audience.  Although they are treated as already activated 
(old) information, the Lumun and Tocho are major participants in the narrative. 
 
(11i) Mo'rot akka  Arru  orro   i-Appo     ana  E'reme   ana  Luththu'ru, 
       In.past    when   Lumun fought  in-Tocho  and  Aceron  and  Othoro 

In the past when Lumun were fighting with Tocho and Aceron and Othoro, 
 
 
                                                 
4 The entire text of all ‘B’ examples is included in appendix A. 
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  (ii)  ca'ri ce'rek  Appo   a-kkakat      
        time       other   Tocho   F-came          

one time the Tocco came . . . (A1-2) 
 
3 Further reference to activated participants 
 
Here we discuss degrees of encoding for participant reference (3.1), discourse functions of 
definite and indefinite noun phrases (3.2), and participants distinguished and given status by 
pronouns and concords (3.5).  A discussion of pronouns and concords (3.3) and person 
concords (3.4) is needed to introduce the last topic. 
 
3.1 Degrees of encoding for participant reference 
 
Once a participant has been activated in a narrative, Lumun has three degrees of encoding for 
its reference:  noun phrase reference, pronoun reference, and no overt reference.  In section 4 
we see that the language follows default encoding rules which distinguish these three degrees 
of encoding.   Noun phrase reference is used for a switch to a new participant as the subject.  
Noun phrases are used for non-subject participants when a participant is being reactivated.  
Pronoun reference, including independent subject pronouns and concord prefixes, is used for 
the same subject as a previous clause, or for non-subject participants that are still activated.  No 
overt reference is used for non-subject reference of activated props.  Otherwise, no overt 
reference is used only for marked encoding with discourse-pragmatic motivations such as to 
highlight prominent episodes, as discussed further in 5.4.  In Table 1, the three degrees are 
summarized and compared.   
 
Table 1:  Encoding scale for third person subject participant reference 
Degree of encoding Example Gloss 
Noun phrase reference ukul w-'rek w-okat cik w-occot boy C-certain C-was C-given (B3) 
Pronoun or concord okin th-onat, 

a-p-'rakat cik 
they  C-had (B3), 
F-C-refused (B17) 

No overt reference okinyakat was.tired (B32) 
 
In the following sections, noun phrase and pronoun reference are further described.  The 
definite and indefinite adjectives of noun phrases are described in 3.2 and the specific pronouns 
and concord prefixes are described in 3.3 and 3.4.  In these sections, it will be shown how 
these morphemes function in participant reference as individual morphemes.  In section 4, it 
will be shown how the morphemes collectively function in participant reference through default 
encoding rules. 
 
3.2 Discourse use of definite and indefinite noun phrases 
 
In the ‘Boy and Goat’ text, there are discourse functions of demonstrative adjectives in noun 
phrases, which table 2 helps to illustrate.  A noun phrase can be distinguished as indefinite by 
the adjective -'rek ‘certain, other’ or definite by the adjective -en ‘that’.  A noun phrase without 
a modifier is the unmarked or most common noun phrase reference.  Therefore, when a noun 
phrase has one such adjective, it is marked as either definite or indefinite.  Table 2 
demonstrates that the indefinite adjective -'rek is only used for the first mention of a noun 
phrase, and only for participants, or for nouns used in points of departure.   
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Table 2:  Definite, indefinite, and unmarked noun phrases 
First mention 
(indefinite) 

line # Repeated  
(definite) 

line # Gloss 

pape-'rek 14 papu p-en 16, 23 thing 'leopard' 
thomocco th-'rek 18 thomocco th-en 19 old man 
pu'rit p-'rek 25 pu'rit p-en 26,27,28,29,31 young man 
ukul w-'rek 3 -----  boy 
ca'ri c-'rek  1 ca'ri c-en 12 time 
ca'ri c-'rek c-ipin 5 -----  evening 
ka'ran  ----- 4 ka'ran k-en 18,26,29 place 
a'rupu wo tua 1 a'rupu wo tua 8 animals 
papokira 15 papokira 31 leopard 
onnan 9 onnan 11 mother 
 
As shown in section 2, the language uses the indefinite adjective -'rek ‘certain’ to give thematic 
salience to participants—it indicates that they will be topics of following clauses.  The language 
uses the definite adjective -en in the noun phrase ka'ran k-en ‘place C-that’ to indicate 
salience—that the noun phrase is significant.  The place where Loti was grazing the animals, 
where he saw the ‘leopard’, and to where he returned with the young man is central to the 
development of the narrative.   
 
As seen in table 2, the definite adjective -en is used with participant noun phrases, but never on 
participant noun phrases describing the boy, Loti.  In this way, Loti is distinguished from all 
other participants as the very important participant (VIP).  Therefore, the definite adjective can 
also function as a less salient marker of participants.   
 
As also shown in table 2, there is one other way that Loti is encoded as the VIP.  Whereas Loti 
is only referred to by a pronoun and by name after the first mention, the second most important 
participant is never mentioned by pronoun or by name, but by the noun phrase pu'rit p-en ‘that 
young.man’ (the greatest possible encoding).  In this case, Lumun is similar to other languages 
that mark VIPs, in that less information is used to reference the most significant participant 
(Levinsohn, 2009).  In general however, Lumun uses more encoding to distinguish VIPs, rather 
than less.  Some texts or some authors employ different methods to distinguish the VIP than 
other texts or authors.   
 
3.3 Personal pronouns and concords 
 
Lumun is a noun class language which uses concords on most adjectives and finite verbs to 
agree with head nouns.  Verbs do not have concords agreeing with objects, but only concords 
agreeing with subjects.  Concords agree in number with the noun, so that most classes are 
grouped into pairs—one concord for the singular class of the pair, and one concord for the 
plural class (p-/k, c-/m-, etc).  In most cases, the concord (C) has the same form as the class 
marker prefix (CM).  A few examples of singular concords from texts are given in table 3.  The 
concord w- is used for a noun class with initial vowel.   
 
Table 3:  Noun class marker and concord examples 
Concord Class marker (CM) and concord (C) Gloss 
th- th-omocco th-'rek th-okat cik th-occot CM-old.man C-certain C-was there C-given (B18)
p- p-u'rit p-'rek p-okat cik a-p-okuccekot cik CM-young.man C-certain C-was there F-C-preparing 

(B24)
w- ukul w-'rek w-okat cik w-occot boy C-other C-was there C-given (B3) 
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Lumun pronouns distinguish person and number, but not gender.  In general, pronouns 
reference human nouns, and in folk tales can reference animals, whereas concords reference 
any noun.  The data in Table 4 is taken from Smits (2007:23-25) which accurately describes the 
personal pronouns and other aspects of the Lumun noun system.  Since only third person 
narratives are dealt with in this paper, other personal pronouns are not listed in the table.  A 
referential marker o- is prefixed to independent pronouns.  Verb concords agree in number with 
personal pronouns.  However, the independent pronoun and concord can be combined into a 
single pronoun attached to the verb.  The singular p- concord is assimilated to the velar plosive 
k- of the preceding independent pronoun to become the prefix kw-.     
 
Table 4:  Third person subject pronouns 
Person Indep. 

pron. 
Bound 
pron. 

Pronoun & concord Pron.& con. 
combined 

Gloss 

Third singular (3S) o-ok k- ook p-immat kw-immat 'he, she saw' 
Third plural (3P) o-kin (i)n- okin th-immat (i)nth-immat 'they saw' 
 
Although the combined and separated forms of both plural and singular pronouns are possible 
in elicitation, only the singular combined form kw- (12; 3S=third singular) and the plural 
separated form okin th- (13) were found in the texts analyzed.  The only occurrence of either of 
the bound pronouns k- or (i)n- in the texts is the third plural (3P) pronoun in (14), indicating 
that these are also rare in narratives.   
 
(12) a-Lotti   p-aat       nti    ithu'rit         tho kie     a-kw-okkat ngere appik ngo  teththuk,  

F-Lotti  C-came   from shepherding of   cows  F-3S-did      all    work  of    place      
 Lotti came from tending the cows and did all the work in the forest. (B5) 
 
(13) ana   okin  th-onat   kuthuk           k-en  

and   they PC-had   animal-pens   C-theirs  
 and they had their animal pens (B3b) 
 
(14) akka   Appo    w-occikthe   thïpïl,   a-n-akkat    [itti   w-allot . . . ]EMB        when  Tocho   C- heard       horn    F-3P-tried    that  C-run 

When the Tocho heard the horn, they tried to run where they had come from (A25) 
 
In (14), the bound pronoun may be used at the beginning of the climax to highlight a turning 
point for the Tocho (ethnic group) in the historical narrative text.  Until this point, they have 
dominated the Lumun in battle, but afterwards, the Lumun dominate the Tocho.  
 
Only animate objects are referenced by pronouns; inanimate objects are either referenced by 
noun phrase, indefinite pronoun, or by no reference.  Table 5 shows bound third person object 
pronouns and possessive pronouns.  Possessive pronouns take concord agreement with the 
possessed noun they follow.  In (13), the third plural possessive pronoun takes the concord k- 
to agree with the noun kuthuk 'animal pens'. 
 
Table 5:  Third person object and possessive pronouns 
Person Bound object Possessive Gloss 
Third singular (3S) V-ok Noun  C-ung 'him, her; his, her' 
Third plural (3P) V-kin Noun  C-en 'them, their' 
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The following examples from the texts demonstrate object pronouns.  Object pronouns are 
suffixed to verb stems, although in the orthography, plural object pronouns may be separated5.   
 
(15) A-pu'rit          p-en     omekath-ok  

F-young.man C-that    told-3S 
 The young man told him . . . (B27) 
 
(16) Arru  opakkekat  kin  appik    no    thampang          

Lumun   returned         3P       all         on    ground                            
The Lumun pushed them down to the valley. (A28) 

 
3.4 Person concords 
 
Besides agreement with singular independent pronouns, Lumun also uses the pronoun concord 
p- for agreement with kinship terms and personal names.  Because it agrees with more than just 
pronouns, the concord p- is referred to as the singular person concord (PC) in this paper.  Smits 
(2007:22-23) demonstrates how th- is the plural person concord, agreeing with plural kinship 
terms and names.  In (17) the main participant of the ‘Boy and Goat’ text is shown to be 
referenced by a common noun and its concord (a), a personal name and the person concord (b), 
and the third singular incorporated pronoun (c).    
 
(17) (a) ukul w-'rek w-okat cik w-occot boy C-other C-was there C-given (B3) 
 (b) oLotti p-oingkathe Loti PC-went (B9)
 (c)  a-kw-oingkat F-3S-went (B6)
 
In (18), the person concord is used to agree with the kinship term 'mother'. 
 
(18) onnan p-aat mother PC-came (B11)
 
3.5 Participants distinguished and given status by personal pronouns and concords 
 
Lumun uses personal pronoun and common noun concord reference to distinguish human and 
animal participants, two acting human participants, or to distinguish one participant as the VIP.   
 
Human and non-human participants can be distinguished with personal pronouns and concords.  
In (19) where there is an interaction between Loti and a creature (at this point unknown, but 
later shown to be a goat), the pronoun kw- refers to Loti and the concord p- refers to pape'rek 
‘something’.  In spite of the double switch reference between participants, there is no 
ambiguity of reference.     
 
(19i) A-kw-apekat    po're    cittan othakka   itti    a-p-ollo,       

F-3S-shouted   voice    loud  in.order   that  F-C-run 
 He shouted loudly with a loud voice so that it would run (B16b) 
 
 

                                                 
5 The current spelling rules state, "Write singular object pronouns attached to verbs. Write plural object pronouns 
attached to verbs only when the verb ends in a vowel." (2010) 
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  (ii) a-p-'rakat      cik    a-kw-ikkat    cik       a-kw-akkakkaro.   
   F-C-refused  there F-3S-started  there    F-3S-calling 

but it refused and he began calling out.  (B17) 
 
Unlike concords for common nouns, person concords cannot reference independent pronouns, 
kinship terms, or personal names other than those they are in agreement with in the same 
clause.  In other words, when a participant that was previously referred to by name or kinship 
term is not referenced by noun phrase or by name, a pronoun or common noun concord is used.  
The concord th- of the second clause of (20) refers to the noun thomocco ‘old man’ in the first 
clause.  However, when the personal name Loti is not repeated in the second clause of (21), the 
participant is referred to by the incorporated pronoun kw- instead of by the person concord p-.     
 
(20) Thomocco th-'rek     th-okat cik     th-occot   k'ran itti    oKarththum, th-onat kaman  

old.man     C-certain C-was there  C-given   name that  Khartoum     C-had    house 
A certain old man named Khartoum, he had a house (B18) 

 
(21) Anakka oLotti p-opakkothe          icarak co man    a-kw-othiat  pu'rit  p-'rek 

When    Lotti  PC-returned.back  inside of village  F-3S-found  man   C-certain 
 When Lotti arrived back in the village, he found a certain young man. (B24) 
 
Two active human participants can be easily distinguished by the two options for reference—a 
pronoun or common noun concord.  In (22) where Loti interacts with the non-kinship term 
participant thomocco ‘old man’, the pronoun kw- refers to Loti and the concord th- refers to 
thomocco. 
 
(22i) Anakka thomocco th-en   th-occikothe, a-th-othangkat,  

When    old.man   C-that C-heard         F-C-answered     
 When the old man heard (the voice calling for him), he grunted a reply, (B19) 
 
  (ii) anaruk akka      oLotti   p-onat ne're,   a-kw-onnoccikat 

but       because Lotti    C-had  fear     F-3S-did.not.hear 
 but because Lotti was afraid, he did not hear. (B20) 
 
It should be noted that in the text, the old man (thomocco) and the boy (ukul) are both non-
kinship terms and are both referenced by name (Kartoum, Lotti), but only Loti is referred to by 
a pronoun.  Pronoun reference kw- is used to distinguish Loti as the VIP in contrast to 
Khartoum who is referenced by the common noun concord th-.  Thus, the pronoun and concord 
encoding system can be used to signal participant status.  These two options for participant 
reference enable the language to promote one participant above another.    
 
Another use of the pronoun system for participant status is by using pronouns and common 
noun concords for non-VIPs and only a noun phrase for the VIP.  In the ‘Hedgehog and 
Rabbit’ text, two animals try to win the affections of a girl by courting her.  Although both 
animals, after being activated, are initially referenced by common noun concords, they are later 
in turn referenced by the third person singular incorporated pronoun, as a way of personifying 
them.  In fact, the pronoun is used for an animal in relation to the affection that the girl has for 
the animal at certain episodes in the narrative.   
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In episode 1, Rabbit is courting the girl in her house when Hedgehog comes to visit and Rabbit 
chases him away.  In this episode, only Rabbit is referenced by the pronoun.  In (23), 
ngatherepe ‘Rabbit’ is first referenced by the concord ng- but then by the pronoun kw-, 
whereas cïmïnterï ‘Hedgehog’ is only referred to by the concord c-.  Therefore the pronoun 
reference kw- in (23iii) would be ambiguous even with the participant reference rules explained 
in section 4, except for the fact that the only previous singular pronoun reference is to Rabbit.  
Since it was previously used to refer to Rabbit, the audience assumes that kw- in (23iii) again 
refers to Rabbit. 
 
(23i) A-ngatherepe . . . a-ng-othopakkat    kicce  . . .  a-kw-akurat   tho  pithen         

F-rabbit               F-C-wash.himself  well          F-3S-went     to   in-laws 
Rabbit stayed one evening, and washed himself well, combed his hair, sprayed himself 
with perfume, and went to the house of the girl. (H3-4a) 

 
  (ii) A-cïmïnterï     a-c-at         n-teththuk             a-c-okurakot       m-pi'ru         kicce, 
        F-hedgehog    F-C-came  from-cattle.place    F-C-decorated     with-butter    nicely     

The hedgehog also came from the cattle place decorated with cow's butter, (H4b-5a)         
  
  (iii) a-ukul    onekkekanth-ok . . . Akka  kw-imat   cïmïnterï,  a-kw-okkwat  to  m-ikit, 

F-girl      brought-3S             When 3S-saw    hedgehog  F-3S-hit         to with-chest 
and the girl brought him a bed, water, and cup for his front.  When he saw the hedgehog, 
he hit his chest . . . (H5b-6a) 

 
In episode 2, Hedgehog visits the girl secretly and warms her heart.  Beginning in this episode 
and for the rest of the narrative, only Hedgehog is referred to by the pronoun and only Rabbit 
is referred to by a concord.  The girl is never referred to by the subject pronoun or by a 
concord in the entire text, and is only referred to by the object pronoun in 3 out of 12 non-
subject references.  In this way, the participant reference system is used to promote the girl as 
the VIP and shows the status of other major participants by kw- in relation to the VIP.  In 
section 5.3, it is discussed how more reference encoding than required by the participant 
reference rules is used to promote the status of the girl, and less encoding than required by the 
rules is used to give the animals less salience.   
 
Because there is no gender distinction in pronouns, there is no distinction between Loti and the 
kinship participant onnan ‘mother’ except in noun phrases.  In (24), where the pronoun kw- 
refers to both Loti and onnan, only the rules for encoding participant reference distinguish the 
participants, as will be explained in section 4.1—see (27), and 4.3—see (40). 
 
(24i) Olotti  p-oingkathe ci    tuan    a-kw-othiat    onnan   [p-ellat 

Lotti     C-went     to    house  F-3S-found    mother  C-not.present 
 Lotti went to the house and found that his mother had not yet arrived (B9) 
 
  (ii) n-topon]EMB    a-kw-ikkanth-ok       cik      [a-kw-anthan]ADJUNCT . 

From-field       F-3S-waited.for-3S  there    F-3S-come 
   from the field, and he waited for her to come. (B10) 

 
Having discussed how various morphemes in noun phrase and pronoun reference are used 
individually in participant reference, we now discuss how morphemes are used collectively in 
default encoding rules for participant reference. 
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4 Default encoding rules for participant reference 
 
The most common ways of referring to third person participants can be specified by a few 
specific rules.  The first set of rules applies to subjects of nuclear and pre-nuclear clauses (4.1).   
A slightly modified set of rules applies to subjects of post-nuclear and embedded clauses (4.2), 
and another modified set applies to non-subject participants (4.3).  A final set applies to non-
subject props (4.4), where the term prop is defined as an inanimate object.  In the texts 
analyzed, no props were subjects.   
 
At least in the four text analyzed, the language groups pre-nuclear and nuclear clauses together 
to the exclusion of other clauses when applying encoding rules for subjects.  Therefore, there 
are only two sets of encoding rules for subjects instead of three.  Rules for encoding non-
subjects are not distinguished according to clause types, but are distinguished according to 
referents:  animate vs. inanimate, that is non-subject participant vs. non-subject prop.  In 
tracking of participants, as in activation of participants, major and minor participants are not 
distinguished.   
 
Each set of rules will be stated followed by examples from the texts.  Each rule groups one or 
more contexts, which are similar to Levinsohn's standard contexts for participant reference (S1, 
S2, etc.) (Levinsohn, 2009:123).  In the examples, brackets and labels mark pre-nuclear clauses 
(PRE), post-nuclear clauses (POST) and embedded clauses (EMB).  The gloss is given without 
the Lumun text in order to simplify the example and save space.  However, Appendix A has 
the entire text for all ‘Boy and Goat’ text examples and appendix B charts all participant 
references in various clauses of the ‘Boy and Goat’ text. 
 
4.1 Subjects of nuclear or pre-nuclear clauses (S) 
 
In general terms, the Lumun language divides subject participant reference into noun phrase 
and into pronoun reference.  The latter option is used for the same subject participant as in the 
previous clause, and the first is used for different subject participants.  The rules for subject 
contexts in nuclear or pre-nuclear clauses (context S) are more precisely stated in (25). 
 
(25) Default encoding rules for third person subjects in nuclear or pre-nuclear clauses (context S): 

1.   If the subject is the same as in the previous nuclear or pre-nuclear clause (context S1), 
or if the subject was the addressee of an immediately preceding speech (context S2), a 
pronoun reference is used. 

2.   If the subject had some non-subject role in the previous nuclear or pre-nuclear clause 
(context S3) or if the subject was not involved in the previous nuclear or pre-nuclear 
clause (context S4), a noun phrase (including personal names, but excluding 
independent pronouns) is used.   

 
The S contexts and rules are illustrated in (26-29).  Each of the contexts refers to the previous 
nuclear or pre-nuclear clause, whichever is most recent.  In (26), the pronoun 3S- ‘he’ is used 
following a nuclear clause with the same referent (Loti).  In (27), the pronoun 3S- ‘she’ is used 
following a pre-nuclear clause with the same referent (mother).  The previous nuclear clause 
with a different referent as subject (he=Loti) is ignored in applying the encoding rule.   In 
(28), the pronoun 3S- ‘he’ in a pre-nuclear clause is used following a nuclear clause with the 
same referent (3S=Loti).  The intervening modifying clause C-looked like a leopard, with a 
different referent as the subject (something), is ignored.  In (29), the pronoun 3S- ‘he’ is used 
following a nuclear clause with the same referent (3S=Loti).   The intervening post-nuclear 
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clause while darkness C-was there with a different subject is ignored.  All four of these 
examples illustrate an S1 context.   
 
(26) Loti came from shepherding cows and 3S(he)-did all the work of the place. (B5) 
(27) 3S(he)-waited.for-3S(mother) [to 3S(she)-come]POST.   

[When mother came]PRE, 3S(she)-cooked.for-him (B10-11) 
(28) 3S(Loti)-saw something C-spotted in the road and [C-looked like a leopard]EMB.  [When 

3S(he)-saw ]PRE (B14-15) 
(29) Loti moved from the house [while darkness C-was there] POST, 3S-went (B12-13) 
 
In (30), the pronoun they is used in a pre-nuclear clause to refer to the addressee 
(them=Lumun young men) of the previous speech, as specified by the rule for context S2.   
 
(30) Their big man said to them, " . . . "  [When they went to the place]PRE (A19-23) 
 
As stated by rule 2 for context S3, the noun phrase mother in (27) is used following a nuclear 
clause where the same referent is an object -3S ‘her’.  Because the referent is referred to in a 
different role as in the previous clause (object instead of subject), the noun phrase is used.  In 
(31), Loti as an individual referent was not involved in the previous nuclear clause, and is 
therefore referred to by noun phrase (context S4). 
 
(31) they (Loti's family) had their animal pens at the place [which is called Toijan going down 

to the country of Aceron] EMB.  And in evening time, Loti came (B4-5) 
 
Context S1 in encoding rule 1 extends to situations in which the subject and non-subject of the 
previous sentence combine to form a single, plural subject.   In (32), the subject Loti is 
combined along with the object young man to form the plural subject they.   
 
(32)  Loti showed the young man the place.   [When they went] PRE, they found (B29) 
 
Similarly, context S2 extends to situations in which the addressee and speaker of a preceding 
speech combine to form a single, plural subject. 
 
4.2 Subjects of post-nuclear or embedded clauses (SP) 
 
Whereas each of the S contexts of (25) refers to the subject of a previous nuclear or pre-nuclear 
clause, the contexts for subjects of post-nuclear or embedded clauses (context SP) in (33) each 
refer only to the previous clause, regardless of the clause type.  Context SP3 differs from S3 in 
that context SP3 involves a subject that is the same referent as a non-subject in the previous 
clause, and is encoded as a pronoun or concord rather than as a noun phrase.  In the data, there 
is no context SP2 involving addressees of speeches, since speeches do not occur in post-nuclear 
or embedded clauses. 
 
(33) Default encoding rules for third person subjects in post-nuclear or embedded clauses 

(context SP): 
1.   If the subject is the same as in the previous clause (context SP1), or if the subject is the 

same referent as a non-subject of the previous clause (context SP3), a pronoun reference 
is used. 

2.   If the subject was not involved in the previous clause (context SP4), a noun phrase is 
used.   
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In (34i), the pronoun 3S- ‘he’ is used for the subject of the post-nuclear clause since it is the 
same referent (3S=Loti) as the subject of the previous clause (context SP1).  In (34ii), the 
pronoun 3S- ‘she’ is used for the subject in the post-nuclear clause since it is the same referent 
as the object (her=mother) in the preceding clause (context SP3).     
 
(34i) 3S(Loti)-start.going to the house [in order to 3S(he)-look.for food] POST (B8) 
  (ii) 3S(Loti)6-found mother not present from field and 3S(he)-waited.for-3S(her) [to 3S(she)-

come]POST (B9-10)] 
 
Example (35) illustrates contexts SP1, SP3 and SP4.  The concords of the modifying clause C-
was C-preparing are used since the subject of this clause is the same referent as the object 
(certain young man) in the preceding clause (context SP3).  The concord in the compliment of 
the modifying clause that C-go to the animal grounds is used because the subject is the same 
referent as the subject of the preceding clause (context SP1).  However, the noun phrase Loti in 
the deeply embedded relative clause where Loti is with his animals is used for the subject since 
its referent was not involved in the preceding clause (context SP4).  Similarly in (36), the noun 
phrase Khartoum of the post-nuclear clause is used since its referent was not involved in the 
preceding clause (context SP4). 
 
(35) When Loti returned to the village, he-found a certain young man {C-was C-preparing 

[that C-go to the animal grounds (where Loti is with his animals)REL.CL] V.COMP}MOD.CL (B24-26) 
(36) but because Loti was afraid, 3S(he)-not.hear [when Khartoum answered] POST (B20) 
 
4.3 Non-subject participants (N) 
 
Although subject encoding rules are more or less the same for both participants and props, non-
subject encoding rules differ for participants and props.  Rules for non-subject participants 
(context N) are discussed in this sub-section, followed by rules for non-subject props (context 
NP) in the next.   
 
In comparing rules for non-subject and subject participants, context N1 is similar to S1, N2 is 
the approximant converse of S2, but N3 is significantly different than other contexts in that it 
applies to any recent mention of the participant.  The encoding rules of (37) apply to non-
subject participants in any clause type. 
 
(37) Default encoding rules for third person non-subject participants (context N): 

1.   If the referent is also the subject of the same clause (context N1), if the addressee of a 
reported speech was the subject (speaker) of a speech reported in the previous clause 
(context N2), or if the referent is one of only two activated participants (mentioned in 
any recent clause) (context N3), a pronoun reference is used. 

2.   For other non-subject references (context N4), a noun phrase is used. 
 
In (38), the possessive pronoun C-their refers to the same referent as the subject of the clause 
(they=Loti's family) (N1).  In (39), the object pronoun -3S ‘him’ is used to reference the same 
participant (Loti) that spoke the implied speech of the previous nuclear clause (context N2).  In 
(40), the pronoun -3S ‘her’ is used since this object is the same referent as the object mother in 
the previous nuclear clause, and is one of only two active participants (context N3).  In the 
final clause of (40), the object pronoun –3S ‘him’ is used since the referent (he=Loti) is 
referred to three clauses previous, and is one of two active participants (context N3).  Similarly, 
                                                 
6 The noun phrase Loti is used instead of only a pronoun as required by S1 in order to mark this major participant 
as the VIP.  See further discussion and examples in section 5.3. 
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in the final clause of (41), the object pronoun –3S ‘him’ is used since the referent (Loti) is 
mentioned four clauses previous, and is one of only two active participants (context N3).  In 
(42), the noun phrase that thing is used since the referent is not still active, the last mention 
being 14 clauses previous in line 17 (context N4).  
 
(38) they(Loti's family) had animal pens C-their at the place called Toijang (B3b) 
(39) Loti told the young man the story that happened.  

The young man told-3S(him) (B26-27) 
(40) he(Loti)-found mother [not.present from field]EMB, 3S(he)-waited.for-3S(her) [to she-

come] POST. [When mother came]PRE, 3S(she)-cooked.for-3S(him) quickly. (B9b-11) 
(41) Loti showed the young man the place.  [When they went] PRE, they found goats on stones 

[lying down]EMB.  The young man told-3S(him) (B29-30) 
(42) That thing refused (B16) . . . C-refused (B17) . . . he-left that thing (B23) 
 
4.4 Non-subject props (NP) 
 
The encoding rules of (43) for non-subject props (context NP) differ from those of non-subject 
participants in the amount of encoding, as well as in the specifics of the relevant contexts.  
Since only animate objects are referred to by object pronouns (see 3.2), the choice for referring 
to inanimate props is either a noun phrase or no overt reference.  In the texts analyzed, non-
subject references to props are limited to verb objects, and no object was the same referent as 
the subject of the clause.  Therefore, NP1 for props differs from N1 for participants, making 
reference to the same semantic role as in the previous clause.  Since props are not involved in 
speeches, there is no applicable NP2 context.  Context NP3 is similar to N3, but restricted to 
only one active prop.      
 
(43) Default encoding rules for non-subject props (context NP): 

1.   If the referent has the same semantic role as in the previous clause (context NP1), or if 
the referent is the only activated prop (context NP3), no overt reference is used. 

2.   For other non-subject references to props (context NP4), a noun phrase is used. 
 
In (44), no overt reference is made to the prop (sorghum) in the subordinate clause since it has 
the same semantic role (a patient) as in the previous clause (context NP1).  The same is true in 
the following main clause with a different subject.  In the pre-nuclear clause of (45), no overt 
reference is made to the prop something which is the object of the verb saw since it is the only 
activated prop (context NP3).  Here, the creature imagined to be a leopard, although animate is 
treated as a prop since it does not move or make any sound.  In (46), a sentence is repeated 
three times for emphasis.  Nearly the exact wording is used each time.  The first two sentences 
contrast the prop sorghum with the prop meat.  Since both props are activated, each is 
referenced by a noun phrase (context NP4).  However, in the final clause where the prop 
sorghum has the same semantic role as in the previous clause (a patient), it receives no overt 
reference (context NP1). 
 
(44) [While dog collected sorghum [in order to C(he)-put ø(it) out]POST]PRE, pig went and put 

ø(it) in his storehouse (D11) 
(45) 3S(he)-saw something C-spotted in the road and [C-looked like a leopard]EMB.  [When 

3S(he)-saw ø(it)]PRE, 3S(he)-stood . . . (B14b-15) 
(46) Dog went and collected all sorghum from the storehouse [in order to 3S(he)-put.in meat 

instead]POST, C(dog)-collected all sorghum from the storehouse [in order to C(dog)-put.in 
meat instead]POST, C(dog)-collected sorghum [in.order to C-put ø(it) out]POST (D9-10) 
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5 Marked encoding of participant reference with discourse-pragmatic motivations 
 
Having determined the default (unmarked) encoding of participant reference in the previous 
section, we are now in a position to recognize when such rules are not followed and the 
language's reasons for not following them.  More encoding than required by the rules, such as a 
noun phrase instead of a pronoun or concord, is used to mark a new narrative unit (paragraph) 
(5.1), to give thematic salience (5.2), or to distinguish one participant as the VIP (5.3).  Less 
encoding than required by the rules is used to contrast a participant with the VIP (5.3), 
highlight an episode of the narrative (5.4), or to highlight a key speech (5.5).   
 
5.1 New narrative units 
 
Narrative units (paragraphs), which are most commonly introduced by tail-head linkage and 
other points of departure, can be strengthened with a noun phrase reference when less encoding 
is required by the rules, or the narrative unit can be introduced by the noun phrase alone.    
 
In both (47) and (48), the same subject as in the previous nuclear clause is encoded by a noun 
phrase instead of by a pronoun or concord as stated by context S1 of (25).  In each example, a 
new narrative unit is indicated by the pre-nuclear clause used as a tail-head linkage point of 
departure.  The noun phrase participant reference in pre-nuclear clause emphasizes 
discontinuity with the preceding clause.  Although a noun phrase is not required for participant 
reference in a tail-head linkage point of departure as seen in (28), a stronger break is indicated 
when there is a noun phrase reference. 
 
(47) he(Loti)-turned he-ran returned to the village. [When Loti returned]PRE, . . (B23-24) 
(48) A certain old man was given the name Khartoum and C-had a house near that place.  

[When that old man heard]PRE, . . . (B18-19) 
 
In (49), two new narrative units are marked by full noun phrases when only a pronoun or 
concord is required.  The noun phrase Pig again does not follow the encoding rule for context 
S1, the same subject as in the previous nuclear clause.  This noun phrase alone is enough to 
mark the new narrative unit without the addition of tail-head linkage or any other point of 
departure. The noun phrase Dog is used instead of a concord as normally found in context S2 
where the referent is the addressee of the previous speech, and also marks a new narrative unit.  
In (50), a new narrative unit is marked by tail-head linkage and by subject and object noun 
phrases which are both more encoding than expected. The noun phrase Dog could have been a 
concord reference according to the rule for S1, and the noun phrase sorghum could have been 
no overt reference since it has the same non-subject role as in the previous clause (context 
NP1).   
 
(49) C(Pig)-found domestic and wild animals [C-dead everywhere in the lake]EMB.  Then Pig 

returned home, C-told Dog, " . . ."  Dog went and collected (D4b-9a) 
(50) C(Dog)-collected sorghum [in order to C-put ø(it) out]POST.  [While Dog collected 

sorghum [in order to C-put ø(it) out]POST] PRE, . . . (D10b-11a) 
 
5.2 Thematic salience 
 
Another reason for more reference encoding than required by the rules is to highlight events in 
which major participants or thematic props are involved.  In this way, major participants or 
props are marked as being significant for the development of the narrative.  In (51), a noun 
phrase is used for the same subject reference (context S1) in order to highlight the event.  Since 
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Loti (the VIP in the narrative) put the animals in an enclosure before going to his house, it is 
even more unexpected that any of them would get out of the enclosure and fool him into 
thinking one was a leopard when he returned. 
 
(51) 3S(Loti)-found no more flour or porridge. F-Loti closed the animals well (B7-8)  
 
In the ‘Dog and Pig’ text, there is an overabundance of dead animals left by a flood, and Dog 
and Pig gather, cut, and store the meat.  Pig, being the more clever of the two, stores the meat 
so that it doesn't spoil and tricks Dog out of his sorghum in the process.  Meat is a theme of the 
narrative, and is referenced by a noun phrase three times when it could have had no overt 
reference according to the rule for NP3.  Two of these instances are illustrated in (52), where 
the referent meat is the only active prop.  By using the noun phrase meat instead of no overt 
reference, the actions of Pig concerning the meat are highlighted and contrasted with the 
actions of Dog.  By this highlight device, the audience is being prepared for the result later in 
the story of Dog's meat spoiling and Pig's meat lasting.   
 
(52) Dog filled his storehouse (with) much meat, C-took the remainder ø(of it), C-cut ø(it) on 

the roof [in order to C(meat)-dry]POST.  But Pig only cut meat, C-put ø(it) on the roof [in 
order to C(meat)-dry]POST, C-ate meat [which C(meat)-was on the roof]EMB and [which 
C(meat)-was cut]EMB (D13b-16a).   

 
In the ‘Arrantheli’ text, the story is told of how the Lumun and Tocho came to have peace after 
being at war with each other.  Both the Lumun and Tocho are major participants and their 
status is emphasized by extra reference encoding along with significant action verbs.  In (53), 
the opening sentence of the setting states the brutal intent of the Tocho—to kill the Lumun.  
Although the referent Lumun is one of only two active participants (context N3), the noun 
phrase is used to show that the Lumun and the intent of killing them are important to the 
development of the story.  In (54), a final sentence of the climax states that nearly all the Tocho 
were killed in the battle.   Although the Tocho are one of two active participants (context N3), 
the noun phrase is again used to give thematic salience.    
 
(53) [In the past when Lumun fought in the land of Tocho]PRE, Tocho men and women with 

baskets came [in order that they kill Lumun]POST. (A1-3a) 
(54) [When they(Tocho) went [so that they crossed the stream]POST]PRE, they started rolling 

going down to the valley.  The Lumun kill all the Tocho [(until) only two ran away]POST. 
(A30b-32a) 

 
5.3 Distinguishing one participant as the VIP 
 
A third reason for using more reference encoding is to promote one participant as the VIP and 
give less salience to a participant interacting with the VIP.  In the conclusion and closure of the 
'Boy and Goat' text (lines 24-32), there are six instances where a noun phrase is used when 
only a pronoun reference is required.  With so many departures from the default rules in so few 
lines, a switch to different reference rules is obvious.  As discussed in section 3.1, the second 
most important participant (young man) is never referred to by name or by pronoun in order to 
contrast with the VIP (Loti) who is only referred to by name or by pronoun after being 
introduced in the setting.  Further, Loti is only referred to by name in the conclusion and 
closure when interacting with the young man, as a way of highlighting him as the VIP.  The 
only exceptions are the two tail-head linkage clauses in line 29 where both participants are 
combined into the pronoun 'they'.   
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In (55i), the noun phrase Loti is used to reference the same subject as in the previous nuclear 
clause instead of only a pronoun required by the rule for S1.  That young man is used to 
reference one of two active participants instead of only a pronoun required by the rule for N3.  
In (55ii), that young man is used to reference the addressee of the preceding implied speech 
instead of only a concord required by the rule for S2.  In (55iii) with the same S2 context, Loti 
and that young man is used instead of a pronoun which is allowed to combine those in a 
preceding dialogue.  In (55iv), that young man is used to reference one of two active 
participants instead of a pronoun required by the rule for N3.  In (56) with the same N3 
context, Loti is used instead of a pronoun.   
 
(55i) [When Loti returned to the village]PRE, 3S-found a certain young man [preparing to go to 

the place where Loti had his animals]EMB, Loti told that young man the story (B24-27a) 
  (ii) That young man told-3S, " . . ." (B27b) 
  (iii) Loti and that young man went together (B28) 
  (iv) [When they arrived to that place]PRE, Loti showed that young man the place (B29) 
(56) From that time, they named Loti 'friend of goats' (B32b) 
 
In all, there are three instances where the name Loti is used to give more salience to the VIP, 
and three instances where the noun phrase that young man is used for less salience to contrast 
the young man with the VIP. 
 
Similarly, in the ‘Hedgehog and Rabbit’ text, more encoding than expected is given to the 
VIP—the girl—whom both animals are trying to win in marriage by courting.  In this narrative 
however, the two animals are given less encoding than expected in order to contrast them with 
the VIP.  In (57i), the noun phrase girl is used when only a pronoun is required for one of two 
active referents in context N37.  In (57ii) with the same N3 context, girl is again used instead of 
a pronoun.  In (57iii), the pronoun reference (he=Hedgehog) is less than expected.  Since the 
subject is not the addressee of the previous speech, but involved in the clause previous to the 
speech, context S3 applies and requires a noun phrase reference to the hedgehog.  The object 
noun phrase girl is more than expected since the referent is active (context N3).  In (57iv), a 
pronoun reference is expected instead of the noun phrase girl since she is the addressee of the 
previous speech (context S2).  The subject pronoun reference (he=Hedgehog) is less than 
expected since he had a non-subject role in the previous clause (context S3).   
 
(57i) ø(girl)-gave-3S(hedgehog) water, 3S(he)-cleaned.mouth, 3S(he)-said.to girl, " . . ." 
  (ii) [When 3S(he)-spoke.to girl these words]PRE, they heard the whistle of Rabbit, " . . "  
  (iii) Hedgehog said.to girl, " . . ." 3S(he)-said.to girl, " . . ."   
  (iv) Girl colored-3S(him) well, 3S(he)-was.being.colored (H16-24) 
 
In these few lines, there are four instances where the noun phrase girl is used to give more 
salience to the VIP, and two instances where the third singular pronoun kw- is used for less 
salience to contrast the hedgehog with the VIP.  In addition, both phenomena also occur in 
other lines of the text. 
 
 
                                                 
7 Six clauses previous in the same narrative unit, the noun phrase girl is used for the subject.  Besides the initial 
clause of (57i), girl is also the subject by no overt reference in the fourth clause previous to the final clause of 
(57i).  As discussed in section 5.4, the no overt reference is used to highlight this prominent episode of the 
narrative—the inciting incident.  As discussed in 3.5, although there are multiple switches in subject from one 
clause to the next, no overt reference to girl is not ambiguous because the girl is only interacting with Hedgehog 
who is always referenced by the pronoun kw- in this narrative unit.   
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5.4 Highlighting an episode 
 
In addition to contrasting a participant with the VIP, less encoding than expected can highlight 
an episode of the narrative.  Pronouns, concords, or no overt reference when more encoding is 
expected often occurs a high percentage of times in consecutive clauses of prominent episodes, 
such as the inciting incident, climax, or conclusion.  This use of minimal encoding is therefore 
analyzed as highlighting of episodes, rather than as highlighting of individual clauses or 
sentences. 
 
In the climax of the ‘Boy and Goat’ text, there are five instances where the subject is not 
involved in the previous clause and a pronoun or concord reference is used instead of the usual 
noun phrase (contexts S4, SP4).  In this case, a human participant Loti is interacting with a 
non-human participant thing.  As mentioned in 3.4, since a pronoun reference is only used for 
Loti, there is no ambiguity in having a change of subject indicated by something less than a 
noun phrase. 
 
In (58i), a concord is used instead of a noun phrase to reference the subject thing of the post-
nuclear clause which is not involved in the previous clause (context SP4).  In (58ii), a pronoun 
he is used to reference a subject Loti of a nuclear clause which is not involved in the previous 
nuclear clause (context S4).  In (58iii), there is a SP4 context where a concord is used to 
reference the change of subject.  In (58iv), there are two further S4 contexts where a concord 
and a pronoun are used to reference a subject not involved in the previous nuclear clause.  All 
five of these instances should have a noun phrase reference according to the default rules, but 
instead less information is encoded in order to ‘speed up’ the pace and mark this episode as the 
climax.  
 
(58i) [When 3S(Loti)-saw] PRE, 3S-stood 3S-shouted a loud voice [so that C(thing)-run]POST, 
  (ii) that thing refused, C(it)-was standing quietly, he(Loti)-shouted a loud voice    
  (iii) [so that C(it)-run]POST 
  (iv) C(it)-refused, he(Loti)-started he-calling (B15-17) 
 
In the second inciting incident of the ‘Hedgehog and Rabbit’ text, there are five subject 
changes in consecutive nuclear clauses without a noun phrase reference, two of which are with 
no overt reference.  Hedgehog, who in several previous clauses was referred to with the 
pronoun kw-, is interacting with the girl, who is not referenced by a pronoun anywhere in the 
text.  Therefore, there is no ambiguity even when the girl is twice given no overt reference.  In 
this narrative unit, less participant encoding than expected by the rules highlights the 
relationship developing between the girl and the hedgehog, which eventually leads to marriage.   
  
(59) 3S(Hedgehog)-said.to-3S(girl),  . . . Then the girl went and brought-3S(him) water, 

3S(he)-drank ø(it), ø(she)-roasted.for-3S(him) ground nuts, 3S(he)-ate ø(them), ø(she)-
gave-3S(him) water, 3S(he)-washed.mouth, (H13b-16) 

 
5.5 Highlighting a key speech 
 
Less encoding than expected by the rules can also indicate an important speech.  In all but one 
reference to young man as an individual in the ‘Boy and Goat’ text, the noun phrase includes 
either the definite or indefinite adjective.  The one exception is to introduce the key reported 
speech of the conclusion (60), where only the noun pu'rit ‘young.man’ is used to encode the 
referent.  In this way, the language uses less encoding than expected to highlight the important 
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speech of the conclusion.  The speech reveals the identity of the creature that frightened Loti in 
the climax.     
 
(60) ø young man told-him, "It was not a leopard that chased you; it seems you saw goats" (B 

30-31) 
 
In (61), there are four consecutive transitive verbs that encode objects.  However, the fifth verb 
omekat ‘told’, which included the object pronoun –ok ‘him, her’ in line 6 of the same narrative, 
does not use the object pronoun here.  The object pronoun is missing in order to highlight the 
following speech where the girl gives her promise that she is a good person.  Afterwards, 
Hedgehog pursues her and eventually wins her in marriage.  The speech marks the turning 
point where the affections of the girl begin to change from Rabbit to Hedgehog.   
 
(61) 3S(Hedgehog)-found girl in shelter, 3S(he)-called-3S(her), 3S(he)-greeted-3S(her), 

3S(he)-said.to-3S(her), "I really hope you are a good person."  Girl told-ø(him), "Yes, I 
am." (H13-14) 

 
6 Conclusion 
 
We have seen that Lumun uses morphemes both individually and collectively in participant 
reference.  It uses pronouns, concords, or adjectives as individual morphemes to distinguish 
various types of participants, and to give certain participants the status of VIPs, although major 
and minor participants are not distinguished.  Noun phrase reference and less than noun phrase 
reference are two degrees of subject encoding; in addition, no overt reference is sometimes 
used to refer to object props and is used for discourse purposes when referring to subjects.   
 
Lumun used morphemes collectively to reference participants according to prescribed rules and 
intentionally does not follow its rules for certain discourse-pragmatic reasons.  More encoding 
than expected by rules is commonly used to introduce narrative units, give thematic salience, 
and in some texts to distinguish the VIP.  Less encoding than expected by the rules can be used 
to contrast major participants with the VIP, highlight prominent episodes, and highlight 
significant speeches.   
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Appendix A 
 

Ukul ana Ïmït 
A Boy and a Goat 

By John Shakir, 2007 
 

1. Ca'ri  c-'rek      c-okat   cik    cukku    Torru,  ana amma cukku    c-aat        ul        i-onu    a'rupu  wo  tuwa  
Time  C-other  C-was   there autumn  Lumun and when  autumn  C-comes people who-has  things  of  wool 

 A story took place in Lumun land in Autumn;  In Autumn, people who have animals   
 
2. w-urukot i-pira   thuput  nti     icarak   co    man.   

C-move  in-tree  forest  from  inside    of    area.    
 move them into the forest further inside the home area.   
 
3. Ukkul w-'rek      w-okat cik      w-occot   k'ran itti    Olotti ana   okin  th-onat  kuthuk           k-en  

boy    C-other    C-was  there   C-given   name that  Lotti   and  they  PC-had  animal-pens  C-theirs  
 A certain boy named Lotti had animals 
 
4. no ka'ran   i-koccot            k'ran itti    Thoicang uwo   oingkanthet  noththok po E'reme.   

at   place   which-given      name that  Toijang   going going.down  country   of  Aceron. 
 at the place named Toijang, which is down towards the country of the Aceron. 
 
5. Ana  ca'ri c-'rek     cipin     a-Lotti  p-aat      nti    ithu'rit         tho kie  a-kw-okkat ngere appik ngo teththuk,  

And  time C-other evening F-Lotti PC-came from shepherding of  cows F-3S-did    all     work  of     place      
 One evening, Lotti came from tending the cows and all other work in the forest;     
 
6. a-kw-oingkat itti     kw-ath-okkot   kapi,  a-kw-othiat   itti  

F-3S-went     that8  3S-INF-cook    pot    F-3S-found  that 
 He went in order to gathering things to cook; he found that 
 
7. me're  m-ela            ana  mana ngu'ru  ng-ellat. 

flour   C-not.exist    and  even   Asida  C-not.exist. 
 there was no flour or even any asida (sorghum flour). 
 
8. A-Lotti   ullukkat    a'rupu woruwa kicce a-kw-urukat          uwo    tuan     a-kw-othokwancot           thu'rit.   

F-Lotti    closed      animals           well  F-3S-start.moved   going  house   F-3S-inorder.to.look.for    food.   
 Lotti locked up the animals and went down to the house to look for food. 
  
9. OLotti  p-oingkathe ci      tuan    a-kw-othiat    onnan      p-ellat  

Lotti    PC-went      to     house   F-3S-found    mother    PC-not.present 
 Lotti went to the house and found that his mother had not arrived 
 
 
                                                 
8 ‘intending to’ same pronunciation as later in line 6, but with different meaning. 
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10. n-topon    a-kw-ikkanth-ok       cik     a-kw-anthan.   
from-field F-3S-waited.for-3S  there   F-3S-come 

 from the field, and he waited for her to come. 
 
11. Akka   onnan  p-aat        a-kw-ithakanth-ok    cokot    cokot.    

When  mother PC-came F-3S-cooked.for-3S   quickly  quickly.    
 When his mother arrived, she quickly cooked for him. 
 
12. Ca'ri  cen   a-kirkkir      k-okkwot cik,      a-Lotti   urukat  nci    tuan    a-kirikkir k-okkwot cik  

Time  that  F-darkness  C-was      there     f-Lotti   moved from  house  F-dark     C-was     there 
 At the time of darkness, Lotti left the house while it was dark, 
 
13. a-kw-oingkat puccuk   anakka  a-kw-okko      ci  i-thupu'ru    i-thuwo               Thoicang  

F-3S-went     until      when    F-3S-arrived    to  in-valley    which-goes.down  Toijang  
 and traveled until he arrived in the valley which goes down to Toijang; 
 
14. ana ciki       i-tho'rikit    tho kathar   a-kw-imakat pape'rek   i-kathar    p-otheret     ana  

and exactly in-middle    of   road     F-3S-saw     something in-road    C-spotted    and 
 In the exact middle of the road, he saw something coloured that 
 
15. p-ungkot       papokira.          Anakka  kw-imat   a-kw-oco'rat  a-kw-ekat      po're   cittan   othakka  

C-looks.like  thing.of.trees     when     3S-saw     F-3S-stood    f-3S-shouted  voice  loud    in.order.to 
 looked like a leopard.  When he saw (it), he stopped and shouted with a loud voice 
 
16. itti        a-p-ollo,   a-papu    p-en       p-'rat         a-p-oco'ro              icci,    a-kw-apekat     po're   cittan  

so.that   F-C-run   F-thing   C-that    C-refuse     F-C-was.standing   quiet    F-3S-shouted   voice   loud 
 so that it would run away;   The thing remained standing quietly;  Then he shouted loudly 
 
17. othakka  itti   a-p-ollo,  a-p-'rakat cik    a-kw-ikkat     cik    a-kw-akkakkaro.  Thomocco  th-'rek  

in.order that  F-C-run   F-C-refused      F-3S-started  there  F-3S-calling         old man    C-certain 
 so that it would run, but it refused and he began calling out.   A certain old man 
 
18. th-okat cik th-occot k'ran  itti    Okarththum th-onat   kaman  iccik ko  ka'ran k-en.   

C-was       C-given name that   Khartoum    C-had    house   near  of   place C-that. 
 named Khartoum had a house nearby. 
 
19. Anakka thomocco th-en     th-occikothe a-th-othangkat,  

When   old.man    C-that   C-heard        F-C-answered     
 When the old man heard (the voice calling for him) he grunted a reply, 
 
20. anaruk akka      oLotti p-onat  ne're   a-kw-onnoccikat      akka oKarththum p-othongkothe.  

but      because  Lotti  PC-had fear   F-3S-did.not.hear     when  Khartoum  PC-answered. 
 but because Lotti was afraid, he did not hear when Khartoum answered him. 
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21. Olotti   acakuruk   p-okat   cik      a-kw-opakkot     n-cu're      akka  kw-okat cik     a-kw-akkakkaro,  
Loti      also         PC-was there   F-3S-returning  with-back   when  3S-was  there   F-3S-calling                 

 Lotti was running backwards as he called, 
 
22. a-kw-opakkot n-cu're       puccuk a-kw-othiat   kakung a-kkw-aik     pellek , 

F-3S-returns  with-back   until     F-3S-found   himself  F-3S-was    alone 
 going back to a place where he was alone, 
 
23. a-kw-oththet no papu p-en   na      p-okat cik    a-p-oc'ro,        a-kw-oparattakat a-kw-ollat  opakkot  i-carak       co   man.   

F-3S-left      at thing C-that where C-was there F-C-standing.  F-3S-turned         F-3S-ran   go.back  in-stomach  of house.      
 leaving the thing were it was standing;  He turned and ran back to the village. 
 
24. Anakka oLotti   p-opakkothe          icarak   co  

When   Lotti    PC-returned.back    inside   of 
 When Lotti arrived back in the village, 
 
25. man       a-kw-othiat   pu'rit          p-'rek     p-okat cik  a-p-okuccekot cik itti   p-aeo teththuk 

house    F-3S-found   young.man  C-other  C-was        F-C-preparing      that C-go  place (of animals) 
 he found a certain young man preparing to go to the animal grazing grounds 
 
26. no ka'ran  na       oLotti p-aik   ng-kuthuk     k-ung,  a-Lotti   erekanthet pu'rit  

at   place  where  Lotti  PC-is  with-animals C-his,   F-Lotti   told         young.man 
 where Lotti had been with his cows;  Lotti told 
 
27. p-en     lon    i-l-okat           cik.     A-pu'rit      p-en     omekath-ok itti   “O'rikoth-ïn    i-reo  i-raththe'ra.” 

C-that story  which-C-was there   F-young.man C-that   told-him     that “Wait.for-us(ex) in-so  which-
go.together.” 

 the young man everything that had happened.  The young man told him, “Wait so that we may go together.” 
 
28. A-lotti   ana pu'rit            p-en   oingkat i-thun.          Anakka okin   okko     ciki no  ka'ran  k-en  

F-Lotti  and young.man   C-that went     in-together.  When    they    arrived  to   of   place   C-that      
 Lotti and the young man went together.  When they arrived to the place, 
 
29. a-Lotti   okenekat  pu'rit           p-en    no ka'ran.  Anakka okin theot, a-kin     othiat  

F-Lotti  showed    young.man  C-that  of  place   When     they went  F-they   found  
 Lotti showed the young man the spot (where he had seen the leopard).  When they arrived, they found 
 
30. licok  no mu'rol a-l-icat                cik.  A-pu'rit         i'rekath-ok itti,  “okoronnoka papokira a-kkokiccer-ung,  

goats on stones  F-C-laying.down there F-young.man told-him    that, “not             leopard   F-chased-you, 
 goats lying down on stones.  The young man told him, “It was not a leopard that chased you; 
 
31. ikkere  licok   akka  ngkw-imat.”  A-pu'rit          p-en     occirat  

seems  goats  when  you-saw.”    F-young.ṃan  C-that   laughed 
 It seems you saw goats.”  The young man laughed 
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32. puccuk  mono okinyakat.  Nci   cinang a-kin    occiekat oLotti  k'ran   itti   ‘Opuruko po ïmït’ 
until     still    was.tired.   From that     F-they  named    Lotti   name  that  ‘friend    of  goat.’ 

 until he was exhausted.  From this event Lotti received the name ‘a friend of goats’. 
 
Appendix B 
 
The following chart list subjects of nuclear and pre-nuclear clauses in one column, non-subjects 
of nuclear clauses in another column, and subjects of post-nuclear and embedded clauses in a 
third column.  Each column for the respective referents has a corresponding column to indicate 
the participant reference context of the clause (S1, N3, SP4, etc.), as well as which clauses 
encode more (M) or less (L) information for reference than required by the context.  Numbers 
are assigned to participants as follows:  1 = Loti, 2 = mother, 3 = something ('leopard'), 4 = 
Khartoum (old man), 5 = young man.  Each new line indicates a break between narrative units 
(paragraphs). 
 
Boy & Goat Narrative 
Line 
# 

Con-
junc-
tion 

Subjects in nuclear & pre-
nuclear clauses 

Con- 
text 

Non-subjects of nuclear 
& pre-nuclear  clauses 

Con-
text 

Subjects and non-subjects 
in post-nuclear and 
embedded clauses 

Con-
text 

1a  time C-certain C-was  autumn in Lumun land    
1b-2 and PoD people REL.CL C-move  into the forest in the 

home area 
   

3a  boy C-certain C-given [1] Intro name Loti [1] Intro   
3b-4 and they  PC-had [1+] S1 animal.pens C-theirs  

[1+] at place 
N1 which is given the name 

Toijang going down to the 
country of the Aceron 

 

5a and PoD F-Loti  PC-came [1] S4 from shepherding cows    
5b  F-3S-did [1] S1 all work of place    
6a  F-3S-went [1] S1   in order that 3S-cook  [1] 

food 
SP1 

6b-7  F-3S-found [1] S1   that flour & porridge not 
present 

 

8a  F-Loti ø-closed [1] S1;
M 

animal pens well    

8b  F-3S-start.moving ø-goes [1] S1 to house  in order to F-3S-look.for 
[1] food 

SP1 

9a  Loti  PC-went [1] S1;
M 

to house    

9b  F-3S-found [1] S1 mother  [2] Intro PC-not present [2] from 
field 

SP3 

10  F-3S-waited.for [1] S1 -3S [2] N3 F-3S-to.come [2] SP3 
11a [when mother PC-came [2]  ] S3     
11b  F-3S-cooked.for [2] S1 -3S [1]  quickly N3   
12a PoD F-darkness C-was there      
12b  F-Loti ø-moved [1] S4 from house  F-darkness C-was there  
13-
14a 

 F-3S-went [1] S1   until when F-3S-arrived 
[1] to a valley which goes 
down to Toijang 

SP1 

14b-
15a 

PoD F-3S-saw [1] S1 something in road [3] Intro C-spotted  and C-looked 
like a leopard [3] 

SP3 

15b [when 3S-saw [1]  ] S1 ø [3] NP 3   
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15c  F-3S-stood [1] F-3S-shouted 
[1] 

S1 loud voice  in order that F-C-run [3] SP4;
L 

16a  F-thing C-that C-refused F-
was.standing [3] 

S3 quietly    

16b  F-3S-shouted [1] S4;L loud voice  in order that F-C-run [3] SP4;
L 

17a  F-C-refused [3] S4;L     
17b  F-3S-started [1] F-3S-calling 

[1] 
S4;L     

18a  Old.man C-certain C-was C-
given [4] 

Intro name Khartoum [4] Intro   

18b  C-had [4] S1 house near place C-that    
19a [when old.man C-that C-heard [4]  ] S1;

M 
    

19b  F-C-answered [4] S1     
20a [but 

because 
Loti PC-had [1]   S4 fear  ]    

20b  F-3S-did.not.hear [1] S1   when Khartoum PC-
answered [4] 

SP4 

21  Loti also PC-was F-3S-
returning [1] 

S1;
M 

back  when 3S-was F-3S-calling 
[1] 

SP1 

22  F-3S-returns [1] S1 back   until F-3S-found himself 
[1] F-3S-was alone [1] 

SP1 

23a  F-3S-left [1] S1 thing C-that  [4] N4 where C-was   F-C-
standing [4] 

SP3 

23b  F-3S-turned [1] F-3S-ran [1]  
ø-going.back [1] 

S1; 
L 

to village    

24 [when Loti PC-returned.back  [1] S1;
M 

to village ]    

25-
26a 

 F-3S-found [1] S1 young.man C-certain [5] Intro found; C-was C-preparing 
[5] to C-go [5] place of 
animals at Loti PC-was [1] 
with animals his [1] 

SP3, 
SP1, 
SP4, 
N1 

26b-
27a 

 F-Loti ø-told [1] S1;
M 

young.man C-that [5] 
story 

N3;
M 

which happened.  

27b  F-young.man C-that ø-told 
[5] 

S2;
M 

-3S [1] "wait for us so 
that we can go together" 

N2   

28  F-Loti and young.man C-that 
ø-went [1+5] 

S4 together    

29a [when they ø-arrived [1+5] S1; 
L 

to place C-that ]    

29b  F-Loti ø-showed [1] S4 young.man C-that [5] the 
place 

N3;
M 

  

 [when they PC-went [1+5]  ] S1     

29c-
30a 

 F-they ø-found [1+5] S1 goats on stone  N4 F-C-lying down SP3 

30b-
31a 

 F-young.man  ø  ø-told [5] S4; 
L 

-3S [1] "not leopard F-
chased-you, it seems it 
was goats you saw" 

N3   

31b-
32a 

 F-young.man C-that ø-
laughed [5] 

S4   until still ø-was.tired [5] SP1; 
L 

32b PoD F-they ø-named [5+] S1 Loti [1] N3;
M 

'friend of goats'  
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Third Person Identification and Reference in Mündü Narrative 
Dorothea Jeffrey 

0. Introduction 
Mündü is a Niger-Kordofanian language, belonging to the Ndogo-Sere group of the Adamawa 
Eastern division of Niger-Congo. It is spoken by a group of about 20,000, about two thirds of 
whom live in western South Sudan between Maridi and Yei, and the other half across the 
border in north-eastern Zaire. 
 
For this paper I have analysed twenty-seven Mündü texts, which were recorded in the Maridi 
area between July 1978 and September 1982. All but two of these are third person narratives — 
folk stories, hunting stories and moral tales. The remaining two are in fact first person 
narratives although the narrator takes little part in the action. 
 
As shown in the title, my purpose in this paper is to describe the methods of identifying and 
referring to third person participants in Mündü narrative discourse. 
 
1. Identification 
By ‹identification› I mean background information about a participant generally given at the 
beginning of the story or at the point of his first appearance on the event-line. By event-line I 
mean the sequence of events which goes to make up the main thread or backbone of a story. 
 
Participants may be roughly divided into four categories according to their importance in the 
plot: 

(a) Protagonist, who is the most important character, the initiator, the one from whose point 
of view the story is told. There is usually only one protagonist. 
(b) Antagonist, with whom the protagonist interacts. He is not necessarily in opposition to 
the protagonist. There may be more than one antagonist. 
(c) Props, who may be companions or assistants of (a) or (b), or other characters or 
inanimate objects brought into the narrative for a paragraph or two. They are usually of 
very little importance to the plot. 
(d) Spectators, who have no part in the action at all, but occasionally make a short 
appearance to comment on the events of the narrative or listen to the comments of others. 
 

Examples of these four categories can be seen in the attached texts. In the story of Tümbere 
and Ndölö (Appendix i), the protagonist is Tümbere1 . For most of the story, the antagonist is 
Ndölö, the beautiful girl he is trying to seduce. This seems quite logical as their interests are in 
opposition, and she succeeds in doing him quite a lot of harm. However, at page 160, line 2, 
Ndölö disappears from the story, and at page 160, line 5, Nza, the magician, is introduced and 
becomes the new antagonist. He is considered to be the antagonist because he intereacts with 
Tümbere, although in fact their interests are the same, and he succeeds in repairing the damage 
done by Ndölö. Tümbere's mother, wife, children, goats, etc. may be considered props. 
 
In the story of the hemp smokers (Appendix iv), Ngondima is the protagonist and Kümba is the 
antagonist, although they are close friends and the harm that Ngondima does to Kümba is quite 
unintentional. Props are Ngondima's wife, the hemp and the tree that they sit under. At the end 
of the story (page 176, line 9), spectators appear to comment on the action. 
 
As might be expected, the amount of background information given to identify a participant is 
generally in direct proportion to the importance of that participant in the narrative. This 
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identification can take different forms. There are certain forms which are used only for the 
protagonist, but on the other hand, there are some stories where the protagonist has no more 
identification than the props. Participants already known to the hearers usually have no 
identification at all. 
 
I should also mention that inanimate objects are not always classed as props. For example, in 
the story of Gbandi's father and the frog (Appendix iii), the frog, although dead and cooked, is 
treated as an antagonist. 
 
1.1 Protagonist 
The background information identifying the protagonist usually appears in the title or the first 
sentence(s) of a narrative, or both. The first appearance of the protagonist on the event-line is 
usually in subject position. However, exceptions to all these rules can be found. 

 
(a) Protagonist identified in title. 

Most Mündü discourses begin with a title — that is, a sentence beginning: ‹This is the word 
of ...› followed by a noun phrase saying what the discourse is about. In the case of a 
narrative, this new paragraph usually names the main participant(s), or, more rarely, the 
setting in time or place. 
 

(1) (From the story of Gbandi's father and the frog, Appendix iii, page 170, line 1) 
 
Ngü engu ne, ngü ka wüba, ka Siti-e.2
Word him this, word of my-father, of Siti-e. 
        

This story is about my father Siti-e. 
 

(2)  (From a story not in the appendices) 
 
Ma te          emere   cïngangü ne, cïngangü ka wü Tümbere ake gara 
I (incept)  make    story this, story of (pl) Tümbere with other 

 
komoko kpala de ïrï ye Zombimbiri. 
man there with name his Zombimbiri. 

 
I am going to tell a (folk) story about Tümbere and a man called Zombimbiri. 

 
However, although the protagonist is usually mentioned in the title, there are certain 
exceptions. For example, in a hunting story, it is usually the antagonist (the animal) who is 
mentioned rather than the protagonist (the hunter). 

 
(3)  (From the Lion Story, Appendix ii, page 166, line 1) 

 
Wayi, e dene ngü ka kami te ma emala ne. 
Yes it this word of lion which I speak this.
          

I am going to tell a story about a lion. 
 

Sometimes none of the participants is mentioned, but instead the setting in time or place. 
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(4)   (From a story not in the appendices) 
 

Ma ele amala mba ngü fü yi ta te 
I want speak just word to you (past) which

 
mere gbü gü ta ka wü Mandukuru de wü Anyanya. 
did in war (past) of (pl) Arabs with (pl) Anyanya 
          

I am going to tell you about something that happened during the war between the Arabs and 
the Anyanya. 

 
(b) Protagonist identified in first sentence of narrative 

(By this I mean the first sentence following the title, if any.) 
 
The first sentence of a narrative is typically an identificational clause using the verb ladü 
(or its shortened form la) meaning ‹to be present, to exist›, followed by one or more clauses 
or sentences giving background information about the protagonist — such as his name, his 
occupation, or some aspect of his character. 

 
(5) (From the Hemp smokers, Appendix iv, page 174, line 1) 

 
Wü komoko ta ladü de ïrï wü Ngondima ake Kümba. 
(pl) man (past) exist with name their Ngondima and Kümba. 
 
Wüh ta de wü kpara te      ewü ela bangï efa-sü.
They (past) were (pl) people who  they smoke hemp a-lot 
         

Once there were two men called Ngondima and Kümba. They used to smoke hemp a lot. 
 

If the protagonist is mentioned in the title, he will not be introduced by an identificational 
clause with ladü. However, the first sentence or sentences after the title may still give some 
background information about him. 
 
There are a few stories where the first sentence(s) identify the antagonist rather than the 
protagonist. For example, in the Lion Story (Appendix ii, page 166, lines 1-2 cf. example (3)) it 
is the lion who is mentioned in the title and the following sentence, not the hunters. However, 
the identification clause with ladü does seem to be confined to the protagonist. 
 
1.2 Antagonist 
Often quite a lot of background information is given to identify the antagonist. This will be the 
same sort of information as might be given for the protagonist — that is, name, description (as 
in the story of Tümbere and Ndölö, Appendix i, page 154, lines 2-4, see example (8) below), or 
some aspect of character. This information may be given either immediately before or 
immediately after the characters' first appearance on the event-line. It is usually in the form of a 
relative or appositional clause and/or a background sentence. 
 
(a) Identification immediately preceding first appearance on the event-line. 

This is the less common form. In example (6) below (which comes from the story of 
Gbandi's father and the frog, Appendix iii, page 170, lines 5-7) the frog's first appearance 
on the event-line is when he is killed. The background information comes immediately 
before this, giving a brief description and the name of the particular species of frog. 
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(6) (From the story of Gbandi's father and the frog, Appendix iii, page 170, lines 5-7) 
 
Angbe cögbörö arombo de ïrï wü trïtrïtrï, de angbe 
Enormous great frog with name their trïtrïtrï, with enormous
 
lö wü fü ewü amörö arombo ne 'buru ...
leg their, then they killed frog this all ... 

  
There is a kind of great big frog called a trïtrïtrï which has very long legs. They killed some of 
these frogs… 

 
(b) Identification immediately following first appearance on the event-line. 

This information may be in the form of a relative or appositional clause, as in example (7) 
below, or one or more complete sentences as in example (8) below (which comes from the 
story of Tümbere and Ndölö, Appendix i, page 154, lines 2-4) or a clause plus a sentence as 
in example (9) (also from the story of Tümbere and Ndölö, Appendix i, page 160, lines 5-
6). 
 

(7)  (From a story not in the appendices) 
 
Fü     kpara anü kpo, gbo! te nga gba te 
Then people went (surprise!) at track buffalo which

 
ese  gifa  de  ngüte. 
pass  dung  with  blood. 
    

Then we went on and suddenly came on the tracks of a buffalo with blood in its dung. 
 

(8)  (from the story of Tümbere and Ndölö, Appendix i, page 154, lines 2-4) 
 
Te  engu  nü,  fü  ah  anü  amaka  jaji  würüse  kpa  etü 
When  he  Went, then  he  went  found  young  woman  at  middle 

 
mere  yï  ngu.  Fü  ah  adiki  'duwa-bane,  de  mere
big  mother  water.  Then  she  was-red  very-much,  with  big 

 
bi  su-nzö  ye.  Fü  ah  areke  afa-sü. 
many  hair  her.  Then  she  was-good  very-much.

  
When he got there he found a young woman in the middle of the deep water. Her skin was red 
(i.e. rather lighter than average) and she had a lot of hair. She was very pretty. 
 

(9)  (from the story of Tümbere and Ndölö, Appendix i, page 160, lines 5-6) 
 
...anü  kpa-ka  gara  komoko  de  ïrï  ye  Nza. 
went  to  other  man  with  name  his Nza (Sunbird).

 
Engu  de  mürü  yüwa  bane.  Fü  ah  anü  amaka  engu ...
He  was  owner  oracle  thus.  Then  he  went  found  him ... 

 
... went to see a man called Nza, who was a diviner. He went and found him and ... 
 

1.3 Props 
It is usual to give no background information at all to identify props.3 Occasionally, there may 
be a little information either in the form of a relative clause or an adjective. Props are not 
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usually referred to by name, unless their name is already known to the hearers. On the first 
appearance on the event-line, a new prop will be identified either by the word gara ‹other›, as 
in example (10) which indicates that this is a new participant; or by a relationship to another 
participant, as in example (11) below; or by a noun which gives some information about his 
role, as in example (12) below. 

 
(10)  (From a story not in the appendices) 
 

Fü gara komoko ayia aza rü, amï komö Sumu, asörö di. 
Then other man got-up took wood, beat mouth rabbit, tore with-it. 

 
Then another man got up and took a stick and beat the rabbit in the mouth and cut it. 

 
(11)  (From a story not in the appendices) 

 
Ah aro kpïrï ngüte dela, adu de kpïrï ngüte etamirogo dene fü wara ye. 
He collected clotted blood that, return with clotted blood in-evening this for wife his. 

 
He collected the clotted blood and returned with it to his wife in the evening. 

 
(12)  (From a story not in the appendices) 

 
Fü Sumu ayia ato woro gbü lö ye, akpe akoro amaka miri. 
Then rabbit got-up gave speed in leg his, ran came found chief. 

 
Then the rabbit ran very fast and came and found the chief. 
 

1.4 Spectators 
No background information is ever given to identify spectators. Even on their first appearance, 
they will be identified only as wü kpara ‹people›, or even just as ewü ‹they›, without any 
antecedent noun. Spectators are brought in to provide evaluation, either by commenting on the 
action, as in example (13) below or simply acting as an audience for the comments of others. 

 
(13)  (From the Hemp Smokers, Appendix iv, page 176 line 9 to page 177 line 2) 

 
Wü kpara akoro amaka Ngondima, ga, ‹Mü ngbü sene  emere ne-ene?› 
(Pl) people came found Ngondima, said, ‹You sit here do what?› 
 
Ngondima ga, ‹Ni ngbü ecï nga Kümba te era ara ne. Ni za 
Ngondima said, ‹I sit wait for Kümba who sleep sleep this. I took 
 
nzönzö kpah wo eyi. Te ah zükü, ah maka nzö ye? Anga 
his-head also hid (comp). When he wakes, he find head his? Or 
 
ah ena awu süsü-na ya?› Wü kpara du emala fefe, ga, 
he will know its-place ?› (pl) people return say to-him, say, 
 
‹Ye mörö kiri ye  eyi de-ye?› Ah ga, ‹A-a! Ma mörö engu de. Ma ngbü efiti engu ...› 
‹You killed friend your  (comp) you?› He say ‹No! I killed him not. I sit deceive him ...› 

 
People came and found Ngondima and said, ‹What are you doing?› Ngondima said, ‹I am 
waiting for Kümba, who is asleep. I took his head and hid it. When he wakes up, will he find 
it? Will he know where it is hidden?› People said, ‹Have you killed your friend?› He said, ‹Oh 
no! I haven't killed him. I am playing a trick on him ...› 
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2 Reference 
By reference I mean every mention of a participant, whether by pronoun or noun, after his 
identification at his first appearance. 
 
One naturally expects third person participants to be referred to by third person pronouns, but 
in Mündü this is not always the case. There are occasions when second person pronouns are 
used to refer to third person participants. This is also the case with a number of other languages 
spoken in western South Sudan, for example Avokaya,4 Baka,5 Jur Mödö6 and Kresh (Gbaya)7 – 
all of which are Nilo-Saharan languages and therefore not at all related to Mündü, which is 
Niger-Congo.  In all these languages this use of second person pronouns is an attention getter, 
which adds vividness to a story, but the details of use vary from language to language 
 
The use of pronouns versus nouns to refer to a participant depends very much on the 
importance of the participant on the paragraph level. I am using the term ‹paragraph topic› to 
mean the most important participant(s) in a paragraph. Both ‹topic› and ‹paragraph› are defined 
semantically. More work needs to be done on the grammatical definitions of a paragraph in 
Mündü. Paragraph breaks in the attached texts are tentative. Changes of topic may occur within 
a paragraph, but usually do not. In some cases two participants are interacting so closely within 
a paragraph that it may be said to have two topics. The paragraph topic will usually be either 
the protagonist or the antagonist of the story. 
 
2.1 Use of the third person pronouns and nouns 
In Mündü there are two forms of the third person singular pronoun which can be used in 
subject position. These forms are ah and engu, ‹he/ she/ it›. In subject position engu is the 
marked form. But engu is also used in object position, and so could also be glossed as ‹him/ 
her/ it›. See further section 2.1.5 and example (19) below. 
 
2.1.1 Use of third person pronouns to refer to paragraph topic. 
Only the paragraph topic can be referred to by a pronoun. All other participants will be referred 
to by nouns. (That is if the participants are singular. Plural pronouns are used rather more 
freely, see further section 2.1.3 and example (18) below.) Therefore it may be assumed that any 
third person singular pronouns must refer to the paragraph topic. A noun may be used to refer 
to the paragraph topic, at the beginning of a paragraph, or where there is a change of paragraph 
topic. 

 
In example (14) below, Bakïtï is the paragraph topic, and therefore the third person pronouns 
must refer to him. 
 
(14)  (From a story not in the appendices) 

 
Fü Bakïtï ayia ado biki-nzö, biki-nzö ro-mö nda de, 
Then Bakïtï got-up kicked skull, skull spoke  (contraexpt)  not, 

 
adu ado, biki-nzö ro-mö nda de. Gara komoko
returned kicked, skull spoke (contraexpt) not. Other man 

 
ka miri ayia ade engu te ngüngürü, ade engu amörö.
of chief got-up stabbed him at neck-his, stabbed him killed. 
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Then Bakïtï kicked the skull, but it didn't say anything. (He) kicked it again, but it still didn't 
say anything. Then one of the chief's men stabbed him (Bakïtï) in the neck and killed him. 

 
In example (15) below, the hunter is the paragraph topic. Therefore, the buffalo, though often 
referred to, is never referred to by a pronoun. 

 
(15)   (From a story not in the appendices) 

 
Fü ewü  aba  bu gba ne, ato kpa ye kpa guvu 
Then they  split belly buffalo this, gave hand his in    belly

 
gba teka dü ka wü te ewü sö di 
buffalo because-of spear of them which they spear with-it

 
ekere esikine     colo. Fü ah ato kpa ye kpa
behind yesterday plus. Then he gave hand his in 
 
guvu gba. Ah to kpa ye kpala, anü amaka mere
belly buffalo. He have hand his there, went found big 
 
siti dü, ba e ne te ewü sö gba di 
bad spear, like it this which they spear buffalo with-it
 
de sïkpï 'basu, aguvu gba. Fü ah adu 
with day two, in-belly buffalo. Then he returned
 
arü sela, agü-ba dene... 
stood there, said this... 

 
Then they split the belly of the buffalo. He put his hand into the buffalo's belly, looking for 
their spear which they had speared (it) with two days before yesterday. He put his hand into 
the buffalo's belly. When he put his hand there he found a great big spear, just like the one 
which they had speared the buffalo with two days ago, in the belly of the buffalo. Then he 
turned and said... 
 

2.1.2 Use of nouns where there are two topics. 
Either the protagonist or the antagonist can be the paragraph topic. But sometimes protagonist 
and antagonist are interacting so closely that they should be considered to be joint topics. In 
such cases nouns are used for both participants if they are singular, but if either or both are 
groups then plural pronouns may be used as appropriate. 

 
In example (16a) below, the hunter is the paragraph topic, the initiator, and is therefore referred 
to by pronouns. However from (b) onwards the roles become somewhat confused, and as a 
consequence nouns are used to refer to both participants. 

 
(16)  (From a story not in the appendices) 
(a) 
 
Fü     ah  ayia anü, anü, anü, anü, akoro amaka gba. 
Then he  got-up went, went, went, went, came found  buffalo.
 
Gba du efü te-ye ekere kö'dö bane dene,
buffalo returned turned itself behind tree-type thus this, 
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du ecï nganga-na. Ah du eyia nda-ye 
returned wait steps-his. He returned got-up for-his-part
 
du etafa bane dene, gba ayia ade engu, ayia 
returned went-off thus this, buffalo got-up gored him, got-up
 
ade engu, ade engu, ambu ka. 
gored him, gored him, missed completely.

 
(b) 
 
Fü komoko akpe. Fü gba aliki komoko, aliki komoko
Then man ran. Then buffalo chased man, chased man. 
 
Komoko akpe, akpe alï füh gara ta bane.
Man ran, ran climbed on other anthill thus. 
 
Komoko aceka kpï kpa sidi, gba koro nza eyi. 
Man looked view to    back, buffalo came finish (comp)

 
(a) Then he got up and went for a long time till he came on the buffalo. The buffalo had 
turned back on itself and hidden behind a kö'dö tree to wait for him. Then when he came past 
the buffalo came out and attacked him and gored at him again and again, but missed him every 
time. 
(b) Then the man ran away. The buffalo chased the man and chased the man. The man ran and 
climbed to the top of an anthill. The man looked behind, here came the buffalo! 
 

2.1.3 Use of third person plural pronouns 
As mentioned above, plural pronouns are used rather more freely than singular ones. That is 
plural pronouns may be used instead of nouns in places where one would definitely expect a 
noun if the participant were singular - for example where the paragraph has two topics. In 
example (17) below there are two groups of participants, Kümübangïrïma's in-laws are the first 
group, and Kümübangïrïma and the frog are the second group. Both groups are referred to by 
third person plural pronouns. It can also be seen from this example that the possessive form of 
the third person singular pronoun is used more freely than subject or object. Third person 
possessive pronouns are twice used in this example to refer to Kümübangïrïma. He is the 
protagonist - that is the overall discourse topic. But he could hardly be called the paragraph 
topic in this case. 

 
(17)  (From a story not in the appendices)    

 
Tïne dela fü ewü alügü nga wü adu akoro ekötï, bü 
Now that then they return tracks their, return come home only 

 
nga ewü nda ma. 
track their (contraexpectation) none.

 
Wü gïrï     ye te enü kpala, ani ceka nga ewü, nga ewü ma. 
(pl) in-law his when go there, we look-at track their, track  their none. 

 
Wüh ga, «Wü zü küzü nza eyi». Wüh ga, «Wü yükü  gömö wü». 
They say, «You ate sesame finish (Comp)» they say, «You rinse mouth your».

 
Fü ewü ayükü gömö wü. Wüh yükü gömö wü eyi zu 
Then they rinse mouth their. They rinse mouth their (comp)  completely 
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'buru, küzü gögömö nda ma. 
all, sesame his-mouth (contraexp.) none.

 
Then they (Kümübangïrïma and frog) returned home - but they had not done any work. Then 
his (K's) in-laws went to see the work they (K and frog) had done, but they had done nothing. 
They (K's in-laws) said, «You have eaten all the sesame!» They (K's in-laws) said, «Rinse out 
your mouths». So they (K and frog) rinsed out their mouths. They rinsed out their mouths 
thoroughly but there was no sesame in his (K's) mouth. 
 

2.1.4 Use of nouns to signal a new paragraph topic. 
Where there is a change of paragraph topic, the new topic is referred to by a noun for the first 
two or three times, and thereafter by a pronoun. In example (18) below, Tümbere and his uncle 
acting as a group are the topic of  paragraph (a). Tümbere alone is the topic of paragraph (b), 
and so a noun is used to refer to him for the first three times. After that he is referred to by a 
pronoun. 

 
(18)  (From a story not in the appendices) 

(a) 
Fü      ewü asötö kïmbara ne. Fü ewü amörö. Fü ewü 
Then  they speared hippo this. Then they killed. Then they
 
abï so, adu di kpa ekötï. 
carried meat, returned with-it to home.
 
(b) 
Tümbere awu ngü ne. Tümbere ga, «Loko ni, ni yia 
Tümbere saw word this. Tümbere said, «Uncle my, I got-up
 
eyi, edu adu». Fü Tümbere ayia adu. Ah
(Comp), return, return». Then Tümbere got-up returned. He 
 
du go kpa gba ye de, fü ah... 
returned got-back to home his not, then he…
 

(a) Then they speared this hippo. Then they killed (it). Then they carried the meat and returned 
with it home. 
(b) Tümbere saw this. Tümbere said, «Uncle, I'm returning home».Then Tümbere got up to 
return home. But before he reached home, he... 
 

2.1.5 Use of engu to signal a change of paragraph topic. 
There is another way of handling a change of paragraph topic. This can only be used when the 
paragraph topic changes back to the discourse topic (protagonist). In such a case the new topic 
may be referred to by a pronoun right from the point of change. The engu form of the third 
person singular pronoun is the one used at the point of change, (see note under 2.1 above.) 

 
In example (19) below, the discourse topic is the owner of the grain. In the first part of the 
example the paragraph topic is the group of neighbours who are helping to bring in the grain. 
In the second sentence the topic changes to the owner of the grain. 
 

(19)  (From a story not in the appendices) 
 
Fü ewü abï ndo 'buru, akoro di kpa ekötï. 
Then they carried grain all, came with-it to home.
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Fü engu anü ade rü, ajï rü langba ndo. 
Then he went cut wood, built wood platform grain. 

 
Then they (neighbours) carried all the grain and brought it home. 
Then he (owner) went and cut some wood and built a platform for the grain. 
 

2.2 Use of second person pronouns 
As mentioned under 2 above, second person pronouns are sometimes used in Mündü to refer to 
third person participants. This gives vividness and heightened dramatic effect to the narrative. 
Second person pronouns can be used to signal a change of paragraph topic or to draw attention 
to important asides. There is a definite feeling of contrast given by the use of the second person 
- while she was doing this, he on the other hand was doing that. It is as if the narrator suddenly 
starts to address one of the participants. Second person pronouns may be used to refer to either 
the protagonist or the antagonist, or both. 
 
2.2.1 Use of second person pronouns to signal change of topic 
Instead of using a noun alone to refer to a new paragraph topic (as described in section 2.1.2 
above), a noun plus a second person pronoun may be used at the point of change. Subsequent 
references to this participant may continue to use the second person pronoun until there is 
another change of topic, or may revert to the third person pronoun. 

 
In example (20) below there are two changes of paragraph topic. The man who found the dead 
buffalo is the first topic, carried over from the previous paragraph. In the second clause, the 
lion becomes the new topic - signalled by the use of a noun plus the second person pronoun. 
He remains topic until the return of the man and his companions, who become the new topic — 
once again signalled by noun plus second person pronoun. The contrast between the point view 
of the men and that of the lion, and the fact that at this point their activities are unknown to one 
another, is highlighted by the use of second person pronouns. 

 
(20)  (From the Lion Story, Appendix ii, page 167, lines 5-9), 

 
Komoko la bü ciki kpa kötï, kami, mü koro eyi. 
Man that just right-there at home, lion, you came (comp)
 
Fü kami, fü mü adu ayia aza kuku la cu, 
Then lion, then you returned got-up, took thigh-his that all,
 
abï mere ngbüngbü la cu. Mü tafa de e dela eyi, anü azü.
carried big back-his that all. You went-off with thing that (comp) went ate. 
 
Wü-badene, kami, mü kpala, komoko ne, yi du  koro eyi. Yi ba  wü  kpara  bala. 
After that, lion you there, man this, you (pl) returned  came (comp). You like (pl) people  four. 
 
Fü yi adu akoro... 
Then you returned came... 

 
The man is still at home – lion, you have returned, and took its (the dead buffalo's) thigh and 
its whole back. You went off with them to eat. After a bit, lion, you are still there, then those 
men, you return. There are four of you.  Then you (the men) came back and... 

 
The use of the second person pronoun is not confined to the climax of a narrative. The above 
example is from the Lion story (Appendix ii page 167 lines 5-9) and contains the first use of 
the second person pronoun in that story. It is the start of the first major episode after a longish 
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introduction. This is where the excitement starts to build up, but it is not by any means the 
climax. Second person pronouns are not used at all in the climax of this story (Appendix ii, 
page 168, lines 2-6). Instead the climax is signalled by long strings of clauses with deleted 
subject, spoken very rapidly. The same pattern can be observed in other stories, although there 
are some where second person pronouns are used at the climax. Perhaps this is because the idea 
of contrast between the actions or viewpoint of different participants, which is conveyed by the 
use of the second person, is not usually appropriate to the climax. 
 
2.2.2 Use of second person pronouns to draw attention to important asides 
Second person pronouns may also be used for little asides and bits of background information 
inserted into the story. The use of the second person draws attention to the importance of this 
information, the relevance of which will be seen later - usually at the climax. 
 
In example (21) below, the paragraph topic is Tümbere and his son, acting as a group, but it 
will be important when we reach the climax to know that each of them has a gourd full of 
water hanging in a bag under his arm. So the narrator follows the general statement that they 
drew water with an aside describing their separate actions. Here there is not much idea of 
contrast - for in fact their actions were the same - but there is an emphasis on the fact that each 
one separately drew his own water, not that they drew water acting as a group. 
 
(21)  (From a story not in the appendices) 

 
Fu ewü ase ngu dene Tümbere, fü mü ase nda-mü
Then they drew water this. Tümbere, then you drew yours 
 
gbü kölökö, ato gbü jüra. Mbarase, fü mü ase nda-mü
in gourd, put in bag. Child, then you drew yours 
 
gbü kölökö, ato gbü jüra. 
in gourd, put in bag. 

 
Then they drew some of the water. Tümbere, you drew yours in the gourd and put it in the bag 
(under your arm). And then the child, you drew yours in the gourd and put it in the-bag. 

 
Example (22) below comes from a very long story which has a secondary climax coming 
several paragraphs before the real climax. This example is from the secondary climax. The 
paragraph topic is the hunter who, with the help of his brother, is stalking the buffalo. But there 
is a little aside to tell us what Gamburu and Bü'da, the real heroes of the story, are doing 
meanwhile. Here again is the feeling of contrast between the actions of the hunter and those of 
Gamburu and Bü'da. 
 
(22)  (From a story not in the appendices) 

 
Kalasi, ngü te ah mala fü enga-eyï bala, 
Finish, word which he spoke to brother-his like-that,
 
enga-eyï fü eyi. Ah ngbü eyi. Gamburu, mü 
brother-his turned (comp). He sat (comp) Gamburu, you
 
lï eyi agbü rü. Bü'da mü lï eyi agbü rü. Fü ah anü bü dela...
climbed (comp) in tree. Bu'da you climbed (comp) in tree. Then he went just that...
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Well, just as he had told his brother, his brother went over there and he himself stayed. 
(Gamburu you had climbed a tree. Bü'da you had climbed a tree.) Then he went and.... 

 
Example (23) below is from a story about Rabbit and his travelling companions in which 
Rabbit manages to engineer the death of all his companions (except his son) and fall heir to 
their goods. The climax of the story describes how Rabbit killed Snake. The last sentence of 
the example is an aside giving a preview of the climax. Here there is a contrast revealed 
between what Rabbit says he will do and what he really means to do, and also a quick change 
of viewpoint. In effect the narrator is saying: «Look out Snake! Little do you know what Rabbit 
plans to do!» 

 
(23)  (From a story not in the appendices) 

 
Fü Sumu agü, ga dene, «Kpürü deyï, te ani koro ake 
Then Rabbit said, said this, «Snake (voc) if we come with
 
ye, wü kpara la le ani gbü kurungba ka wü de. 
you, (pl) people that want us in boat of their not.
 
Wüh ena akpe ka-wü akpe, angü wü kpara ekpe cürü
they will run of them run, for (pl) people run fear 
 
kpürü ka wü nda-wü akpe. Ye rï erï gbü sila
snake of them for-their-part run. You enter enter in pot 
 
ka ni dene, fü enga ni abï gbü nzü ye. 
of my this, then child my carry in head his.
 
Te ani koro eyi sela dela, te ani kö ngu eyi, 
When we come (comp) there that, when we cross water (comp)
 
fü ni akusa ye. Fü ani atafa.» Kpürü ga, «Wayi.»
then I put-down you. Then we go-off.» Snake said, «Yes,» 
 
Amba kpürü, mü le nda-mü eyi ngü kpi mü 
But Snake, you agreed for-your-part (comp) word death your.

 
Then Rabbit said, «Snake, if we go together those people won't let us in their boat, because 
people are afraid of snakes. You get into this pot of mine, and my son will carry you on his 
head. When we have arrived, when we have crossed the river, then I will put you down and 
we will go off. Snake said, «Yes». But Snake, you have agreed to your death. (ie by agreeing 
to Rabbit's plan Snake had actually agreed to his own death.) 
 

3 Conclusion   
In conclusion, we could summarise by saying that the method of identifying a participant - that 
is, the amount of background information, and the form in which it is given - depends mainly 
on the importance of that participant on the discourse level, but the method of reference - that 
is, the use of pronouns as opposed to nouns - depends rather on his importance on the 
paragraph level. 

 
The use of second person pronouns for third person participants, which is one of the most 
interesting features of Mündü pronoun reference, is not by any means confined to Mündü. It is 
an areal feature which can be found in other languages spoken in western South Sudan. The 
second person pronoun adds vividness to the story - it has the effect of transporting the hearer 
to the scene of the action. In Mündü it can be used to signal a change of paragraph topic, or to 
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draw attention to important asides, and usually carries with it a feeling of contrast between one 
participant and another. 
 
End notes 
                                                 
1 Tümbere is the Mündü «trickster». The name literally means «spider», but the Mündüs do not think of him as a 
spider - not even in the sense that Rabbit is a rabbit. 
 
2 All examples have been written orthographically. The eight vowel symbols used in writing Mündü represent the 
following phonemes: 
 

i / i / 
ï / ɩ / 
e / ɛ / 
ö / ɵ / 
a / a / 
u / u / 
ü / o / 
o / ɔ / 

 
For further details see Jeffrey, D.E. and L.Polley (1981), Phonology and Morphophonemics in Mündü.  Occasional 
Papers in the study of Sudanese Languages 1:1-42 
 
3 An exception to the rule that no background information is given for props, is the dead buffalo in the Lion story 
(Appendix ii page 166 lines 6-7). Quite a lot of background information is given about this buffalo, which I have 
classed as a prop. However, on closer examination it will be seen that this information is at least as much about 
the lion (who is the antagonist) as it is about the buffalo. 
 
4 Kilpatrick, Eileen (2000), Participant reference in Avokaya narrative texts. Occasional Papers in the study of 
Sudanese Languages 8:81-123 
 
5 “Yes, Baka has the same feature.  I have not described it in a write-up, but it shows up in some vernacular 
publications.” Douglas Sampson (personal email communication 7/4/11) 
 
6 “As regards the use of 2nd person for 3rd person participants, yes, Jur Modo does have instances of that 
happening…  As I remember, we found in some narrative texts that the narrator switched to 2nd person at the 
climax when describing what happened to the most prominent participant or to what they did.   I would agree that 
it's a kind of attention-getter.” Janet Persson (personal email communication 4/4/11) 
 
7 “This is a common feature in traditional folklore, but in that genre alone, and in reference to the main character 
alone. It puts the listener into the story as that character…”, “In some stories it occurs around the peak, but at 
others it occurs more broadly. I don’t recall, however, seeing a story that began with second-person usage; there is 
usually a shift as the tension increases.” Rick Brown (personal email communications 4/4/11, 6/4/11) 
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Appendix i 
Tümbere and Ndölö 
by Imanuele Matügü 

 
Protagonist: Tümbere 
Antagonist: Ndölö (page 154 line 2 - page 160 line 2) 

 Nza (page 160 line 5 - page 162 line 4) 
Props: Tümbere's mother, wife, children, chickens, dogs and goats 

 Stone belonging to Nza 
Spectators: None 
Climax: page 159 line 5 to page 160 line 2 
 
Second person pronoun used to indicate change of topic page 154 line 5-7, and page 158 

line 7-9. 
 
1) 
 

Ma emala cïngangü ka Tümbere ake Ndölö. Nih nga ngbi, nih je. 
I speak story of Tümbere and Ndölö. We keep-quiet quiet, we listen.

 
2) 
 

Fü Tümbere ayia anü, agü ngu. Te engu nü, fu ah anü amaka jaji 
Then Tümbere get-up go, throw water. When he went, then he go find young 
    (fishing)         

 
3) 
 
würüse kpa etü mere yï ngu. Fu ah adiki 'duwa bane, de mere bi 
woman at middle big mother water Then she is-red very much, with big many

 
4) 
 
su nzö ye. Fu ah areke afa sü. 
hair head her Then she is-good very much.

 
5) 
 

Tümbere, tïne te mü nü teka ngu agü ne, mü gü jia mü 
Tümbere, now when you went because water to throw this, you throw eye your 

 
6) 
 
eyi te jaji würüse ne, ngü ka ngu dürü gbü nzö mü eyi. Fü mü 
(comp.) at young woman this, word of water lost in head your (comp). Then you 

 
7) 
 
ayia agü ba, «Angü de ye dene, ye nü akine, ye zoro kpa ni.» 
get-up say «For you this, you go here, you hold hand my.» 
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1) 
 

Ndölö adu arü akpo 'duwa ci ka ye ebï. Ci engu gü ba, 
Ndölö return stand begin only song of her singing. Song he say 

2) 
 

«Ndölö, amba Ndölö nda bane?
«Ndölö, but Ndölö for-her-part thus? 

 
3) 

Ndölö, ceka Ndölö te ye reke! 
Ndölö, look-at Ndölö who she is-good!

4) 
Ndölö, ceka Ndölö te ye diki!» 
Ndölö, look-at Ndölö who she is-red!»

 
5) 
 
Fü Tümbere aza bü aje züka ci te Ndölö ebï dela. Fü Ndölö
Then Tümbere take only hear good song which Ndölö singing that. Then Ndölö

 
6) 
 
areke gbü jia Tümbere za, de wü ci ka ye 'buru. Fü Tümbere adi de 
is-good in eye Tümbere completely with (pl) song of her all. Then Tümbere is with 

 
7) 
 
endoro woro era ngu 'duwa andoro teka Ndölö. 
walking-about speed beside water only walk-about because-of Ndölö 

 
8) 
 

Tümbere ga, «A! Ni maka züka ngü enatikine eyi. Ni ele ye, ye nü 
Tümbere say, «A! I found good word today (comp). I want you, you go 

 
9) 
 
akine, yi gü la züka kpa ye la gbü nda ni siti kpa ni ne.» Ndölö ga, 
here, you throw that good hand your that in my one bad hand my this.» Ndölö say, 

 
10) 
 
«Ni nü kpala de. Te ye ele ni, ye nü kpa ka ni agbü ngu akine.» Tümbere 
I go there not. If you want me, you go to of me in water here.» Tümbere 

 
11) 
 
yia bü ayia, aviti atï gbü ngu. Te ah tï gbü ngu, ngu ka ye
got-up only get-up, jump fall in water. When he fall in water, water, of it 

 
12) 
 
nda mere cu ngu, fü Tümbere atï gbo te ngürü ye. Fü cürü amere engu. 
contra-expectation big deep water, then Tümbere fall up-to at neck his. Then fear make him. 
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1) 
 
Fü ah amü de woro, akoro kpa füh gümba.
Then he run with speed, come at on bank. 

 
2) 
 

Fü ah adu arü, agü ba, «Angü Ndölö, würüse deyï la, 
Then he return stand say «Because Ndölö, woman (vocative) that, 

 
3) 
 
ni ele ye wara ni tete fï badi.» Ndölö adu arü agü ba, «Wayi, te ye ga, ni ele 
I want you wife my in-it forever.» Ndölö return stand say «Yes, if you say, I want 

 
4) 
 
ni würüse tete na, ngü ladü te ni eji kpah ayi ta ye gbügbü.» Tümbere ga, 
me woman in it word there-is which I want also ask you in-it.» Tümbere say, 

 
5) 
 
«Ah nda bü gömö ye.» Gü ba, «Angü Tümbere deyï, wara ye ma ya?» 
«It (contraexp.) only mouth your.» Say «Because Tümbere (voc), wife your none ?» 

 
6) 
 
Tümbere ga, «Wara ni ladü.» «Anga eyï?» Tümbere ga, «Ni ni kpah ladü.» 
Tümbere say, «wife my there-is «But mother-your?» Tümbere say, «Mother my also there-is.» 

 
7) 
 
«Anga wü di ye?» Tümbere ga, «Wü di ni ladü.» «Anga ngü?» 
«But (pl) children your?» Tümbere say, «(pl) children my there-is.» «But chicken?» 

 
8) 
 
Tümbere ga, «Ngü ladü.» «Anga bürü?» Tümbere ga, «Bürü kpah ladü.» 
Tümbere say «Chicken there-is.» «But dog?» Tümbere say, «Dog also there-is.» 

 
9) 
 
«Anga meme?» Tümbere ga, «Meme kpah ladü.» Ga, «Ah reke palade. Te ye 
«But goat?» Tümbere say, «Goat also there-is.» say, «It good much. If you 

 
10) 
 
ele ni, aza würüse tete na, wü e ka ye dela, ye du de ye ekpo eküte 
want me, take woman in-it (pl) thing of you that, you return that you begin at-body 

 
11) 
 
eyï, de wara ye, de wü di ye, wü ngü, wü meme, wü bürü, 
mother-your with wife you, with (pl) children your (pl) chicken (pl) goat, (pl) dog, 
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1) 
 
de ye mörö ewü 'buru. Fü ye adu aza ni.» Tümbere ga, 
that you kill them all. Then you return take me.» Tümbere say, 

 
2) 
 
 «Engu te ni ele ne, ah nda 'duwa zu dela.»
«That which I want this, it (contraexp.) only really that.» 

 
3) 
 

Tümbere yia bü ayia de woro, akpe adu akoro kpa ekötï, 
Tümbere got-up only get-up with speed, run return come to home, 

 
4) 
 
amaka wü kpara ka ye dela, atï te wara ye, amï amörö, de wü di ye, 
find (pl) person of his that, fall at wife his, beat kill, with (pl) children his,

 
5) 
 
amï wü ngü, amï wü bürü, wü meme, amörö wü e nde 'buru, 
beat (pl) chicken, beat (pl) dog, (pl) goat, kill (pl) thing all all, 

 
6) 
 
aza eyï, anü awo, adu alügü te ye de woro, edu teka würüse, 
take mother-his go hide return return himself with speed, returning because woman, 

 
7) 
 
adu amaka Ndölö fï da ye, etü mere rudu ngu, agü ba, 
return find Ndölö still place her, middle big deep water, say 

 
8) 
 
«Angü de ye Ndölö, wü kpara tïne ma. Gba ni eyi 'duwa nzïla, reke 
«For you Ndölö, (pl) person now none. Home my (comp) only clean, good 

 
9) 
 
'duwa ba ne la teka ye. Ye nü enü akine.» Ndölö gü ba,  «Angü ye esu wu! Du 
very much for you. You go go here.» Ndölö say, «For you lie! Remaining 

 
10) 
 
kpara ladü. Eyï ladü. Ye mörö engu nda de. Ye du, ye 
person there-is. Mother-your there-is. You kill her (contraexp) not. You return, you 

 
11) 
 
mörö te eyï feke. Amba ye te edu, fü ani adu 
kill at mother-your first. But you (inceptive) returning, then we return 
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1) 
 
ake ye agba ye.» 
with you to-home your.» 

 
2) 
 

Tümbere lügü bü te ye de woro, edu amï eyï amörö, 
Tümbere return only himself with speed, returning to-beat mother-his to-kill 

 
3) 
 
adu akoro kpa ekötï, atï te eyï, amï amörö kpah ka, alügü bü 
return come to home, fall at mother-his beat kill also completely return only 

 
4) 
 
te ye de woro, kpah edu adu, adu amaka Ndölö fï te nga ye, 
himself with speed, also returning return, return find Ndölö still at track her,

 
5) 
 
gü ba, «Angü Ndölö deyï, tima .nza eyi Ah reke 'duwa bane la. 
say, «For Ndölö (voc), work finish (comp). It good very much. 

 
6) 
 
Ye koro tïne ekoro agbü ngu akine, de ani go.» 
You come now come in water here, that we return.»

 
7) 
 

Ndölö, mü du engbü eceka bü kpï de jia mü. Mü le 
Ndölö you return sit looking only view with eye your. You want 

 
8) 
 
ayia anü kpaka Tümbere de. Mü du yia ka mü dela, edu ka mü de 
get-up go to Tümbere not. You return get-up yours that, returning yours with 

 
9) 
 
kürüfü mü kpo kpah, ci ka mü tïne te mü ngbü ebï ne, ebï, 
back yours completely also, song of You now which you sit singing this, singing, 

 
10) 

«Ndölö, amba Ndölö nda bane?
«Ndölö, but Ndölö for-her-part thus? 

11) 
Ndölö, ceka Ndölö te ye reke! 
Ndölö, look-at Ndölö who she is-good!
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1) 
Ndölö, ceka Ndölö te ye diki.» 
Ndölö, look-at Ndölö who she is-red.»

 
2) 
 
Ah bï ci ka ye ba engu la, adu ayia ka ye afü ka ye, giri! 
She sang song her like it that, return get-up her turn her (ideophone) 

 
3) 
 
Mu Ndölö ma! Lö Ndölö kpah ma! Ndölö bü kpini eta du ye 
Buttucks Ndölö none! Leg Ndölö also none! Ndölö only exact across waist her 

 
4) 

 
kpa tïkpï, ka ye de mere gö gbü ye, vööö bala! 
to upward, hers with big hole in her empty like-that!

 
5) 
 

Tümbere du ewu ngü ne. Tümbere ga, «Atï! Amba kpara 
Tümbere return seeing word this. Tümbere say, «(Exclamation) But person

 
6) 
 
te fiti ni, fü ni anü amörö wü kpara ka ni ekötï 'buru ne, ah 
who deceive me, then I go kill (pl) person my at-home all this, she 

 
7) 

 
nda bane? Nda siti e bane na?» Ndölö adu afü ka ye kpala, adu 
(contraexp.) thus? That-of bad thing thus ?»  Ndölö return turn hers there return 

 
8) 
 
aceka Tümbere, afü ka ye, arï ka ye agbü ngu fï badi. 
look-at Tümbere, turn hers enter hers in water forever.

 
9) 
 
Ah koro nda tïne eyi de. Ah adu angbü cükü'daye, adu 
She come (contraexp) now (comp) not. She return sit a-little, return 

 
10) 
 
akoro. Tümbere adu akpe dela, aza gifi, akpe adoro wü jürü rü piti piti 
come. Tümbere return run that, take axe, run chop (pl) little tree small small 

 
11) 
 
piti, adu di, andrü era ngu, akpo angbü ewükü Ndölö di, de ni 
small, return with-it, pile beside water, begin sit pelt Ndölö with-it, that I 
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1) 
 
wükü, ni mörö. Ah wükü Ndölö ma, Ndölö kpi nda de. 
pelt, I kill. He pelt Ndölö for-a-long-time-in-vain. Ndölö die (contraexp.) not.

 
2) 

 
Ndölö adu ayia ka ye arï gbü ngu fï badi.
Ndölö return get-up hers, enter in water forever

 
3) 
 

Fü Tümbere alügü te ye tïne kpala de gba, tïne edu kpa 
Then Tümbere return himself now there with cry, now returning to 

 
4) 
 
ekötï teka wü kpara ka ye tïne de mere cïnga. Ah du, atï! Mamaguma 
home because (pl) person his now with big sorrow. He return, (exclamation) His-heart 

 
5) 
 
tï de. Fü ah adu ayia dela, anü kpa ka gara komoko de ïrï ye Nza. 
fit not. Then he return get-up that, go to other man with name his Sunbird. 

 
6) 
 
Engu de mürü yïwa bane. Fü ah anü amaka engu, atï te ngari ngü te emere 
He is owner oracle thus. Then he go find him, fall at message word which doing  

 
7) 
 
 ye, amala 'buru fefe na, agü ba, «Angü ni nü maka jaji würüse te ereke 
 him, speak all to-him  say «For I go find young woman who is-good 

 
8) 
 
fa sü, amba ah ka ye nda esiti. Fü ah afiti ni. Fü ni anü amörö wü 
much, but she hers contraexp. is-bad. Then she deceive me. Then I go kill (pl) 

 
9) 
 
ni ni, de wü wara ni, de wü di ni, wü meme, wü bürü, 
mother my, with (pl) wife my, with (pl) children my, (pl) goat, (pl) dog, 

 
10) 
 
wü e ka ni ekötï, wü   ngü nde. Ni ena 
(pl) thing my  at-home, (pl) chicken all. I will 

 
11) 
 
amere ne baye fü wü kpara ka ni la adu?» 
do ? how that (pl) person my that return?»
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1) 
 

Nza ga, «Ye mala ngü de. Ye ngbü kötö.» Fü Nza 
Sunbird say, «You speak word not. You  sit down.» Then Sunbird 

 
2) 
 
adu ato kpa ye, ale enga teme ka ye di, anü di erumbi rumbi,
return give hand his, like little stone his with-it, go with-it very high 

 
3) 
 
kpa tïkpï fa sü,  ace kpa ye te enga teme. Fü ewü alügü te ewü kpala
at up much, leave hand his at little stone. Then they return themselves there 

 
4) 
 
ake enga teme 'duwa  biringbö, edu adu kpa kötö. 
with little  stone only one (together), returning return to down. 

 
5) 
 
Enga teme te enü mari mari ni tï kötö, fü Nza 
Little stone (inceptive) going near near I fall down, then Sunbird 

 
6) 
 
ale enga teme, ngbari! Adu angbü kötö, agü ba, «Angü de ye Tümbere,
like little stone, (ideophone) Return sit down, say «For you Tümbere,

 
7) 
 
wü di ye, de ye, wü wara wü e ka ye 'buru, wüh ena adu 
(pl) children your, with your, (pl) wife (pl) thing your all, they will return 

 
8) 
 
akoro. Ye du edu, de ye de   mere wa fa sü, de ye ndrü wa 
come. You return return  that you cut big fire(wood) a lot that you pile-up fire 

 
9) 
 
fa cu sü di. Ye kö wü eyï, de wü wara  ye, ye, wü ngü, 
very much indeed with-it. You collect (pl) mother-your with (pl) wife your, your, (pl) chicken,

 
10) 
 
wü di wü meme, wü bürü ka ye 'buru, de ye kö ewü bü 'buru gbü wa
(pl) children (pl) goat, (pl) dog  all, that you collect them only all in fire

 
11) 
 
la. De wüh curu lamu za alamu, de ye kö mbï ewü la, 
that. That they burn burn-to-ash only burn-to-ash, that you collect ash their that, 
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1) 
 
de ye za mere siti fara sila, de ye kö mbï ewü la le 'buru gbügbü,
that you take big bad shard pot, that you collect ash their that all all in-it, 

 
2) 
 
de  ye enü, ye o kpa züka esambü füh e ba e te 
that you go, you put to good in-house on thing  like it which 

 
3) 
 
würüse esiri ngütü. De ye ese ngu tökö fefeh, ye ni möngïtï gbü nga ewü, de
women filter salt. That you fetch water, pour on-it, you close door in track their, that

 
4) 
 
ye koro, ye ngbü ede möngïtï. Wü kpara ka ye la ena akoro 'buru.» 
you come, you sit beside door. (pl) person your that will come all.» 

 
5) 
 

Fü Tümbere alügü te ye, adu kpah bala, ade wa, andrü 
Then Tümbere return himself, return also like-that, cut fire(wood) pile-up

 
6) 
 
wa, akö wü kö wü kpara ka ye la 'buru, de wü kö 
fire, collect (pl) corpse (pl) person his that all, with (pl) corpse 

 
7) 
 
wü e ka ye ka köti nde, abu gbügbü. Fü wü e la acuru 
(pl) thing his of compound all, throw in-it. Then (pl) thing that burn 

 
8) 
 
'buru. Fü ah akö mbï la le gbü mere fara sila, abï 
all. Then he collect ash that all in big shard pot, carry

 
9) 
 
anü di, ao areke kpa esambü la, adu aza ngu, atökö gbe füh ewü, ani möngïtï,
go with-it, put good to in-house that, return take water, pour all on them, close door, 
 
10) 
 
akoro angbü edere möngïtï. Nganga te eyïrï mba cükü'daye, ngbö! giri e
come sit behind door. It's-track (inceptive) delay only little, sound-of-drips noise it

 
11) 
 
wü eyi. Tümbere du eü möngïtï, erï kpa esambü la. Ah ekoro de, ah maka
sound (comp). Tümbere return open door, enter to in-house that. He coming not, he found
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1) 
 
eyï te tü eyi. Fü ah aza eyï, ao, akoro, adu angbü. Nganga 
mother-his who dripped (comp). Then he take mother-his, put, come, return sit. It's-tracks

 
2) 
 
eyïrï mba cükü'daye, ngbö! e tü eyi. Fü ah akpe kpa esambü 
delay only little, sound-of-drips it dripped (comp). Then he run to in-house 

 
3) 
 
la, adu amaka wara ye, te tü eyi. Fü ah aza 
that, return find wife his, which dripped (comp). Then he take 

 
4) 
 
wara ye, ao, akpo eküte wü didi, de wü ngü, wü meme, 
wife his, put, begin at-body (pl) children-his, with (pl) chicken (pl) goat, 

 
5) 
 
wü bürü. Fü wü e ka Tümbere dela atü akoro 'buru. Fü ewü adu 
(pl) dog. Then (pl) thing of Tümbere that drip come all. Then they return

 
6) 
 
akoro da wü ekötï. Fü sü areke tïne te Tümbere. Fü Tümbere akoko
come place their at-home. Then place is-good now to Tümbere. Then Tümbere shout 

 
7) 
 
tadu da ewu wü kpara ka ye, te wüh tü koro eyi le 'buru 'dö mini.
happiness to see (pl) person his who they dripped came (comp) all all together.

 
8) 
 

E dela ngü ta te emere Tümbere. Gbü fiti ka kpara, te
Thing that word (past) which doing Tümbere. In deceit of person, if 

 
9) 
 
mü ena anü amaka bü e, fü mü ayia 'duwa, agü ba, «Angü ni le 
you will go find only thing, then you get-up only, say «For I like

 
10) 
 
amere,» dela ngü te ena asiti da mü, gbü ngbüngbü ka mü, ah ba 
to-do,» that word which will spoil place your, in sitting your it like

 
11) 
 
e te emere Tümbere la. Ah dudu, du dela. De ra Imanuele Matügü.
thing which do Tümbere that. It ends end that. I Imanuele Matügü.
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I will tell you the story of Tümbere and Ndölö. We will keep quiet and listen. One day 
Tümbere went fishing. When he reached the river he saw a pretty girl in the deep wide water. 
She was brown with long hair on her head. She was very pretty. When Tümbere, who had 
come to fish, saw the girl, he forgot all about fishing. Then he said, «You come and shake my 
hand.» Then the girl began to sing her song. The song says: Ndölö, is Ndölö like this? See how 
pretty Ndölö is! See how brown Ndölö is!» When Tümbere heard the song, Ndölö really did 
appear very pretty to him. So he began to run up and down along the bank because of Ndölö. 
He said, «Today's my lucky day! I want you, you come here and put your good hand in this 
dirty one of mine.» 

«I will not go there. If you want me, come into the water,» said Ndölö. So Tümbere jumped 
into the water. Jumping in, he fell into the deep water, right up to his neck and he was afraid. 
So he rushed back to the land. Then he said, «If you please, I want you as a wife for ever.» 
Then Ndölö said, «If you say you want me as a wife, there is something I must ask you first.» 

«Whatever you like,» said Tümbere. 
«Have you a wife?» 
«I have a wife.» 
«What about your mother?» 
«My mother is alive.» 
«And children?» 
«I have children.» 
«What about chickens?» 
«There are chickens.» 
«What about a dog?» 
«There is a dog.» 
«Goats?» 
«Yes, there are goats.» 
«Very good,» said Ndölö. «if you want to marry me, you must go, and starting with your 

mother, kill all of your family, and also the hens, goats and dogs. Then you may come and 
marry me.» 

«Alright», said Tümbere. Then he ran home. He found all his family, and starting with his 
wife he killed her, and the children, dogs goats and chickens. He killed them all. Then he took 
his mother and hid her. Then he hurried back to the woman, who was still in the middle of the 
wide water. He said, 

«Now no-one is left. My house is clean, just right for you. You come here.» 
«You are lying, » said Ndölö, «there is somebody left. Your mother is still alive. You have 

not killed her. Go and kill your mother first; then I will go with you to your house.» So 
Tümbere rushed back again and killed his mother. He ran back, and found Ndölö in her place 
in the water. 

«Ndölö, I have done everything that you wanted. You come out of the water now, and 
come home with me.» 

Ndölö paused. She said nothing. Then she began to walk backwards, and start her song 
again: 

«Ndölö, is Ndölö like this? See how pretty Ndölö is! See how brown Ndölö is!» Then she 
turned upside down, but - ! She had no buttocks! There were no legs either! She was only there 
from the waist up; the rest was one big empty hole! 

«Is this the person who has tempted me, for whom I have killed all my family? For a bad 
creature like this?» Tümbere exclaimed. Then Ndölö turned and looked at him, and disappeared 
into the water for ever. Then Tümbere ran and got his axe and cut a lot of small sticks. He 
piled them up by the water and began to throw them at Ndölö to kill her. He threw sticks at 
Ndölö for a long time, But she didn't die. She had gone into the water for ever. He turned and 
went home crying, grieving for his family. He got home, but he was not happy. So he went to 
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see a magician called Nza (Sunbird). 
Tümbere told him all that had happened. «I found a pretty girl, but she was evil. She 

deceived me, so that I killed my wife, mother, children and all the chickens, goats and dogs. 
What can I do to bring back all these people of mine?» Nza said, «Just wait. You sit down.» 
Then Nza picked up his stone, and took it high up in the sky, and then let it go. Then they 
began to come down together. When the stone was coming very near the ground Nza caught it 
at once. He sat down and said, «Tümbere, you must collect your wife, mother and all your 
things. You go and cut lots of firewood. When you have made a fire collect your mother, wife, 
children, chickens, goats and dogs and put them in the fire. Let them burn to ashes. Take their 
ashes and put them in a broken pot. Go into the house and put the pot on the good thing which 
women use for filtering salt. Get some water and pour it on. Shut the door behind you and sit 
beside it. Your people will all drip down.» 

Then Tümbere returned as he was told, and cut wood and made a fire. He collected the 
bodies of his family and animals and put them in the fire. They were burnt up. He took all the 
ash and put it in a broken pot, putting this inside his house. Then he poured water on the ash, 
and, shutting the door, he sat beside it. After a while he heard something dripping - ‹Plop›. He 
opened the door and going in he found his mother, who had dripped down. He brought his 
mother out. He shut the door again and waited. Only a moment later he heard another plop. He 
rushed inside and found his wife. Gradually all his children, hens, goats and dogs dropped 
back. They went back to their proper places, and Tümbere was happy. He shouted for joy to 
see his family again. 

This is what happened to Tümbere. If someone tempts you, or you find something new 
which seems good to you and you do it, no good will come of it. It will spoil your home. 
Things will work out for you just as they did for Tümbere.  

It ends like that. I am Immanuel Matügü. 
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Appendix ii 
Lion Story 

by Toma Bajia 
 
Protagonist: Toma's child, his uncle and two others acting as a group 
Antagonist: The lion 
Props: The dead buffalo, the fire, the food 
Spectators: None 
Climax: page 168 line 2-7 
 
Second person pronoun used to indicate change of topic page 167 line 5-7, 8-11, and page 

168 line 2 
 
1) 
 

Wayi, e dene ngü ka kami te ma emala ne. Kami de siti nü 
Yes, thing this word of lion which I speak this. Lion is bad animal

 
2) 
 
de gü te ye. 
with war at him. 

 
3) 
 

Mbarase ka ra yia sene, anü laadï kpa gba akara ye, 
Child my got-up here, go up-to at home aunt (paternal) his 

 
4) 
 
kpa gbü Gaba. Fü engu anü akoro kpala. 
at in Gaba. Then he go come there 

 
5) 
 

Ah te engbü cükü'daye, fü yoko ye na akoro, te koro 
He (inceptive) sit little, then aunt's husband his come, who came

 
6) 
 

kpa gbü gü da endoro. Angü komoko la nü maka so, 
at in grass and walking-about. For man that went found meat, 

 
7) 
 
enga gba, te kami zoro, gbeke, nü di o kpa esa bïrï. 
child buffalo, which lion caught dragged, went with-it put at under stream. 

 
 
8) 
 
Badene fü komoko dene akoro amaka. Komoko ga, «Wayi, ni maka so eyi dene.»
Then then man this come find. Man say, «Yes, I found meat (comp) this.»
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1) 
 
Fü komoko adu sela, akporo gba dela 'buru 'dö mini, ajï caca 
Then man return there, cut-up buffalo that all together, dig hole-for-smoking-meat

 
2) 
 
akö gba dene fefeh, adeke wa esasa. Komoko ta du de woro eyi 
collect buffalo this on-it, light fire under-it. Man (past) returned with speed (comp)

 
3) 
 
kpa ekötï, edu anü aï wü kpara, edu anü agïrï mba du zü e 
to home, returning to-go call (pl) person, returning to-go seek only remaining food 

 
4) 
 
teka ani ngbü eme so dene.
because we sit watching meat this. 

 
5) 
 

Komoko la bü ciki kpa ekötï, kami, mü koro eyi. Fü kami,
Man that only right-there at home, lion you came (comp). Then lion, 

 
 
6) 
 
fü mü adu ayia aza kuku la cu, abï mere ngbüngbü la cu. 
then you return get-up take his-thigh that completely, carry big back-his that completely.

 
7) 
 
Mü tafa de e dela eyi anü azü. 
You went-off with thing that (comp.) go to-eat.

 
8) 
 

Wü badene, kami, mü kpala, komoko ne, yi du koro eyi. 
And then, lion, you there, man this you (pl) returned came (comp)

 
9) 
 
Yi ba wü kpara bala. Fü yi adu akoro. Yi wu ngü de te kami
you (pl) like (pl) person four. Then you (pl) return come. You (pl) see word which lion 

 
10) 
 
ne mere ne kpah kpo. Yi ga, «Ako! Kami dene, mimikini
this do this also completely You (pl) say, «(Exclamation) Lion this, maybe 

 
11) 
 
ah nü sü eyi.» Fü ewü adu, de awa kpah so dela, ao gbü wa, 
it went away (comp). Then they return, that cut also meat that, put in fire,
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1) 
 
ewuju amere kümü ka wü, azü. 
want to-make food their to-eat.

 
2) 
 

Badene, kümü dela, wüh la bü emere amere gbü wa, kami, mü 
Then, food that, they still only doing do in fire, lion you

 
3) 
 
du koro kpah eyi. Fü kami adu awu ewü. Kümü dene tïne 
returned came also (comp.) Then lion return see them. Food this now 

 
4) 
 
te ewü yia emere azü ne, wüh ce kümü ka wü 'duwa gbü wa. 
which they got-up doing to-eat this, they left food theirs only in fire. 

 
5) 
 
Fü kümü curu acuru. Fü kami amere e de ewü gbü biti la, 
Then food burnt burn. Then lion do thing with them in night that 

 
6) 
 
afü fïbü kere ewü kere kere kere kere kere kere, rara kötö ma. 
turn still behind them quick quick quick quick quick quick, sleep down none. 

 
7) 
 
Fü kpï aseke 'duwa me ye. 
Then sky dawn only itself 

 
8) 
 

Kpï te eseke, kami, mü tïne te eyia aka te mü 
Sky (inceptive) dawning, lion, you now (inceptive) getting-up move yourself

 
9) 
 
bala cükü'daye, angbü kpa esa e kpah baka e de kpane de. 
like-that a-little, sit at under thing also like it which there just. 

 
10) 
 
Fü ewü adu akö bü so dene kere kere kere kere, 
Then they return collect only meat this quick quick quick quick, 

 
11) 
 
rürü bü de woro, 'duwa go ago. 
sound of meat being stuffed in bag only with spead, only return-home return. 
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1) 
 
Fü ewü afo ka wü esaka kami nda wü 'duwa bane ene la. 
Then they escape theirs from-hand-of lion for their part very much 

 
2) 
 

E dela ngü tera te mere mbarase te enü laadï agba 
Thing that word (past) which do child who go up-to home 

 
3) 
 
Fü ngü amere ewü kpa gbü gü bala esaka kami. 
Then word do them at in grass like-that at-the-hand-of lion 

 
 
Yes, this is a story about a lion that I am going to tell you. Lions are very bad fierce 

animals. 
A young relative of mine got up from here and went to the house of his paternal aunt at 

Gaba. 
After he had been there a little while his aunt's husband came back from a hunting trip in 

the bush. He had found meat — a young buffalo which a lion had caught and dragged down to 
the stream. When the man found it he said to himself, «Aha! I have found some meat!» So he 
jointed the buffalo. Then he dug a pit, lit a fire in it and placed the buffalo meat over the fire to 
smoke. Then he hurried home to call some people to help him, and also to get some food for 
them to eat while they were watching the meat. 

While the man was still at home the lion returned. It took the buffalo's thigh and its whole 
big back and went off with them to eat. 

While the lion was still around the men returned. There were four of them. They returned 
and saw what the lion had done, but they thought it had probably gone away again. So they cut 
up some of the meat into small pieces and put it on the fire to cook, wanting to make some 
food to eat. 

While the food was still cooking, the lion returned and saw them. That food which they had 
been cooking to eat, they left it on the fire and it burnt. The lion troubled them a lot during the 
night by walking round and round them. They did not even lie down. At last dawn came. 

When dawn came the lion went off a little way and lay down in the shade, as it might be  
over there. Then they collected up the meat as quickly as they could and returned home, and so 
they escaped from the lion. 

That is what happened to the young man who went to visit his paternal aunt. That is what 
the lion did to them in the bush. 
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Appendix iii 
Gbandi's Father and the Frog 

by Gbandi Siti-e 
 
Protagonist: Gbandi's father 
Antagonist: Bazükümba 
 Frog 
Props: Cooked fish, wooden dish, Gbandi's mother, etc. 
Spectators: None 
Climax: page 171 lines 8-9 
 
Second person pronoun used to indicate change of topic page 170 line 5, page 171 line 1-4 
Second person pronoun used for short imbedded expository discourse page 171 line 6 
 
1) 
 

Ngü engu ne, ngü ka wüba, ka Siti-e. Ah ngbü emala 
Word he this, word of my-father, of Siti-e. He sit telling 

 
2) 
 
fere me ye. 
to-me himself 

 
3) 
 

Gbü sü ka wü Makaraka tane, fü wüba ayia eyi, anü
In place of (pl) Zande (past), then my-father get-up (comp), go 

 
4) 
 
agba Bazükümba, agbü barondo.
to-home Bazükümba, in court. 

 
5) 
 

Fü Bazükümba, fü mü ato kümü de angbe gada. Angbe 
Then Bazükümba, then you give food with great dish. Great 

 
6) 
 
cögbörö arombo de ïrï wü trïtrïtrï, de angbe lö wü, fü ewü amörö
enormous frog with name their (type-of-frog) with great leg their, then they kill 

 
7) 
 
arombo ne 'buru, ao gbü mere duku, atökö mü fefeh, aza si, ao 'buru
frog this all, put in big cooking pot, pour oil on-it, take fish, put all 

 
8) 
 
fefeh na, ato kümü ne, akoro di, ao enga gira wüba. 
on-it give food this, come with-it, put in-front-of my-father. 
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1) 
 

Bazükümba, fü mü areke te mü, angbü kötö bane. Wüba, fü mü 
Bazükümba, then you prepare yourself, sit down thus. My-father, then you

 
2) 
 
azü si ne firi. Mü zü si nza tine eyi. Mü tïne te ega,
eat fish this for-awhile. You ate fish finish now (comp). You now (inceptive), say, 

 
3) 
 
«Ni za e bane,» mü bï 'duwa mere siti trïtrïtrï, koro di esaka mü. 
«I take thing thus,» you carry only big bad (type-of-frog), come with-it in-your-hand.

 
4) 
 
Mü te eceka kpï, Bazükümba gü ba dene, «De ye, Siti-e, ye ceka ne ne ene?
You (inceptive) looking view, Bazükümba say this, «You, Siti-e, you look this what? 

 
5) 
 
Ye zü arombo azü.» Angü wüh ce arombo gbü sü kaka, gbü sü ka 
You eat frog eat.» For they leave frog in place his, in place of 

 
6) 
 
Bazükümba, wüh ce nda wü mafï. Te mü ce eyi, fü ewü amörö mü asidi. 
Bazükümba, they leave (contraexpect) not. If you leave (comp), then they kill you away. 

 
7) 
 
«Ye zü ezü. Ye kpi kamane mafï.»
«You eat eat. You die also not.» 

 
8) 
 

Wüba mala ngü de ka cürü ka kpi. Wüba adu areke te ye, 
My-father speak word not of fear of death. My-father return prepare himself,

 
9) 
 
azü arombo de giri ye coro coro coro coro coro, azüfa arombo  'buru, aza ngu anzö.
eat frog with noise it's sound of eating dry meat, eat-all frog all, take water drink.

 
10) 
 

Fü wüba alügü te ye, ago akoro kpa ekötï, amala ngü 
Then my-father return himself return come t at-home, speak word 

 
11) 
 
fü wüna. Ïrï wüna de Madina. «Madina, ngü mere ra eyi. 
to my-mother. Name my-mother is Madina. «Madina, word did me (comp).
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1) 
 
Te ma nü agba Bazükümba, agba miri, fü ewü amere kümü, akoro di, 
When I went to-home Bazükümba, to-home chief, then they make food come with-it, 

 
2) 
 
azï arombo. Tïtïne dene ma zü arombo eyi.» Tïne fütanga ngü la, fü wüba 
cook frog. Now this I ate frog (comp).» Now after word that, then my-father 

 
3) 
 
akpo angbü ezü arombo. 
begin sit eating frog. 

 
4) 
 

Dela gina ngü ta ka wü Makaraka tane, te ewü ewasaka wü kpara
That first word (pest) of (pl) Zande (past), which they defile (pl) person

 
5) 
 
di ka wü awasaka, azü arombo 'buru, mamaguma fere nda kpah de. 
with-it theirs defile, eat frog all, his-heart turn (contraexpect) also not. 
               (vomit)     

 
6) 
 

Dela ngü ta gügü, ta ka wü diri kpara tane, te wüba 
That word (past) long-ago, (past) of (pl) former person past, which my-father

 
7) 
 
engbü emala fere, gü ba dene, «Te ni ma, de ma ngbü ma di emala fü gara 
sit telling to-me say this, «When he none, that I sit I be telling to other

 
8) 
 
wü bete wü jaji fütanga ni.» 
(pl) plus (pl) child after him.»

 
 
This is a story about my father, Siti-e, which he told me himself. 
During the time when the Zandes ruled here, one day my father got up and went to the 

house of Bazukumba, to the court. 
Then Bazukumba caused food to be brought in a great dish. There is a type of enormous 

great frog called a tritritri which has great long legs. They had killed some of these frogs and 
put them in the cooking pot and cooked them with oil and fish. So they brought this stew and 
set it in front of my father. 

Then Bazukumba got ready and sat down like this. Then my father sat and ate the fish for a 
while. He ate all the fish and then he put his hand into the dish to get another piece of fish and 
took out - a great big tritritri! He was sitting looking at it when Bazukumba said, «you, Siti-e, 
what are you looking at? Eat up that frog!» Because at Bazukumba's one did not refuse to eat 
frogs. If you refused then they would kill you. «Eat up that frog and you won't die!» 
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My father did not say anything because he was afraid to die. So he braced himself and ate 
the frog. Crunch, crunch, crunch, he ate it all up. Then he took a drink of water. 

Then my father returned home and said to my mother — by the way, my mother's name 
was Madina — he said to her, «Oh Madina, a terrible thing happened. When I went to 
Bazukumba's, to the chief's, they brought food and there was a frog cooked with it. Now I have 
eaten a frog!» After that my father used to eat frogs all the time. 

That is the sort of thing the Zandes used to do, defiling people! My father ate all that frog 
and he did not vomit. 

That is what happened long ago, in the old days. My father told me about it, saying, «When 
I am gone you tell it to the next generation.» 
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Appendix iv 
The Hemp Smokers 

by Charles Ma-mere-ne Toma 
 
Protagonist: Ngondima 
Antagonist: Kümba 
Props:  Hemp, Ngondima's wife, tree they sit under etc. 
Spectators: page 176 line 9 to page 177 line 
Climax: page 176 lines 4-8 
 
Second person pronoun used to indicate change of topic page 174 line 7 & 8 
 
1) 
 

Wü komoko ta ladü, de ïrï wü Ngondima ake Kümba. 
(pl) man (past) there-is, with name their Ngondima with Kümba. 

 
2) 
 
Wüh ta de wü kpara te ewü ela bangï efa sü
They (past) are (pl) person who they smoke hemp a lot. 

 
3) 
 

Gbü gara ra fü Kümba amala fü Ngondima, ga, «Ye koro kpa ka
In other day then Kümba speak to Ngondima, say, «You come to 

 
4) 
 
ni ba ra egambi, de ani nü ala bangï ka ani.» Ngondima ga, «Züka 
me like day tomorrow, that we go smoke hemp ours.» Ngondima say, «Good 

 
5) 
 
ngü. Ma ena akoro egambi etokokpï, fü ani anü amere e la, amere
word. I will come tomorrow early-morning, then we go do it that, do 

 
6) 
 
te ani de bangï. Züka ta'ba de engu ka tima. 
ourselves with hemp. Good tobacco is   he of work.

 
7) 
 

Ngondima, fü mü ayia adu agba mü, angbü gbü biti la, ra 
Ngondima, then you get-up return to-home your, sit in night that, sleep

 
8) 
 
nda ma gbü jia mü, da efï nga bangï te ewü ena ala 
(contraexp.) none in eye your, and thinking about hemp which they will smoke
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1) 
 
te kpï seke eyi la. 
when sky dawn (comp) that. 

 
2) 
 

Gügü emezïkpï Ngondima ayia etïkpï. Fü ah aï wara 
Early morning Ngondima get-up up. Then he call wife 

 
3) 
 
ye, adu amala fefe na, gü ba dene, «Ni yia eyi, eja anü 
his, return speak to-her say this, «I got-up (comp) wanting to-go 

 
4) 
 
agïrï ku kambü ka ani.» Wara ka ga, «Ye cï 
seek bark-rope house our.» Wife his say, «You wait

 
5) 
 
nga ra te ena akoro feke.» Ga, «Tima ka ni de ra nda ma. 
for sun which will come first.» Say, «Work my with sun (contraexpectation) none.

 
6) 
 
Kümba dene eyi ecï nga ni.» 
Kümba this (comp.) waiting for me.» 

 
7) 
 

Fü Ngondima ayia aza dïrï ka ye bete jüra. Fü ah 
Then Ngondima get-up take bow his with bag. Then he 

 
8) 
 
anü akoro amaka Kümba, adu amala, ga, «Ma fï nda ra, ga, mü tafa 
go come find Kümba, return speak, say, «I think for-my-part, say, you gone-off

 
9) 
 
ka mü dene nda mü Eyi.» Kümba ga, «Ma tï anü ace mü ao de. 
yours this for-your-part (comp).» Kümba say, «I can go leave you put not. 

 
10) 
 
Mü de züka awuba ka ra 'duwa ba ne la.»
You are good friend my very much.» 

 
11) 
 

Fü ewü ayia anü, anü akoro esa gara mere rü, adu amala,
Then they get-up go, go come under other big tree, return speak, 
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    1) 
 
ga, «Nih ngbü esa züka gu rü ne, nih la te nih.» Fü ewü angbü kötö, 
say, «We sit under good cool tree this, we smoke ourselves.» Then they sit down, 

 
2) 
 
akpo ela bangï teka saa bala, gara e te ewü ena amere eyi ma. 
begin smoking hemp for hour four, other thing which they will do (comp) none.

 
3) 
 
Fü bangï azoro ewü 'basu mini, agbo kötö. Fü ewü akpo era 'duwa ba ne la. 
Then hemp catch them two together throw down. Then they begin sleeping very much. 
         (both)      

 
4) 
 

Fü Ngondima ayia azükü, amaka Kümba da era ara. Fü ah
Then Ngondima get-up awake, Find Kümba and sleeping sleep. Then he

 
5) 
 
adu aza aguruma gbü kombo ka ye, ayia azoro nzö Kümba gö! ayia awa 
return take knife in bag his, get-up catch head Kümba tight! get-up cut 

 
6) 
 
ngüngürü, aza nzönzö, awo esa e. Ah du emala, ga, «Ma wo nzönzö
neck-his, take head-his hide under thing. He returned speak, say «I hid his-head

 
7) 
 
eyi. Ah zükü, ah maka nzö ye? Anga engu ena awu süsü na ya?» Ah du 
(comp). He wake he find head his? Or he will know its-place ?» He returned

 
8) 
 
engbü sela ede kö kiri ye ne ma, kiri ye zükü de. 
sit there beside corpse friend his this for-a-long-time-in-vain. friend his wake not. 

 
9) 
 

Wü kpara akoro amaka Ngondima, ga, «Mü ngbü sene, emere ne ene?»
(pl) people come find Ngondima, say, «You sit here, do what?» 

 
10) 
 
Ngondima ga, «Ni ngbü ecï nga Kümba te era ara ne. Ni za nzönzö 
Ngondima say, «I sit wait for Kümba who sleeping sleep this. I took his-head

 
11) 
 
kpah, wo eyi. Te ah zükü, ah maka nzö ye? Anga ah ena awu süsü na 
also, hid (comp) When he wake, he find head his? Or he will know itsplace
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1) 
 
ya?» Wü kpara du emala fefe, ga, «Ye mörö kiri ye eyi de ye?» Ah
?» (pl) person returned speak to-him, say «You killed friend your (comp) you?» He

 
2) 
 
ga, «A-a! Ma mörö engu de. Ma ngbü efiti engu, anga ah ena azükü, awu 
say, «No! I killed him not. I sit deceiving him, or he will awake, know

 
3) 
 

sü nzö ye?» Bangï to ngü la fefe ta me ye. Ah fï nda ye, 
place head his?» Hemp gave word that to-him (past) itself. He think for-his-part,

 
4) 
 

ga, ni mere siti ngü nda ni de. Te bangï nza tete gbü jijia, 
say, I did bad word (contraexp.) not. When hemp finished at-it in his-eye,

 
5) 
 

fü ah adu awu, ga, ni mere siti ngü eyi. 
then he return know, say, I did bad word (comp).

 
Once there were two men called Ngondima and Kümba. They used to smoke a lot of hemp. 
One day Kümba said to Ngondima, «Come to my place tomorrow and we will go and 

smoke some hemp.» Ngondima said, «Good. I will come tomorrow first thing, and we will go 
and do that, go and get high on hemp. That's a kind of tobacco that has a very good effect!» 

Then Ngondima went home, but that night he could not sleep for thinking about the hemp 
that they were going to smoke next morning. 

Early in the morning Ngondima got up and called his wife and said to her, «I'm off to get 
some bark to make rope for our house.» His wife said, «Wait until the sun rises at least.» He 
said, «It has nothing to do with the sun. Kümba will be waiting for me.» 

The Ngondima got up and took his bow and his bag and went and met Kümba. He said to 
him, «Oh, I was afraid you would have gone.» Kümba said, «I couldn't go and leave you, you 
are my best friend.» 

Then they went on until they came to a great big tree. Then they said, «Let's sit down in the 
shade of this nice cool tree and smoke.» Then they sat down and began to smoke hemp. They 
smoked for about four hours — they had nothing else to do. Then the hemp overcame them so 
that they fell down and slept for a long time. 

At last Ngondima woke up and saw that Kümba was still sleeping. So he took his knife 
from his bag, took a firm grip on Kümba's head and cut it off. Then he took the head and hid it 
under something. He said, «Now I have hidden his head. When he wakes up, will he be able to 
find it? Will he know where I have put it?» So he sat down by the body of his friend. He 
waited for a long time, but his friend did not wake up. 

Some people came and found Ngondima and said to him, «What are you doing here?» 
Ngondima said, «I am waiting for Kümba here to wake up. I've taken his head and hidden it, 
and I'm wondering if he'll be able to find it when he wakes up, or if he'll know where it is.» 
The people said, «Have you killed your friend?» He said, «Oh no! I haven't killed him. I'm just 
playing a trick on him, to see if he can find his head when he wakes up.» It was hemp that 
caused him to do that. He did not realise that he had done anything wrong. When he recovered 
from the influence of the hemp, then he realised what a terrible thing he had done. 
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